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FOREWORD
The present textbook ―English Phonetics‖ (a contrastive study of English and
Ukrainian pronunciation), written by T.A. Brovchenko and T.M. Koroljova, is the
second edition of the manual ―English Phonetics‖, written by T. Brovchenko and I. Bant
in 1964.
The period of the second half of the 20th century was characterized by
intensive development of all the sciences and linguistics as well.
The achievements of the scientists in the sphere of the theory of linguistics, the
new elaborations of difficult problems, the development of new methods and
apparatuses of experimental phonetics made it necessary to revise the book and make
additional theoretic and experimental investigations.
The method of contrastive phonetics, which began to be developed in Ukraine
in 1950s-60s and the needs of the teachers of foreign languages who realized that the
most successful way for adults to acquire the current pronunciation of a foreign
language is to learn the phonetic structure of the given language in comparison with the
mother tongue caused the necessity of systematic comparative scientific investigations
of phonetic structure of the foreign and native language of the learner.
Consequently, all the chapters of the present book were revised and most of
them written anew.
In the investigation of the speech sounds articulation in English and Ukrainian
the experimental methods of palatograms, linguagrams and photography were applied, a
detailed and exact position of the speech organs was obtained. Some specific
peculiarities of the shape and the position of the speech organs, typical of each of the
two languages and unknown before, were registered.
A new treatment of the acoustic nature of word stress was suggested.
It has been proved that the main acoustic characteristic of word stress in
English and Ukrainian, as well as in other languages with the dynamic type of stress, is
the total acoustic energy, which is defined as intensity over time, i.e. the result of
coordination of two components of the total energy – intensity and duration.
It has been proved experimentally that the share of duration and intensity is not
equal in English and Ukrainian and depends upon the peculiarities of the phonematic
structure of the language.
These hypotheses were supported by the results of the experimental analysis of
objective, relative and subjective parameters of stressed and unstressed syllables in
English and Ukrainian.
The chapter devoted to the theory of syllables (Syllabics) was revised. The
syllable was treated as an impulse of energy, retaining all the characteristics as a
classical impulse of energy.
The chapter devoted to intonation was also revised. A review of development
of the theory of intonation was given.
A thorough description of the components, functions and the intonation
structure of the utterance in various communicative types of utterance and under various
conditions of speech production were presented.
The book is intended as a textbook for the students of Philological departments
of the Universities and other higher education institutions of Ukraine as well as for
those who are interested in the problems of sounding speech.
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―Introduction‖ and Part I of the present book ―Segmental Units of Speech‖
were written by T.A. Brovchenko. Part II of the present book ―Suprasegmental Units of
Speech‖ were written by T.M. Koroljova.
We would like to express special thanks to our colleagues N.V.
Lanchukovskaya and A.S. Shaljov for much assistance when preparing the book for
publication.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. PHONETICS – A SCIENCE OF SOUNDING SPEECH
Language – the object of linguistics is a unique peculiarity of mankind, a
fundamental link among human beings and between the humanity and the world.
About three thousand languages, existing in the world, are exceptionally different
in their sound system, word stress, intonation, lexical and grammatic systems.
There are universal features in the phonetic, grammatic, lexical means of all the
languages or some groups of languages. There are features that are common for all the
languages in the world – they are the structure of the language and its function. It is
possible to single out two levels – lower and higher in the structure of the language. The
units of the lower level, sounds for example, have no meaning of their own. The units of
the higher semantic level, for example sense-groups, phrases, overphrasal unities, obtain
some meaning.
Each linguistic unit of the semantic level has some definite sounding, connected
with some meaning due to what communication among the people of a definite
language society can be realized.
Communication is the essence of human life. All that exists in human society is
built on the basis of communication. All the material objects created by people,
everything spiritual, the inner development of a human being and of the human society
in general is possible only on the basis of communication. The main basis of
communication is language.
Language is the main system of communication between people, it is obviously the
main system available for people for accumulating information for knowing the world
and everything around them.
There are two main types of information – written and oral.
In this day and age, at the time of radio, television, the Internet and various talking
devices, oral speech information acquires especially great significance.
People got interested in the nature of speech sounds centuries ago, but scientific
study of speech sounds began at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th
century.
The factors that stimulated the development of phonetics as a science were:
1. more thorough acquaintance with the functioning of the human speech
apparatus;
2. the investigation of many linguists who studied languages that had no
alphabets;
3. the compiling of alphabets for such languages.
The definition of phonetics as the science of speech sounds, given by most linguists
of that time (Sweet H., Jones D. in England, Vitomskaya A.N., 1948; Dikushina O.I.,
1981 in the former USSR), was narrow and did not reveal the essence of the science of
phonetics.
Segmental units – speech sounds and syllables are to be examined from
physiological, acoustic and functional point of view but they constitute only one of the
10

elements of the phonetic system of the sounding speech.
Besides the sounds, the object of phonetics is suprasegmental units of speech –
sense-groups, phrases, overphrasal unities and the text – the highest suprasegmental unit
of speech.
The narrow definition of phonetics, which was acceptable at the early period of the
development of phonetics, has become inadequate now.
Nowadays phonetics is understood as a science which studies all the phonetical
means of semantic expression in oral speech – speech sounds, stress and intonation
(Torsuyev G.P., 1950; Zinder L.R., 1979 and others).
Phonetics is a branch of linguistics that studies pronunciation, i.e. all the phonetic means
of semantic expression in oral language – speech sounds, word stress and intonation and all the
phonetic units of speech: speech sounds, syllables, phonetic words, sense-groups, phases,
overphrasal unities and the text. Their formation, physical acoustic nature, perception and their
semantic, grammatic and lexical role and functions in speech are to be studied.
Several branches of phonetics are distinguished. The main of them are:
Articulatory phonetics is a branch of phonetics that studies the production and the
articulation of sound means in oral speech.
Acoustic phonetics is a branch of phonetics that studies acoustic qualities of speech
sounds, syllables, phonetic words, syntagmas, phrases, overphrasal unities and the text.
Auditory phonetics is a branch of phonetics which studies the perception of all the
phonetic means of oral speech and their interpretation.
Phonology is a branch of phonetics which studies the semantic functions of speech
sounds and other phonetic means of semantic expression in verbal communication –
speech sounds (phonemes), word stress and intonation.
Speech sounds (phonemes), word stress and intonation are phonematically relevant
in English and Ukrainian.
The substitution of one phoneme for another can change the meaning of the word
or its grammatic function, e.g.
corn [
] – cork [
]
CІЛЬ [С'ІЛ'] – БІЛЬ [Б'ІЛ']
The position of word stress in English may change the meaning of the words. For
example:
blackboard ['
greenhorn ['
redwing ['

] класна дошка
] новак
] дрізд

black board ['
green horn ['
red wing ['
'

] чорна дошка
] зелений ріг
] червоне крило
'

'

Word stress in Ukrainian has the same phonematic function. This may be illustrated
by the following examples:
білизна [Б' ІЛИЗН ] – білизна [Б'ІЛИЗН ]
важниця [В ЖНИЦ' ] – важниця [В ЖНИЦ' ]
In English the position of stress may distinguish parts of speech as well. The words given
below differ in stress and at the same time their grammatical functions are different, e.g.
convoy ['
export ['
import ['

] n – convoy [
' ] v
] n – export [ '
]v
] n – import [ '
]v
11

In Ukrainian word stress is also one of the means of semantic expression in speech
and the changes in its position may influence the meaning of words as well as their
grammatical functions, for example:
брати [БР ТИ]
варений [В РЕНИЙ]

–
–

брати [БР ТИ]
варений [В РЕНИЙ]

Any component of intonation (tone, sentence stress, tempo, timbre) can change (or add
to) the meaning of a sentence and thus, fulfil its phonematic function.
Consequently, if we substitute the falling tone for the rising tone in such sentences
as: Open the window, please. Fetch the newspaper. Hand in the paper, etc., the
communicative type of the sentence will be changed. Pronounced with the falling tone
( ) it means an order, pronounced with the rising tone ( ) it will express a request:
Order
Open the window, please.
['
Fetch the newspaper.
['

'

Request
Open the window, please.
. ||]

['
Fetch the newspaper.

. ||]

['

'

. ||]
. ||]

In the same way a statement may be changed into a question by exchanging the
falling tone for the rising one.
Statement

Que st i o n

Ready. [
||]
The boy is here.

Ready? [
? ||]
The boy is here?

['

['

'

. ||]

'

? ||]

Sentence stress, one of the main components of intonation, may be phonematically
important changing to some extent the meaning of the utterance by emphasizing one or
several of its words.
The difference in intensity, i.e. different degrees of sentence stress, can give a
different shade of meaning to the whole sentence by emphasizing a certain word or
words, for example:
Hand in your paper. [

/

. ||]

Hand in your paper.

[

. ||]

Hand in your paper.

[

ре р . ||]

Hand in your paper. [

ре р . ||]

A change in the speed of utterance or in the intervals between the words can give a
sentence a different emotional colouring.
The same sentence may express anger, irritation or wonder, making the speed with
which it is uttered slower or quicker.
Therefore it may be asserted that a component of intonation – speed of utterance or
tempo fulfils a phonematic function in speech.
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The components of intonation are interdependent. In most cases several
components are involved simultaneously to give a sentence a definite shade of meaning.
This phonetics studies all the phonetical means of semantic expression in speech.
All the phonetical means – phonemes, word stress and intonation are important and
neither of them should be underestimated in studying a language.

1.2. CONTRASTIVE LINGUISTICS
More close cooperation between the peoples of different countries after the Second
World War and the difficulty of learning and teaching foreign languages, of translating
and interpreting foreign texts were the cause of appearing of numerous comparative
investigations of foreign and native languages – textbooks, manuals, articles and essays.
Centuries before, studying African and Indian languages of different tribes some of
which existed in oral form, scientists compiling alphabets and writing grammar books
for these languages, paid attention to some similarities of the phonetic and grammatical
elements in the structure of some languages or all of them. As a result of the research
into the specific and similar characteristics of African and Indian languages the first
typological linguistic studies appeared.
Synchronous comparative contrastive investigations of two or more languages and
typological investigations of a group of languages, which were vigorously developed in
the second half of the 20th century, gave rise to a new branch of linguistics –
contrastive linguistics.
Traditionally, contrastive linguistics is defined as a branch of general linguistics
which reveals and studies specific individual linguistic characteristics of some
phenomena of the given language and other languages and typological characteristics
common to a group of languages.
It is essential to distinguish between comparative (contrastive) analysis and
typology which are different parts of the same branch of linguistics. Yu.A. Zhluktenko
points out that contrastive linguistics is not an independent science but a part of general
linguistics. The object of its study is different languages, their structure, characteristics
and individual peculiarities (Жлуктенко Ю.A., 1979). The close relation between
comparative (contrastive analysis) and typology was emphasized by the assertion that
contrastive linguistics is a part of general linguistics was stated by Y. Uhlisch (1973)
who wrote that contrastive analysis was the first step to typological analysis.
Contrastive linguistics is not a purely practical branch of linguistics, it is a theory of
language types and classification of languages according to their types.
The problem of synchronous comparison of different languages attracts the
attention of the linguists at present.
The first attempt to describe comparative characteristics of speech units of different
European languages was registered at the beginning of the 20th century.
W. Wiëtor (1904) compared some phonetic characteristics of German, English and
French.
A.I. Tomson, a professor of Odessa University, published some articles and essays
devoted to the comparative description of Russian, Ukrainian and Armenian languages
(Томсон .И., 1912, 1922).
Russian scientists I.A. Baudouin-de-Kourtenay, V.A. Bogoroditsky, E.D. Polivanov and others outlined some principles of language comparison and compared
13

Russian with some other languages (Бодуэн-де-Куртенэ И. ., 1912; Боглродитский
В. ., 1915; Поливанов Е.Д., 1928).
In 1936 V.M. Matesius, a representative of a well-known ―The Prague Linguistic
Circle‖, pointed out the importance and the necessity of the synchronic comparative
linguistic analysis. V.M. Matesius wrote that synchronic comparative method of
investigations contributed to a more thorough analysis of the language.
In 1953 W. Weinrich, another representative of ―The Prague Linguistic Circle‖, put
forward an important scientifically substantiated suggestion about differential
description of the languages.
Another linguist, E. Naugen brought forward a new theoretical conception. E.
Naugen in his two-volume monograph ―Norwegian Language in America‖ (1953)
brought up the concept of ―dialinguistics‖ – synchronous comparative investigations of
the individuals who have a complete command of two languages.
At the same time Daniel Jones, the ―Father of English Phonetics‖, was one of the
first who systematically compared a foreign language with the pronunciation of the
native tongue of his learners – French. In all the reprints and editions of his well-known
book ―An Outline of English Phonetics‖, comparing English pronunciation with the
French one, he recommends French learners how to avoid mistakes in English which is
a foreign language for them.
The primary task of the explorer carrying out the comparative analysis of two or
more languages is to choose the basis of comparison i.e. the model with the help of
which the languages will be compared.
Two bases of contrastive analysis are usually mentioned by the linguists.
1. Contrastive analysis is termed unilateral when languages are compared on the
basis of one of the analysed languages and one of them is used as a model.
Unilateral contrastive analysis is widely used in the analysis of foreign
languages comparing them with the learners‘ native language.
2. Contrastive analysis, according to which both compared languages are studied
from the point of view of some third language system, is termed bilateral.
The third language may be:
 a living language which may function as an intermediary in communication;
 a dead language which is fixed in the invariable state (Latin, Ancient Greek);
 an artificial language applied in the process of typological analysis of a number
of languages;
 a special metalanguage created as a system of methods to ensure most
objective and exact description of other languages.
A unilateral method of contrastive analysis is the most widespread one.
A bilateral method of contrastive analysis is less widespread than a unicentral
method.
Semantic and grammatic characteristics of the metalanguage are used as a model of
analysis in the case when the explorer is in great need of absolutely exact results of the
comparison.
In Ukraine comparative (contrastive) linguistics and typological analysis of
different languages began to be applied in the middle of the 20th century.
In 1952 systematic synchronous comparison of the foreign and the Ukrainian
speech sounds, based on experimental investigations, were published: ―Comparative
analysis of consonants in contemporary Ukrainian and German languages‖ (Прокопова
Л.И., 1952) and ―Comparative analysis of systems of English and Ukrainian vowels and
consonants‖ (Бровченко Т. ., 1952).
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In 1957 the first contrastive manual, ―Contrastive Grammar of the Ukrainian and
English languages‖, a fundamental textbook written by a group of linguists appeared
(Баймут Т.В., Бойчук М.К., Волынский М.К., Жовтобрюх М. . и Самойленко
С.П., 1957).
In the 1960s a fundamental textbook for teachers, ―Comparative Grammar of
Ukrainian and English languages‖ (Жлуктенко Ю.О., 1960) and the manual ―English
Phonetics‖, based on the experimental bilingual contrastive analysis of phonetic systems
of English and Ukrainian languages (Brovchenko Т., Bant I., 1964) were published.
The scientific works mentioned above, the results of original contrastive
investigations, were valuable not only for the teachers and learners of English and
German languages whose native language was Ukrainian, for translators and
interpreters, but contributed to some extent to the theory of contrastive phonetics.
In the collective monograph, ―Intonation of Speech‖ published by the Academy of
Sciences of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (1963) an article written by I.V.
Borisjuk, ―Intonation characteristics of rhetoric questions in Ukrainian and French
dialogical speech‖ was the result of comparative experimental investigation of the
intonation of rhetorical questions in French in comparison with the native language of
the learners – Ukrainian (Борисюк И.В., 1968).
The intonation structure of English and Ukrainian utterances in dependence on the
position of the semantic centre was investigated by T.A. Brovchenko in the article
―Intonation contour of semantic centre in English and Ukrainian speech‖. The
comparative analysis made it possible to reveal acoustic characteristics of the intonation
structure of the utterances with different positions of the semantic centre common in
English and Ukrainian and those specific in each of the analysed languages (Бровченко
Т. ., 1979).
Some of the essays published in Ukraine were devoted to the role of contrastive
linguistics in the process of teaching foreign languages in special higher schools
(Михайленко В. ., 1979) and to some peculiarities of teaching foreign languages on
the basis of contrastive linguistics (Розенбаум Е.М., 1979). In the collection of
scientific articles, edited by the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic in 1979, three of them were devoted to the problems of contrastive linguistics
(Жлуктенко Ю. ., Бублик В.Н., Бровченко Т. .).
Yu.A. Zhluktenko in his article, ―Contrastive analysis as a method of speech
investigations‖ (1979), emphasized that contrastive linguistics is not an independent
science but is a branch of linguistics that has the same subject and aim, investigates the
nature and peculiarities of different languages and differs from linguistics only in its
method – synchronous comparative method.
Yu.A. Zhluktenko asserts that the main requirements to contrastive investigations are:
 the choice of the most important and effective language elements for the
analysis;
 the choice of an adequate and reliable basis for comparative analysis;
 taking into consideration interlanguages equivalence, which as a rule is not
connected with the equality of form (Жлуктенко Ю. ., 1979).
V.N. Bublic in his article, ―Gnoseological basis of Contrastive analysis‖ analyses,
from the point of gnoseology (theory of science), psychological treatment of the process
of learning a foreign language on the basis of the native language and describes the
peculiarities of this process, its difficulties and complexity (Бублик В.Н., 1979).
The collective monograph, ―Comparative investigations of English, Ukrainian and
Russian languages‖ published in 1980 by the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic, edited by Yu.A. Zhluktenko, was devoted to the problems of
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comparative analysis of phonological, morphological and syntactic peculiarities of the
three languages.
In the introductory section, ―The foundation of the contrastive analysis of speech‖,
Yu.A. Zhluktenko gives a survey of the history of development of contrastive
linguistics, discusses and develops further its main problems – the subject of contrastive
linguistics, the discrimination between contrastive and typological studies, connection
between theoretical and pragmatic aspects of contrastive and typological analysis, the
choice of the model of contrastive analysis and others (Жлуктенко Ю. ., 1981).
In the section, ―Comparative analysis of English, Ukrainian and Russian
phonological systems‖, T.A. Brovchenko came to theoretically and practically well
founded conclusions about the main specific and common phonetic peculiarities of the
speech sounds characteristics of the phonematic systems of the two examined
languages. A list of the most typical mistakes of Ukrainians learning English and the
methods of avoiding them was presented (Бровченко Т. ., 1981).
In the monograph, ―Typology of speech intonation‖, E.A. Nushikyan gave a
detailed analysis of acoustic characteristics of various types of emotions in English in
comparison with the corresponding emotional variants in Ukrainian, and presented an
original classification of English and Ukrainian emotions (Нушикян Э. ., 1982).
In the monograph, ―Intonation of modality in sounding speech‖, by T.M. Koroljeva
the phonetic structure and functions of modal utterances in English and Ukrainian
speech were investigated. Original systematic semantic approach and electronic
experimental analysis made it possible to determine intonation peculiarities of the main
types of modal utterances and their variants (Королѐва Т.М., 1989).
Contrastive linguistics continued to be developed vigorously since the 1970s up to
the end of the 20th century in different countries of the world. Similar rapid
development was observed in the sphere of comparative phonetics as well.
Contrastive linguistic phonetic investigations may be divided into three main
trends:
a. the theory of contrastive linguistics;
b. the methods of contrastive linguistic analysis of speech;
c. comparative linguistic analysis of phonetic characteristics and the structure of
different languages.
It should be taken into consideration that the division of comparative investigations
is formal to some extent. On the one hand, systematic comparative researches may be
not purely theoretical and are often supplied with some definite results of comparison
between or among linguistic phonetic phenomena. On the other hand, systematic
practical comparative descriptions may contain some theoretical considerations and
conclusions.
For the sake of convenience some contrastive investigations of the 20th century
may be divided into the three mentioned above groups.

I. Theory of contrastive linguistics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weinreich U. Language in Contact. – Paris, 1970.
Nikel Y., Vagner K. Contrastive linguistics. 1971.
Кошевая И.В. Типологическая структура языка. – Киев, 1972.
Болинджер Д.Л. Интонация как универсалия. 1972.
Burschmidt E., Gotz D. Kontrastive linguistik. Deutch, Englisch. Theorie und
Anwendug. – Munhen, 1974.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Ярцева В.И. Типология языка и проблемы универсалий. – Москва, 1976.
Haliday M. System and function in language. – London, 1976.
Білодід І.К. Типологія інтонації мовлення. – Київ, 1977.
Жлуктечко Ю.О. Контрактивний аналіз – прийом мовного дослідження. –
Київ, 1979.
Николаева Т.М. Интонационно-типологическое изучение языковых
контактов. – Новосибирск, 1986.
Кантер Л. . Системный анализ речевой интонации. – Москва, 1988.
Петрянкина В.И. Функционально-сематический аспект интонации. –
Москва, 1988.
Николаева Т.М. Фразовая интонация славянских языков. – Москва, 1988.
ракин В.Д. Типология языка и проблема методического
прогнозирования. – Москва, 1989.
Хромов С.С. Теоретические принципы изучения русской интонации. –
Москва, 1989.
II. Methods of contrastive linguistics

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Гак В.Т. К проблеме типологического построения высказывания. –
Москва, 1966.
Виноградов В.В. Методы типологии. – Москва, 1972.
Ласка І.В. Деякі проблеми порівняльної іноземної і рідної мов. – Київ,
1972.
Опельбаум Е.З. Деякі проблеми контрастивного вивчення лексики
далекоспорідненних мов. – Київ, 1972.
Кодзасов С.В. Комбинаторная модель фразовой просодии. – Москва,
1996.
табекова . . Когнитивный подход в рамках системного анализа
интонации текста. – Москва, 1999.

III. Comparative and typological phonetic description of different languages
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Гак В.Г., Розенберг Е.В. Очерки сопоставительного изучения
французского и русского языков. – Москва, 1965.
Бровченко Т. . Словесное ударение в английском языке (в
сопоставлении с украинским). – Одесса, 1971.
Delatre P. Comparing the phonetic features of English, German, Spanish. –
Heldenberg, 1975.
Метлюк . . Взаимодействие просодических систем в речи билингва. –
Минск, 1986.
Нушикян Э. . Интерферирующее влияние родного языка при обучении.
– Одесса, 1987.
Хромов С.С. Универсальные и типологические характеристики
интонационных систем языков фрики (в сопоставлении с русским). –
Москва, 1995.
Бубнова Г.И., Кардашина И. ., Кошелева Г. . Контрастивная просодия
русского и французского ударного слога. – Москва, 1999.
Михайлова О.Г. Сопоставление вокальных последовательностей и
сочетаний с [ ] русского и английского языков. – Москва, 1999.
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In the 21st century theoretic and applied problems of contrastive linguistics have
been elaborated as well. Theoretic and practical investigation of contrastive linguistics
and the phonetic interference of the peculiarities of the native language into the
characteristics of the foreign language pronunciation were emphasized by numerous
linguists.
Some main problems of contrastive linguistics were put forward and discussed at
the beginning of the 21st century. They are mentioned in the publications given below.
The methods of investigating the perception of phrase intonation (Светозарова
Н.Д., СПб, 2001).
Acoustic and perceptual characteristics of native and foreign languages
(Щербакова Л.П., 2004); perceptual characteristics of word stress in Russian and
Bulgarian (Строева Т.М., 2001).
Comparative analysis of phonetic peculiarities of male and female voices (Потапов
В.В., 2004).
Prosodic structure of functional semantic types of text (Бровченко Т. ., Волошин
В.Г., Григорян Н.Р., Петлюченко Н.В., 2004).
Prosodic Typology: The phonology of intonation and phrasing (Sun-Ah-Jun, 2004).
Dolores Ramires. The nature and patterning of native and non-native intonation,
2005.

1.3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN PHONETICS
1.3.1. LABORATORIES OF EXPERIMENTAL PHONETICS
For ages people were dreaming of fixing and preserving sounds, surrounding them
in the vast world they lived in. Thousands of legends about fixed sounds existed.
But only in the 19th century the dream of humanity was realized.
The American scientist and inventor Alva Mater Edison created the first pneumatic
apparatus – phonograph, with the help of which sounds could be recorded and
reproduced.
The appearance of the phonograph was of great importance for the development of
experimental investigations of sounding speech. Pneumatic phonograph was the basis
for the first pneumatic apparatuses for speech analysis.
At the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century the linguists I.P.
Rousselot (France), V.A. Bogorodsky, L.V. Shcherba (Russia), A.I. Tomson (Ukraine) were
the first to underline the importance of experimental study of the language and made a
valuable contribution to the development of experimental phonetics.
Experimental methods in phonetics began to be systematically applied since the
beginning of the 20th century.
The first laboratory of experimental phonetics was organized in Paris by I.P.
Rousselot. At first the laboratory was equipped with experimental devices of that time –
tuning forks, the simplest pneumatic apparatus.
The main object of investigations was speech sounds, especially vowels. The
position of the organs of speech in producing speech sounds, the frequency
characteristics of vowels and their perception were studied in that laboratory.
Experimental investigations of sounding speech began in Russia at that time too.
The first laboratories of experimental phonetics were organized in St. Petersburg
and Moscow.
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The laboratory of experimental phonetics in the St. Petersburg University, with
L.V. Shcherba at its head, began active work in 1908-1909.
The laboratory was equipped with phonetic devices of that time – tuning forks,
artificial palates, pneumatic kymograph.
The scientific interests of the St. Petersburg Laboratory of Experimental phonetics
at that time were concentrated on phonetic correlates of functional units in European
languages, on their phonetic characteristics.
Another speech investigating laboratory which began its work at the beginning of the
20th century was the laboratory of the experimental phonetics of the 1st Moscow
Pedagogical institute of Foreign Languages. The head of the laboratory was V.A. Artemov.
The main object of investigations was a comparative analysis of sound systems,
stress and intonation of the languages of the former USSR and foreign languages of the
learners.
One of the first laboratories of experimental phonetics in Odessa was opened and
headed by A.I. Tomson at the so called then Novorosijsk University in 1897. The results
of A.I. Tomson‘s investigations of Russian, Ukrainian, American sound systems were
published in 1912, 1922, 1927 and later.
The Odessa laboratory of experimental phonetics stopped its existence in 1935 after
professor Tomson‘s death as he had no followers and the laboratory resumed its work in
Odessa nearly thirty years later in 1963.
Later, especially after the Second World War, numerous laboratories investigating
oral speech were opened in different countries of the world and in different cities of the
former USSR – in Kiev, Minsk, Odessa, Tbilisi, Yerevan, Novosibirsk and others.
Several laboratories of experimental phonetics in Ukraine began their work after
the Second World War.
They are laboratories of experimental phonetics at the Shevchenko Kiev National
University, at the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, at the Odessa National
University and others.
The laboratories of experimental phonetics at the St. Petersburg (former Leningrad)
State University and Moscow Humanitarian State University (former 1st Moscow
Pedagogical Institute of Foreign Languages) became schools for training specialists in
experimental phonetics for newly organized laboratories. They organized seminars,
tutorials, consultations, helped to master new methods of experimental phonetics. The
role of Moscow and St. Petersburg scientists in training young specialists of the newly
organized laboratories in Kiev and Odessa was great. Prof. V.A. Artemov, Prof. S.J.
Bernshtein, Prof. J.P. Torsuev, Prof. K.K. Barishnikova, Prof. Zhinkin and others
helped selflessly the young researchers in their hard work.
The first laboratory of experimental phonetics in Ukraine was opened in the 1940s
at the T. Shevchenko State University. Prof. J.P. Suntsova was the head of the
laboratory for a long time till 1964, and from 1964 – Prof. P.I. Totskaya. The object of
investigation in the laboratory were the methods of experimental investigations of
speech, the way of production and perception of speech sounds and their phonological
functions in different languages. Among the instruments and devices the first electric
artificial palate was constructed in the laboratory and used for studying articulation of
speech sounds.
The laboratory of experimental phonetics of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
was organized in the 1960s. L.A. Bliznichenko was the head of the laboratory till 1972,
and from 1973 – Prof. A.I. Bagmut.
The basic problems elaborated in the laboratory from the very beginning were the
problems of the intonation structure of the utterance and its perception. The first electronic
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apparatus of speech analysis (Martinov A.A.), carrying out automatic analysis of acoustic
characteristics of speech signals and other apparatus, which were in the laboratory, made it
possible to undertake rather extensive investigations of intonation structure of different
communicative types of sentences in Ukrainian and in foreign languages. Nowadays the
linguists of the laboratory, on the basis of new methodology and technology, continue to
investigate the characteristic features of Ukrainian pronunciation – stress, intonation and
other phonetic phenomena under different conditions of pronunciation, the problems of
intonation expressiveness in mass media and many others.
The laboratory of Experimental Phonetics at the Odessa National University
resumed its work in 1962. The organization work was realized by B. Shatuh. In 1963
T.A. Brovchenko was appointed the head of the Laboratory. At first the members of the
Laboratory staff confined themselves to the small number of experimental devices the
Laboratory had – artificial palates, tape recorders, oscillographs and later a self-made
intonograph designed by V.G. Voloshin – an electronic device which analysed information
uttered by a speaker or recorded on a magnetic tape and produced the oscillogram, the
outline of the tone and the duration of the utterance.
Beginning from the 1980s new electronic devices appeared in the Odessa
Laboratory of experimental phonetics, as well as in other laboratories in Ukraine, – a
spectrograph and computers – electronic devices which store information on disks and
automatically analyse it and produce required information.
Special linguistic phonetic programmes make it possible to receive segmental and
supra-segmental characteristics of sounding speech automatically considerably
shortening the analysis time.
Over a long period of time the basic problem of Ukraininan Laboratory of experimental
phonetics was comparative, contrastive analysis of segmental and supra-segmental
characteristics of native and foreign speech – contrastive analysis of sound systems of
Ukrainian and English, word stress in English and Ukrainian, the comparative study of
intonation of different communicative types of sentences and different types of texts.

1.3.2. METHODS AND APPARATUSES
OF EXPERIMENTAL PHONETICS
Experimental phonetics nowadays is closely connected with other sciences. First
and foremost it is connected with such sciences as psychology, physics, physiology,
logic, medicine, radio-technology and others.
Some theoretical principles, methods and instruments of the above mentioned
sciences are adopted by experimental phonetics.
One of the first methods of scientific research used in phonetics is observation.
Instrumental methods came later with the development of technique. Though instrumental
methods in phonetics are of great value, the method of observation has not lost its
significance. It should be borne in mind that even now the method of observation remains
one of the most important for a phonetician. It does not exclude, but presupposes
instrumental methods. Speech should be investigated by the combined techniques.
Instrumental methods may be divided into methods investigating articulation and
methods of physical analysis of speech sounds, the nature of stress and intonation.
Palatography is one of the earliest experimental methods. The aim of the
palatogram method is to determine the areas of the palate with which the tongue comes
into contact in pronouncing a certain sound, to reveal in a visual manner the actual
tongue-palate contacts in the production of a sound.
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Palatograms were obtained with the help of artificial palates. An artificial palate
was made of vulcanite, cellulose or metal. The most suitable artificial palates were
made of cellulose or vulcanite. Those materials made it possible to prepare a very thin
palate (0.2-0.3 mm thick) which, made by a dentist for a definite individual, fitted his
palate exactly. As a rule, artificial palates were preserved in special forms made of
plaster when not in use to avoid their deformation (see fig. 1.1).
The traces of the contact of the tongue with the artificial palate while producing the
sound made it possible to obtain the data about the position of the tongue in
pronouncing a definite speech sound.

Fig. 1.1. An artificial palate
In order to produce a palatogram the artificial palate was dusted with powder and
inserted into the mouth. When a sound was pronounced the places of the artificial palate
from which the powder had been removed showed the areas of the palate with which the
tongue came into contact in pronouncing the sound.
The artificial palate made it possible to obtain a linguagram, by which one could
determine the parts of the tongue which made contact with the palate in pronouncing a
sound (fig. 1.2).
Ukrainian [Л]

Ukrainian [C]

Fig. 1.2. Linguagrams
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It should be mentioned that the traces of the tongue contact with the artificial palate
can be registered only once and then the procedure should be repeated. Besides, static
palatography gives no evidence about the changes in the position of the tongue during
the pronunciation of the sound.
The first attempt to receive dynamic palatograms was done by R.U. Stetson (1951).
He attached several very small balloons connected with capsules to the surface of the
artificial palate. When a consonant was pronounced the tongue was pressed to some
balloons at a definite place of the palate and correspondingly the contact was registered.
Still, this method was not quite handy for the speaker and the explorer and rather
laborious.
A new method of dynamic electric palatography was realized by a group of
scientists of the I.P. Pavlov Institute of Physiology in St. Petersburg (Ju.I. Kuzmin,
1963; I.G. Chistovits, V.A. Kozhevnikov and others, 1965).
Electronic sensing elements (data units) were installed into the surface of the
artificial palate that made it possible to register the contact of the tongue with the palate
during the whole period of pronunciation with the help of an electronic device,
connected with the sensing elements (fig. 1.3).

Fig. 1.3. Data units of dynamic palatography with sensing elements
A similar dynamic artificial palate was made and applied in the T. Shevchenko
National University in Kiev.
The scientists of the I.P. Pavlov Institute of Physiology worked out the problem of
complex analysis of the articulatory parameters of speech (Kozhevnikov V.A.,
Shuplyakov V.S., 1962). The experimental installation, including data units and
electronic devices, made it possible to receive the articulatory characteristics of speech:
the speed of air movement exhaled from the mouth, the movement of the lower jaw and
the lips, dynamic palatograms, the vocal cords oscillations, etc (fig. 1.4).1

1

The photo is taken from the book ―Speech, Articulation and Perception‖ under the edition of
V.A. Kozhevnikov and L.A. Chistorich (1965).
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Fig. 1.4. The subject with the main data units of articulatory parameters

Photography method is also one of the methods used in experimental phonetics.
The aim of the photography method is to determine the position of the speech organs in
pronouncing speech sounds and their combinations. This method includes: photography
of the position of the lips and the shape of the mouth opening, filming the position of
the lips, photography of the mouth cavity by means of a special camera and X-ray
photography.
Lip position photography allows us to photograph the most typical lip position for
a certain sound. One of its drawbacks is that it does not show the movement of the lips
in articulating sounds.
Cinematography makes it possible to observe the movement of the lips in the
articulation of sounds, it allows observation of the changes in the position of the lips for
a given sound in different positions in the word, enables us to measure the time of the
articulation of the sound and of its separate phases, to observe the changes in the
position of the lips in connected speech.
The Feldshtain-Maksutov gastrograph is a specially designed very small camera,
(30 mm long, 16 mm wide) (see fig. 1.5) which makes it possible to obtain photos of the
speech organs position inside the mouth cavity. This camera is of special value as it is
possible to investigate not only the position of speech organs but also the shape of the
surface of the main articulating organ – the tongue. These facts can hardly be received
by means of any other method.
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Fig. 1.5. The Feldshtain-Maksutov gastrograph
Radiography (X-ray photography) applied in phonetic research, makes it
possible to determine the position of the speech organs in the pronunciation of speech
sounds, provides the investigator with adequate research tools to study the speaking
mechanism.
At the present time, the basic radiographic techniques are applied in experimental
phonetics. They are cephalometric röntgenography and cineradiography (―cephalometric‖
means head measurement). These principles create the possibility of accurate measurements.
To obtain a clear picture of the tongue position on the röntgenogram a thin barium line
may be drawn along the middle of the tongue. The subject should be placed in a precise
position with a careful control of head and neck posture.
Articulation can be studied by either ―lateral‖ or ―frontal‖ radiography, but usually
lateral is applied (fig. 1.6).
If radiography is to be applied as a research technique, investigators must be
thoroughly familiar with its limitations. Besides, the judicious application of radiography
to phonetic research requires cooperative effort of phoneticians, physiologists, individuals
capable of obtaining, reading and measuring radiogram. Without this cooperative
approach, more useful information may be overlooked.

Fig. 1.6. The röntgenogram of the English
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Pneumatic kymograph was an apparatus which was used for the investigations of
speech physical characteristics in the first laboratories of experimental phonetics.
By means of the pneumatic kymograph air oscillations caused by the sounding
speech were transformed into mechanical vibrations of the stylus which left the traces of
the recorded speech on the rotating drum of the kymograph, i.e. a kymogram was
received. After that the kymogram was fixed, as the drum had been covered with
smoke, and analysed. The method of pneumatic speech recording had a lot of
shortcomings, but still the pneumatic kymograph was the first device with the help of
which acoustic characteristics of speech could be analysed and therefore it was of great
importance for the further development of experimental phonetics.
Soon the pneumatic kymograph was replaced by an electronic kymograph
registering speech wave and singling out the main acoustic parameter of speech –
fundamental tone (melody). The time marker below the kymogram made it possible to
calculate the duration of the speech signal (fig. 1.7).

t (msec)
Fig. 1.7. The electro-kymogram of the English word name [

]

Oscillographs as well as other electro-acoustic devices guarantee accurate
recording. By means of electro-acoustic apparatus air oscillations are transformed into
electric oscillations and recorded in the form of a sound wave (fig. 1.8).

Fig. 1.8. The oscillogram of the English sentence Take it [

]

Intonograph is an electronic device which registers speech signal as a sound wave
and signals out the main acoustic characteristics of speech (fig. 1.9).

Fig. 1.9. The intonogram of the Ukrainian word руки [РУКИ]
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With the help of the intonograph the following main physical characteristics of
speech may be separated and registered on the intonogram:
1. Fundamental frequency (measured in cycles per second) is marked by a curve at
the bottom of the intonogram. The higher the curve of the fundamental frequency
rises, the higher is the meaning of the fundamental frequency. The control signs of
the fundamental frequency are situated at the upper line of the intonogram.
2. Intensity (measured in mm, conventional units or db) is marked by a curve in
the upper part of the intonogram. The lower the curve of intensity falls, the
bigger is its meaning.
3. Time marker makes it possible to calculate the duration of the utterance or its
parts, measured in msec.
The intonograph makes it possible to investigate intonation and stress as well as
other phonetic phenomena.
The analogous electronic apparatus called ―ОФС РС‖ was designed in 1971 and
used from that time in the Laboratory of experimental phonetics at the National
Academy of science of Ukraine.
Spectrography offers the speech investigators remarkable opportunities for serious
study of physical characteristics of speech, phenomena of acoustic process on the
borders of sounds in speech, etc.
Among the first up-to-date electronic speech analysing apparatuses were Kay
sonographs.
Modified sonograph is a speech workstation for speech analysis. It is a powerful
tool for speech-scientists, or other speech professionals. It produces real time speech
analysis on a high resolution display monitor.
One-screen waveform editing and speech parameter extraction help to analyse
speech and select segments for further work.
Both narrow and wideband spectrographic analysis can be performed in real time.
These analyses can be edited, stored and printed. The very good resolution monitor is
capable of displaying 640x480 mm graphics.
The design includes the system electronics with built-in speech processing software
of high resolution, video-monitor and printer (fig. 1.10).

Fig. 1.10. The Kay sonograph (Model 5500)
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Electronic devices are widely used in acoustic investigations of speech and
guarantee quick and precise analysis and registration of the experimental data.
The computer is an electronic device which can simultaneously acquire, store in
memory, analyse and display speech signals and it also produces the required results
from the stored data.
Computer speech programmes provide all the possibilities for phonetic
professionals. They are a powerful tool for acoustic analysis of all the phonetic
phenomena of speech.
Computer speech programmes make it possible to receive the results of two main
types of analysis – intonographic and spectrographic.
In the upper part of the computer intonogram, speech is recorded in the form of a
sound wave. In the middle part of intonograms overall fundamental frequency in the
form of a curve is recorded. The higher the curve rises, the higher the meaning of the
fundamental frequency (tone) is. In the lower part of the intonograms amplitude of the
intensity of the speech signals is recorded. The bigger the intensity of the speech signal
is, the higher the impulses of the intensity rise.
The time marks are registered by the time marker on all the bordering lines of
intonograms and spectrograms (fig. 1.11, 1.12).

Fig. 1.11. The computer intonogram of the phrase ―I congratulate you‖
(the speaker – Englishman, EM1)
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Fig. 1.12. The computer intonogram of the Ukrainian declarative phrase
―Треба не розвіяти його як полову за вітром.‖
(the speaker – Ukrainian woman, UW3)

In the upper part of the spectrograms an overall amplitude frequency (Fsmooth)
was registered.
The special structure of the utterance spectrogram (SpGram) was registered in the
middle part of the spectrograms.
The formant structure of the utterance (Formants) was registered in the lower part
of the spectrograms (fig. 1.13).
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Fig. 1.13. The computer spectrogram of the Ukrainian declarative phrase ―Треба не
розвіяти його як полову за вітром.‖ (the speaker – Ukrainian woman, UW3)
Computer analysis enables the researcher to receive the main acoustic
characteristics of sounding speech, its spectral and formant structure.
For the investigation of phonetic phenomena in the present book two computer
programmes were applied.
With the help of WINCECIL V 2.2. programme which was developed in Great Britain
all the main acoustic characteristics of speech were analyzed – wave form and overall
amplitude of fundamental frequency, intensity and duration, as well as formant and spectral
characteristics. It was possible to examine the intonation structure, the spectral and formant
structure of different communicative types of sentences and the text as a whole.
The Prado programme was applied for the analysis on segmental level – a detailed
acoustic analysis of speech sounds and the processes on their borders.
The examples of some more intonograms and spectrograms are given below (fig.
1.14, 1.15, 1.16).
With the help of computer programmes all the acoustic characteristics of speech
signal may be calculated, registered and singled out.
The computer automatic acoustic analysis of the experimental material makes it possible
to receive exact results of the measurements of acoustic characteristics in a considerably shorter
time and consequently to enlarge the experimental data under investigation.
The results of automatic computer analysis may be calculated directly from the
computer display or from the printed intonograms and spectrograms with the help of a
metric ruler.
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Nowadays experimental methods in phonetics are applied more and more widely,
new apparatuses and new methods continue to appear.

Fig. 1.14. The intonogram of the Ukrainian phrase ―Треба не розвіяти його
як полову за вітром.‖ (the speaker – Ukrainian woman, UW3)
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Fig. 1.15. The spectrogram of the Ukrainian phrase ―Треба не розвіяти його
як полову за вітром.‖ (the speaker – Ukrainian woman, UW3)
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Fig. 1.16. The spectrogram (formant structure) of the Ukrainian phrase ―Треба
не розвіяти його як полову за вітром.‖ (the speaker – Ukrainian woman, UW3)
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1.4. THE THEORY OF PHONEME
The theory of phoneme was first expounded by Baudouin de Courtenay, professor
of the Kazan University in the 1880s. In his treatise ―On the Comparative Study of the
Grammar of Slavonic Languages‖ he clearly defined the difference between a phoneme
and a speech sound. He treated a phoneme as a semantically differentiating unit, and a
speech sound as an anthropophonic unit of speech, not connected with any meaning.
This differentiation proved to be highly fruitful and made it possible to establish mutual
relations between the sound and the phoneme. Baudouin de Courtenay went on
developing the theory of phoneme in his ―Versuch einer Theorie der Phonetischen
Alternationen‖ (1917) and other works.
One should not underestimate the importance of Baudouin de Courtenay‘s theory.
He was the first in the history of the development of linguistics to elaborate the theory
of the phoneme, to consider human speech sounds from the viewpoint of their functions
and thus, created the teaching of the grammatical part of phonetics.
The theory of the phoneme was further developed by L.V. Shcherba. He studied the
theory in his «Русские гласные в качественном и количественном отношении»
published in 1912. In this book he defined the phoneme as the smallest general phonetic
unit of a given language which can be associated with sense notions and can
differentiate words.
In 1955 in his book devoted to phonetics of the French language, L.V. Shcherba wrote that
in the spoken language a much greater number of various sounds are pronounced than we usually
think and these sounds in every given language unite to form a system of a comparatively small
number of sound types capable of differentiating words and their forms, that is, capable of serving
the purposes of human intercourse. Such sounds he called phonemes.
Developing the theory of the phoneme L.V. Shcherba comes to the conclusion of
the social nature of the phoneme as a speech sound used by people in their intercourse.
The teaching about the sense differentiating function of the phoneme is one of the
most important parts of the theory of the phoneme.
The main importance of this definition lies in the fact that L.V. Shcherba speaks of
the sense-differentiating function of the phoneme, which proved to be a turning point in
the understanding of the phoneme.
For a number of years there were two main trends in linguistics concerning the
concept of the phoneme. One of them was headed by Leningrad linguists, the followers
of L.V. Shcherba (Mатусевич M.C., 1951; Зиндер Л.Р., 1960). The second trend
comprised the representatives of the so-called Moscow phonological school (Яковлев
Р.Ф., Кузнецов П.С., Реформацкий A.A., Сидоров В.Н., ванесов Р.И. and others).
The main difference between the schools was in their conception of the phoneme.
The followers of L.V. Shcherba proceeded from the word, while Moscow linguists
proceeded from the morpheme. These different points of view determined their
treatment of the phoneme, their understanding of the phonetic system as a whole.
R.I. Avanesov (1956) pointed out that the two theories were correct and
compatible, as they reflect different language facts. Accordingly, he suggested
distinguishing two notions – ―phoneme‖ and ―phonematic family‖.
L.R. Zinder in his General Phonetics (1960) further developed the teaching of the
variants of the phoneme, the problem of phonematic structure and other problems, and
supported R.I. Avanesov‘s notion of the ―phonematic family‖.
In the 1950s a new theory of the phoneme was suggested by S.K. Shaumyan
―Двухступенчатая теория фонем‖, 1952.
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All these theories developed many complicated questions of the phoneme but the
problem has not been solved yet. Many points need strict proof and completion.
The theory of the phoneme was also being treated by many linguists abroad. It was
investigated by the scientists of ―The Prague Linguistic Circle‖ (Trubetskoy N.S., 1929;
Якобсон Р., Халле М., 1962). Some foreign linguists (Sapier E., Twaddell W.F.)
treated the phoneme apart from its real sound value. As a result the real human speech
sounds were replaced by abstract properties of sounds. The phoneme figured as a
symbol of a certain quality of the sound.
The English linguist D. Jones fell in another extreme, treating the phoneme as a sound fully
disconnected from its sense-differentiating function. D. Jones treated the phoneme as a group of
sounds united by similar articulation features. ―A phoneme is a group of sounds consisting of an
important sound together with other related sounds‖ wrote D. Jones in his ―Phoneme, its Nature
and Use‖ (Jones D. Outline of English Phonetics, 8th ed.).

1.5. THE SYSTEMS OF ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN
PHONEMES
The problem of the number of phonemes in English was treated by D. Jones, L.
Bloomfield and others, as well as by the Russian linguists A.F. Birshert, G.P. Torsuyev,
O.I. Dikushina and others.
There is no discordance of the opinion as to the phonematic independence of all the
24 English consonants.
They are: [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ],
[ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The above sounds belong to the phonetic means of semantic expression in speech
and can change the meaning of the words or their grammatical forms.
Their phonematic independence may be confirmed by numerous cases when the
substitution of one consonant for another changed the meaning of the word or its
grammatical form.
Opinions differ as to the system of vowels.
In his ―Phoneme, its Nature and Use‖ D. Jones acknowledged the sensedifferentiating function of the phoneme, suggested by L.V. Shcherba, but his
acknowledgement remained formal and he nevertheless combined a short and a
corresponding long vowel phoneme into one, ruled by their physical resemblance and
underestimating the role of the semantic factor.
Though D. Jones considers length which is independent of the position of the vowel
in the word to be one of the main characteristics of a separate phoneme, he does not
mention the phonematic independence of length in the case of the English long vowel
phonemes [ ], [ ], etc.
Thus, D. Jones treats the English [ ] and [ ] as members of the English -phoneme,
the English [ ] and [ ] as members of the English -phoneme, etc., while each of these
vowels presents a separate phoneme.
The combination of long and short vowels into one phoneme is considered wrong since:
1. length is semantically important here;
2. length of vowels here does not depend upon their position in the word;
3. long and short vowel phonemes differ not only in quantity but in quality as well.
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Actually, though D. Jones treats long and short vowels as members of the same
phoneme, he describes them as separate sounds in his ―Outline of English Phonetics‖
(8th ed.).
A critical analysis of D. Jones‘ viewpoint on the phonematic structure of the
English language was given by A.F. Birshert, G.P. Torsuyev and others.
A.F. Birshert proved the phonematic independence of the neutral sound [ ] (1940).
In the books by G.P. Torsuyev and O.I. Dikushina we find proof of the phonematic
independence of English diphthongs.
Thus, most of the phoneticians come to the conclusion that in English there are
twelve monophthongs which are independent vowel phonemes. They are: [ ], [ ], [ ],
[ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
As to the English diphthongs, eight of them are considered to be independent
phonemes. They are: [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The diphthong [ ] may be replaced in all cases in modern literary English by the
phoneme [ ], and therefore there is no reason to consider it as an independent phoneme.
Some phoneticians (Lloyd J., 1946; Torsuyev G.P., 1950) acknowledged the
existence of the ninth diphthong [ ] as in some cases the substitution of the English
[ ] for [ ] changes the meaning of the word, e.g.
sore [ ] – saw [ ]
pore [р ] – paw [р ]
But still as the English [ ] may be replaced by the phoneme [ ] in nearly all the cases
in modern literary English it is not considered an independent phoneme by most scientists.
The problem of the number of phonemes in Ukrainian was treated by O. Sinyavsky,
M.S. Kalinovitch, I.P. Suntsova, G.F. Shilo and others.
Most linguists acknowledge the existence of six vowel phonemes in Ukrainian [І],
[Е], [И], [ ], [О], [У].
There are many debatable points in the problem of Ukrainian consonant phonemes
and the question is not yet settled.
The phonematic independence of the Ukrainian hard consonants [П], [Б], [M], [В],
[Ф], [Т], [Д], [Н], [Ч], [ДЖ], [С], [З], [Ц], [ДЗ], [Ш], [Ж], [Л], [Р], [Й], [К], [X], [Г]
was proved by M.S. Kalinovitch, I.P. Suntsova, T.A. Brovchenko and others.
The most difficult is the problem of the Ukrainian palatalized and long consonant
phonemes.
It should be mentioned that though all the Ukrainian consonants may be palatalized,
palatalization is not always phonematic.
Labial consonants in Ukrainian are slightly palatalized only under definite
conditions, namely before [I] and sometimes before [A].
There is not a single pair of words having different meaning in Ukrainian which
differ only by the presence of a soft labial consonant in one word and a corresponding
hard consonant in the other.
Hence the Ukrainian palatalized labial consonants may be considered as variants of
the corresponding non-palatalized labial consonant phonemes.
The same can be said about the Ukrainian soft consonants [Ш'], [Ж'], [Ч'], [ДЖ'],
[K'], [G'], [X'], [Г'], which are not independent phonemes, but only variants of the
corresponding hard phonemes.
The Ukrainian soft forelingual consonants [T'], [Д'], [H'], [C'], [З'], [Ц'], [ДЗ'], [Л']
occur in all the positions, at the beginning, at the end and in the middle of the word and
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before any vowel. The replacement of any of these phonemes by a corresponding hard
consonant gives a new word and therefore they may be considered independent phonemes
in Ukrainian.
E xa m pl es:
повід [ПОВ'ІД]
лук [ЛУК]
знати [ЗН ТИ]
саду [С ДУ]

повідь [ПОВ'ІД']
люк [Л'УК]
зняти [ЗН' ТИ]
сяду [C' ДУ]

The Ukrainian soft forelingual consonants [T'], [Д'], [H'] are independent phonemes
of the Ukrainian language too.
The use of the Ukrainian [P'] is rather limited. It is used only before [I] and before
back vowels. But even in such positions a new word will be formed if it is replaced by
the non-palatalized [P].
E xa m pl es:
рад [Р Д]
друк [ДРУК]

ряд [Р' Д]
дрюк [ДР'УК]

The Ukrainian soft forelingual consonant [P'] is therefore an independent phoneme.
The question of Ukrainian long consonant phonemes is not settled yet.
Though the existence of long consonants is mentioned by a number of linguists,
only few of them treat the question of phonematic independence of long consonants.
To prove that long consonants are independent phonemes most of the authors apply
the method of interchanging long and the corresponding short consonants in a pair of
words differing only in these consonants.
In this way the phonematic independence of the Ukrainian long consonants [ Д '],
[ Н '], [ С ], [ Л ], [ Л '] has been proved.
Comparing words differing only in one sound, comparing long and corresponding
short consonants in similar positions in a word, it is possible to conclude that there are
eight more long consonant phonemes in Ukrainian besides the above-mentioned. They
are: [ М ], [ Т ], [ Т '], [ Н '], [ Р ], [ З '], [ Ж '], [ Ч '].
The phonematic independence of these phonemes may be illustrated by the
following examples:
Митю [МИТ'У]
у Вані [У В Н'І]
мото [МОТО]
міра [М'ІР ]
гама [Г' М ]
галузі [Г ЛУЗ'І]
подорожі [ПОДОРОЖ'І]
у вічі [У В' ІЧ'І]

миттю [МИ Т 'У]
у ванні [У В Н 'І]
мотто [МО Т О]
мірра [М'І Р ]
гамма [Г' М ]
галуззю [Г ЛУ З 'У]
подорожжю [ПОДОРО Ж 'У]
увіччя [УВ'І Ч ' ]
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Though we failed to find examples in which long [ С '], [ Ц ], [ Щ ] and the
corresponding short consonants are interchangeable, they may be treated as independent
phonemes because their length does not depend upon their position in the word, the
morphological border always passes before or after the long consonant, not within it.
Each of the above mentioned features may be considered an evidence of the phonematic
status of these sounds.

1.6. THE ORGANS OF SPEECH
It should be mentioned that the human being does not possess the organs which are
exclusively used for producing speech sounds. All the organs involved in pronunciation
of speech sounds, and human speech in general, primarily fulfil other functions – the
functions of swallowing and digesting food, respiratory functions, etc.
The organs of speech began to be used by human beings for the production of
speech sounds in the course of their development as Homo sapiens.
It is most important for a learner of a foreign language to know the functioning of
the speaking apparatus.
When a thought which is to be communicated arises in the cortex an impulse is
transmitted through the nervous system to the organs of speech. The organs of speech,
obeying this impulse, produce speech sounds by which the thought is expressed.
The human speaking apparatus consists of the following main parts which
participate in the formation of speech sounds.
The air exhaled from the lungs passes through the bronchi, then through the
windpipe (trachea) and gets into the upper part of the windpipe which is called the
larynx.
The larynx is a rather wide pipe which is made up of two main cartilages. The
lower cartilage, which is called the cricoid, is firmly connected with the windpipe. The
form of the cricoid resembles a signet ring, the signet of which is turned to the rear. The
second cartilage, which is called the thyroid cartilage, lies on the cricoid and resembles
two shields connected at an angle.
Inside the larynx, on the upper part of the signet there are two small movable
cartilages which are called pyramidal. The bundles of elastic muscles called vocal
chords are stretched horizontally across the larynx from the bases of pyramidal
cartilages.
Owing to the mobility of the pyramidal cartilages, to which the vocal chords are
attached, and to the elasticity of the vocal chords, the latter can occupy different
positions. They may be tense or lax drawn together to different degrees or drawn apart,
forming an opening. The opening between the vocal chords is called the glottis.
An erect cartilage at the root of the tongue which lowers during swallowing to
cover the glottis is called the epiglottis.
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Fig. 1.17. The organs of speech
1. Cricoid 2. Thyroid 3. Pyramidal Cartilages 4. Vocal Chords 5. Tip of the Tongue 6.
Blade of the Tongue 7. Front of the Tongue 8. Back of the Tongue 9. Root of the
Tongue 10, 11. Teeth 12. Alveoli 13. Hard Palate 14. Soft Palate 15. Uvula 16. Lower
Lip 17. Upper Lip

Fig. 1.18. The mouth cavity
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For practical purposes it is enough to consider three main positions of the vocal
chords:
1. The pyramidal cartilages are drawn wide apart, the vocal chords are lax and do
not vibrate, the glottis is broad. Neither voice nor noise is produced. This is the position
typical of breathing. The glottis is wider while inhaling and narrower while exhaling.
Speech sounds in English, as well as in most other languages, are produced while
exhaling.
The above described position of the vocal chords is also characteristic of the
formation of voiceless consonants (see fig. 1.19 - A).
2. The pyramidal cartilages are brought together, the vocal chords are tense and
vibrate when the air is exhaled from the lungs and passes between them. This position is
characteristic of vowels and voiced consonants (see fig. 1.19 - B).

Fig. 1.19. The position of the vocal chords

3. The pyramidal cartilages are slightly drawn apart, the glottis is narrowed but the
vocal chords are not tense. This is the position characteristic of a whisper (see fig. 19 - C).
Having passed the larynx the air passes through the pharynx (the cavity above the
larynx) and gets into the mouth cavity or the nasal cavity.
The following organs of speech participate in the formation of speech sounds: the
tongue, the hard and the soft palate, the upper and the lower lips, the upper and the
lower teeth and the lower jaw.
The tongue may be conventionally divided into blade, front, back and root. The
very front part of the tongue is called the tip. The roof of the mouth is divided into the
alveoli (situated immediately behind the upper teeth), the hard palate and the soft palate
ending in the uvula.
The mouth and the nasal cavities, as well as the larynx, serve as resonance
chambers.
Sounds may be oral or nasal depending on the cavity through which the air passes.
In English and Ukrainian, as well as in Russian, there are no nasalized vowels.
The volume of the nasal resonance chamber remains unchanged. The volume of the
mouth resonance chamber depends on the position of the tongue, the lips, the soft palate
with the uvula and the size of the mouth opening.
Those organs of speech which, owing to their mobility, take an active part in the
production of speech sounds are called active.
The active organs of speech are: the vocal chords, the tongue, the soft palate with
the uvula, the lips and the lower jaw. The most movable organ of speech is the tongue.
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The immovable organs of speech are called passive. They are: the upper jaw, the
alveoli, the teeth and the hard palate.
The tongue is the main organ of producing speech sounds – consonants and vowels,
and speech in general.
The mouth cavity, the pharynx and the nasal cavity serve as resonance chambers.
The main organ of hearing is the ear, with the help of which speech is heard and
interpreted.
The human ear may be conventionally divided into three sections – the outer ear,
the middle ear and the inner ear.
The outer ear plays a protective role for the middle ear and functions as a resonator.
The middle ear is a cavity within the scull and plays an important role as a protector
of the inner ear and transmits the mechanic vibrations of the membrane further to the
inner ear.
The inner ear is the most complicated section of the ear.
The main elements of the inner ear are the semicircular canals with the c oc hl e a ,
filled with liquid. Inside the cochlea there are two membranes, one of them with the
numerous cells of the highly sensitive organ of Corty converts the vibrations into
neural signals and transmits them by the auditory nerves to the brain.

Fig. 1.20. The organs of hearing (the ear)

1.7. SPEECH SOUNDS
Speech sounds from the physical point of view are sound waves. They are the result
of the vocal chords vibration and the noise which arouse in the process of speech
production.
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Understanding the ―voice‖ as characteristics of the category which is the source of
voice and the specific types of speech oscillations, from the viewpoint of the type of the
source, speech sounds may be classified into the following groups (Фант Г., 1964):
a. absence of the source of oscillations (pause);
b. exclusively the voice source (vowels);
c. voice and noise sources simultaneously (voiced consonants);
d. one or more noise sources (voiceless consonants).
Traditionally, speech sounds are divided into two classes: vowels and consonants.
Speech sounds are divided into vowels and consonants according to the specific
character of the work of the speech organs, especially according to the presence or
absence of the obstruction.
The most substantial difference between vowels and consonants is that in the
articulation of vowels the air passes freely through the mouth cavity, while in making
consonants an obstruction is formed in the mouth cavity or in the pharynx and the flow
of the air meets a narrowing or a complete obstruction.
Therefore the flow of the air is weaker in pronouncing vowels and stronger in
pronouncing consonants.
Vowels have no fixed place of articulation, the whole of the speaking apparatus
takes part in their formation, while the articulation of consonants can be localized and
an obstruction or a narrowing for each consonant is formed at a definite place of the
speaking apparatus.
In producing vowels all the organs of speech are more tense, whereas while in the production
of making consonants the active organs of speech are tense only in the place of obstruction. Voice
prevails in vowels while in most consonants noise prevails over voice.
Vowels are syllable forming sounds while consonants are not, as a rule.
Besides these two main types of speech sounds there is an intermediate type called
sonants. Sonants have features common to both vowels and consonants.
Like a consonant, a sonant is characterized by an obstruction as well as by the
concentration of muscular tension in the place of obstruction. However, the air passage
is rather wide. In forming [ ], [ ], [ ] the air passes through the nasal cavity, in
forming [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] the air passage between the tongue and the roof of the mouth is
wider than in producing other consonants.
Producing sonants the voice prevails over noise; while in all the other consonants
(both voiced and voiceless), noise prevails over voice. This is why under certain
conditions sonants [ ], [ ] and [ ] become syllabic.
However, since sonants are more often non-syllabic, they are usually considered
among consonants.
There exist a definite number of the main acoustic sounds in any language, called
speech sounds.
In the process of speech under the influence of different conditions (the influence of
the neighbouring sounds, physiological and other reasons), speech sounds may change
their characteristics to some extent or receive some additional acoustic qualities but the
main linguistic characteristics of each of the speech sounds in each language remain
unchanged what makes it possible to recognize it in the act of communication.
Such speech sounds – the main linguistic elements, B. Bloch and G.L. Trage called
phonemes (1942).
Speech sounds create syllables – the minor units of speech, from which all the
higher speech units of suprasegmental level, including the text, are originated.
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1.8. PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION
In some languages spelling does not reflect the phonetic structure of a word. This is
especially true of the English language in which, owing to the peculiarities of its
historical development, there is a great difference between the spelling of a word and its
pronunciation.
The distance existing between the pronunciation of the word and its spelling creates
a special problem in English which is unknown in Ukrainian where spelling is based on
the phonematic principle.
The problem could be solved by creating a system of sounds, representing
pronunciation – phonetic transcription.
Henry Sweet (1877) described two types of phonetic transcription in English:
broad and narrow.
The narrow transcription symbolizes all the speech sounds and all their shades and
could be used in different languages.
The broad transcription was derived from the narrow transcription for each
particular language.
Henry Sweet laid down the principle of symbolizing in Broad transcription only
those sounds which were capable of distinguishing one sound from another, i.e. he
proposed the method of selection phonetic symbols which is now called phonematic.
D. Jones wrote (1962) that the broad transcription which represents only the
problems of a definite language, using for this purpose the minimum number of the
letter shapes, comprising a limited number of ordinary Roman letters, may be termed
phonematic.
Broad and narrow types of transcription are used for different purposes.
Narrow transcription is usually applied for scientific investigations. Broad
(phonematic) type of transcription is widely used in English in teaching pronunciation,
especially to foreign students.
In teaching English to Ukrainian learners a broad type of transcription is applied,
that is a transcription based on phonematic principals.
In English a separate sign represents a separate phoneme. To achieve it, Roman
letters were used in phonetic transcription with the additional signs of the narrow form
of transcription, adopted by the International Phonetic Association. Thus, all the English
short and long vowel phonemes have different signs: [ ] – [ ]; [ ] – [ ]; [ ] – [ ]; [ ] –
[ ]; [ ] – [ ].
The signs of the transcription are enclosed in square brackets. Additional diactrical
signs used in transcription in English are:
the sign (:) or (·) denoting length of vowel phonemes, e.g.
girl [
], he [ ], [ ·];
the sign (') placed before and above a syllable, denotes a primary stress, e.g.
a boy [ ' ];
the sign (") placed before and below a syllable, denotes a secondary stress, e.g.
competition ["
'
].
Ukrainian phonetic transcription is also based on the phonematic principle. In
dealing with Ukrainian sounds the Ukrainian capital letters are used, enclosed in square
brackets, and one additional sign [G] as in [GAHOK] is added.
Diacritical signs are more numerous than in English.
Thus, the sign (') is placed after a consonant to denote palatalization. The sign (–)
placed above consonants denotes that they are long.
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Diacritical signs are of greater importance in Ukrainian than in English. Having
been added to a sound in phonetic transcription they may change the meaning of the
word.
Thus, the phonetic sign (–) above the sound ―Н̄‖ denotes another phoneme.
Compare the words причина [ПРИЧИН ] – cause, reason and причина [ПРИЧИ Н̄ ]
– mad, crazy.
The enormous gap between the spelling and the pronunciation in English makes the
application of transcription in teaching English pronunciation essential and even
inevitable.

1.9. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF INTONATION
For practical purposes intonation may be represented by a system of special signs.
These signs are usually placed on a stave of two lines, the upper and lower lines
representing the upper and lower limits of the voice. Graphic representation of
intonation was first introduced by H. Klinghardt and later revised by L. Armstrong and
I. Ward. The following are the signs generally adopted for the purpose:
a. stressed syllables in this notation are represented by dashes ―_ _ _‖;
b. unstressed syllables are represented by dots ―. . .‖;
c. a falling tone is represented by a downward curve ― ‖;
d. a rising tone is represented by an upward curve ― ‖ when there are no
unstressed syllables after the last stressed one;
e. if a sentence is pronounced with the rising tone, the rise takes place within the
last stressed syllable if it is final, but if the last stressed syllable is not final, it
has the lowest pitch and the unstressed syllables following it rise from that low
level, e.g.
Is that true?
[' '

? ||]

Have you ever said a word in private to her?
['
'
'
'
? ||]

the falling-rising tone is represented by the curve ―
‖;
the rising-falling tone is represented by the curve ―
‖;
the distance between the signs reflects to some extent, the speed of utterance;
the level of the signs between the staves reflects the level of the voice or its
pitch.
The characteristic features of the intonation structure of the English speech are:
1. The first stressed syllable, as a rule, has the highest pitch, e.g.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Tom‘s out.
['
. ||]
2.

Unstressed syllables before the first stressed syllable are either pronounced on
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a low level or may rise gradually to the pitch of the first stressed syllable.
He has gone.
[
. ||]
3.

or

Stressed and unstressed syllables following the first stressed syllable form a
descending scale until the last stressed syllable is reached, e.g.
We set out for the town of Blight.
[ '
'
'
. ||]

4.

If a sentence is pronounced with the falling tone, the pitch of the voice falls to
a low level within the last stressed syllable, e.g.
I‘ll bring him back.
[ '

. ||]

Thus, the main characteristic features of English intonation structure are a regularly
descending scale, the high position of the first stressed syllable in statements, orders,
etc., a sharp and low fall of the final tone in statements, etc. and gradually rising final
tone in general questions, requests and so on.
The characteristic features of the intonation structure of the Ukrainian speech are:
1. As a rule, the stressed syllable in the word which is logically emphasized has
the highest pitch, e.g.
Я не розумію його.
[ЙÁ НÉ РОЗУМ'ÍЙУ ЙО ГО. ||]
2.

Unstressed syllables between the stressed ones gradually descend or ascend to
the level of the following stressed syllable, e.g.
Хіба він не підійшов до нього?
[Х'ІБÁ В'ÍН НÉ П'ІД'ІЙШÓВ ДО

Н'ОГО? ||]

Він не знайшов його.
[В'ÍН НЕ ЗН ЙШÓВ ЙО ГО. ||]

3.

Stressed and unstressed syllables seem to form an irregular scale, a regular
descending scale is observed rather seldom in Ukrainian. If a sentence is
pronounced with the falling tone the pitch of the voice irregularly descends to a
low level within the last stressed and unstressed syllables, e.g.
Він сьогодні виїхав на Урал.
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[В'ÍН С'ОГÓДН'І ВИЙІХ В Н У Р Л. ||]

Вона передумала.
[ВОНÁ ПЕРЕ ДУМ Л . ||]
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PART I
SEGMENTAL UNITS OF SPEECH

CHAPTER 2
VOWELS IN ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN

2.1. CLASSIFICATION OF VOWELS
The quality of a vowel depends upon the shape of the resonance chamber, including
the shape of the mouth cavity. The shape of the mouth cavity may be changed by
movements of the tongue, the lower jaw, the soft palate and the lips. Different positions
of these active organs of speech cause differences in the shape of the resonance chamber
and thus, in the quality of a vowel.
Contrary to consonants, vowels have no fixed place of articulation (no obstruction).
Therefore, describing a vowel, it is necessary not only to give an accurate description of
the position of the speech organs, but also to compare the vowel with other vowels of
the same language, as well as with the similar vowels of the learners‘ native language.
As the main organs of speech which modify the shape of the resonance chamber are
the tongue and the lips, vowels are generally classified according to the position of the
tongue and the lips.

2.1.1. THE POSITION OF THE TONGUE
The tongue may move vertically (i.e. it may be raised to various heights in the
mouth) or horizontally (i.e. forward and backward).
According to the vertical movement of the tongue vowels are divided into the
following groups:
1. When the tongue comes rather close to the palate and the air flows through the
passage without causing audible friction, the resulting vowels are called close.
In pronouncing close vowels the air passage between the tongue and the palate
is rather narrow.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [І], [У].
2. When the tongue is lowered and a wide air passage is formed between the
tongue and the roof of the mouth, the resulting vowels are called open.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
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3.

The Ukrainian [A].
Half-open vowels are those in the production of which the tongue is raised half
way between the close and open positions, i.e. the tongue is in a position
intermediate between those of open and close vowels.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [E], [O].

Fig. 2.1.
Tongue-position
of an open vowel
of a close vowel
of a half-open vowel

It is possible to get several intermediate positions between these three extreme
ones. G.P. Torsuyev in his book ―Phonetics of the English Language‖ suggests a
supplementary subdivision into narrow and wide varieties.
There are two well-defined classes of vowels – front and back, and several
intermediate groups which are distinguished according to which part of the tongue is
articulating – back, front, etc., i.e. according to the horizontal movement of the tongue.
1. When the front of the tongue is raised more or less towards the hard palate, the
air passing through the mouth produces vowels that are called front vowels. In
the articulation of front vowels a large resonance chamber is formed in the
back part of the mouth cavity (fig. 2.2).
Examples:
The Ukrainian [I].
The English [ ], [ ], [ ].

Fig. 2.2.
Tongue-position characteristic
of a front vowel
of a mixed vowel
of a back vowel
2.

When the front but somewhat retracted part of the tongue is raised more or less
towards the hard palate, the air passing through the mouth produces vowels
that are called front retracted vowels.
Examples:
The Ukrainian [H], [E].
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3.

4.

The English [ ].
When the tongue lies more or less flat, the air passing through the mouth
results in vowels that are called mixed vowels.
Example:
The English [ ], [ ].
There are no mixed vowels in the Ukrainian language.
When the front part of the tongue is more or less raised towards the roof in the
centre of the mouth, the air passing through the mouth produces vowels that
are called central vowels.
Example:
The Ukrainian [A] after
palatalized consonants.

Fig. 2.3.
Tongue-position characteristic
of a mixed vowel
of a central vowel
There are no central vowels in the English language.
5. When the back part of the tongue is more or less raised towards the soft palate,
the air passing through the mouth produces vowels that are called back
vowels. In pronouncing back vowels a large resonance chamber is formed in
the front part of the mouth cavity.
Examples:
The Ukrainian [O].
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
6.

When the back but somewhat advanced part of the tongue is more or less
raised towards the soft palate, the air passing through the mouth produces
vowels that are called back advanced vowels.
Examples:
The Ukrainian [У].
The English [ ], [ ].

2.1.2. THE POSITION OF THE LIPS
The movements of the lips also change the volume of the mouth resonance
chamber, as well as the mouth opening, which has a part in determining the quality of
the vowel. In pronouncing vowels the lips may be either spread or neutral, or rounded to
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a certain extent and protruded. According to the position of the lips, vowels are divided
into rounded and non-rounded (labialized and non-labialized).
Rounded vowels are those in the production of which the lips are more or less
rounded. The rounding may be accompanied by protrusion. Protrusion of the lips is not
characteristic of English pronunciation.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [O], [У].
Non-rounded vowels are those in the production of which the lips are spread or
neutral.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [I], [И], [E], [A].

2.1.3. STABILITY OF THE VOWELS ARTICULATION
According to the stability of articulation and their quality, vowels are divided into
monophthongs and diphthongs.
For example:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] are monophthongs.
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] are diphthongs.
There are no diphthongs in the Ukrainian language.
Various systems of vowel classification have been introduced by different
phoneticians.
The system of the so-called ―cardinal vowels‖ was introduced by D. Jones.
The aim of the Cardinal Vowel Diagram is to give a common standard of
comparison of vowel sounds in all languages.
The system of ―cardinal vowels‖ was very popular as it helped the teacher to explain
the articulation of English vowels to students of many nationalities, whose native
languages he did not know. Therefore D. Jones considered the system of ―cardinal
vowels‖ to be the only way of making the written description of vowels intelligible to a
large circle of foreign learners.
According to D. Jones ―cardinal vowels‖ have to be articulated as remote as
possible from ―neutral‖ position. He selected 8 such vowels and called them ―cardinal‖.
Thus, for example, cardinal vowel No. 1 [ ] is described by D. Jones as the sound in
which the raising of the tongue is as far forward as possible and as high as possible
consistently with its being a vowel, the lips being spread.
But still the system of ―cardinal vowels‖ does not form a convenient basis for
describing vowels of a foreign language.
Cardinal vowels are artificial vowels which exist neither in English nor in any other
language. It is difficult to try to acquire the pronunciation of foreign sounds on the basis
of the sounds unknown to the students and therefore when it is possible foreign vowels
should be compared to the vowels of the native language of the learner. Therefore, the
way D. Jones proposes to use it is to place on the Diagram both the vowels of the
language studied and those of the native language.
Describing English vowels according to the horizontal movement of the tongue and
its height, D. Jones compares them with the corresponding cardinal vowels.
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Henry Sweet classifies vowels according to the movements of the tongue: the
movement of the tongue in the horizontal direction and various degrees of height
between the tongue and the palate.
He maps out the mouth schematically into nine squares:
high-back

high-mixed

high-front

mid-back

mid-mixed

mid-front

low-back

low-mixed

low-front

Each of these nine squares may be again subdivided into nine small ones.
The system of vowels by H. Sweet is based on real properties of English sounds
and gives minute characteristics of each vowel.
Sweet‘s classification of vowels is very valuable for scientific comparison of
vowels of different languages (Sweet‘s table of vowels contains 81 divisions).
For practical purposes it is too complicated and overloaded.
A classification of vowels which is most suitable for practical purposes and makes it
possible to introduce English vowels on the basis of native vowels is the classification
introduced by G.P. Torsuyev in his ―English Phonetics‖ (1950). His classification is based
on a phonematic principle and successfully serves the aims of comparative analysis.
G.P. Torsuyev classifies vowels according to the horizontal movements of the
tongue into front, front retracted, mixed, back advanced, back and according to the
vertical movement of the tongue into high, medium and low vowels. In addition G.P.
Torsuyev introduces broad and narrow varieties within each group.
The principles of this classification are applied to the comparative tables of English
and Ukrainian vowels, given below.
According to the place occupied by a vowel in a square of the table, one can
describe the articulation of a foreign vowel and compare it with the articulation of the
corresponding vowel of the native language.
If we take, for example, the English [ ] we see that it occupies the extreme high
and front position in the table, i.e. it may be described as a narrow variety of a front
close vowel. Though the Ukrainian [I] is also a narrow variety of a front close vowel it
occupies a slightly lower position, which means that in pronouncing the Ukrainian [I],
the tongue is lower and more retracted in comparison with the English [ ] (see table
2.1). English vowel phonemes are placed in brackets.
Table 2.1.
English and Ukrainian vowel phonemes
According to the
horizontal position
of the tongue

Front
retracted

Front

Mixed

Back
advanced

Back

According to the
height of the tongue

Narrow variety

[ ]

[ ]

І
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Close

У

[]

Wide variety

И
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[ ]

Half open

Table 2.1.
(continued)

Wide variety

Open

[ ]

Narrow variety

[ ]

E

[ ]

О

[ ]

[ ]

Narrow variety

Wide variety

[ ]

A

[ ]
[ ]

2.2. ARTICULATION OF ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN
VOWELS PHONEMES IN DETAIL
2.2.1. ENGLISH FRONT VOWELS IN COMPARISON
WITH UKRAINIAN FRONT VOWELS
The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue moves forward and upward.
The front of the tongue is raised high in the direction of the hard palate. The air
passage between the tongue and the hard palate is narrow. The tip of the tongue is near
the lower teeth. The resonance chamber is enlarged in the back part of the mouth cavity.
In the production of the English [ ], as in that of all the other English vowels, the soft
palate is raised and the air, exhaled from the lungs, passes freely through the mouth
cavity. The lips are spread, slightly revealing the upper and lower teeth.
In pronouncing the English [ ] and other front vowels a deep depression is formed
along the central line of the tongue. The sides of the tongue are raised in comparison
with the central line, as may be clearly seen on lateral and frontal radiograms.
At the beginning of 1960s the articles by H.M. Truby (Sverige), J.D. Subtelny and J.D.
Subtelny (USA) were published, containing reproductions of radiograms which also prove
the existence of the above mentioned depression along the central part of the tongue.
The articulation of the English [ ] is not the same at the beginning and at the end of
it. At the beginning of the articulation of this sound the tongue occupies a somewhat
lower position while at the end the front part of the tongue is raised higher towards the
hard palate.
The end of the English [ ] is more advanced than its beginning (fig. 2.4).
The English [ ] is a comparatively long vowel. It is especially long at the end of
words, before sonants and voiced consonants.
The English [ ] is a long tense non-labialized front close vowel phoneme of the
narrow variety.
The English [ ] as well as the Ukrainian [I] is a non-labialized front vowel of high
elevation. But its articulation differs from that of the Ukrainian [I].
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1.
2.

The Ukrainian [I] contrary to the English [ ] is equally close during the whole
period of its articulation.
The Ukrainian [I] is nearer to the final position of the English [ ], than to its
beginning, however it is not so forward.

Fig. 2.4.
Tongue-position of English [ ]:
the beginning of articulation
the end of articulation
In producing the Ukrainian [I] the front of the tongue is lower than in that of the
English [ ], i.e. the Ukrainian [I] is more open than the English [ ] (fig. 2.5).

Fig. 2.5.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [I]

The difference in the articulation between the English [ ] and the Ukrainian [I] is
illustrated by the palatograms of these sounds (fig. 2.6).

Fig. 2.6.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [I]
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Comparing the palatograms it should be mentioned that they show the narrowest
phase of articulation of the English [ ] while the wider beginning of the sound is not
reflected on the palatograms.
The English [ ], only at the end of its pronouncing is a more close sound than the
Ukrainian [I], at the beginning of its articulation it is somewhat wider than the
Ukrainian [I].
At the beginning of the English [ ] the tongue is approximately in the same position
as in pronouncing the Ukrainian [И] in the words лихо [ЛИXO], тихо [TИXO], ми [MИ].
3. The Ukrainian [I] contrary to the English [ ] is a short vowel.
4. In pronouncing the English [ ] the lips are usually spread or neutral. They are
also neutral in the Ukrainian [I]. But the English neutral position of the lips does not
allow protrusion, which is characteristic of the Ukrainian pronunciation.
A very near approach to the correct quality of the English [ ] is obtained by starting
from the Ukrainian [И] in such words as ми, тихо.

Fig. 2.7.
Lip-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.8.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [I]

The absence of palatalization of the consonant preceding [И] in Ukrainian helps the
students to avoid palatalization of the preceding consonant in English. The articulation
described above refers only to the beginning of the sound, and the tongue instantly takes
a somewhat higher position.
The correct articulation of the English [ ] can be acquired by raising the tongue still
higher to the hard palate than in pronouncing the Ukrainian [I].
There must not be the slightest protrusion of the lips. Though the lips may be
spread or neutral, the spread position of the lips is more desirable for the students,
whose native language is Ukrainian.
Many students, whose native language is Ukrainian, have a tendency:
1. to palatalize the preceding consonant;
2. to make the beginning of the English [ ] too close;
3. to make the English [ ] short.
Palatalization of the preceding consonant and a too close beginning of the English [ ]
may be rectified by remembering that the sound to aim at resembles the Ukrainian [И].
The English [ ], as well as all the other English long vowels, is especially long at
the end of a word, before sonants and voiced consonants.
Before voiceless consonants it is considerably shorter but still longer than the
corresponding Ukrainian vowel.

The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ], the tongue in comparison with its neutral position is
moved forward and upward, but occupies a rather more backward and lower position
than in pronouncing the English [ ].
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The blade and the front of the tongue are raised high towards the hard palate. The
air passage between the tongue and the hard palate is narrow but a little wider than in
the English [ ]. The tip of the tongue is near the lower teeth.
A large resonance chamber is formed in the back part of the mouth cavity. The soft
palate is raised and the air, exhaled from the lungs, passes through the mouth cavity
(fig. 2.9).
The lips are spread or neutral, the jaw is lowered, the distance between the jaws
being bigger than for [ ].
The English [ ] is short. It is always shorter than [ ] in similar pronunciation
positions, that is, when preceded and followed by the same sounds and pronounced with
the same degree of stress.

Fig. 2.9.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]
Consequently, the English [ ] is a short lax non-labialized front retracted close
vowel phoneme of the wide variety.
The English [ ] has approximately the same quality as the Ukrainian [И] at the
beginning of the word when under stress as for example in тихо, ми.
The Ukrainian [И], as well as the English [ ], is a short lax non-labialized front
retracted vowel of high elevation and wide variety. But it slightly differs from the
English [ ].
1. In articulating the English [ ] the front of the tongue is raised higher in the
direction of the hard palate than in articulating the Ukrainian [И], i.e. the English [ ] is
narrower.
2. The English [ ] is more front than the Ukrainian [И] (fig. 2.10).

Fig. 2.10.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [И]

3. In pronouncing the English [ ] the lips are spread and are not protruded as in
pronouncing the Ukrainian [И] (fig. 2.11, 2.12).
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Fig. 2.11.
Lip-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.12.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [И]

The palatograms of the English [ ] and Ukrainian [И] show clearly the difference
between the articulation of the two vowels in the height of the tongue. It is also seen
that in forming the English [ ] the front of the tongue is raised to a more front part of the
palate (fig. 2.13).

Fig. 2.13.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [И]

In pronouncing the English [ ] the resonance chamber in the front part of the mouth
cavity is smaller than in pronouncing the corresponding Ukrainian vowel.
To pronounce the English [ ] correctly one should move the tongue rather more
forward than in pronouncing the Ukrainian [I] and raise it a little higher. The tongue
takes the position intermediate between the Ukrainian [I] and [И].
The lips may be spread or neutral, but special attention should be paid to keep the
lips flat without any trace of protrusion.
Students whose native language is Ukrainian have, as a rule, no difficulty in
acquiring the proper pronunciation of the sound. The only mistake which is made is to
replace the English [ ] by a more close and front Ukrainian [I], but this mistake is rather
rare.
Sometimes students are inclined to lengthen the English [ ]. It should remain very
short in all positions in a word.
The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue, in comparison with its neutral position,
moves forward and upward, a large resonance chamber is formed in the back of the
mouth cavity.
In pronouncing the English [ ] the front of the tongue is raised towards the hard
palate but not so high as in forming the English [ ] and [ ].
The air passage is rather wide, the jaw is lowered and the distance between the
upper and lower teeth is wider than in pronouncing the English [ ].
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In pronouncing the English [ ] a depression is formed along the central line of the
tongue, though the depression is not so deep as in the case of the English [ ] and [ ].
The English [ ] is short and lax. The soft palate is raised.
The English [ ] is a short lax non-labialized front half-open vowel phoneme of the
narrow variety.
The articulation of the English [ ] varies, there exists more open and more close
variations of it.

Fig. 2.14.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig. 2.15.
Lip-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.16.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [E]

English [ ] greatly differs from the Ukrainian [E].
1. In forming the English [ ] the tongue occupies a more forward position than in
forming the Ukrainian [E]. The tip of the tongue in pronouncing the English [ ]
approaches the lower front teeth. In pronouncing the Ukrainian [E] the tip of the tongue
is slightly withdrawn from the lower front teeth (fig. 2.17).

Fig. 2.17.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [E]
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2. The English [ ] is of higher elevation than the corresponding Ukrainian [E] in
the isolated position and at the beginning of a word before a hard consonant when under
stress.
The difference in the degree of elevation is clearly seen on the palatograms (fig.
2.18).

Fig. 2.18.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [E]

To pronounce the English [ ] correctly, students whose native language is
Ukrainian, should raise the tongue slightly higher than in making the Ukrainian [E],
moving it forward. The tip of the tongue is pressed against the lower front teeth. The
lips may be spread or neutral but without any protrusion.
A wider shade of the English [ ], which is met before dark [ ], has very nearly the
same quality as the Ukrainian [E] between palatalized consonants.
To avoid the most typical mistake – a too wide variation of the English [ ] – the
students must bear in mind the above described difference between the English [ ] and
the Ukrainian [E].

The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue moves forward, the tip of the tongue is
near the lower teeth. A large resonance chamber is formed in the back part of the mouth
cavity.
The front of the tongue is slightly raised towards the hard palate. The air passage is
appreciably wider than in the case of the English [ ]. The jaw is lowered. The lips are
spread (fig. 2.20, 2.21).

Fig. 2.19.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]
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Fig. 2.20.
Lip-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.21.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [E]
at the end of a word

In the production of the English [ ] as in that of other front vowels a depression is
formed along the central line of the tongue, but it is not so deep as in the production of
the English [ ], [ ], [ ].
The English [ ] is rather lengthened under certain conditions. It is especially long
before sonants and voiced consonants.
The English [ ] is a non-labialized tense front open vowel phoneme of the wide
variety.
The English [ ] is intermediate in quality between the Ukrainian [E] at the end of a
word (e.g. пасе [ПACE]) and a variety of the Ukrainian [A] which occurs between soft
consonants under stress (e. g. лялька [Л' ÁЛ' KA]).
The position of the organs of speech in pronouncing the English [ ] differs from
the position for the Ukrainian [E] at the end of a word.
In forming the English [ ] the tip of the tongue comes near the front lower teeth,
the tongue is more advanced, and its blade is raised towards the hard palate but not so
high as in forming the Ukrainian [E].
The difference between the position of the tongue for the English [ ] and the
Ukrainian [E] at the end of a word is shown in palatograms (fig. 2.22).

Fig. 2.22.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [E]

The English [ ] differs from the Ukrainian [A]. The Ukrainian [A] is not so
forward and more open. Therefore, the Ukrainian [A], even between soft consonants,
gives no traces on the artificial palate.
To pronounce the English [ ] correctly it is possible to start from the Ukrainian [E]
as pronounced at the end of the word. But the distance between the jaws must be
greater, the tongue moves forward, the tip of the tongue approaches the lower teeth.
One may also improve the sound by starting from the Ukrainian [A]. In this case
the tongue should be raised a little higher and the tip of the tongue should be brought
nearer to the lower teeth.
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Ukrainian students are liable to replace the English [ ] by the more close [E] of
their mother tongue. In this case the tongue should be slightly lowered. The lips should
be neutral without the slightest trace of protrusion.

2.2.2. ENGLISH BACK VOWELS IN COMPARISON WITH UKRAINIAN
BACK VOWELS

The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue, compared with its neutral position, is
retracted. The tip of the tongue is also retracted from the lower teeth. The tongue is very
low down in the mouth. A large resonance chamber is formed in the front part of the
mouth cavity. The back of the tongue is slightly raised towards the soft palate. The jaw
is considerably lowered (fig. 2.23). The lips are neutral (fig. 2.24).
The soft palate is raised as in the production of all the English vowels, the air
passes through the mouth. This sound gives no palatagram.

Fig. 2.23.
Tongue-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.24.
Lip-position of English [ ]

The English [ ] is a long tense non-labialized back vowel phoneme of the wide
variety.
The English [ ] greatly differs from the Ukrainian [A]. In pronouncing the
Ukrainian [A] at the beginning of a word when under stress, not only the back but also
the front of the tongue is raised towards the roof of the mouth (approximately to the
border between the hard and the soft palate), the tongue is held concave to the palate
(fig. 2.25).

Fig. 2.25.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [A]
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The Ukrainian [A] is short less tense and more advanced than the English [ ].
Many students, whose native language is Ukrainian, have a tendency:
1. to replace the English [ ] by the Ukrainian [A];
2. to make the English [ ] short.
A too front formation of the English [ ] may be rectified by starting from the
Ukrainian [A]. But in this case the tongue should be retracted from the lower teeth. The
length of the vowel, which is especially long at the end of words, before sonants and
voiced consonants, should be carefully observed.
The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue, in comparison with its neutral position,
is retracted and lowered. The back of the tongue is raised towards the back part of the
soft palate (fig. 2.26).

Fig. 2.26.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

The resonance chamber is considerably enlarged in the front and middle parts of
the mouth cavity.
The jaw is also lowered and occupies approximately the same position as for the
English [ ].
The lips are flat and slightly rounded, forming a wide oval-shaped opening.
The English [ ] is a short lax slightly labialized back open vowel phoneme of the
wide variety.
The English [ ] resembles the Ukrainian [O]. The Ukrainian [O], like the English
[ ], is a short labialized back vowel phoneme.
But in spite of the common features of articulation there is a considerable
difference between them.
1. The English [ ] is more open than the Ukrainian [O] (fig. 2.27).

Fig. 2.27.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [O]
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2. The position of the lips for these two sounds differs.
In the production of the Ukrainian [O] the lips are rounded and protruded,
forming a round opening, which is smaller than for the English [ ].
In articulating the English [ ] the lips are not protruded and their rounding is flat
(fig. 2.28, 2.29).

Fig. 2.28.
Lip-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.29.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [O]

The correct pronunciation of the English [ ] can often be acquired by starting from
the corresponding Ukrainian vowel. The tongue is to be moved forward and placed a
little lower than in pronouncing the Ukrainian [O]. The lips are to be slightly rounded
without any protrusion.
The English [ ] may be also acquired by starting from the Ukrainian [A] as
pronounced between non-palatalized consonants. The tongue should be somewhat
retracted, the distance between the jaws should be narrowed.
Flat rounding of the lips is to be carefully observed. This method may be advised
only to the students who replace the English [ ] by the Ukrainian [O].
If students are apt to pronounce the English [ ] like an [A]-sound they should start
from the Ukrainian [O], observing carefully the difference between the English [ ] and
the Ukrainian [O].
The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the back of the tongue is raised still higher towards
the soft palate than in pronouncing the English [ ], the tongue is more retracted. The
English [ ] is more retracted and close than the English [ ]. A large resonance chamber
is formed in the front part of the mouth cavity. The tip of the tongue is retracted from
the lower teeth (fig. 2.30).
In articulating the English [ ] the lips are noticeably rounded, leaving a smaller
opening than that for the English [ ].
The English [ ] is a long tense labialized back open vowel phoneme of the narrow
variety.
The sound of the English [ ] resembles the Ukrainian [O], but the English [ ] is
more back and open.
The position of the lips for the English [ ] also differs from that for the Ukrainian
[O].
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Fig. 2.30.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig 2.31.
Lip-position of English [ ]

In forming the English [ ] the lips are not protruded, the opening between them is
smaller.
In producing the English [ ] the tongue is retracted, a rather big resonance
chamber is formed in the front part of the mouth cavity. Owing to the protrusion of the
lips in pronouncing the Ukrainian [O] the resonance chamber is also increased in the
front part of the mouth (fig. 2.32).

Fig. 2.32.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [O]

To pronounce the English [ ] correctly one may start from the Ukrainian [O],
retracting the tongue and keeping the lips in a position of open rounding but without any
protrusion. The distance between the jaws must be approximately the same for the two
vowels.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian, tend to make the English [ ]
too front and close.
To avoid this mistake the above described difference between the sounds is to be
observed.
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The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the back of the tongue is raised towards the soft
palate. It is raised higher and towards a more front part of the soft palate than in
pronouncing the English [ ], therefore the sound [ ] is defined as more advanced and
more close than [ ]. The tip of the tongue is retracted from the lower teeth (fig. 2.33).

Fig. 2.33.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

The resonance chamber is increased in the frontal part of the mouth cavity.
In producing the English [ ] the lips are more rounded than for the English [ ] and
[ ] and the oval-shaped opening between the lips is smaller. The lips are not protruded.

Fig. 2.34.
Lip-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.35.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [У]

The English [ ] is a short lax labialized back advanced close vowel phoneme of the
wide variety.
The articulation of the English [ ] resembles that of the Ukrainian [У], but there is
some difference between them:
1. The English [ ] is wider and more back.
2. The position of the lips for these two sounds differs.

Fig. 2.36.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [У]
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In pronouncing the Ukrainian [У] the lips are not only rounded but also protruded.
Students whose native language is Ukrainian are sometimes apt to replace the
English [ ] by a more front and close Ukrainian [У] which occurs between soft
consonants.
This mistake is easily avoided provided that the students are told either to lower the
tongue and retract it a bit or endeavour to pronounce the English [ ] like the Ukrainian
[У] in the isolated position or at the beginning of words.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian tend to protrude the lips in
pronouncing the English [ ]. To avoid this mistake one should keep the lips flat without
the slightest trace of lip protrusion.
Sometimes learners lengthen the English [ ]. One must remember that in any
position in the word the English [ ] remains short.

The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the back of the tongue is raised high in the
direction of the soft palate. The resonance chamber is considerably increased in the
front part of the mouth cavity. The soft palate is raised. The tip of the tongue is retracted
from the lower teeth. The sound [ ] is more retracted and close than the English [ ],
the distance between the jaws is narrower (fig. 2.37).

Fig. 2.37.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

In pronouncing the English [ ] the lips are rounded but not protruded, the opening
between the lips is smaller and the degree of rounding is greater than for the English [ ].

Fig. 2.38.
Lip-position of English [ ]

The English [ ] is a long tense labialized back close vowel phoneme of the narrow
variety.
The corresponding Ukrainian back vowel is [У] but it differs considerably from the
English [ ].
1. The English [ ] is long, while the Ukrainian [У] is short.
2. The English [ ] is more back and more close than the Ukrainian [У] (fig.
2.39).
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Fig. 2.39.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [У]
3. The English [ ], like the Ukrainian [У], is
labialized but the position of the lips is different. In pronouncing the English [ ] the
flat rounded lips form a narrow oval-shaped opening. In articulating the Ukrainian [У]
the rounded lips are protruded forming a round opening (fig. 2.35, 2.38).
The correct pronunciation of the English [ ] can be acquired by starting from the
Ukrainian [У]. The tongue should be retracted and raised a little higher towards the soft
palate, flat rounding of the lips should be carefully observed.
The above described articulation of the English [ ] is observed in all positions
except when it is preceded by [ ]. When preceded by [ ] it becomes more advanced and
has much in common with the quality of the Ukrainian [У], but with flat rounding of the
lips.
The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the back of the tongue is raised towards the roof of
the mouth. The resonance chamber is increased in the front part of the mouth. The tip of
the tongue is retracted from the front lower teeth. The lips are neutral.
The English [ ] is more advanced and narrow than the English [ ]. In pronouncing
the English [ ] the lips are slightly spread without any trace of protrusion (fig. 2.42).

Fig. 2.40.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig. 2.41.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig. 2.42.
Lip-position of English [ ]
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The English [ ] is a short lax non-labialized back advanced half-open vowel
phoneme of the wide variety.
The articulation of the English [ ] resembles the articulation of the Ukrainian [O].
The English [ ] differs from the Ukrainian [O] in the more advanced position of the
tongue and the flat position of the lips. The Ukrainian [O] is labialized – the lips are
rounded and protruded.
To make the English [ ] sound genuine one should start from the articulation of the
Ukrainian [O].
The tongue is to be moved a little forward. The English [ ] is somewhat shorter
than the Ukrainian [O].
The English [ ] differs greatly from the Ukrainian [A] which is much more open
and more advanced (fig. 2.44).

Fig. 2.43.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [O]

Fig. 2.44.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [A]

Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to substitute the English [ ] with a vowel which is more open and advanced
than the English [ ]; but this mispronunciation may be rectified by making
the English [ ] more advanced and less open than the Ukrainian [A];
2. to lengthen the vowel;
3. to replace the English [ ] by the labialized vowel [ ].
In this case the correct pronunciation of the English [ ] may be obtained by starting
from the position for the Ukrainian [A] but not [O].
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2.2.3.

ENGLISH MIXED VOWELS IN COMPARISON WITH UKRAINIAN
VOWELS

The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue is in the middle part of the mouth cavity.
The air passage between the surface of the tongue and the roof of the mouth is of almost
the same width along the whole length of the tongue though slightly wider in the front
part of the mouth cavity because of the hard palate being higher than the soft palate.
In pronouncing the English [ ] the whole tongue is slightly raised. The tip of the
tongue is near the lower teeth, the jaw is slightly lowered (fig. 2.45). The lips are neutral
(fig. 2.46).

Fig. 2.45.
Tongue-position of English [ ]

Fig. 2.46.
Lip-position of English [ ]

Thus, the English [ ] is a long tense non-labialized mixed mid-open vowel
phoneme of the narrow variety.
The English [ ] has very nearly the same quality as the Ukrainian [O] between
palatalized consonants (e.g. льоля [Л' ÓЛ' ]) but still it considerably differs from the
Ukrainian [O]. In pronouncing the Ukrainian [O] the back of the tongue is raised to the
soft palate, the front of it is lowered. In articulating the English [ ] the front of the
tongue is raised too, resembling the articulation of the Ukrainian [E], but the tongue is
more flat and lower in the mouth. The position of the lips somewhat recalls the position
of the Ukrainian [E], but without the characteristic Ukrainian protrusion (fig. 2.47,
2.48).
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Fig. 2.47.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [O]

Fig. 2.48.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [E]

The pronunciation of the English [ ] may be acquired by starting from the
Ukrainian [O]. The distance between the jaws should be slightly diminished, the lips
should not be protruded and care should be taken to keep the tongue more or less flat.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to replace the English [ ] by the Ukrainian [E];
2. to replace the English [ ] by a sound close to the Ukrainian [A].
To achieve the correct sound of the English [ ] special attention is to be paid in
both cases to the position of the tongue and the lips.
If there is a mistake in pronouncing the English [ ] like [E] the students should
pronounce it with the tongue flat and low in the mouth and the lips neutral, as spread
lips give an [ ]-like shade to the English [ ].
If there is a mistake in pronouncing the English [ ] like [O] the tongue should be
advanced and flat, the lips should be spread.
The English Vowel [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the position of the tongue and the lips resembles that
of [ ], but the tongue is lower (fig. 2.49). The lips are neutral (fig. 2.50).
The English [ ] is a short lax non-labialized mixed mid-open vowel phoneme of the
wide variety.

Fig. 2.49.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig. 2.50.
Lip-position of English [ ]
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The articulation of the English [ ] depends on its position in a word, i.e. on the
preceding and following sounds.
The radiograms show there is some difference in the articulation of the English [ ]
at the beginning of the word, at the end of the word and before the plural ending -s [ ].
All these differences depend on the succeeding or following sounds. The sound [ ]
is neutral and therefore it is more easily influenced positionally than any other vowel.
In pronouncing the English [ ] at the beginning of the word the tip of the tongue
approaches the lower teeth, and a depression is formed along the blade and the front of
the tongue (fig. 2.51).
At the end of the word the English [ ] is more retracted and the air passage is
somewhat narrower (fig. 2.52).

Fig. 2.51.
Tongue-position of English [ ]
at the beginning of a word

Fig. 2.52.
Tongue-position of English [ ]
at the end of a word

The English [ ] has very much the same quality as the Ukrainian unstressed final
[A] in such words as сила [СИЛ ], шила [ШИЛ ].
The English [ ] differs from the Ukrainian unstressed [A] in being more close, the
tongue being flat and the lips being neutral without any trace of protrusion.
The correct pronunciation of the English [ ] can often be acquired by imitation,
provided that care is taken not to protrude the lips.
It should be borne in mind that the English [ ] is always unstressed.
Ukrainian students often replace the English [ ] by a more open and retracted [A]
or a more advanced [E].
To avoid the [A]-like pronunciation of the English [ ] special attention should be
paid to keep the tongue flat, though raised higher, than in pronouncing the Ukrainian
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[A]. The distance between the jaws should be smaller. A flat and more retracted
position of the tongue should be adopted.

2.2.4.

ENGLISH DIPHTHONGS

According to the stability of their quality vowels are divided into monophthongs
and diphthongs.
In pronouncing a monophthong its quality remains more or less stable. In
pronouncing a diphthong its quality is changed: the end of the diphthong differs from its
beginning.
A diphthong is a close combination of two vowel elements pronounced as one
vowel with gliding articulation. A diphthong forms one syllable.
As there are no diphthongs in Ukrainian, students often find it difficult to
pronounce English diphthongs.
Diphthongs are generally divided into falling and rising.
Those diphthongs, the first element of which is stronger than the second, that is, the
initial tension of articulation falls towards the end, are called falling.
Those diphthongs, the second element of which is stronger than the first, that is, the
tension of articulation grows towards the end, are called rising.
There are no rising diphthongs in English.
There also exists a group of level diphthongs, the two elements of which are
equally strong. But level diphthongs are very rare and are not met in the English
language.
All English diphthongs are falling, i.e. the beginning of the English diphthongs (the
nucleus) is strong, clear and distinct. The second element (the glide) is very weak.
There are eight diphthongs in the English language [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ],
[ ], [ ]. Some linguists consider that there are nine diphthongs in English, the ninth
being [ ].
English diphthongs may be divided into three groups:
1. Three of them [ ], [ ], [ ] are called centring. The second element of
all these diphthongs is a mixed vowel [ ].
2. The second group includes diphthongs, the common glide of which is
towards the English [ ]. They are three: [ ], [ ], [ ].
3. The third group includes the following diphthongs: [ ], [ ], i.e. the glide
of these diphthongs is towards a weak unstressed [ ].
The nuclei of the English diphthongs differ to a greater or lesser extent from the
English pure vowels. Thus, the nucleus of the diphthong [ ] is more advanced than
[ ], the nucleus of the diphthong [ ] is much more advanced than the English [ ] or
even [ ].
Moreover, within the same group of diphthongs the nuclei differ according to the
direction of the glide. Thus, [ ] in [ ] is more advanced than in [ ]. The nucleus of the
diphthong [ ] is intermediate in quality between [ ] and [ ]. The nucleus of the
diphthong [ ] is more open than the English [ ], etc.
The English Diphthongs [ ], [ ], [ ]
The so-called centring diphthongs start at different sounds [ ], [ ], [ ] and
immediately proceed in the direction of [ ] (in the position at the end of the word).
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Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] starts as a short non-labialized front
retracted close vowel [ ], which has very nearly the same quality as the Ukrainian [И]
and immediately proceeds in the direction of [ ] (fig. 2.53, 2.54).
The correct pronunciation of the English [ ] may be acquired by starting from the
Ukrainian [И].

Fig. 2.53.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(beginning)

Fig. 2.54.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(end)

Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to make the nucleus of [ ] too close; and this mispronunciation can be easily
rectified by starting from the Ukrainian [И];
2. to replace the glide of the diphthong [ ] by Russian or Ukrainian [A] or [E].
This is a most frequent mistake and special care must be taken to avoid it.
Students should pronounce the glide as a very weak sound, paying special attention
to keep the tongue flat, which is decisive in this case.
Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] starts as [ ], a short lax non-labialized
front half-open vowel of wide variety and immediately proceeds in the direction of [ ].
To acquire the correct pronunciation of the nucleus of the diphthong [ ] one may
start at the Ukrainian [E] in the word пасе [П СÉ].
The lips are slightly spread for the nucleus and move to a neutral position during
the glide (fig. 2.55, 2.56).
As a rule, the beginning of this diphthong causes no difficulty as the nucleus is
rather wide and is about the same as the Ukrainian [E].
Students whose native language is Ukrainian often make mistakes replacing the
glide by the Ukrainian [A]. To avoid this mistake the same precautions are to be taken
as with the articulation of the diphthong [ ].

Fig. 2.55.
Lip-position of English [
(beginning)

Fig. 2.56.
Lip-position of English [
(end)

]

]

Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] starts as a short labialized backadvanced close vowel [ ] and immediately proceeds in the direction of the English [ ].
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In pronouncing the nucleus of the diphthong [ ] the lips are slightly rounded. In
pronouncing the glide the lips become neutral and the distance between them somewhat
increases (fig. 2.57, 2.58).

Fig. 2.57.
Lip-position of English [
(beginning)

Fig. 2.58.
Lip-position of English [
(end)

]

]

The correct pronunciation of the diphthong may be acquired without much
difficulty, provided that care is taken not to protrude the lips.
Some students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to protrude the lips, while pronouncing the diphthong and care should be taken
not to add the slightest trace of lip protrusion;
2. to replace the glide by the Ukrainian [A] or [E].
The English Diphthongs [ ], [ ], [ ]
The English diphthongs [ ], [ ], [ ] begin as the sounds [ ], [ ], [ ] respectively
and immediately proceed in the direction of the English [ ].
While pronouncing the glide of all these diphthongs special care should be taken to
observe the correct position of the tongue. The tongue should not be raised too high, it
must be considerably lower than for the Ukrainian [I].
Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] begins as [ ], a short non-labialized
front half-open vowel and immediately proceeds in the direction of the English [ ].
The nucleus of the English [ ] has several variants, some of which are more close
and some more open. It approaches the quality of the Ukrainian [E]. To pronounce the
English [ ] correctly one should start from the Ukrainian [E], though care should be
taken not to make the nucleus too wide.
In pronouncing the English [ ] the lips are spread for the nucleus and move to a
closer position during the glide. The distance between the jaws, which is rather wide at
the beginning of the articulation, becomes narrower during the glide (fig. 2.59, 2.60).

Fig. 2.59.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(beginning)

Fig. 2.60.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(end)

Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to make the beginning of [ ] too wide and to avoid this mistake one
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should raise the tongue somewhat higher and diminish the distance
between the jaws;
2. to replace the glide by the sonant [ ].
Sometimes students pronounce the glide as [ ], making it too distinct and
consonantal.
To avoid these mistakes the tongue should not be raised too high, the glide must be
very short and less tense than the nucleus.
Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] begins as [ ], a short lax nonlabialized front retracted open vowel [ ] and immediately proceeds in the direction of
the English [ ].
The nucleus of [ ] resembles the Ukrainian [A] between palatalized consonants
but is more advanced and less open. The lips are neutral. The distance between the jaws
is wider at the beginning of the articulation and rather narrow at the end (fig. 2.61,
2.62).

Fig. 2.61.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(beginning)

Fig. 2.62.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(end)

Some students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to replace the nucleus [ ] by a back vowel [A], but such a mistake can be
corrected by starting from the Ukrainian [A] between palatalized
consonants;
2. to replace the glide by the sound [ ].
Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] begins as a short lax labialized back
open vowel, resembling the English [ ], but more advanced and close, and immediately
proceeds in the direction of [ ] (fig. 2.63, 2.64).

Fig. 2.63.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(beginning)

Fig. 2.64.
Lip-position of English [ ]
(end)

The nucleus of the English [ ] resembles the Ukrainian [O] and to achieve the
correct sound of the English [ ] it is possible to start from the Ukrainian [O], making
the nucleus more open and advanced and not noticeably rounding the lips.
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In pronouncing the nucleus of the English [ ] the lips are slightly rounded and not
at all protruded, while in pronouncing the Ukrainian [O] the lips are rounded and
protruded.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to make the nucleus of [ ] too much like the Ukrainian [O] which can be
corrected by lowering the tongue and making the distance between the jaws
wider;
2. to replace the glide [ ] by a [ ] sound which may be avoided by the same
precautions as those for the articulation of the English diphthong [ ].
The English Diphthongs [ ], [ ]
The English diphthongs [ ], [ ] begin as the sounds [ ] and [ ] respectively and
immediately proceed in the direction of the English [ ].
Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] begins as [ ] which is more close and
advanced than the Ukrainian [O] and immediately proceeds in the direction of the
English [ ]. It should be noted that the glide is very weak and short as in all English
diphthongs. It should also be mentioned that the tongue only approaches the [ ]-position
so that the end of the glide is not a distinct [ ]. In pronouncing the English [ ] the lips
start from a slight rounding and rather a large opening. At the end of the articulation the
lips are considerably rounded, forming a rather small oval opening (fig 2.65, 2.66).

Fig. 2.65.
Lip-position of English [
(beginning)

Fig. 2.66.
Lip-position of English [
(end)

]

]

To pronounce the English diphthong [ ], one should start from the position of the
speech organs for the Ukrainian [O] between palatalized consonants. This is
immediately followed by the retraction of the tongue to a position resembling that of the
Ukrainian [У].
Care should be taken to avoid the slightest trace of lip protrusion. The lips must be
flat.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to make the nucleus of [ ] too back and wide, that‘s why taking into
consideration the articulation of the English [ ], one should move the tongue
forward and raise it a little higher;
2. to make the glide [ ] too distinct and strong;
3. to protrude the lips, but to avoid this, one should keep the lips slightly
rounded without any trace of protrusion.
Sometimes thestudents go to extremes and make the nucleus of [ ] too front or
replace it by the Ukrainian [E]. But these mistakes are rarely made.
Diphthong [ ]. The English diphthong [ ] begins as the front open [ ] and
proceeds in the direction of the English [ ] (fig 2.67, 2.68). The lips are neutral. The
nucleus of [ ] resembles the Ukrainian [A] between palatalized consonants.
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Under the influence of the following [ ] the nucleus becomes more retracted than in
[ ].
Care should be taken not to protrude the lips.

Fig. 2.67.
Lip-position of English [
(beginning)

Fig. 2.68.
Lip-position of English [
(end)

]

]

Students are often inclined to make the nucleus of the diphthong [ ] too back. To
avoid this mistake the tongue is to be moved forward, the tip of the tongue coming close
to the front lower teeth.
Table 2.2.
English diphthongs

Nucleus

Front

Glide
-glide diphthongs (front)

,

-glide diphthongs (centring)

,

Back

-glide diphthongs (back)

The English Sound Combinations [ ], [
]
The so-called ―triphthongs‖ [ ], [
] are not separate phonemes but
combinations of a diphthong and the neutral [ ].
Many students of English are apt to replace the intermediate sound [ ] in [ ] by
the English [ ] or the corresponding sonant of their native language. To avoid the
mistake it is necessary to make the intermediate sound [ ] very weak.

SUMMARY
The systems of English and Ukrainian vowel phonemes differ in many points.
1. The number of phonemes is not the same in the two languages.
There are 20 vowel phonemes in the English language, 12 of them are
monophthongs, 8 diphthongs.
Vowel phonemes: [ , , ,
,
, ,
, ,
, ,
,
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There are only 6 vowel phonemes in the Ukrainian language [I], [И], [E], [ ], [О],
[У].
2. Besides the difference in quality, English vowel phonemes differ from
Ukrainian vowel phonemes in length.
In the English language there are long and short vowel phonemes while in
Ukrainian long vowel phonemes do not exist.
3. According to the stability of the articulation and quality English vowel
phonemes are divided into monophthongs and diphthongs.
All the Ukrainian vowel phonemes are monophthongs, there are no diphthongs in
Ukrainian.
4. The division of vowel phonemes into different groups according to the position
of the tongue is not the same in the English and Ukrainian languages.
In the English language there are front, back and mixed vowel phonemes. In
Ukrainian there are no mixed vowel phonemes.
The English front and back vowel groups include a considerably greater number of
phonemes than those of the Ukrainian language.
5. Phonematic systems of the English and Ukrainian languages differ also in the
articulation of vowel phonemes belonging to the same group.
Thus, the English front vowel phonemes [ ], [ ], [ ] are closer and more front than
the corresponding Ukrainian [I], [И], [Е].
The English back vowel phonemes [ ], [ ], [ ] are more retracted than the
Ukrainian back vowel phonemes [О], [У].
6. The position of the lips is not the same in forming English and Ukrainian
labialized vowel phonemes. In forming English labialized sounds the lips are rounded
but not protruded. In Ukrainian the rounding of the lips is accompanied by considerable
protrusion.
The position of the lips is not the same in pronouncing English and Ukrainian nonlabialized vowels either. In pronouncing English non-labialized vowels the lips are flat
and not protruded. In making Ukrainian non-labialized vowels the lips move noticeably
forward from the teeth.
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CHAPTER 3
CONSONANTS IN ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN

3.1. CLASSIFICATION OF CONSONANTS
The quality of consonants is determined by the following four conditions:
1. the active organs of speech which form the obstruction (consequently, the
place of the obstruction);
2. the manner of the production of noise (the way of forming the obstruction);
3. the work of the vocal chords;
4. the position of the soft palate.
3.1.1. CLASSIFICATION OF CONSONANTS
ACCORDING TO THE ACTIVE ORGANS OF SPEECH
According to the active organs of speech consonants are divided into labial, lingual
and pharyngal.
Labial. In pronouncing labial consonants the obstruction is formed by the lips.
Labial consonants are subdivided into bilabial and labiodental.
1. Bilabial. In articulating bilabial consonants the obstruction is formed by the
two lips being brought together.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [П], [Б], [M], [B].
2. Labiodental. In pronouncing labiodental consonants the obstruction is formed
by the lower lip being pressed against the upper teeth.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [Ф], [B] before [И], [E].
Lingual. In pronouncing lingual consonants the obstruction is formed by the
tongue.
Lingual consonants are divided into forelingual, mediolingual and backlingual.
1. Forelingual. In articulating forelingual consonants the obstruction is formed
by the front part of the tongue.
Though the active organ of speech is the same (the blade of the tongue) in
pronouncing all the forelingual consonants both the shape of the tongue and the place of
obstruction differ.
According to the shape of the tongue forelingual consonants are subdivided into
apical, dorsal and cacuminal.
a. Apical. In articulating apical forelingual consonants the obstruction is formed
by the blade of the tongue, including the tip, against either the upper teeth or the teeth
ridge (fig. 3.1).
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Fig. 3.1.
Tongue-position characteristic of
an apical consonant

Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
b. Dorsal. In articulating dorsal forelingual consonants the obstruction is formed
by the blade and the front of the tongue (excluding the tip) against either the upper teeth
or the teeth ridge (alveoli).
The tip of the tongue is lowered (fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.2.
Tongue-position characteristic of
a dorsal consonant

Ukrainian palatalized consonants are dorsal. In English the consonant phonemes
[ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] are considered by some scientists to be dorsal.
c. Cacuminal. In articulating cacuminal forelingual consonants the obstruction is
formed by the tip of the tongue while a spoon-shaped depression is formed in the central
part of the tongue.
For cacuminal consonants the tip of the tongue is directed towards (or touches) the
front upper teeth, or the alveoli (fig. 3.3).
Examples:
The Ukrainian [T], [Д], [H], [C], [З], [Ш], [Ж], [P].
The English [ ].
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Fig. 3.3.
Tongue-position characteristic of
a cacuminal consonant

According to the passive organ of speech, that is, to the place of obstruction,
forelingual consonants are subdivided into dental and alveolar.
a. Dental (which are subdivided into interdental and dental). In articulating
forelingual dental consonants the obstruction is formed by the tongue and the back of
the teeth, while in pronouncing forelingual interdental consonants the tip and the blade
of the tongue are placed between the teeth.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ] (interdental or dental).
The Ukrainian [T], [Д], [H] (dental).
b. Alveolar (which are subdivided into alveolar proper and palato-alveolar).
Alveolar forelingual consonants are articulated by the tip or the front of the tongue
against the alveoli.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] (alveolar);
[ [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] (palato-alveolar).
The Ukrainian [C], [З], [Ш], [Ж] (alveolar);
[P], [Ч], [ДЖ] (palato-alveolar).
2. Mediolingual. Mediolingual consonants are articulated by the front of the
tongue raised towards the hard palate.
Examples:
The English [ ].
The Ukrainian [Й].
3. Backlingual. Backlingual consonants are articulated by the back of the tongue
against the soft palate.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [K], [G], [X], [Г].
Pharyngal. In pronouncing pharyngal consonants the narrowing is formed in the
pharynx which is slightly contracted.
Example:
The English [ ].
There are no pharyngal consonants in the Ukrainian language.
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3.1.2. CLASSIFICATION OF CONSONANTS
ACCORDING TO THE MANNER OF THE PRODUCTION OF NOISE
According to the manner of production of noise consonants are divided into 4 large
groups: occlusive or stop consonants, constrictive consonants, affricates and rolled
consonants.
Occlusive Consonants. In making occlusive consonants the active organs of
speech form a complete obstruction. Occlusive consonants are subdivided into plosives
and occlusive (or nasal) sonants.
1. Plosives. In pronouncing plosives the articulating organs form a complete
obstruction which is suddenly broken by the pressure of the air exhaled from the lungs
and a kind of ―explosion‖, called plosion, is heard.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [П], [Б], [T], [Д], [K], [G].
2. Occlusive sonants. In making occlusive sonants the active organs of speech
form a complete obstruction: the air passage through the mouth is blocked, the soft
palate is lowered and the air passes through the nasal cavity.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [M], [H], [M'], [H'].
Constrictive Consonants. In making constrictive consonants the active organs of
speech do not block the air-passage completely, but form a narrowing of the airpassage.
Constrictive consonants are divided into fricative consonants and sonants.
1. Fricative consonants. In making fricative consonants the active organs of
speech form a narrowing through which the air passes with audible friction. Fricative
consonants may be unicentral (sounds which are articulated with one centre of
obstruction) and bicentral (sounds which have two centres or places of obstruction or
narrowing).
Unicentral fricative consonants may be produced:
a. with a flat narrowing of the air-passage:
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [X], [Г].
b. with a rounded narrowing of the air-passage.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [C], [З].
Bicentral fricative consonants may be produced with a secondary focus:
a. in the front of the mouth, i.e. a secondary obstruction is formed by the front of
the tongue raised towards the hard palate.
Examples:
The English [ ], ].
The Ukrainian [C'], [З'].
c. in the back of the mouth, i.e., a secondary obstruction is formed by the back of
the tongue raised towards the soft palate.
Examples:
The Ukrainian [Ш], [Ж].
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2. Constrictive sonants. In pronouncing constrictive sonants the active organs of
speech form an obstruction or a narrowing of the air-passage wide enough for the air to
pass through without producing audible friction. Constrictive sonants may be:
a. Central. In articulating central sonants the flow of the air passes through the
mouth along the central line of the tongue.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [Й].
b. Lateral. In articulating lateral sonants the tongue forms a complete obstruction
against the alveoli and the air escapes along the sides of the tongue.
Examples:
The English [ ].
The Ukrainian [Л], [Л'].
Affricates. In pronouncing affricates the articulating organs form a complete
obstruction at first and then they are slowly released, forming a narrow air-passage.
The air, blocked at first by the complete obstruction, then escapes with a hissing
sound.
Examples:
The English [ ], [ ].
The Ukrainian [Ч], [ДЖ], [Ц'], [Ч'], [ДЖ'], [ДЗ].
Rolled Consonants. Rolled consonants are formed by the vibration of the tip of the
tongue against the alveoli.
In the Ukrainian language there is a rolled sonant [P] articulated by the tip of the
tongue vibrating against the alveoli. The English [ ] is a constrictive sonant.

3.1.3. CLASSIFICATION OF CONSONANTS
ACCORDING TO THE WORK OF THE VOCAL CHORDS
According to the work of the vocal chords consonants are divided into two groups –
voiced and voiceless.
1. In pronouncing voiceless consonants the vocal chords are not made to vibrate.
The voiceless consonants are as follows:
in English: [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ];
in Ukrainian: [П], [Ф], [T], [Т'], [Т'], [С], [С'], [С], [С'], [Ц], [Ц'], [Ц'], [Ч], [Ш],
[Ш'], [K], [X].
2. In pronouncing voiced consonants the vocal chords are made to vibrate, so that
―voice‖ is produced during their articulation.
The voiced consonants are as follows:
in English: [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ];
in Ukrainian: [Б], [M], [M], [В], [Д], [Д'], [Д'], [Н], [H'], [H], [H'], [ДЗ], [ДЗ'], [З],
[З'], [З'], [P], [P'], [Р], [Л], [Л'], [ДЖ], [Ж], [Ж'], [Й], [G], [Г].
There are various systems of classification of consonants introduced by different
phoneticians.
One of the most detailed classifications of consonants was introduced by H. Sweet.
According to H. Sweet consonants admit a twofold division: 1) according to form; 2)
according to place.
By ―form‖ H. Sweet means the manner of the production of noise, by ―place‖ – the
active organ of speech and the place of obstruction.
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In his ―Sounds of English‖ – a detailed and distinct description of different possible
groups of consonants is given. But the division of sounds into the groups according to
all those minute characteristics of the sounds makes the system rather complicated.
D. Jones divides consonants according to the place of articulation into bilabial,
labio-dental, dental, alveolar, post-alveolar, palatoalveolar, palatal, velar and glottal
consonants (Jones D., 1962). The role of the active organs of speech is underestimated.
According to the manner of the production of noise (according to ―the state of the airpassage at the place of articulation‖, as D. Jones defines it) consonants are divided by
him into ten separate classes – plosive, affricates, nasal, lateral, rolled, flapped,
fricative, frictionless, continuant consonants and semi-vowels.
Dealing with the classification of consonants D. Jones introduces the term of
―cardinal consonants‖. But he himself understands their uselessness saying that
―Fortunately most consonants either cannot be or don‘t require to be referred to cardinal
consonants. Consonants can as a rule be learnt from plain description of the actions
which have to be performed by the organs of speech.‖
G.P. Torsuyev, O.I. Dikushina, V.A. Vassilyev and others give detailed
classifications of English consonants in comparison with the Russian ones. They suit
well the aims of comparison of English consonants with the corresponding Russian
consonants.
Dealing with the main principle of classification of consonants it is advisable to
mention the place of obstruction as it helps in comparative study of the sounds of
English and the mother tongue.
A classification of consonants with graphic illustrations of different positions of
speech organs was introduced by A.L. Trakhterov (Трахтеров .Л., 1948).
The table makes it easier for students to realize the formation of English and
Russian sounds and see the difference between a foreign and a similar native sound.
The comparative chart of English and Ukrainian consonants given in this book
contains English and Ukrainian consonant phonemes and is based on the phonematic
principle (see table 3.1, page 106).
Such details as classification of consonants according to the shape of the tongue,
the form of the narrowing, etc. are not always necessary for practical purposes, therefore
no reference is made in the chart as to the division of forelingual consonants into apical,
dorsal and cacuminal (as it is known all the English forelingual consonants but [ ] are
apical, all the Ukrainian non-palatalized forelingual consonants are cacuminal, and the
Ukrainian palatalized forelingual consonants are dorsal).
No reference is made as to the form of the narrowing of the air-passage and the
existence of a secondary focus of articulation. The English [ ] is the only consonant
which is formed with a back secondary focus and one can easily remember it. There are
four consonant phonemes with the front secondary focus in English. They are: [ ], [ ],
[ ], [ ]. All the Ukrainian palatalized consonant phonemes are formed with a front
secondary focus.
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3.2. ARTICULATION OF ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN
CONSONANTS
IN DETAIL
3.2.1.

ENGLISH LABIAL CONSONANTS IN COMPARISON
WITH UKRAINIAN LABIAL CONSONANTS
The English Consonants [ ], [ ], [ ]

In pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] a complete obstruction is formed by the lips.
The lips are pressed together and immediately after that the tension of the lip muscles
becomes weaker and the air compressed in the mouth cavity breaks through this
obstruction with plosion.
The soft palate is raised and the air passes through the mouth cavity.
The vocal chords are not in vibration when [ ] is pronounced. When [ ] is
pronounced the vocal chords are made to vibrate.
X-ray photography shows that in pronouncing English labial consonants, as in that
of the corresponding Ukrainian ones, the tongue is not in its neutral position. It is
retracted, the front of the tongue is lowered (fig. 3.4-3.5).

Fig. 3.4.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Neutral position

Fig. 3.5.
Tongue-position:
Ukrainian [П]
Neutral position

In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue is also retracted, the front part being
lowered. But the tongue occupies a somewhat higher position than for the English [ ],
[ ]. The soft palate is lowered and the air exhaled from the lungs, passes through the
nasal cavity (fig. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.6.
Tongue-position of English [ ]

Fig. 3.7.
Tongue-position of Ukrainian [M]

The English [ ] is a bi l a bi a l pl osi ve voi c el es s c on son ant ph on em e.
The English [ ] is a bi l a bi a l pl osi ve voi ced c on son a n t ph on em e.
The English [ ] is a bi l a bi a l occl us i ve (n a sa l ) son ant .
The English [ ], [ ], [ ] differ from the corresponding Ukrainian consonants. In
pronouncing the English [ ], [ ], [ ] the lips are more tense and spread. In forming the
Ukrainian [П], [Б], [M] the lips are not so tense as in the case of the English [ ], [ ],
[ ] and slightly protruded (fig. 3.8, 3.9).

Fig. 3.8.
Lip-position of English [p]

Fig. 3.9.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [П]

In forming the English [ ], [ ], [ ] the tongue occupies a more forward position,
the tip of the tongue is nearer to the lower teeth.
The English [ ] is aspirated, especially before stressed vowels, while the Ukrainian
[П] is not.
To acquire the correct pronunciation of the English labial consonants [ ], [ ], [ ]
one may start from the corresponding Ukrainian consonants. The lips should be more
tense.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to mispronounce the English [ ], [ ] by not making them energetic enough,
and what is more this applies especially to the English [ ] at the end of words;
2. to protrude the lips while pronouncing the English [ ], [ ], [ ], but such
mistakes can be corrected by observing the energetic articulation of the English [ ], [ ]
and the flat and tense position of the lips pronouncing [ ], [ ], [ ];
3. to pronounce the English [ ] without any aspiration before stressed vowels.
To acquire aspiration one must increase the force of exhalation.
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Sometimes, the students run to extremes and make the aspiration too strong,
pronouncing a [ ]-sound after it.
In order to avoid this mistake one should pay attention not to raise the back of the
tongue.
The English Consonant [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the lips are more or less protruded and rounded
forming a small round or oval-shaped opening through which the air escapes.
At the same time the tongue is in the back part of the mouth cavity, its tip is
retracted from the lower teeth. The back off the tongue is raised towards the soft palate
forming the second back focus. The soft palate is raised. The vocal chords are in
vibration.
From this initial position the tongue and the lips immediately glide into the
positions for the following vowel.
The position of the lips in pronouncing the English [ ] is somewhat influenced by
the following sound. Before labialized vowels, especially before the English [ ] the lips
are rounded and pushed forward. The opening between the lips is round and very small.
Before non-labialized vowels the lips are less protruded and rounded, the opening
between the lips is bigger and oval-shaped.
The English [ ] is a bi l a bi a l c on st r i ct i ve cen t ra l son a n t wi t h a
se c on dar y ba ck focus.
The articulation of the English [w] resembles the articulation of the Ukrainian
bilabial [B].
1. In pronouncing the English [ ] and the Ukrainian [B] the back part of the
tongue is raised to the soft palate. But in forming the Ukrainian [B] the tongue is raised
somewhat higher (fig. 3.10).

Fig. 3.10.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [B]

2. The position of the lips while pronouncing the English [ ] is similar to that of
the Ukrainian bilabial [B]. In pronouncing the Ukrainian [B] the position of the lips is
also changed under the influence of the following vowel. But in pronouncing the
Ukrainian [B] the lips are less protruded, not so closely rounded, and not so tense (fig.
3.11, 3.12).
The English [ ] remains bilabial in all the positions in the word, the Ukrainian
bilabial [B] becomes labio-dental before the sounds [И], [E].
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Fig. 3.11.
Lip-position of English [ ].

Fig. 3.12.
Lip-position of Ukrainian [B]

3. The English [ ] occurs only before vowels at the beginning and in the middle
of a word, the Ukrainian [B] occurs both before vowels and consonants in all positions
in a word.
The correct pronunciation of the English [ ] can be acquired by starting from the
Ukrainian bilabial [B]. In this case one must articulate more energetically with the lips
and the necessary position of the tongue must be observed.
The English Consonants [ ], [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the lower lip is raised to the upper front teeth and a
narrowing of the air-passage is formed between the lower lip and the teeth. The air
passes through this narrowing producing audible friction.
X-ray photography shows that the position of the tongue in pronouncing the
English [ ] is nearly the same as in forming the English [ ].
The front part of the tongue is somewhat lowered, the tongue is slightly retracted
from the lower teeth. The soft palate is raised and the air escapes through the mouth
cavity (fig. 3.13). The vocal chords are not made to vibrate.
The English [ ] is a la bi o-d en t a l fr i ca t i ve voi cel e ss c on son a n t
ph on em e.
The English [ ] has nearly the same quality as the Ukrainian [Ф]. It differs from the
latter by a more energetic articulation and by a somewhat more front position of the
tongue (fig. 3.13).
To acquire the correct pronunciation of the English [ ] one may start from the
Ukrainian [Ф] making the lips more tense and the articulation more energetic.
The English [ ] is formed like the English [ ] except that the vocal chords are made
to vibrate and the tongue occupies a somewhat lower position (fig. 3.14).
The English [ ] is a l a bi o-den t a l fr i ca ti ve voi c ed c on son an t ph on em e.
The correct pronunciation of the English [ ] may be acquired by starting from the
Ukrainian labio-dental [B] as pronounced before the sounds [И], [Е].
If students pronounce the Ukrainian [B] before [И], [E] as a bilabial consonant it is
not advisable to start from it. In such cases one should start from the Ukrainian [Ф],
provided that care is taken to make it voiced.
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Fig. 3.13.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [Ф]

Fig. 3.14.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig. 3.15.
Lip-position of English [ ]

As a rule the correct pronunciation of the English [ ], [ ] can be acquired without
much difficulty but there is a tendency with some students:
1. not to make the English [ ] energetic enough, especially at the end of words;
2. to palatalize the English [ ], [ ] before front vowels, especially before [ ], [ ];
3. to devoice the English [ ] at the end of words;
4. to pronounce the English labio-dental [ ] as a bilabial consonant.
Such mistakes can be easily corrected by carefully adopting the position of the
tongue and the lips characteristic of the English [ ], [ ].

3.2.2. ENGLISH FORELINGUAL CONSONANTS IN
COMPARISON WITH UKRAINIAN FORELINGUAL CONSONANTS
The English Consonants [ ] [ ], [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] the front and the central parts of the tongue are
comparatively flat, the tip of the tongue is pressed against the alveoli, forming a
complete obstruction. Then the tension is released and the air compressed in the mouth
cavity breaks the obstruction with explosion. The soft palate is raised (fig. 3.16), the
vocal chords are not made to vibrate. The English [ ] is aspirated, especially before
stressed vowels.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gual a l ve ol a r a pi ca l pl osi ve voi c el ess
c on son a nt ph on em e.
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The English [ ] is formed like the English [ ] except that the vocal chords are made
to vibrate, it is not aspirated and less tense than the English [ ]. The tongue occupies a
somewhat lower position (fig. 3.16).
The English, [ ] is a for el i n gua l a l veol a r , a pi ca l pl osi ve voi c ed
c on son a nt ph on em e.
The English [ ], [ ] considerably differ from the Ukrainian [T], [Д].
1. The Ukrainian [T], [Д], like the English [ ], [ ], are forelingual consonants, but
the shape of the tongue in their pronunciation is different.
The English [ ], [ ] are apical, the Ukrainian [T], [Д] are cacuminal.

Fig. 3.16.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

2. In pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] the obstruction is formed at the alveoli,
while in pronouncing the Ukrainian [T], [Д] it is formed at the rear surface of the front
upper teeth, i. e. according to the passive organ of speech the English [ ], [ ] are
alveolar, the Ukrainian [T], [Д] are dental (fig. 3.17).

Fig. 3.17.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [T]

The difference in the articulation of the English [ ], [ ] and Ukrainian [T], [Д] can
be seen from the palatograms (fig. 3.18).
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Fig. 3.18.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [T]

The Ukrainian [T] differs from the English [ ] by the absence of aspiration.
To pronounce the English [ ], [ ] correctly one may start from the corresponding
Ukrainian sounds. The tip of the tongue should be retracted and pressed to the alveoli.
The English [ ] should be pronounced with aspiration before stressed vowels. Special
attention should be paid to keep the lips flat.
The tongue position for the English [ ] resembles that for the English [ ], but in
forming the English [ ] the soft palate is lowered, the air passes through the nasal
cavity.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l a l veol a r a pi ca l oc cl usi ve (n a sa l )
son a n t.
The Ukrainian [H] is cacuminal and dental (fig. 3.19).

Fig. 3.19.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [H]

Fig. 3.20
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [H]

Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to pronounce [ ], [ ], [ ] dental instead of alveolar;
2. to palatalize the English [ ], [ ], [ ] before [ ], [ ], [ ];
3. to pronounce a voiceless [ ] instead of the voiced [ ] when it is final;
4. to pronounce the English [ ] without aspiration.
The English Consonants [ ], [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] the tip and the blade of the tongue are raised
towards the alveoli.
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A rounded narrowing of the air-passage is formed between the tip of the tongue and
the alveoli. The air passes along the centre of the tongue between its raised sides.
The trace of the raised tongue forming the narrowing is shown by the palatograms
(fig. 3.23).
The air passes through the narrowing with friction. The soft palate is raised, the
vocal chords are made to vibrate.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l a l ve ol a r a pi ca l fr i cat i ve ( wi t h a r oun d
n arr owi n g) voi cel es s c on son a n t ph on em e.
The English [ ] is formed like the English [ ] except that the vocal chords are made
to vibrate, the tongue is less tense and occupies a somewhat lower position (fig. 3.21).
The English [ ] is a for el i n gual a l veol a r a pi ca l fr i ca t i ve ( wi t h a
r oun ded n arr owi n g) voi c ed c on son a n t ph on em e.
The English consonants [ ], [ ] differ from the Ukrainian [C], [З] mainly in the
place of obstruction. The English [ ], [ ] are alveolar, the Ukrainian [C], [З] are dental.
The difference between the place of articulation of the English [ ] and the Ukrainian [C]
is shown by palatograms (fig. 3. 23).

Fig. 3.22.
Lip-position of English [ ]
Fig. 3.21.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig. 3.23.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [C]

Fig. 3.24.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [C]
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Both the English [ ], [ ] and the Ukrainian [C], [3] are articulated by the tip and the
blade of the tongue. Though the Ukrainian [C], [З] tend more to a cacuminal
articulation than to an apical one (fig. 3.24) the acoustic difference is not very
noticeable. In pronouncing the Ukrainian [C], [З] the lips are pushed forward.
The correct pronunciation of the English [ ], [ ] can be acquired by starting from
the Ukrainian [C], [З]. As a rule the English [ ], [ ] present no special difficulty for
Ukrainian students, however attention should be paid not to palatalize the English [ ],
[ ] before [ ], [ ].
The English Consonants [ ], [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tip of the tongue is flattened and raised to the
upper front teeth. The whole body of the tongue is comparatively flat too (fig. 3.25).
The air passes through the flat narrowing – formed between the tip of the tongue and the
teeth. The soft palate is raised, the vocal chords are not made to vibrate.
English [ ], [ ] may also be pronounced as inter-dental consonants. In this case the
tip of the tongue moves forward and occupies a position between the upper and lower
teeth. The air passes through the narrowing of the air-passage formed between the upper
teeth and the tip of the tongue (fig. 3.25, 3.26).

Fig. 3.26.
Lip-position of English [ ]
Fig. 3.25.
Tongue-position:
English [ ] (inter-dental)
English [ ] (dental)
The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l in t er -dent a l (or den ta l ) a pi ca l fr i ca t i ve
(wi t h a fl a t n arr owi n g) voi c el es s c on son a n t ph onem e.
The English [D] is formed like the English [T] except that the vocal chords are in
vibration, the tongue is less tense and occupies a rather lower position (fig. 3.27).
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Fig. 3.27.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l in t er -den ta l (or den ta l ) a pi ca l fri ca t i ve
(wi t h a fl a t n arr owi n g) voi c ed c on son a n t ph on em e.
Students whose native language is Ukrainian are not recommended to start from
any Ukrainian sound as there are no similar consonants in the Ukrainian language.
Those who have a tendency to replace the English [ ], [ ] by he Ukrainian [T], [Д],
[C], [З] should study carefully the difference between them.
The English [ ], [ ] differ from the Ukrainian [T], [Д] in the manner of the
production of noise. The English [ ], [ ] are fricatives, the Ukrainian [T], [Д] are
plosives.
The trace of the tongue forming a narrowing for the English [ ], [ ] and complete
obstruction for the Ukrainian [T], [Д] are shown by the palatograms (fig. 3.29).
The shape of the tongue in pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] differs from that for the
Ukrainian [T], [Д] (fig. 3.28).
The trace of a more front articulation of the English [ ] is shown by the
palatograms (fig. 3.29).

Fig. 3.28.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [T]
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Fig. 3.29.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [T]

Sometimes students whose native language is Ukrainian replace the English [ ], [ ]
by the Ukrainian labio-dental fricatives [ ] [ ]. But this mistake is rare.
It is useful to start by practising inter-dental articulation of the English [ ], [ ].
Dental articulation will be acquired without any difficulty when the students master the
inter-dental varieties.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian pronounce the English [ ], [ ]
as occlusive consonants, the tip of the tongue forming a complete obstruction with the
teeth. The correct pronunciation can be acquired by lengthening the articulation of [ ],
[ ] so as to be sure that a narrowing is formed between the tip of the tongue and the
upper teeth.
Most students experience difficulty in pronouncing the sound combinations [ ],
[ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] where [ ], [ become dental under the influence of
[ ], [ ].
To correct this mistake students must practise gradual movement of the tongue
from the position for [ ], [ ] to the position of [ ], [ ] and vice versa.
The English Consonants [ ], [ ]
The English [ ] is articulated by the tip and the blade of the tongue against the back
of the alveoli.
The tongue is raised. A narrowing of the air passage is formed between the tip of
the tongue and the alveoli. The distance between the front of the tongue and the hard
palate is rather narrow, a front secondary focus is formed there.
In pronouncing the English [ ] the soft palate is raised, the vocal chords are made to
vibrate. The lips are slightly pushed forward.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l post -a l ve ol a r a pi cal fr i ca t i ve ( wi t h a
fl a t n arr owi n g) voi c el e ss bi cen t r al con son a n t ph on em e wi t h a fr on t
se c on dar y focus.
The English [ ] is formed like the English [ ] except that the vocal chords are made
to vibrate, the tongue is not so tense and occupies a somewhat lower position (fig. 3.30).
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Fig. 3.30.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

Fig. 3.31.
Lip-position of English [ ]

The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l post -a 1ve ol a r a pi ca l fr i ca t i ve ( wi t h a
fl a t n arr owi n g) voi c ed bi cen t r a l con son a n t ph on em e wi t h a fr ont
se c on dar y focus.
The English [ ], [ ] differ from the Ukrainian [Ш], [Ж] mainly in the shape of
the tongue. In pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] the front part of the tongue is raised
while in the Ukrainian [Ш], [Ж] a depression is formed in the front part of the tongue
(fig. 3.32).

Fig. 3.32.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [Ш]

In pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] the lips are slightly pushed forward, forming
an oval-shaped opening. In pronouncing the Ukrainian [Ш], [Ж] the lips are more
protruded, the opening between the lips is bigger.
To obtain the correct pronunciation of the English [ ], [ ] one may start from the
Ukrainian [Ш], [Ж] in the position before [I].
Care should be taken not to soften the English [ ], [ ] too much, that is to avoid a
too high position of the front of the tongue.
As a rule students whose native language is Ukrainian find no special difficulty
in acquiring the correct pronunciation of the English [ ], [ ]. Their most typical
mistakes are too hard or too palatalized varieties of the English [ ], [ ]. Such mistakes
can be corrected by raising or lowering the tongue respectively.
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The English Consonants [ ], [ ]
The English [ ], [ ], like the Ukrainian [Ч], [ДЖ], consist of two merged
elements of articulation.
These sounds start with a complete obstruction followed by slow release which
results in the formation of a narrow air-passage. The English [ ] is articulated by the tip
of the tongue pressed against the back of the alveoli; without remaining there any
appreciable time the tip of the tongue proceeds to the position of the English [ ] (fig.
3.33). The narrowing is formed between the front of the tongue and the back of the
alveoli. The vocal chords are not in vibration.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l ba ck a l ve ol a r a pi ca l voi cel es s
a ffr i ca t e bi c en t ra l con son an t ph on em e wi t h a fr on t sec on da r y focus .

Fig. 3.33.
Tongue-position:
English [ ] (beginning)
English [ (end)

Fig. 3.34.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [Ч]

Fig. 3.35.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [Ч]
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The English [ ] is formed like the English [ ] except that the vocal chords are
made to vibrate, the muscles of the tongue are less tense and the tongue occupies a
somewhat lower position.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l ba ck a l ve ol a r a pi ca l voi ced
a ffr i ca t e bi c en t ra l con son an t ph on em e wi t h a fr on t se c on da r y focus.
The English [ ], [ ] have very nearly the same quality as the Ukrainian [Ч],
[ДЖ] and present no difficulty to most learners, provided that care is taken not to
devoice the English [ ] when final.
The English Consonant [ ]
In the pronunciation of the English [ ] the tip of the tongue is raised to touch the
alveoli. The sides of the tongue are lowered and the air escapes through the narrowings
which are formed between the sides of the tongue and the hard palate. The soft palate is
raised (fig. 3.36). The vocal chords are made to vibrate.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gua l a l ve ol a r a pi ca l la t eral son an t .
There exist several variants of the English [ . At the end of words and before
consonants there appears a ―dark‖ variant of the English [ ]. In pronouncing the English
[ ] in this position the tip of the tongue is raised to the alveoli and a spoon-shaped
depression is formed along the central part of the tongue.
―Clear‖ variants of the English [ ] occur before vowels, especially before front
vowels. In pronouncing the English [ before [ ] in the word lean [ ] the tip of the
tongue is also raised to the alveoli but the contact covers a larger area. The front of the
tongue is raised towards the hard palate (see fig. 3.36, 3.37).

Fig. 3.36.
Tongue-position:
English clear [ ]
English dark [ ]

Fig. 3.37.
Palatograms:
English clear [ ]
English dark [
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In pronouncing the English ―dark‖ [ ] the position of the tongue resembles that of
the Ukrainian [Л] in the word була (fig. 3.38). In all the other positions the Ukrainian
non-palatalized [Л] is much harder than the corresponding English [ ] (fig. 3.38).

Fig. 3.38.
Tongue-position:
English dark
Ukrainian [Л]

Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency to use too dark
varieties of the English ―dark‖ [ ].
The sound may be improved by starting from the Ukrainian [Л] in the word була.
The English ―clear‖ [ ] resembles the Ukrainian palatalized [Л'] except that in
pronouncing the Ukrainian [Л'] the front part of the tongue is nearer to the palate (fig.
3.39).

Fig. 3.39.
Tongue-position:
English clear [ ]
Ukrainian [Л']

There is a tendency with some students to palatalize the English ―clear‖ [ ].
The sound may be improved by starting from the Ukrainian palatalized [Л']. The
tongue should be lowered a little. Special care should be taken to pronounce the English
sound combinations [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] properly, i.e. with ―lateral plosion‖.
This can be achieved by practising the pronunciation of these combinations
without removing the tip of the tongue from alveoli after [ ], [ ], [ ] and [ ],
respectively.
The English Consonant [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the tip of the tongue approach the back of the
alveoli, forming a rather wide narrowing of the air-passage. A spoon-shaped depression
is formed in the front of the tongue, the back of the tongue is raised to the soft palate
(fig. 3.40). The soft palate is raised and the air escapes through the mouth along the
tongue. The vocal chords are made to vibrate.
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When the sound [ ] occurs between two vowels, it is heard as a single tap
(vibration) of the tip of the tongue against the alveoli.
The English [ ] is a for el i n gual post -a l ve ol a r ca cum i na l con st r i ct i ve
cen t r al son an t.

Fig. 3.40
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [P]

The English [ ] considerably differs from the Ukrainian [P].
1. The English [ ] differs from the Ukrainian [P] in the manner of the production
of noise. In pronouncing the English [ ] the narrowing of the air-passage, formed
between the tip of the tongue and the back of the alveoli, is rather wide. In pronouncing
the Ukrainian [P] the tip of the tongue approaches the alveoli, nearly touching them, and
the air escaping through this obstruction widens it and makes the tongue vibrate (fig.
3.40).
2. The English ], like the Ukrainian [P], is a forelingual cacuminal constrictive
central sonant, but the place of obstruction in pronouncing the Ukrainian [P] is nearer to
the teeth. The English [ ] is post-alveolar, the Ukrainian [P] is alveolar.
The difference between the English [ ] and the Ukrainian [P] in the place of
obstruction is shown by palatograms (fig. 3.41).

Fig. 3.41.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [P]

3. In forming the English [ ] the lips are flat, slightly rounded or even protruded
with some speakers, and in all the cases they are tenser than in the Ukrainian [P], in
which they are lax and neutral.
The English [ ] is best acquired by starting from the Ukrainian [Ж]. In such cases
one should try to pronounce the English [ ] keeping the tongue in the position
characteristic of the Ukrainian [Ж].
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Care should be taken to keep the lips flat and to avoid the vibration of the tongue
which is typical of the Ukrainian [P].
Most students experience difficulty in pronouncing sound combinations such as
[ , , , , , , , ] where [ ] becomes flapped. These combinations require
special training.

3.2.3. ENGLISH MEDIOLINGUAL CONSONANT
[ ] IN COMPARISON WITH THE UKRAINIAN [Й]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the central part of the tongue is raised to the hard
palate. The tip of the tongue is lowered (fig. 3.42). A narrowing of the air-passage is
formed between the central part of the tongue and the hard palate. The air escapes
through this narrowing.
The soft palate is raised. The vocal chords are made to vibrate. The lips are spread
or neutral.

Fig. 3.42.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
English [ ]

In forming the English [ ] the narrowing is closer than in the English [ ], but the
tongue must not touch the palate.
The English [ ] is a m edi ol in gua l pa la t a l con st r i ct i ve cen t ra l son ant .
Both the English [ ] and the Ukrainian [Й] are mediolingual palatal constrictive
central sonants, but the English [ ] differs from the Ukrainian [Й] considerably.
1. In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue is not raised so high as in
pronouncing the Ukrainian [Й], the air-passage is wider. The width of the
air-passage varies for the English [ ] and depends on the following vowel.
The narrowing is wider before open vowels and narrower before close
vowels.
2. In pronouncing the English [ ] the tongue is somewhat retracted while in
pronouncing the Ukrainian [Й] a more front part of the tongue is raised
towards the soft palate.
3. The English ] is heard to be more sonorous. The fact is explained by the
lower position of the front of the tongue (see fig. 3.43, 3.44).
4. The English [ ] occurs only before vowels, the Ukrainian [Й] occurs both
before vowels and consonants.
The correct pronunciation of the English ] may be achieved by starting from the
Ukrainian [Й]. It should be borne in mind that the most typical mistake here is a too
close [ ]. Such a mistake can generally be corrected by lowering the tongue and thus,
widening the air-passage between the palate and the tongue.
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Taking into consideration the great sonority and sliding character of the English ]
one may also start from the Ukrainian [I].
In this case the tongue should be raised somewhat higher than for the Ukrainian [I].

Fig. 3.43.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [Й]

Fig. 3.44.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [Й]

3.2.4. ENGLISH BACKLINGUAL CONSONANT PHONEMES
IN COMPARISON WITH UKRAINIAN BACKLINGUAL CONSONANTS
The English Consonants [ ], [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ], [ ] the back of the tongue is raised to the soft
palate and a complete obstruction is formed there (fig. 3.45). Immediately after that the
tension in the place of obstruction is released and the air breaks through the obstruction.
The tip of the tongue is retracted from the front lower teeth.
The soft palate is raised. In pronouncing the English [ ] the vocal chords are made
to vibrate.
The English [ ] is a ba ckl i n gua l pl osi ve voi cel es s c on son an t ph on em e.
The English [ ] is formed like the English [ ] except that the vocal chords are
made to vibrate, the muscles of the tongue are less tense.

Fig. 3.45.
Tongue-position of English [ ]
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The English [ ] is a ba ckl in gua l pl osi ve voi c ed c on son a nt ph on em e.
There are several variants of [ ], [ ] in English depending or the quality of the
following vowel. The place of the obstacle is more advanced when the English [ ], [ ]
are followed by front vowels and more retracted when they are followed by back
vowels (fig. 3.46).

Fig. 3.46.
Palatograms:
English [ ]
(before back vowels)
English [ ]
(before front vowels)

The articulation of the English [ ], [ ] very much resembles the articulation of the
Ukrainian [K], [G] in all positions in a word, except before the sound [I], as the
Ukrainian [K], [G] become palatalized when followed by [I]. And yet the English [ ]
differs from the Ukrainian [K] to a certain extent. The English [ ] is pronounced with
aspiration especially before stressed vowels, while the Ukrainian [K] is never aspirated.
The place of the obstruction is rather more forward in pronouncing the Ukrainian [K],
which is more stable and depends less upon the quality of the following vowel.
However this difference is not of great importance, and the correct English [ ], [ ] may
be acquired by starting from the Ukrainian [K], [G], provided that care is taken to make
the English [ ], [ ] more energetic and to pronounce the English [ ] with aspiration
before stressed vowels.
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency:
1. to mispronounce the English [ ] before stressed vowels making it
unaspirated;
2. to use a voiceless sound resembling the Ukrainian [X] instead of the
English final [ ];
3. to replace the English [ ] by the Ukrainian [Г].
Those who mispronounce the sound [ ] should study carefully the difference
between the English [ ], and the Ukrainian [Г] and practise pronouncing words ending
in [ ].
Special care should be taken to pronounce the English sound combinations [ ],
[ ] without removing the obstruction for [ ], [ ] before pronouncing [ ].

3.2.5.

PHARYNGUAL CONSONANTS

The English Consonant [ ]
In pronouncing the English [ ] the back of the tongue is raised towards the soft
palate. The soft palate is lowered and a complete obstruction is formed between the soft
palate and the back of the tongue. The air passes through the nasal cavity. The tip of the
tongue is near the front lower teeth (fig. 3.47). The vocal chords are made to vibrate.
The English [ ] is a ba ckl i n gual occl usi ve n a sa l son a nt .
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Fig. 3.47.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [H]

There is no corresponding sound in the Ukrainian language.
Students whose native language is Ukrainian have a tendency to replace the English
[ ] by their native [H] or by the sound combination [HK], [HG].
This mispronunciation may be rectified by keeping the tip of the tongue close to the
lower teeth. Besides, the difference between the English [ ] and the Ukrainian [H] (fig.
3.47) should be studied carefully.
Those who have difficulty in pronouncing the English [ ] may practise it with the
jaw considerably lowered. Such an articulation makes it possible to observe the position
of the tongue with the help of a looking-glass.
Some students, though pronouncing the English [ ] correctly add the consonant [ ]
or [ ] after it. Such a mistake can be corrected by practising pronouncing words with
final [ ]. ―It is recommended to lengthen the consonant [ ], then stop the vibration of
the vocal chords and slowly remove the back of the tongue from the soft palate‖
(Vassilyev V.A., Burenkova O.V., Katanskaya A.R., Lukina N.D., Maslova L.P.,
Torsuyeva E.I., 1962).
The English Consonant [ ]
There are different points of view on the formation of the English [ ]. D. Jones in
his ―Outline of English Phonetics‖ defines [ ] as a glottal consonant.
Other phoneticians treat it differently. O. I. Dikushina, for instance, considers it to
be a pharyngal consonant, G.P. Torsuyev treats the English [ ] as a sound similar to the
German [ ] (Hauch-Laut) which is considered to be low pharyngal by L.V. Shcherba.
Radiograms proved that the English [ ] is pharyngal. In pronouncing the English
[ ] a narrowing of the air-passage is formed between the root of the tongue and the back
of the pharynx (fig. 3.48). The vocal chords are not made to vibrate.
The English [ ] is a ph ar yn ga l con st r i ct i ve fr i ca t i ve un i c en tr a l
voi c el e ss c on s on an t ph on em e.
The above described position of the speech organs in pronouncing the English [ ]
is immediately changed into the position required for the following vowel.
Students whose native language is Ukrainian often replace the English [ ] by the
Ukrainian backlingual [X] (fig. 3.48).
The English [ ] does not resemble any Ukrainian sound.
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Fig. 3.48.
Tongue-position:
English [ ]
Ukrainian [X]

Those who have any difficulty in pronouncing the English [h] ―… should bear in
mind that the [ ]-sounds are simply vowels pronounced with breath instead of with
voice. A near approach to the [ ]-sounds in hard [
], he [ ], hook [
], etc., may
be obtained by whispering the vowels [ ], [ ], [ ], etc.‖ (Jones D., 1962).
The English [ ] resembles the noise made by air forcibly exhaled from the lungs
and freely escaping through the mouth cavity.

SUMMARY
English consonants differ from the Ukrainian consonants in many points.
1. The number of consonant phonemes is not the same in the two languages.
There are 24 consonant phonemes in the English language: [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ],
[ ], [ ] [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ]. The
English voiceless [ ] which is usually marked by [W] or [ ] (i.e. as it may be
pronounced in the words which, whale, while) is not included in this number as it is not
pronounced by all speakers and may be replaced by the phoneme [ ].
In the Ukrainian language there are 47 consonant phonemes (16 of them are long):
[П], [Б], [М], [В], [Ф], [T], [Д], [H], [Ч], [ДЖ], [C], [З], [Ц], [ДЗ], [III], [Ж], [Л], [Р],
[Й], [K], [G], [X], [Г];
palatalized consonants: [Т'], [Д'], [H'], [C'], [З'], [Ц'], [Л'], [Р'];
long consonants: [M], [T], [Т'], [Д], [H], [H'], [С], [C'], [З'], [Л] [Л'], [P], [Ш'],
[Ж'], [Ч'], [Ц'].
2. Both Ukrainian and English consonant phonemes are classified according to
the manner of the production of noise, according to the active organ, forming an
obstruction and according to the work of the vocal chords. These features of articulation
are considered to be phonematically independent in the two languages.
3. In the Ukrainian language there are short and long consonant phonemes. Some
pairs of consonants in Ukrainian differ only in length and yet are different phonemes,
e.g. [T] – [T], [T'] – [T'], [H] – [H], etc.
Therefore, we say that the length of consonants is also phonematically an
independent feature of articulation in Ukrainian. This feature of articulation does not
exist in English, as there are no long consonant phonemes in the English language.
4. In Ukrainian there are non-palatalized and palatalized consonant phonemes.
There are pairs of consonants in Ukrainian which differ only in the degree of
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palatalization and yet are different phonemes, e.g. the Ukrainian [M], [M'], [G] – [G'],
[С] – [С'], etc.
Therefore, we say that palatalization is also phonematically an independent feature
of articulation in the Ukrainian language.
Palatalized consonant phonemes do not exist in English. Dark or clear variants of
the English [ ] depend upon the position of the sound in the word. The English [ ], [ ]
are slightly palatalized but there are no corresponding non-palatalized consonants.
5. English voiceless plosive consonants [ ], [ ], [ ] are aspirated, while there are
no aspirated consonants in the Ukrainian language.
6. According to the active organ causing the obstruction, there are the following
groups of consonants in the Ukrainian language: labial (bilabial and labiodental) and
lingual (forelingual, mediolingual, backlingual). In the English language, besides the
above mentioned groups, there exists a group of pharyngal consonants, to which the
English [ ] belongs.
7. The distribution of English and Ukrainian consonant phonemes among the
groups of consonants is also different. The Ukrainian group of forelingual consonants
includes palatalized and long phonemes and the phonemes [Ц], [ДЗ]. In its turn the
English group of forelingual consonants includes the phonemes [ ], [ ] which do not
exist in the Ukrainian language.
The group of English backlingual consonants includes the phonemes [ ], [ ], [ ],
while in Ukrainian [ ] does not exist, but at the same time there are two additional
Ukrainian backlingual constrictive consonants [X], [Г] (see table 3.1, p. 106).
8. There is also a difference between the phonematic systems of English and
Ukrainian consonants in the articulation of similar consonants, i.e. consonants united by
some common feature of articulation. Thus, in pronouncing Ukrainian forelingual
consonants the place of obstruction is generally nearer to the front upper teeth than in
the corresponding English consonants. The Ukrainian [T], [Д], [H], [C], [З], for
example, are dental according to the passive organ of speech, while the English [ ], [ ],
[ ], [ ], [ ] are alveolar; the Ukrainian [P] is alveolar, the English [ ] is post-alveolar,
etc.
9. The shape of the tongue in pronouncing English and Ukrainian forelingual
consonants is different, English forelingual consonants are usually apical, while the
Ukrainian ones are as a rule cacuminal.
10. Lip articulation differs in pronouncing English and Ukrainian consonants. In
Ukrainian pronunciation there is no noticeable tension of the lips, though there is a
considerable protrusion. In pronouncing English consonants the lips are tenser, and not
protruded as a rule.
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CHAPTER 4
PRONUNCIATION OF SOUNDS IN CONNECTED
SPEECH
4.1. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF CONNECTED SPEECH
Sounds are seldom pronounced separately in speech. They are usually pronounced
in combinations to form syllables, words and sentences. Sounds undergo some changes
in speech under the influence of each other, as well as under the influence of stress,
position of sounds in a word, etc.
The articulation of any isolated speech sound consists of three phases – on-glide,
stop- or retention-stage and off-glide.
During the first phase of the articulation (on-glide) the organs of speech leave their
neutral position and move to the position typical of the given sound.
During the second phase (stop-stage) the organs of speech remain in the position
characteristic of the given sound.
During the third phase (off-glide) the organs of speech return to their neutral
position.
Thus, for example, in pronouncing the English [ ] the tip of the tongue raises to
occupy the position characteristic of this sound (on-glide).
Then it is pressed to the alveoli (stop-stage). This position is immediately followed
by plosion and the tongue returns to its neutral position (off-glide).
The same phases of articulation plus the vibration of the vocal chords during the
stop-stage are observed in making the English [ ].
The phases of articulation of an isolated sound are as a rule not equal in time. In
pronouncing vowels and most consonants the shortest phase is the on-glide. The offglide occupies a somewhat longer period of time. The on-glide and the off-glide are
much shorter than the stop-stage. In most cases the stop-stage occupies even more time
than the on-glide and the off-glide taken together.
In articulating occlusive consonants the stop-stage is very short, the off-glide is
somewhat longer than in vowels and all other consonants.
The three phases characteristic of an isolated sound are not usually realized in
speech.
The joining of sounds in speaking implies a certain phase of one sound serving as
the initial position for the following sound. Thus, the first sound [ ] in the English word
intone [ '
] has no final phase (off-glide), the following sound [ ] has no initial
phase (on-glide), as the stop-stage of the sound [ ] provides the position of the speech
organs for the English [ ]. The position of the soft palate, which is raised for the sound
[ ], makes the only difference here.
In the Ukrainian word весна [ВЕСНÁ] the sound [C] has no off-glide, the sound
[H] has no on-glide, as the stop-stage of the first sound [C] provides the position of the
speech organs for the following sound [H]. The vocal chords are made to vibrate, the
soft palate is lowered.
The phenomenon of ―lateral explosion‖ which occurs in English in the sound
combinations [ ], [ ], etc., is explained by the interpenetration of the phases, typical of
sounds in speech, namely by the absence of the on-glide of [ ] as the stop-stage of the
preceding [ ] or [ ] provides the position of the speech organs for the following [ ], e.g.
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kettle ['
needle ['

];
].

The same phenomenon is found in the Ukrainian language, e.g.
атлет [ ТЛÉТ];
тліти [ТЛ'ÍТИ];
петля [ПЕТЛ'Á];
підлога [П'ІДЛÓГ ].
The phenomenon of ―loss of plosion‖ is also explained by the interpenetration of
the phases, the absence of the off-glide of the preceding sound and of the on-glide of the
following sound, e.g.
act [
];
pact [
];
begged [
], etc.
The loss of plosion does not exist in Ukrainian, where there are two subsequent
plosions in this case, e.g.
пакт [П КТ];
акт [ КТ].
The length of vowels in English depends to some degree on stress and on the
position of the vowel in the word.
English vowel phonemes become shorter before voiceless consonants and longer
before voiced. They are much longer before sonants and at the very end of the word in
an open syllable. For example, in the words knee [ ], kneel [ ], need [
], neat
[
] the English vowel [ ] is the longest in the word knee. It is shorter before the
sonant [ ] and the voiced consonant [ ] in the words kneel and need and still shorter in
the word neat.
Such length of vowels is called positional. One should carefully observe the rules
of positional length of vowels, as it is very characteristic of English.
In the Ukrainian language long vowel phonemes do not exist. Ukrainian short
vowels become somewhat longer when under stress.
Such length of consonants in English also varies but not to the same extent as that
of vowels. However, it is important for a learner to remember that final sonants in
English are comparatively long. They are especially long when preceded by a short
vowel or followed by an unstressed syllable beginning with [ ] or [ ].
Examples:
seen
– sin
;
bile
– bill
;
therm з
– thumb
billion '
;
billiards '
;
bulwark '
.

;

In speech sounds form syllables, syllables form words, words form sentences.
The connection of words in a sentence has its peculiarities in every given language.
In the English language there are no pauses between words closely connected by
meaning, especially when a word ending in a consonant is followed by one beginning
with a vowel.
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The syllabic structure of the word is retained here despite the absence of pauses
because of the strong beginning and weak end of the final consonant of the preceding
word, e.g.
My name is Klim.
[
'
||].
The text is short.
'
^
||
We are in Odessa.
Y
|| .
The car is in the street.
'
%
|| .
Interpenetration of the phases, stress, the influence of surrounding sounds and some
other factors lead to reduction and assimilation.

4.2.

STYLES OF PRONUNCIATION

The different changes sounds undergo in connected speech depend also upon the
style of speech.
According to L.V. Shcherba (1948) different forms of speech adapted to different
aims and to different social conditions are called styles of speech.
L.V. Shcherba distinguishes two main styles – full style and colloquial style.
Each style is characterized by definite features, including phonetical ones.
The difference between full and colloquial styles of pronunciation in English is
great.
In Ukrainian full style differs from colloquial style as well.
Full style of pronunciation is characteristic of lecturing, official announcements and
public speeches. The chief feature of this style is more careful and distinct articulation.
The colloquial style of pronunciation is used in informal speech and conversation. The
rules of colloquial style vary for each language.

4.3.

REDUCTION

Sounds in connected speech can be reduced, and change their quality or even fall
out when unstressed.
This phenomenon is called reduction.
Reduction is closely connected with the development of the phonetical structure of
the language, its grammatical system and vocabulary.
Depending on the character of the change, reduction may be purely quantitative or
quantitative-qualitative.
Different degrees of length of English vowels depending on whether they are
stressed or unstressed may illustrate the case of purely quantitative reduction. Thus, for
example, the English
in the word meliorate '
is longer than the same
vowel
in the word melioration
'
. The same can be said about the sound
in the words party '
, partial '
, partiality
'
.
Ukrainian vowels may become longer when under stress but the difference in
length is too slight to be of any practical importance.
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The change in the quality of the sound is generally accompanied or even caused by
a change in quantity. Therefore there is no purely qualitative reduction.
Quantitative-qualitative reduction often occurs both in the English and Ukrainian
languages. As a result, English unstressed vowels can be reduced (turned into neutral
vowels or change their quantity and quality).
Examples:
melodious [ '
sportsman ['
moderate adj ['
moderate v ['

] – melody ['
];
] (compare man [
]);
] – the diphthong [ ] is reduced into [ ] (compare
]).

In the English spoken language quantitative-qualitative reduction often occurs in
reduced forms of form-words. Pure quantitative reduction can also be found there but
not so often (see strong and weak forms of form-words, table 4.1, p. 140).
Reduction may be partial or complete (reduction to zero). In the case of partial
reduction, sounds change their quality or quantity to some degree. In the case of
reduction to zero, a sound in an unstressed position falls out completely.
For example, in the English words pencil ['
], cotton ['
], open ['
],
written '
, etc. the vowels in an unstressed syllable fall out completely.
Examples of complete consonantal reduction are found in the following words,
where [ ], [ ] may fall out.
windflaw ['
;
windbag ['
];
prompt [
];
prompt-box ['
], etc.
Sometimes the same words may have partial or complete reduction depending on
the style of speech. The sounds of some words may be reduced only partially in full
style while in colloquial style the same sounds may be reduced completely, e.g.
bacon ['
'
].
It takes place especially often in reduced forms of English form-words, e.g.
from [
];
can [
].
Zero reduction is not characteristic of the Ukrainian language. According to the
sounds (vowels or consonants) which undergo changes, reduction may be of two kinds
– vowel reduction and consonant reduction.
Vowel reduction is the most typical case of reduction in English. In Ukrainian there
is both vowel and consonant reduction, though consonant reduction is more
characteristic of Ukrainian than vowel reduction.
Examples of reduction in Ukrainian:
приходили [ПРИХÓДИЛИ] – the vowel [И] may be reduced into [E];
вовк [ВОЎК] – the consonant [B] is changed into the non-syllabic [У];
джерело [ДЖЕРЕЛÓ] – the affricate [ДЖ] is weakened and changes its quality to
some extent.
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Reduction, side by side with other phonetic phenomena, is of great importance for
the development of the phonetic structure of the language.
Reduction is one of the phonetical means of gradual development of the
grammatical structure of the language and its vocabulary.
A pattern of analysis of cases of assimilation in English and Ukrainian are
presented in table 4.1 on page 140.
Table 4.1
Models of analysis of cases of reduction in English and Ukrainian

Examples

Result of reduction

Partial or
Quantitative Vowel /
complete
or qualitative consonant
reduction

11.

party ['
];
partake
'

In an unstressed position
the length of the vowel
[ ] is reduced.

partial

quantitative

vowel

22.

melody
['
]

In an unstressed position
the vowel is reduced into
[ ].

partial

qualitative

vowel

–

vowel

qualitative

vowel

–

vowel

qualitative

consonant

33. pencil ['

44.

can [

]

]

55.

can [kn]

66.

Ukrainian
джерело
[ДЖЕРЕЛÓ]

In an unstressed position
the vowel falls out
complete
completely.
In an unstressed position
the vowel [ ] is reduced
into [ .

partial

In quick colloquial
speech the sound [ ]
complete
falls out completely.
In an unstressed position
the affricate [ДЖ] is
partial
weakened.

4.4.

ASSIMILATION

Assimilation is a phonetic process by which one sound, under the influence of a
sound near it, acquires some articulation and acoustic likeness to that other sound.
Assimilation is connected with the development of the phonetical structure of the
language, its grammatical system and vocabulary.
Some foreign linguists treat assimilation as a pure phonetical process without any
connection with the grammatical system of the language.
H. Sweet treats assimilation (he uses the term ―sound-junction‖) as a physiological
phenomenon, as a spontaneous phonetic process which is explained by the great rapidity
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with which sounds follow each other in speech (Sweet H. The Sounds of English, 2nd
ed.).
D. Jones in his ―Outline of English Phonetics‖ (7th ed.) gives a detailed description
of different cases of assimilation in English. Keen observation of the phonetic
phenomena of the language makes the description of great value for us.
In treating assimilation, D. Jones does not underline its connection with the
grammatical structure of the language. He regards assimilation as ―the process of
replacing a sound by another sound under the influence of a sound which is near to it in
the word or sentence‖.
D. Jones‘ division of assimilation into assimilation proper and similitude is of
definite interest, but it is hardly necessary to distinguish two types of changes, as
similitude may be considered as a particular case of assimilation.
By similitude D. Jones means a process that involves the use of a certain subsidiary
member of one of the phonemes which has a greater resemblance to the neighbouring
sound than the principal member has. For example: dental [ ] in the word ninth
[
], a partially breathed [ ] in the words please [
], play [
].
Assimilation may be treated from different points of view: its direction, degree,
stability, the distance between the assimilating and assimilated sounds, etc.
4.4.1.

ASSIMILATION AS THE RESULT OF SPEECH ORGANS
ARTICULATION

Assimilation can involve the position of the tongue, the position of the lips, the
position of the soft palate and the vocal chords.
For example if we compare the English [ ] in the words choose [
], lose [
],
noon [
] with the same sound in the words news [
], muse [
], accuse
[ '
], we shall see that when the English [ ] is preceded by [ ] the position of the
tongue is changed. Under the influence of mediolingual [ ] the tongue moves forward
and the sound [ ] becomes more advanced.
When followed by a syllable with [У] the Ukrainian [O] is also somewhat changed
– it becomes more close and back, resembling [У], e.g. зозуля [ЗУЗУЛ' ].
In pronouncing Ukrainian vowels, preceded or followed or both preceded and
followed by palatalized consonants, the position of the tongue is changed. The tongue
occupies a more front and close position than in pronouncing these vowels in an
isolated position or between hard consonants. For example the Ukrainian [A] in the
words лялька [Л'ÁЛ'К ], тяжко [Т'ÁЖКО] becomes more close and front.
Assimilation may affect the position of the lips.
This case occurs rather seldom in English. Ukrainian vowels may become slightly
labialized under the influence of the neighbouring labial consonants. For example the
first [A] in the Ukrainian word мавпа [МÁВП ] and the first [И] of the word вивчити
[ВИВЧИТИ] become slightly labialized.
Assimilation may involve the position of the soft palate.
This case is not typical of English. Ukrainian vowels may become slightly
nasalized under the influence of the neighbouring nasal sonant. For example vowels
become slightly nasalized in the Ukrainian word мамо [MÁMO].
Assimilation may involve the speech organ which forms the obstruction, the
manner in which a sound is produced or the place of the obstruction.
Assimilation in English, as well as in Ukrainian, affects the place of the obstruction
most often.
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In the combinations of [ , , , , , ] with [ ], [ ] the dental [ , ] influence the
alveolar [ , , , , , ] and the place of the obstruction is changed. Those alveolar
sounds become dental. For example in the words filth [ ], tenth [
] consonants
become dental, and in the word combinations and thus [
], in the [
],
reached the ['
] consonants
become dental too.
Examples of assimilation involving the place of the obstruction in Ukrainian are:
б'ешся [БЙEС'С' ], радишся [РÁДИС'С' ] (the place of the obstruction is changed
and [Ш] is changed into [C'] under the influence of the following [C']).
The cases of assimilation in which the organs of speech or the manner in which a
sound is produced are rather rare in English.
In Ukrainian assimilation involves the active organ and the manner of the
production of noise more often.
For example the Ukrainian [З] in the word покажчик [ПОКÁЖЧИК] was
changed into [Ж] under the influence of the following [Ч].
Assimilation often involves the work of the vocal chords in English, though not so
often as it does in Ukrainian.
An example of assimilation involving the work of the vocal chords can be found in
the word gooseberry ['
] where
was changed into
under the influence of
the following voiced [ ].
Assimilation affecting the work of the vocal chords can also be observed in the
sentence Pete is a boy ['
]. In colloquial speech [ ] of the word is falls out
and the voiced consonant [ ] becomes voiceless under the influence of the preceding [ ]
– Pete’s a boy ['
||].
In Ukrainian, voiced consonants at the beginning of a word become voiceless as a
rule when followed by voiceless consonants.
Examples:
зшити [СШИТИ];
зсипати [ССИП ТИ];
розкидати [РОСКИДÁТИ];
з криниці [С КРИНИЦ'I].
Voiceless consonants in the middle of the word before voiced ones become voiced,
especially in quick colloquial speech. Thus, for example, in the words молотьба,
вокзал voiceless [T'], [K] become voiced under the influence of the following voiced
[Б], [З] and the words are pronounced [МОЛОД ' БÁ], [ВОGЗÁЛ].

4.4.2.

COMPLETE AND PARTIAL ASSIMILATION

As to the degree of adaptation assimilation may be complete or partial.
When the articulation of a sound is completely changed under the influence of the
neighbouring sound, so as to coincide with it, assimilation is termed complete.
Complete assimilation seldom occurs in English. The word horseshoe is usually
given as an example, which in colloquial speech is pronounced ['
].
In Ukrainian, cases of complete assimilation occur more often. Thus, in the words
радишся [РÁДИС'С' ], смієшся [СМ'ІЙÉС'С' ] the sound [Ш] is changed into [C']
under the influence of the following [C'].
In the word зшити [ШШИТИ] the sound [З] is changed into [Ш] under the
influence of the following [Ш]. The Ukrainian long consonants [T'], [Д'], [C'], [3'], [H'],
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[Л'], etc. which were developed from the combinations of a soft consonant plus [Й] are
also the result of complete assimilation.
When the articulation of a sound is only partially changed under the influence of
the neighbouring sound assimilation is termed partial.
Partial assimilation often occurs both in English and Ukrainian.
Cases of partial assimilation can be found in the English words filth [ ], tenth
[
], approached the [ '
]–
are partially influenced here by the
following dental [ ] or [ ] and change their articulation, they become dental.
Partial assimilation often occurs in Ukrainian when a palatalized consonant follows
a non-palatalized one. The Ukrainian [H], [C], for example, become partially palatalized
under the influence of the following palatalized [Ц'], in the words сонця [СÓН'Ц' ],
місця [М'ÍС'Ц' ].
G.P. Torsuyev (1950) mentioned a third intermediate type of assimilation, in which
the articulation of a sound is changed completely but it does not coincide with the
assimilating sound, e.g. five-pence ['
], looked
, newspaper ['
]
(
are changed into
under the influence of the neighbouring
).
The same intermediate type of assimilation can be found in the Ukrainian language.
In the word combination з хати [С ХÁТИ] the sound [З] is changed into [C] under the
influence of the following voiceless [X].

4.4.3.

PROGRESSIVE AND REGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION

As to the direction in which the influence can be spread assimilation may be
progressive and regressive.
When the articulation of a sound is changed under the influence of the preceding
sound, i.e. the influence spreads from the preceding to the following sound (→)
assimilation is termed progressive.
For example, in the word print [
] [ ] becomes partially devoiced under the
influence of the preceding voiceless [ ]; in the word news [
] [ ] becomes more
front under the influence of the preceding [ ], in the sentence Pete’s a boy [
||] [ ] is devoiced under the influence of the preceding voiceless [ ]. In the
words bags [
], comes [
] [ ] is changed into [ ] under the influence of the
preceding voiced consonants.
In Ukrainian, progressive assimilation is seldom met, e.g. in the word мавпа
[МÁВП ] [A] is slightly labialized under the influence of the preceding labial [M].
When the articulation of a sound is changed under the influence of the following
sound, i.e. the influence spreads from the following to the preceding sound (←)
assimilation is termed regressive.
For example, in the words newspaper ['
] the sound [ ] becomes
voiceless under the influence of the following voiceless consonant.
Besides these two cases of assimilation a third type may be mentioned which is
called mutual or reciprocal assimilation where the assimilated and the assimilating
sounds both influence upon each other (↔).
In English this case of assimilation occurs very seldom. In Ukrainian it occurs more
often, e.g. in the word cтiнa [C'T'IHÁ] [C] and [T] are changed under the influence of
each other. [C] becomes soft under the influence of soft [T'], [T'] becomes sibilant under
the influence of the sibilant [C].
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4.4.4.

CONTACT AND DISTANT ASSIMILATION

According to the distance between sounds, assimilation may be contact or distant
(Реформатский . ., 1955).
When a sound is influenced by an adjoining sound assimilation is termed contact.
For example, in the English word sixth [
] [ ] becomes dental under the
influence of the adjoining
In Ukrainian, cases of contact assimilation can be found in the words: молотьба
[МОЛОД'БÁ], смієшся [СМ'ІЙÉС'С' ].
When a sound is influenced not by an adjoining sound but by a distant one
assimilation is termed distant.
Cases of distant assimilation in English are very rare. This type of assimilation is
typical neither of English nor of Ukrainian.

4.4.5.
HISTORICAL AND LIVING ASSIMILATION
Assimilation may be of the historical and living.
When the articulation of a sound was changed under the influence of the
neighbouring sounds in the course of the development of the language assimilation is
termed historical. For example: impossible [ '
] where once negative prefix inbecame im- under the influence of [ ]; illegible [ '
] where [ ] became [ ] under
the influence of [ ]; irregular [ '
] where [ ] was changed into [ ] under the
influence of the following [ ].
These changes are reflected in the present spelling.
Other cases of more recent historical assimilation are picture ['
], nation
['
], which were pronounced as [ '
], [ '
], the Ukrainian word соняшник
[СÓН' ШНИК], the spelling and pronunciation of which used to be сонячник
[СÓН' ЧНИК].
In Ukrainian, cases of historical assimilation are usually reflected in spelling.
When the articulation of a sound is changed under the influence of the
neighbouring sounds in the living spoken language at the given period of its
development, the assimilation is termed living.
All examples of assimilation described in the book except those illustrating
historical assimilation are instances of living assimilation.
The tabular analysis of the cases of living assimilation in English given in the book
shows clearly all types of assimilation (see table 4.2, pp. 147, 148).
The scheme is based on the principles of the classification of assimilation given by
A.A. Reformatsky (1951, 1955), L. . Bulahovsky (1951).
The phenomenon opposite to assimilation in which one of two similar phonemes is
changed as a result of their interaction is called dissimilation. Dissimilation may be
vowel or consonant, distant or contact (more often distant than contact), regressive or
progressive and always complete.
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Table 4.2.
Models of analysis of cases of active assimilation in English

Examples

Result of assimilation

Group of speech
sounds

1.

filth [

]

Forelingual alveolar [ ] becomes dental
under the influence of dental [ ]

consonant

2.

fivepence
['
]

Voiced [ ] becomes voiceless under the
influence of voiceless [p]

»

Voiced [ ] is changed into voiceless [ ]
under the influence of voiceless [ ]

»

[ ] is changed into [ ] under the
influence of [ ]

»

Pete's a boy
3.

['

]

4. horseshoe ['

]

5.

does she
[
]

[ ] is changed into [ ] under the
influence of [ ]

»

6.

does she
[
]

[ ] is changed into [ ] under the
influence of [ ]

»

[ ] is slightly devoiced under the
influence of [ ]

»

7.

print [

]

8.

news [nju:z]

[ ] becomes more advanced under the
influence of [ ]

vowel

9.

bags [

]

Voiceless [ ] becomes voiced under the
influence of the preceding voiced [ ]

consonant

10.

looked [

]

Voiced [ ] is devoiced under the
influence of the preceding [ ]
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Table 4.2.
(continued)

Assimilation may affect

Degree of
assimilation

Direction of
assimilation

Distance between the
assimilated and
assimilating sound

1.

place of obstruction

partial

regressive

contact

2.

the vocal chords

intermediate

»

»

3.

»

»

progressive

»

4.

place of obstruction,
manner
of the production of noise

complete

regressive

»

5.

the vocal chords, place of
obstruction, manner of the
production of noise

»

»

»

6.

place of obstruction,
manner
of the production of noise

partial

»

»

7.

the vocal chords

intermediate

progressive

»

8.

the tongue

partial

»

»

9.

the vocal chords

»

»

»

10.

»

»

»

»

Dissimilation is of great importance for the development of the language.
The Ukrainian words плести [ПЛЕСТИ], мести [МЕСТИ] which were
pronounced [ПЛЕТТИ], [МЕТТИ] may serve as examples of dissimilation. One of the
two similar stop consonants [T] was changed into the fricative [C].
In English the phenomenon of dissimilation is not yet investigated.
Students whose native language is Ukrainian often meet with difficulties in
pronouncing English sounds in connected speech as the rules of assimilation in English
differ from those in Ukrainian.
The following types of assimilation often occur in English: consonantal, partial,
regressive, contact and living. The same types of assimilation are characteristic of
Ukrainian.
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Examples of full and intermediate assimilation are met more often in Ukrainian
than in English. Progressive assimilation is not characteristic of either of the two
languages, though in Ukrainian it occurs more often than in English.
Vowel and historical assimilation are met both in English and Ukrainian very
seldom. Intermediate and full assimilation occur rarely in English.
Most often assimilation in English and Ukrainian involves the work of the vocal
chords, but owing to the specific phonetic and grammatical structures of the two
languages assimilation acts in different ways.
Thus, at the beginning of the word voiceless consonants in Ukrainian become
voiced if they are before voiced consonants and vice versa voiced consonants are
devoiced if they are before voiceless consonants. In the middle of the word Ukrainian
voiced consonants are not devoiced when the adjoining sound is a voiceless consonant,
e.g.
казка [КÁЗК ],
стежка [СТÉЖК ].
In English this phenomenon is not observed. English voiced consonants remain
voiced when followed by voiceless consonants, e.g.
absent ['
],
good time ['
'
].

4.5. INTERCHANGE OF SOUNDS
The interchange of sounds is a term denoting change in the phonematic structure
of the morpheme in the process of word changing and word-building. The interchange
of sounds takes place according to definite strict standards for each phoneme in each
given language. Thus, for example, the English phoneme [ ] may alternate with the
phoneme [ ] (send – sent, build – built, etc.). In Ukrainian the phoneme [K] may
alternate only with the phonemes [Ч] and [Ц] (пекла – печеш; рука – руці).
The interchange of sounds includes vowel gradation and the interchange of
consonants.
Examples of vowel gradation:
drink [
] – drank [
] – drunk [
];
strong [
] – strength [stre ];
tooth [
] – teeth [ ], etc.
In Ukrainian the vowel gradation [I] – [O] is observed in the words:
кінь [K'ІH'] – коня [КОН'Á];
дім [Д'ІМ] – дому [ДÓМУ];
сіль [С'ІЛ'] – солі [СÓЛ'І].
Examples of interchange of consonants:
house, n [
] – house, v [
];
leaf [ ] – leaves [
]; etc.
In Ukrainian, cases of interchange of consonants [К] – [Ч] can be found in the
words, e.g.
чоловік [ЧОЛОВ'ÍК] – чоловіче [ЧОЛОВ'ÍЧЕ];
око [ÓКО] – очi [ÓЧ'І].
Interchange of sounds may be historical or living.
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By the historical interchange of sounds we mean a case when the change is not
determined by the position of the sound in the word, but appeared as a result of the laws
which acted in the language at some definite periods of its development. It is closely
connected with historical assimilation. Historical interchange of sounds is also
explained by the phonetical structure of the language but has grammatical significance.
Cases of historical interchange of sounds in English can be found among the three
forms of irregular verbs, the degrees of comparison of adjectives, different parts of
speech originated from one root, the archaic forms of the plural of nouns and other
grammatical phenomena. For example:
The three forms of the irregular verbs:
do [ ] – did [ ] – done [
] (vowel gradation [ ] – [ ] – [ ] takes place);
fly [ ] – flew [ ] – flown [
] (vowel gradation [ ] – [ ] – [ ] takes
place).
The degrees of comparison of adjectives:
little [ ] – less [ ] – least [
] ([ ] interchanges with [ ], [i:]);
much [
] – more [
] – most [
] ([ ] interchanges with [ ], [

]).

The plural of nouns:
man [
] – men [
] (vowel gradation [ ] – [ ] takes place);
goose [
] – geese [
] (vowel gradation [ ] – [ ] takes place).
The interchange of sounds is also observed when different parts of speech are
originated from one root:
convert [
'
] – conversion [
'
];
intend [ '
] – intention [ '
] – intent [ '
].
By the living interchange of sounds we mean a case when the change is determined
by the position of the sound in the word. It is closely connected with living assimilation.
The living interchange of sounds is mainly explained by the phonetical structure of the
given language.
Consequently, in the words six [
] – sixth [
] forelingual alveolar [ ]
interchanges with forelingual dental [s]. In the words accent, n ['
] – accent, v
[ '
] we can observe the interchange between [ ] – [ ] and [e] – [ ]. In the word
central ['
'
] the vowel [ ] may interchange with a zero sound in quick
colloquial speech.
In Ukrainian, the sound [B] may interchange with the sound [У], e.g. вчити –
учити. In the Ukrainian language grammatical interchange of sounds takes place within
different cases of nouns, different parts of speech originated from a common root, in
different forms of the verbs, e.g.
радість [РÁД'ІСТЬ] – радості [РÁДОСТ'І];
жінка [Ж'ÍНК ] – жінчин [Ж'ÍНЧИН];
робота [РОБÓТ ] – робітник [РОБ'ІТНИК];
гріб [ГР'ÍБ] – гребля [ГРÉБЛ' ];
женити [ЖЕНИТИ] – жонатий [ЖОНÁТИЙ];
летіти [ЛЕТ'ÍТИ] – літати [ЛІТÁТИ].
The interchange of sounds may be complete and zero. The interchange of sounds is
called complete when different phonemes are interchanged, e.g.
The English:
man [

] – men [

];
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send [

] – sent [

].

The Ukrainian:
вiз [B'ІЗ] – воза [ВÓЗ ];
сніг [СН'ІГ] – сніжок [СН'ІЖÓК].
The complete interchange of sounds is most typical of both English and Ukrainian.
The interchange of sounds is called zero when a sound alternates with a zero sound,
e.g.
The English:
towards [ '
perhaps [ '

–[
]–[

];
].

The Ukrainian:
терти [ТÉРТИ] – тру [ТРУ];
завмерти [З ВМÉРТИ] – завмру [З ВМРУ].
The complete interchange of sounds is most typical of both English and Ukrainian.
The zero interchange of sounds is not typical of the English and Ukrainian
languages.
The tabular analysis of interchange of sounds in English is presented in table 4.3 on
page 153.
Tab1e 4.3.
Models of analysis of cases of sound interchange in English
Result of
Grammatica
Full,
sound
Vowel /
Grammatical
l function of
partial or
interchan
consonant
or phonetical
the words
zero
ge

Examples

1.

2.

3.

4.

degrees of
[ ] - [ ] - comparison
little - less - least
of
[ ]
[ ]
adjectives
strong strength
[
-

]

intend - intent intention [ '
'
'
]
goose - geese
[
]

vowel

complete

grammatical

[ ]-[ ]

different
parts of
speech

»

»

»

[ ]-[ ][ ]

»

consonant

»

»

[ ]-[ ]

plural of
nouns

vowel

»

»
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Tab1e 4.3.
(continued)

5.

do - did - done
[
]

can [
]

-

[ ]-[][ ]

different
forms of
irregular
verbs

»

»

»

[ ]-[ ]

strong and
weak forms

»

»

»

[ ] - zero

»

»

zero

»

6.
can [

-

]
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CHAPTER 5
SYLLABICS

5.1. INTRODUCTION
The syllable is a primary minor basic unit of speech. Being joined with each other,
speech sounds serve as structural material, as ―bricks‖ for syllables. A syllable is a
sequence of speech sounds joined together to form a solid undividable stable primary
speech unit of segmental level.
In every human language oral speech can be divided into syllables. The first speech
unit pronounced by a baby is a syllable. In any language children and adults can divide
speech into syllables and perceive them.
The central part of the syllable is a pitch or syllabic sound.
Pitch sounds are syllable-forming (syllabic) sounds, all other sounds are nonsyllabic. The capacity of a sound to form a syllable depends mainly upon the degree of
its sonority.
A.L. Trakhterov states that a primary condition, necessary for the formation of a
syllable, is the presence of a tonic element, i.e. a vowel or a stable sonant.
The syllable-forming capacity of the tonic element depends upon the joint action of
three heterogeneous, but mutually connected factors. They are: width of the air-passage,
the intensity of the vibration of the vocal cords and the duration of the optimum phase
(Трахтеров .Л., 1956).
The tonic element of the syllable, its nucleus is usually a vowel in most languages.
But in some languages under some conditions the nucleus may be a sonant too. A
syllable may consist of a single vowel or of a vowel and consonants. Consonants
preceding or following the syllabic vowel are called marginal. The number of marginal
consonants may be different, but in most languages it is from one to seven.
The vowel is the main syllable-forming element of the syllable. The presence of
consonants is not essential, a syllable may exist without consonants, and the presence of
syllabic vowel or other vocalic element is the only condition necessary for the existence
of a syllable. Consonants may precede or follow the syllabic vowel. The cohesion
between the vowel and the syllables is rather close.
A syllable taken separately has no meaning of its own, but when syllables are in
words, which have elementary meaning, denoting things, actions, qualities, etc.,
syllables become potentially meaningful (Торсуев Т.П., 1950).
A syllable perception is an active process of decoding of a speech wave.
In the process of perception the syllable is the field of tension of sounds segments,
which is treated independently of their semantic significance. Speech perception is an
active process of a speech wave detecting which is determined by articulatory base and
linguistic experience of the listener (Потапова Р.К., 1997).
The results of psycho- and neurolinguistic as well as neuropsychological
investigations made it possible to differentiate the two types of syllables mentioned
above – open and closed.
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From the phonological point of view the open syllable may fall under the category
of the main type of syllables (Потапова Р.К., 1997).
As stated above the syllable is a complex psycholinguistic, psychophisiological and
acoustic process.
Acoustically a syllable is an impulse of energy due to the increase of the organs of
speech muscle tension and the tension of the muscles between the ribs with the
corresponding articulation of sounds as a result of psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic
processes.
The main acoustic parameter of the syllable is the so-called total energy (Wtot) – a
joint action of two components – intensity and duration. The share of each component
of total energy depends upon the phonetic structure of the language and may differ in
different languages, though the main acoustic parameter – the total energy remains
unchanged in all the syllabic languages (Бровченко Т. ., 1971).
A syllable may consist of only one vowel, but such cases are rare and usually the
syllabic vowel in the syllable is accompanied by consonants – preceding or following
central vowel of the syllable. Such consonants are called marginal.
The structure of syllables, especially of the marginal consonants, is in the centre of
interests of many scientists (Torsuch V.P., Zlatoustova L.V., Bondarko I.V., Gordina
M.U. and many others).
In most languages syllable-forming sounds are vowels and less often sonants.
In English not only vowels but some sonants may become syllabic under certain
conditions. The English sonants
become syllabic when they are at the end of
word and are not preceded by a vowel, e.g.
Syllabic
Non-syllabic
garden
'
'
arrival
[ '
]
[ '
]
woollen
['
['
The sonant
becomes syllabic in very rare cases, e.g.
Syllabic
Non-syllabic
madam
'
['
]
film
–
The final sonant [ ] becomes syllabic in exceptional cases as a result of progressive
assimilation when [ ] is preceded by the backlingual consonants [ ], [ ], e.g.
English: bacon [
].
The sonants [ ], [ ], [ ] are never syllabic in English.
There are too main types of syllables both in English and Ukrainian. Open syllables are
those, which end in a vowel; close syllables are those, which end in a consonant, e.g.
Open syllables
English
Ukrainian
or [ ], more [
]
а, у, ця, ва ¦ га, іти
artificially [ ¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦
Close syllables
English
Ukrainian
art [ ]
ок ¦ ремо, об ¦ щити, факт
mistress ['
¦
]
objective [ ¦ '
¦
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Some linguists for scientific purposes suggested to single out more than two types
of syllables, taking into consideration not only the final sound, but the number of
preceding or following the syllabic vowel consonants.
Thus, it was suggested to distinguish four types of syllables instead of two – open
and close. They are:
1. Absolutely open (v), i.e. consisting of one syllable-forming vowel. For example:
English or [ ], Ukrainian а [A].
2. Absolutely closed (cvc), i.e. consisting of a vowel, surrounded by consonants,
e.g. English class [
], shame [
]
3. Partially open, shielded at the beginning (cv), i.e. consisting of a vowel with one
or several preceding consonants, e.g. English sky [
], gay [ ].
4. Partially closed, shielded at the end (vc), i.e. consisting of a vowel with one or
several following consonants, e.g. English ask [
] (Потапова Р.К., 1997).
Syllable is a minimal integrated and integrating unit of speech. On the one hand the
syllable is integrated i.e. composed of speech sounds. Speech sounds form and organize
a syllable as a linguistic and speech unit. They are the base for the syllable. On the other
hand the syllable itself is the base for one segmental unit (phonetic word) and all
suprasegmental units, sense-groups, phrases, supraphrasal unities and suprasegmental
unity of the highest level – speech.
Being composed of speech sounds, syllables preserve articulatory characteristics of
speech sounds and their inherent acoustic characteristics – the phonological length of
vowels in English, the inherent intensity, fundamental frequency of informant structure
of the vowels, etc.
But it should be taken into consideration that the features of the speech unit are not
taken absolutely into the integrated syllable and may undergo some changes under
different linguistic and extralinguistic factors.
When the speech unit of a higher level is formed on the basis of a lower speech
unit, a syllable retains the characteristics of a lower speech unit to some extent and
acquires some characteristics of its own.
The syllable may be called the baby of the language. Organized by speech sounds
the syllable rises to its first higher level – the segmental level of phonetic word.
The child continues to grow and becomes stronger and rises to a higher level – he
begins to talk.
The syllable uses the following suprasegmental level of sense-group (syntagma),
which is the first semantically and prosodically organized unit of speech.
The child grows and grows and becomes a teenager. He becomes clever, his
abilities and knowledge grow too and he can do some things himself.
The syllable participates in organizing the next higher suprasegmental speech unit –
a phrase.
The child becomes an adult. He becomes strong and solid. He can do his work
professionally, he can create more complicated things.
The syllable takes part in organizing supraphrasal unities – semantic groups of
phrases united by sense.
At last the child reaches the top of his development and attains perfection. He is
able to create the most complicated equipment and instruments and operate them.
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The syllable achieves its main goal. It is involved in organizing the text – the
highest unit of speech (fig. 5.1).

Fig. 5.1. The scheme of the integrating function of the syllable

5.2. SYLLABIC THEORIES
The first attempt to examine syllables was made before our era by ancient Greeks,
who got interested in syllabic structure of utterances in connection with the problems of
rhetoric, public speeches and the art of versification.
The first reform of Russian versification – result of scientific investigations in the
field of syllabic theory, was published in 1735 (Trediakovsky V.K., Lomonosov M.V.).
For a long time rare investigations of syllable were related to rhetoric and
versification. Linguistic investigations of the problems of nature of the syllable, the
questions of syllable structure and division of words into syllables were not studied and
even neglected.
At the beginning of the 20th century the outstanding representatives of
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physiological experimental phonetics G. Panconcelli and E.W. Scripture wrote that the
syllable was a fiction created by linguists and psychologists, that all the attempts to
understand and represent it phonetically were and would remain fruitless (PanconcelliCaltzia G., 1924)
The same point of view was expressed at that time by E.K. Kyrilovich who stated
that the boundaries between the words really exist, but the boundaries between the
syllables are a pure scientific obstruction.
Criticizing the points of view on a syllable as a fiction L.R. Zinder has written that
the syllable, as a unity with a vowel as its nucleus, is a reality for the speakers (Zinder
L.R., 1979).
At the end of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th century the first laboratories
of experimental phonetics appeared in France (Rousselot P.) and in the following
Russian cities: Kasan (Bandoin de Kourtenau), St. Petersburg (Shcherba L.V.), Moscow
(Artemov V.A.), Odessa (Tomson A.I.).
Syllables began to be studied with the help of electroacoustic devices and
apparatuses – electric kymographs, oscillographs, spectrographs, etc. In the 1940s after
the World War II new laboratories of experimental phonetics were opened in different
cities of the former USSR – Minsk, Kiev, Erevan, Tbilisi, Novosibirsk and others.
Besides physiologic investigations of articulation, tension and bioactivity of the muscles
participating in producing speech; acoustic peculiarities of speech units were examined,
the problems of syllables began to be investigated by scientists in the former USSR and
abroad. Various theories of syllable production and the division of words into syllables
appeared.
One of the first theories brought up for discussion was the so-called expiratory
syllabic theory (Sievers E.). According to expiratory theory each syllable is
accompanied by an independent uninterrupted act of exhalation push. The number of
syllables and the number of exhalations are equal. At the same time E. Sievers didn‘t
reject the effect of the variations in degree of sonority.
Expiratory theory was often criticized by different scientists. It was mentioned the
number of syllables and the number of expiratory pushes may coincide, but not
obligatory. Experimental data proved that there were many cases when two or more
syllables were pronounced within one act of exhalation.
Rather widespread, especially abroad was sonority theory of syllable production
and syllable division. According to this theory the main characteristic feature of the
syllable is sonority (Espersen A.). The most sonorous sound in the syllable forms the
peak of sonority, while the other sounds in the syllable have minimum of sonority.
The theory of sonority was rather popular as it made it possible to distinguish
syllables in a word. But it is to be taken into consideration that the degree of sonority of
vowels varies in different positions in the word and this theory does not help to define
the boundary between the syllables in a word.
The theory of muscular tension was universally acknowledged and supported by
many scientists (Fushe P., Roudet L., Shcherba L.V., Grammont M. and others).
The core of the theory of muscular tension was the affirmation of the leading role
of pronouncing effort in the formation of a syllable. This theory was completed and
logically set forth by L.V. Shcherba (1948).
According to L.V. Shcherba sounds in connected speech are pronounced with
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alternative intensification and slackening of muscular tension. Each peak of
intensification with the following slackening of tension forms a syllable. Sounds that are
pronounced with intensification of muscular tension are termed pitch sounds.
According to L.V. Shcherba an articulatory syllable is an arc of tension. The pitch
sound is the centre of the syllable and of the arc of tension. The tension in this arc is
gradually increasing from the beginning to the centre of the syllable and then is
gradually decreasing to its end.
It was possible to assume that sounds might have different functions in fusing a
syllables into a solid, complete speech unit and in dividing words into syllables.
The base of the solution of the syllable division problem was the assumption that in
defining the boundaries between the syllables in a word it was necessary to pay
attention to the structure of initial and final sounds of the syllables.
L.V. Shcherba‘s concept of the three forms of the syllables helped to solve the
problem of syllable division.
According to L.V. Shcherba‘s concept there exist three forms of the consonants:
a. the strong-end consonants;
b. the strong-beginning consonants;
c. the strong-end/strong-beginning consonants.
At the beginning of initial consonant of a syllable the tension is weak and grows
gradually up to its peak at the boundary with the syllabic vowel. Such consonants are
called strong-end consonants. In final consonants of a syllable the beginning of a
consonant at the boundary with the syllabic vowel is strong and the tension gradually
decreases up to the very end of the syllable. Such consonants are called strongbeginning consonants (fig. 5.2).

Fig. 5.2. The scheme of a syllable of the English word ―bag‖
At the boundary of two similar sounds a strong-end/strong-beginning or a two-peak
consonant appears. The end and the beginning of such consonants are strong, a
slackening of tension is observed in the middle of the syllable (fig. 5.3).

Fig. 5.3. The scheme of a syllable of the English word ―essay‖
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One of the latest theories of syllable formation is the energetic theory. The concept
of a syllable as an impulse of energy was taken as a foundation of this theory. N.I.
Finkin was one of the first who supported the theory of syllabic energy and defined a
syllable as a single portion of energy separated from another portion of energy (Finkin
N.I., 1953). The syllable was defined by U.S. Stepanov as a minimal portion of energy.
The energy increases sharply at the beginning of the syllable up to its peaks and
then gradually falls to the end of the syllable. Syllables are separated from other syllable
by the minimal amount of energy of the end of the preceding syllable and at the very
weak beginning of the following syllable.
The energetic syllabic theory is rather widespread and supported by numerous
linguists ( ванесов Р.И., Торсуев Г.П., Бондаренко Л.В., Прокопова Л.И., Скалозуб
Л.Г., Багмут .Й., Бровченко Т. ., Таранец В.Г.) and many others.
The energetic theory does not deny the theory of muscular tension. There exists a
direct connection between the muscle tension of the speech organs in the process of
speech and the impulses of the acoustic energy.
Scientists assert that any nerve and muscular process causes energetic process. Any
impulse of energy is characterised by a rising – falling structure with the peak of energy
between the rising and the falling parts (Окc М., 1969; Бабий .П., 1970; Прокопова
Л.И., 1973; Борисюк И.Б., 1973; Скалозуб Л.Г., 1979, и др.).
The theory of muscular tension was universally acknowledged. The theory of
muscular tension proclaimed the leading role of pronouncing effort, the alternative
intensification and slackening of muscular tension. L.V. Shcherba‘s theory of muscular
tension and the teaching of the three forms of the consonants – strong-end consonants,
strong-beginning consonants and strong-end/strong-beginning consonants were very
popular and made it possible to divide the words into syllables in speech.
The energetic syllabic theory, defining a syllable as an impulse of energy, was
supported by a number of scientists. The theory of syllabic energy solved the problem
of the nature of the syllable and was a reliable basis of syllable division.
But still the nature of the syllabic impulse was not quite clear and required further
investigations.
In the second half of the 20th century phonetic experimental investigations
applying electronic apparatuses and special computer programmes made it possible to
affirm that syllables are created by a complex impulse of acoustic energy – a
coordinated action of two acoustic components of intensity and duration, i.e. intensity
over time (Бровченко Т. ., 1971, 1976).
Wtot = A.t (conventional units) where:
Wtot – total acoustic energy (conventional units);
A. – intensity (conventional units);
t – duration (m. sec).
Any of the two components of the total acoustic energy can change the volume of
the energy.
An increase or a decrease in the volume of the total acoustic energy of the syllable
may be achieved by means of:
a. the changes in the intensity of a syllable;
b. the changes in the duration of the syllable;
c. the changes in the two components of the total acoustic energy.
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Each peak of intensification of the total acoustic energy, preceded by the increase of
energy and followed by its decrease, is a syllable.
To make the process of the formation of syllables more clear let us compare two
syllables of equal amount of acoustic energy to two equal in weight bricks.
The intensity of the first syllable is two times as big as that of the second syllable
but the duration of the first syllable is smaller than that of the second syllable, it is two
times as big as that of the first syllable.
In spite of the above mentioned difference as a result of cooperation of intensity
and duration the first and the second syllables become equal in the volume of the total
acoustic energy (fig. 5.4).

Fig. 5.4. The impulses of the total acoustic energy of the two syllables
of equal total energy
The height of the first brick, which is standing upright, is two times as big as that of
the second brick, which is lying straight. But the length of the second syllable is two
times as big as the duration of the first syllable and consequently these two bricks are
equal in weight (fig. 5.5).

Fig. 5.5. Two bricks of equal weight in different positions
(upright and lying straight)
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Syllables are purely energetic speech units deprived of frequency characteristics
except the inherited individual characteristics of syllabic vowels.
The impulses sent from the cortex cause alternative tension and relaxation of the
speech organs: muscles, which in their turn cause the corresponding alterations in the
acoustic energy, which is perceived by a human being as speech.
Taking into consideration close connection between the tension of the muscles and
the acoustic energy which appear due to the tension of the articulation of the muscles
during the process of speaking, it is possible to state that there is no principle difference
between the mechanism of syllable division according to the theory of muscular tension
and to the acoustic energetic theory. The boundary of syllable division is at the point of
the weakest muscular tension and at the smallest degree of acoustic energy.
Thus, the point of syllable division between the first and the second syllables of a
four syllable word of the structure CV¦CV is between the glide of the first syllabic
vowel and the beginning of the following consonant, e.g.
English: better [ ¦ ];
Ukrainian: сало [С ¦ ЛО].
In a two-syllable word there may be two consonants between the vowels
(CVC¦CV). Syllable division is at the point between the weak end of the consonant,
preceding the syllabic vowel of the first syllable, and the following weak beginning of
the consonant of the second syllable.
The syllable division may occur between two vowels: CV¦VC. In this case it is
between a weak glide out of the proceeding vowel of the first syllable and a weak glide
of the second vowel.
The main principle of syllable division is universal and does not differ in different
languages. But the rules of syllable division depend upon the phonetic structure of the
language and therefore they may vary in different languages, in English and Ukrainian
as well.
A general rising-falling form of the acoustic energetic impulse with a short rising
part and considerably longer falling part becomes somewhat modified in different
speech units due to the positions of the word stress in a phonetic word, due to the place
of emphatic or emotional sentence stress in a sense-group or a phrase, etc.
At present the problems of syllabic theory continue to be elaborated.
Experimental investigations with the help of special computer programmes made it
possible to examine the nature of syllables more thoroughly, to reveal the essence of
cooperation of duration and intensity – components of the main acoustic feature of the
syllable – the total acoustic energy.
Experimental data received on a vast statistically reliable material of oral speech on
a number of Germanic languages proved that the syllable is realised in different spheres:
phonological, physiological (articulating, auditory) and acoustic.
Articulatory and acoustic characteristics of a syllable ensure its perception in oral
speech.
Syllable in perception is a minimal undividable perceptional unit over time. The
results of the perceptional analysis, taking into consideration the time of reaction,
connected with the perception of a syllable and its parts, made it possible to assert the
units of primary perception on sensory level are not phonemes but their combinations –
syllables.
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Elaboration of syllabic models with the support of visual and auditory aspect made
it possible to control and correct the pronunciation of the learners on the level of
syllables.
Elaboration of dynamic models of syllabic structures was necessary for the training
of syllables and the succession of syllables with the help of technical means of
education.
Linguists have long observed that many phonematic and phonetic phenomena are
sensitive to the inherent weight – some syllables are treated as heavier in weight than
others (Jacobson R., 1931; Allen F., 1973 and others).
Thus, in many languages closed syllables (CVC) and the syllables containing long
vowels (CV ) as well as syllables with many marginal consonants in its structure
(CCVCC) are perceived as heavier than open syllables with short vowels, than syllables
having one or two marginal consonants.
M. Gordon argued against the standard assertion that phonetic weight criteria
varied from language to language. Survey of weight-sensitive phenomena showed the
very opposite. Weight criteria are often universal for different languages and nonuniversal for different processes in a given language. For example, there exists a
difference between weight-sensitive phenomena of English stress system and tone
system. Several examples given in recent literature, showed that peculiarities of syllable
and tone weight are the same in many languages.
A rather widespread idea that the phonetic weight is specific in different languages
and is not linked to a definite phonetic process proved to be wrong. As a result of
extensive typological survey of syllabics of approximately four hundred languages
made M. Gordon to suggest that weight is not changed from language to language, as it
was predicted in most contemporary theories. Weight is more closely linked to the
particular phonetic process in different languages (Matthew Kelly Gordon, 1999).
Phonology and phonetics play a role in cross-linguistic variations in weight criteria.
The nature of weight is connected with the syllable auditory loudness, which in its turn
is an acoustic stimulus of intensity over time, i.e. total energy, which is the main
acoustic characteristic feature of a syllable.
The survey of some theories of syllable production and division given in the book
is not exhaustive. Though many theories exist not all the problems of syllabic theory are
solved.
Having examined various theories of syllable formation and production
R.K. Potapova came to the conclusion that all the diversity of conceptions might be
divided into two main types. The explorers of the first group define the syllable in the
terms ―part‖ of a single whole‖ or ―element structure‖. They analyze syllables from the
sounds they consist of to the syllable as a whole, as a structured unit of speech, i.e. from
bottom to top. The representatives of the second group analyze syllables from the
syllable as a whole, as a structure and proceed to elements, the sounds the syllable
consists of, i.e. from top to bottom.
One of the problems in studying marginal surrounding of the syllabic centre is
creating the universal scale of consonants.
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Working at the theory of universal syllable structure Joan Hooper tried to find the
solution in the existence of two types of marginal consonants; initial syllables, which
are in the process of increasing intensity, and final consonants which are in the process
of decreasing intensity. Therefore initial consonant is a strong segment and final
consonant is a weak segment (Hooper J., 1972). N.S. Archangelskaya, who examined
the structure of marginal consonants, also wrote that a number of facts testified that the
initial position of consonants in a syllable is a stronger one while a final position is a
weaker syllable position.
J. Hooper worked at a universal scale of consonants according to their force,
beginning from glides and ending in plosive consonants, tried to construct the universal
model of the syllable.
Even one step in creating the universal model of the syllable is very important and
the value of J. Hooper‘s work should not be underestimated.
At present dynamic models of syllables have been worked out for a number of
Germanic languages and so far that gives the possibility to control and correct
pronunciation of the learners.
The syllable was the object of numerous dialect investigations. It was established
that dialects are characterized by specific types of connection between the vowel of the
syllable and the following consonant.

5.3. CONTRASTIVE ANALYSES OF SYLLABLES
IN ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN
Nowadays greater and greater attention is paid to the syllable in the practical study
of foreign languages.
In studying pronunciation of a foreign language it is to be taken into consideration
that the correct pronunciation of syllables is as important as pronunciation of sounds. A
syllable consists of sounds, but the syllable is the first undividable unit of speech.
Contrastive study of the syllables of the English and Ukrainian languages will help
to understand the differences existing between syllables in English and Ukrainian to
know special features of the formation of the syllables, the peculiarities of syllable
division and will also help to avoid mistakes in a foreign language etc.
Having affirmed positively the universal nature of articulatory mechanism of
syllable formation and division, G.P. Torsuyev drew attention to the existence of
language peculiarities in the sphere of phonematic structure of the syllables, in the set of
the types and subtypes of syllables, in the rules of syllable division in different
languages.
As stated above the main universal principle of syllable division is that a word in
divided into syllables at the point of the smallest degree of tension of the articulating
organs and consequently, the smallest values of acoustic energy, is identical in all the
syllabic languages and in English and Ukrainian as well.
It is known that L.V. Shcherba‘s concept of three forms of consonants helped to
realize practically the problem of syllable division.
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Besides the main rules of syllable division being general for English and Ukrainian
there exist some peculiarities in the division of words into syllables in each of the two
languages.
Thus, the strong-end consonants (the end of the consonant is stronger than its
beginning) form the beginning of a syllable both in English and Ukrainian, e.g.
The English sounds [ ], [ ] in the words party ['
], keen [
The Ukrainian sounds [П'], [Т'] in the words пізно [П'ІЗНО],
тільки [Т'ІЛ'КИ].
The strong-beginning consonants (the beginning of the consonant is stronger than
its end) form the end of the syllable both in English and Ukrainian.
The English final [ ], [ ] in the words cap [
peck [
], the consonant [ ]
and final [ ] in the word napkin ['
].
The Ukrainian [Ш], [P] in the word поштар [ПОШТ Р].
The strong-beginning/strong-end form (the so-called ―two-peak‖ consonants) are
met at the border between two consonants, between two syllables.
Examples are found in such English words as:
dissatisfy
'
;
disserve
'
;
dissever
'
;
unnatural
'
, etc.
―Two-peak‖ consonants also occur at the junction of words, e. g.
thin knife
'
;
wide deck
'
, etc.
In Ukrainian two-peak consonants occur only at the junction of words. Examples
are found in such Ukrainian words as:
хліб бери [ХЛІБ БЕРИ];
він ніс [ВІН НІС].
Consonants with a strong-end begin a new syllable.
Consonants with a strong-beginning end a syllable.
In English a less sonorous sound generally combines with a more sonorous one
following it, e. g.
idle '
cable '
The rules of syllable division are numerous in English and Ukrainian, but the
exceptions are more numerous.
The main rules of the division of a word into syllables are the following:
1. In words with a consonant between two vowels, the consonant usually joins up
with the following vowel (CV CV) and thus, an open syllable is formed.
In English such a kind of syllable division is met very often in two-syllable words
and in syllables with long monophthongs.
In Ukrainian a consonant between two vowels in a word also joins up with the
following vowel rather often, but not so frequently as in English, e.g.
English
Ukrainian
father ['
];
батько[Б Т'КО];
reader ['
];
вітер [ВІТЕР];
never ['
];
півень [ПІВЕН'].
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2. In English words, when a vowel is followed by two or more consonants the point
of syllable division is often between the consonants (vc cc), e.g.
insect '
abstract '
napkin '
In Ukrainian in the syllables of the word where the vowel is followed by two or
more consonants the boundary is often between the syllables, but not so often as in
English. Rather often the point dividing the syllables in Ukrainian may be between the
preceding vocalic centre and the following consonant, e. g.
окремо [ОКРЕМО];
структура [СТРУКТУР ];
функція [ФУНКЦ'J ];
but: горки [ГОРКИ];
прогресія [ПРОГРЕСІJ ];
достовірність [ДОСТОВІРН'ІСТ'
In Ukrainian syllable division often lies between the sounds most contrasting in
their sonority. Thus, in the words бігти [БІГТИ], візник [ВІЗНИК] the syllable
division is between [І] and [Г], [Т] and [З] as the difference in sonority between them is
greater than that between [Г] and the following sound [Т] or between [З] and the
following sonant [Н].
Many students whose native language is Ukrainian often find it difficult to observe
the rules of syllable division in English.
Thus, in the Ukrainian word горки [ГОРКИ] the syllable boundary lies between the
vowel [О] and the consonant [Р], i.e. the sound [Р] begins a new syllable and therefore
it has a strong-end.
In the English word napkin ['
] the syllable boundary lies between the
consonants [ ] and [ ]. This means that [ ] ending the first syllable, has a strongbeginning, while the following [ ], beginning a new syllable, has a strong-end.
In such cases Ukrainians are apt to divide the English word into syllables in the
wrong way: ['
], i.e. to pronounce [ ] with a strong-end while in such cases it
has a strong-beginning in English.
1. In compound words as well as in words with prefixes and suffixes the pront of
syllable division is between the national word of compounds, after prefixes and before
suffixes both in English and Ukrainian, e. g.
English
Ukrainian
teaspoon ['
]
самоскид [С МОСКИД];
tablecloth ['
]
теплохід [ТЕПЛОХІД];
unknown [ '
]
нехристь [НЕХРИСТ'];
homeless ['
]
підкреслювати [ПІДКРЕСЛ'УВ ТИ .
The point of separation of words into syllables depends to some extent to the
quality of the adjoining sounds and the phonetic and grammatical structure of the
language.
Learners of English should pay special attention to correct pronunciation of speech
sounds within a syllable.
The length of English syllabic vowels at the end of an open syllable [ , , , ]
as well as the vowel [ ] should be obligatory, observed in English oral speech.
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The English vowel [ ] is pronounced as a long sound in the positions before a
sonant or before a voiced consonant. Thus, positional length of the vowel [ ] should be
observed too.
In the Ukrainian language length of vowels is phonematically irrelevant. Ukrainian
vowels may be prolonged in exceptional cases being in stressed or emphasized
syllables.
Voiced consonants at the end of the final syllables are not devoiced in English,
while in Ukrainian they often become voiceless.
English voiceless consonants [ , , ] at the beginning of the initial syllables are
aspirated. Aspiration as a characteristic feature of consonants does not exist in
Ukrainian. The difference in the articulation of English sounds the syllable consists of
should be observed. The position of the lips is different in English and Ukrainian. The
lips in pronouncing English sounds are more tense and pressed to the teeth. Even
rounded vowels are pronounced without protrusion of the lips.
The English forelingual consonants are usually formed at the alveoli by the very tip
of the tongue, the Ukrainian forelingual consonants are formed by the front part of the
tongue, excluding the tip at the front part of the palate.
The English [ ] is a backlingual stop consonant while the Ukrainian [Г] is a
pharyngeal constrictive consonant, etc.
There exist some syllable structural differences in the English and Ukrainian
languages.
There is a close connection between the sounds within the syllable.
In English and Ukrainian there exists a close connection of the sounds constructing
the syllable, called cohesion. Consonants preceding and following the syllabic centre of
the syllable adjoin it rather closely. But the cohesion of the following consonant and the
preceding vowel is not so close in Ukrainian as in English.
All the mistakes in the structure of the syllables, rules of syllable division,
mispronunciation of sounds making a syllable, in the phonetic base of the foreign
language, etc. lead to the appearance of the so-called accent.
Accent peculiarities in the pronunciation of the foreign language, by which it is
possible to recognize a foreigner, appear under the influence of the articulatory base of
the native language of the speaker. Most often accent is hidden in the peculiarities of
pronunciation of syllables and the sounds they consist of.
Information about a foreign accent might be noticed in mispronunciation of sounds
that do not exist in the native speech of the listener, e.g. the consonants [ , ], the vowel
[ ];
ciation of long English vowel sounds [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] as short
vowels though the length of the vowels is phonematically relevant in English. Other
equally important are often peculiarities on the level of syllables which are not observed
by the learners: the positional length of the English [ ] before the nasal sonants and
voiced consonants; the pronunciation of English constrictive sonant [ ] as a rolled
consonant; absence of aspiration of English [p, t, k] at the beginning of stressed
syllables and others.
Foreign accent is one of the main problems in teaching a foreign language. The
most difficult task in learning pronunciation is to get rid of a foreign accent.
There are numerous cases when despite a good command of the foreign language
and good pronunciation of the learner, the listener, whose native language is English,
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will catch a note of something foreign in the speech of a person, whose mother tongue is
not English. In most cases accent is explained by the specific articulation base of the
native language and is caused due to the errors in the structure of the syllables and
violation the rules of syllable division, due to mispronunciation of sounds and sound
combinations constructing the syllables.
Investigations of the syllabic theory and practical study of the peculiarities of
foreign languages are pragmatically important. It is possible to determine the emotional
state of the speakers due to difference in the cohesion of sounds within syllables of
different languages. It is possible to determine the nationality of the speaker and to
identify the speaker by characteristic features of the structure of the syllables and
articulation of sounds the syllables consist of.

SUMMARY
Thus, the syllable is a universal primary minimal undivided basic phonetic unit of
speech.
This definition of the syllable is universal for all the syllabic languages.
Units of primary perception on sensory level are not speech sounds but syllables.
The syllable in perception is a minimal undivided unit over time.
The syllable is an integrated and an integrating speech unit. On the one hand it
consists of speech sounds, on the other hand it is the base for all the other units of
speech. It is creating the segmental speech unit – phonetic word and all the suprasegmental speech units – sense-groups, phrases, subphrasal unities and the speech unit
of the highest level – the text.
The first attempts to examine syllables were made before our era by Ancient
Greeks in connection with their interest in the problems of rhetoric and versification.
Experimental investigations of the problems of the nature of the syllable, its
structure, the division of words into syllables appeared at the beginning of the 20th
century due to the first laboratories of experimental phonetics opened in Paris, St.
Petersburg and other countries and cities of the world.
Various theories of syllable formation and syllable division exist. One of the first
was the so-called expiratory theory, according to which each syllable is accompanied
by an uninterrupted act of exhalation (Silvers E.). The experimental data showed that
several syllables might be pronounced within one act of exhalation and the expiratory
theory considered to be wrong because it was experimentally proved that in many cases
two or more syllables were pronounced within one act of exhalation.
Rather spread was sonority theory, according to which the main feature of the
syllable is sonority, the stressed syllable forms a peak of sonority (Esperson A.). The
variations of the sonority of the vowels in different in the word made it difficult to
define the boundaries between the syllables.
The theory of muscular tension was elaborated by P. Roudet, M. Grammont and
others and completed by L.V. Shcherba, according to whom sounds in connected speech
are pronounced with alternative intensification of intensification and slackening of
muscular tension. Each peak of intensification forms a syllable. L.V. Shcherba‘s
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concept about the three forms of the syllables helped to solve the problem of the
syllable division.
One of the latest theories of syllabic formation is the energetic theory. According to
this theory a syllable was defined as a single portion of energy (Finkin N.I.), as a
minimal portion of energy (Stepanov U.S.).
The energetic theory does not deny the theory of muscular tension. There exists a
direct connection between the muscle tension of the organs of speech impulses of
energy as any nerve and muscular process causes energetic process.
The energetic theory is rather widespread and acknowledged by numerous linguists,
but still the nature of the syllable impulse was not quite clear and required further
investigations.
In the second half of the 20th century phonetic experimental investigations
applying electronic devices made it possible to affirm that syllables are created by a
complex impulse of acoustic energy, a coordinated action of two components – intensity
and duration (Бровченко Т. .). Any of the components can change the volume of the
total energy.
Experimental data proved that the main acoustic characteristic feature of the
syllable was total energy – intensity over time.
The share of the two components of total energy – intensity and duration is
different in English and Ukrainian as it depends upon the phonematic system of the
language.
According to energetic theory the boundaries between the syllables in a word and
between the words are at the point of the minimal decrease of total energy.
There is no principle difference between the mechanism of syllable division
according to the concept of muscular tension and the energetic theory – the boundary in
both cases is at the energetically weaker point of the syllable chain as it is the result of
the smallest muscular tension.
The main principles of syllable formation and division are universal, i. e. similar in
all the syllabic languages but the rules of syllable formation and the division of words
into syllables may be different in different languages.
At present experimental investigations of the nature and structure of the syllable
continued with the help of modern acoustic devices and special computer programmes.
It was proved experimentally that syllables in Germanic languages were realized in
different spheres – phonological, physiological, auditory syllables in perception have
been examined.
Dynamic models of syllabic structure were elaborated for a number of Germanic
languages.
Syllables as well as other phonetic phenomena are sensitive to weight, many
marginal consonants are perceived as ―heavier‖ than others in many languages.
Weight is linked to the particular phonetic phenomenon in different languages,
remains stable and is not changed from language to language.
Contrastive analysis of English and Ukrainian syllables makes it possible to
observe that the nature of the main principles of formation and division are the same in
the two languages. There exist a difference in the rules of correlation of two
components of the total energy – intensity and duration, which defend upon the
phonematic structure of the English and Ukrainian languages. There exist some specific
features in the structure of syllables, in the rules of syllable division in the peculiarities
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of the position of the active articulating organs in pronouncing sounds, which constitute
the syllables in English and Ukrainian.
A thorough contrastive study of English syllables in comparison with those of the
native language will enable the learner to avoid mistakes will help to acquire perfect
pronunciation without any foreign accent.
L.V. Shcherba‘s teaching of the three forms of the consonants – strong-end, strongbeginning and strong-end/strong-beginning consonants made it possible to divide the
words into syllables in speech.
The energetic syllabic theory defines a syllable as an impulse of energy.
Experimental data proved that the main acoustic characteristic feature of the syllable
was total energy – intensity over time.
The share of the two components of total energy – intensity and duration is
different in English and Ukrainian as it depends upon the phonematic system of the
language.
According to energetic theory the boundaries between the syllables in a word and
between the words are at the point of the minimal decrease of total energy.
There is no principle difference between the mechanism of syllable division
according to the concept of muscular tension and the energetic theory – the boundary in
both cases is at the energetically weaker point of the syllable chain as it is the result of
the smallest muscular tension.
The main principles of syllable formation and division are universal, i. e. similar in
all the syllabic languages but the rules of syllable formation and the division of words
into syllables may be different in different languages.
At present experimental investigations of the nature and structure of the syllable
continued with the help of modern acoustic devices and special computer programmes.
It was proved experimentally that syllables in Germanic languages were realized
indifferent spheres – phonological, physiological, auditory syllables in perception have
been examined.
Dynamic models of syllabic structure were elaborated for a number of Germanic
languages.
Syllables as well as other phonetic phenomena are sensitive to weight many
marginal consonants are perceived as ―heavier‖ than others in many languages.
Weight is linked to the particular phonetic phenomenon in different languages,
remains stable and is not changed from language to language.
Contrastive analysis of English and Ukrainian syllables makes it possible to
observe that the nature of the main principles of formation and division are the same in
the two languages. There exist a difference in the rules of correlation of two
components of the total energy – intensity and duration, which defend upon the
phonematic structure of the English and Ukrainian languages. There exist some specific
features in the structure of syllables, in the rules of syllable division in the peculiarities
of the position of the active articulating organs in pronouncing sounds, which constitute
the syllables in English and Ukrainian.
A thorough contrastive study of English syllables in comparison with those of the
native language will enable the learner to avoid mistakes will help to acquire perfect
pronunciation without any foreign accent.
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CHAPTER 6
WORD STRESS IN ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN

6.1.

INTRODUCTION

Intensification of a syllable or syllables of a word by phonetic means is called word
stress.
Word stress is one of the main distinctive features of a word. Word stress singles
out the accentual centre of the word, organizing the word as a structural unit of speech.
Word stress is a constituent of the word, a part of the model, a mode of the phonetic
organization of the word as a single unit (Багмут A.I., Покидько O.M., 2000).
As it has been pointed out in Chapter 5, each syllable, as an independent segmental
unit, is characterised by some degree of acoustic energy, which appears as a result of
intensification of speech organs muscles and their movements in the process of speech
production.
In a word, consisting of two or three syllables, one of the syllables is characterised
by a greater tension of the muscles or the organs participating in speech and
consequently, by a stronger impulse of energy than other syllable or syllables of the
word. Such syllables are said to be stressed. The syllables which are characterised by a
weaker muscle tension and a weaker impulse of energy are said to be unstressed1.
Word stress, as well as the syllable, is one of the most important and complicated
phonetic phenomena. It is possible to give an accurate definition of the nature of word
stress only on the condition of accounting the peculiarities of physiological, acoustic
and perceptual problems of its production.
In most cases word stress is defined by linguists from the physiological and
perceptual points of view as a degree of force with which a syllable is pronounced; as a
syllable which is perceived as more tense and louder than other syllables in the word.
A.I. Tomson pointed out that syllables are basically sonorous. In most languages
force gradation produces an acoustic impression of strong or weak syllables (Томсон
A.И., 1910).
G.P. Torsuyev wrote that one of the syllables of a word consisting of two or more
syllables is more distinct than the others and is perceived as stressed. The effect of
word, stress is achieved by strong tension of articulating organs.
A strong force of utterance means energetic articulation of speech organs, a strong
force of exhalation, a strong push of the air from the lungs and gives the impression of
loudness. Weak force of exhalation is the result of a weak force of utterance, of weak
energetic action of the active speech organs, and gives on acoustic impression of
softness.
Rather many scientists came to the conclusion that as a result of increased tension
of articulating organs the stressed syllables acquire a higher pitch of voice or other
frequency characteristics (Jones D., 1956; Торсуев Г.П., 1950; Васильев В. .,
Буренкова О.В., Катанская .Р., 1962; Mateеscu D., 2003 and others).
1

The term ―unstressed‖ syllable is inadequate. Actually there are no unstressed syllables in
speech. Any syllable has some degree of acoustic energy and consequently some degree of stress.
But we use the term ―unstressed‖ in this work as it is traditional and widespread in phonetics.
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Stressed syllables pronounced as phonetic words or read as dictionary units are
deprived of frequency characteristics, except the inherited frequency characteristics of
speech sounds and belong to the segmental level of speech.
Therefore, investigating the nature of word stress, phonetic words or words read as
dictionary units are to be taken as the experimental material because in these cases the
characteristics or word stress are clearly displayed and it is possible to extract
characteristics belonging to word stress.
In all the other cases when a word is pronounced isolatedly it becomes a phrase
with a definite intonation structure of a statement, request, question etc., with the
corresponding frequency characteristics of the phrase.
Having agreed that word stress is connected with a greater degree of tension and
intensity of speech organs, some linguists noted that at the same time stress may be
defined as a greater degree of prominence (Торсуев Г.П., 1950; Васильев В. .,
Буренкова О.В., Катанская .Р. и другие, 1962), that stressed syllables are perceived
as having a high degree of prominence (Mateescu D., 2003).
Criticizing this point of view it was noted in literature that word stress must not be
confused with prominence. Prominence is the degree of general distinctness of speech –
the combined effort of timbre, duration, intensified stress and pitch. It may be achieved
by means of intensified sentence stress – logic or emotional stress, by means of
components of intonation (Jones D., 1956).
The problem what characteristics of a syllable cause the impression of word stress
is important. It has been proved in Chapter 5 of the present book that the main
characteristic feature of a syllable is total acoustic energy. Stressed syllables are
characterised by a bigger degree of total acoustic energy than the corresponding
unstressed syllables.
Word stress is perceived by a human ear and consequently, the listener perceives
word stress not as increased tension of the muscles of speech organs but as the result of
this tension. The increased acoustic energy of a sentence the listener receives by the ear
as strength.
On the level of perception a stressed syllable is heard by the listener as louder,
more distinct and more ―weighty‖ than the corresponding unstressed syllable.
Total acoustic energy is a complex physical characteristic of a syllable, consisting
of two components – intensity and duration.
It was observed during the experimental study of word stress that acoustic
characteristics of intensity and duration do not act independently of each other in the
process of producing the main parameter of word stress – total acoustic energy.
Only the result of the joint coordinate action of intensity and duration – total
acoustic energy, i.e. intensity over time – the main characteristic feature of word stress
is perceived as word stress by the listener.
Stressed and unstressed syllables are homogeneous in their nature. The difference
between stressed and unstressed syllables is purely quantitative – a stressed syllable
differs from the unstressed syllables of the same word by a bigger degree of total
acoustic energy.
A bigger degree of total acoustic energy may by achieved by the increase of two of
its components or one of them, but the share of the components depends upon the
phonematic structure of the language.
Thus, in English, intensity is more important than duration, as duration is already
―engaged‖, being a phonematic feature of English vowels. In Ukrainian, where the
duration of vowels is not phonematically relevant, duration is a more important
component of total acoustic energy than intensity in producing the effect of word stress.
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To make the process of a stressed syllable production easier to comprehend let‘s
compare the formation of an unstressed and a stressed syllable with the building of two
houses: a smaller one and a bigger one.
To produce a syllable an impulse of total acoustic energy, i.e. intensity for some
period of time is required. A stressed syllable requires a bigger degree of energy, than
the unstressed one, which may be achieved by a bigger intensity or longer duration. To
build a house some work is required – an effort of the builders during some period of
time. A bigger house requires a bigger amount of work, i.e. a bigger effort and a larger
number of builders or a longer period of time.
For example, a stressed syllable in comparison with the unstressed syllable in a
word is characterised by twice as big total acoustic energy achieved by a bigger
intensity or by a longer duration. In the same way a two-floor house, in comparison with
a one-floor house may be achieved by a larger number of builders (10 builders instead
of 5), by a longer period of time (12 months instead of 6, than a one-flat house).
The main purposes of word stress are:
1. Word stress, just as a phoneme, is the inevitable element of the sounding word.
This function of word stress may be called word identifying function (Zinder
L.R., 1979). It ensures the existence of a phonetic word as a segmental unit of
speech.
The preservation of the stressed pattern of the word by emphasizing one or more of
its syllables and maintaining definite relationship of the amounts of total acoustic
energy of syllables within the word in dependence with the position of the syllables in
it, ensures the existence of a phonetic word as a segmental unit of speech.
2. The discrimination between free-word combinations and compound words is
an important function of word stress. Word stress is the main distinctive
feature of an independent word ( ванесов Р.И., 1956).
3. Plenty of examples underline the decisive role of word stress in the process of
conversion – differentiating parts of speech in English, for example:
'present n – pre'sent v
'object n – ob'ject v, etc.
4. On the higher suprasegmental level syllables serve as the structural material for
creating all the suprasegmental units of speech. Stressed syllables get
additional independent characteristics of intensity, duration, frequency, etc.,
which makes it possible to achieve semantic variations, expressiveness, modal
and emotional shades of meaning in the utterance, preserving the main
acoustic quality of word stress – total acoustic energy on the suprasegmental
level under various conditions of proof pronunciation as well.

6.2.

DEGREES OF WORD STRESS

In determining the number of degrees of stress in a language one should first of all
distinguish between the physical and linguistic aspects of the problem. In order to get a
clearer understanding of the problem the chief interest is to be concentrated upon its
linguistic aspect.
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When we speak about the degree of stress or of the physical side – the degree of
acoustic energy of the syllable – it seems reasonable to assume that each syllable in
speech (stressed as well as unstressed) is always characterised by some amount of
energy and if the degree of energy is treated from the physical point of view, there may
be distinguished as many degrees of stress in the word, as there are syllables in it.
When we speak about the degrees of word stress in the given language we have to
take into consideration, as it has been mentioned above, the number of functionally
opposed degrees of energy within the word. In this case we speak about the functional
or linguistic aspect of word stress.
Structurally, from a linguistic point of view, in every language there exists a
functional discrimination of definite degrees of stress, the number of which may be
different in different languages.
To understand the question one should take into consideration those stressed
syllables which are phonologically opposed to unstressed syllables of the word and may
therefore be said to be stressed.
Degrees of stress may be opposed to each other in case of primary and secondary
stress as a stressed syllable to another stressed syllable.
The linguistic explanation of the existence of three degrees of stress can be found in
the above-mentioned scientific works by G.P. Torsuyev, M.A. Sokolova and others. The
majority of English phoneticians assert that there are three degrees of stress in English:
primary, secondary and unstressed, e.g.
‚funda'mental;
ex‚peri'mental;
in‚vesti'gation.
The degree of total acoustic energy of unstressed syllables is considerably smaller
than that of stressed syllables and depends upon the position of the syllables in the
word.
The first unstressed syllables are stronger than all the others unstressed syllables in
the word. The final unstressed syllables are weaker than the first ones, but stronger than
the second unstressed syllable from the end. The following examples illustrate the
accentual structure of the polysyllabic words. The biggest degree of acoustic energy is
marked by number 1 (primary stress). The secondary stress is marked by number 2. The
increasing row of numbers represents the decreasing acoustic force of the unstressed
syllables. The bigger the number is above the syllable, the weaker its acoustic energy is,
e.g.
3

2

encyclopedia [ ‚
3

satisfactory [‚

1

4

'

];

2

6

1

5 3

responsibility [ ‚
2 4

5

1 5 4

'
'

];
].

The existence of a primary and a secondary word stress in English polysyllabic
words of four and more syllables is explained by the rhythmic tendency which is the
result of a great number of short notional words, consisting of one, two or rarely three
syllables and numerous unstressed form words between them, which facilitate rhythmic
tendencies of alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables in speech (Торсуев Г.П.,
1950).
Some linguists tried to solve the question of degrees of stress from a physical
viewpoint and found a different number of degrees of stress in English.
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Thus, D. Jones speaks about several degrees of stress, treating the problem from the
physical point of view (Jones D., 1962).
Four degrees of stress (primary, secondary, tertiary, weak), corresponding to four
degrees of loudness are mentioned by G.L. Trager and H.L. Smith in 1957.
Consequently, there exists a phonological opposition between three degrees of
word stress – primary, secondary stress and unstressed syllables in English polysyllabic
words and two degrees of stress in two- and three-syllable words, which have only one
stressed syllable.
In polysyllabic words the primary stress usually falls on the second or third syllable
from the end in most cases. The secondary stress falls on initial or second syllable of the
word more often.
Primary stress is characterised by the biggest degree of energy. The secondary
stress is also strong, but weaker than the primary stress.
Most words with prefixes and suffixes in English have two primary stresses – the
first primary stress falls on the root of the word, the second primary stress falls on the
suffix or prefix.
In the Ukrainian language stressed syllables are weaker in than in English. Stressed
and unstressed syllables are not so vividly opposed by the degree of total acoustic
energy in Ukrainian as in English. It is explained not only by a weaker energy of
Ukrainian stressed syllables and a stronger acoustic force of unstressed syllables but by
the absence of reduction of unstressed syllables in Ukrainian, which is typical of
English. Besides, due to the peculiarities of the Ukrainian grammatical structure, the
form words are not so numerous and consequently, a regular rhythmic alternation of
stressed and unstressed syllables is not observed in Ukrainian.
Nearly all polysyllabic Ukrainian words have two degrees of word stress – stressed
and unstressed. Three degrees of word stress are sometimes used for the sake of
emphasis in compound words or words with prefixes. Two strong stresses in multisyllable words are met more often.

6.3.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
WORD STRESS

In the middle of the 20th century the acoustic nature of stress began to be
investigated with the help of electroacoustic experimental methods which at that time
began to be applied in different laboratories of experimental phonetics in our country
and abroad.
In the experimental study of the nature of word stress, D.B. Fry asserted that
duration and intensity were both cues for judgement of word stress, but duration was
more effective than intensity (Fry D.B., 1955).
Observations of other scientists supported his point of view (Соколова M.A., 1960;
Торуев И.П., 1960).
In a similar experimental investigation with an equal amount of experimental
material and an equal number of speakers, as in that by D. Fry, Ph. Lieberman tried to
prove that intensity is a more important component of word stress than duration though
the fundamental frequency seemed to be more relevant (Lieberman Ph., 1960).
A number of scientists tried to prove on the basis of experimental analysis that
fundamental frequency was the main acoustic cue, differentiating stressed and
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unstressed syllables in British and American English, drawing attention to the fact that
the main acoustic correlate of word stress was not so much fundamental frequency, but
the character of the movement of the tone, its deviation from the level tone (Bolinger
D.L., 1958; Селезнѐва И.С., 1960 and others).
A contradictory result of the first experimental investigations of word stress may be
explained by the following reasons:
1. The experimental words and phrases read by one or two speakers were rather
limited in number. The results, received in the process of experiment, were not verified
with the help of exact methods of statistic analysis. Consequently, the results of
experiments were not reliable.
2. The acoustic characteristics of word stress were investigated in isolated words
or in one word phrases, neglecting the influence of the position of the syllable in the
word, the communicative type of the phrase and consequently, the intonation structure
of the phrase and its inference on the acoustic characteristics of stressed and unstressed
syllables were neglected.
3. The correlation between the acoustic parameters of word stress was not
discussed, while it is impossible to examine the nature of word stress without studying
the correlation of its acoustic characteristics and the share of each of them in producing
the effect of stress.
Word stress in Ukrainian has not been the object of special experimental
investigations until the 1960s.
In view of this the nature of word stress in English and Ukrainian was one of the
most urgent and open problems for study.
To obtain reliable data of acoustic cues of word stress it is necessary to take into
consideration the following requirements:
1. The amount of experimental data and the number of speakers should be
statistically sufficient to ensure reliable results of the experiments. A sufficient number
of male and female speakers will make it possible to account physiological and gender
variations.
2. Stressed syllables should be represented in different positions in the word – at
the beginning of the word and at the end of it. Stressed and unstressed syllables should
be compared in similar positions. In this way the influence of the position of the syllable
on its physical characteristics could be taken into consideration.
3. To avoid the influence of the intonation structure on the characteristics of word
stress, stressed and unstressed syllables are to be analysed in different communicative
types of phrases. Those characteristics which are explained by the variations of the
intonation structure – movement of the tone, its level, etc., belong to sentence stress, not
to word stress.
4. All the quantity results of the experiments are to be subjected to mathematic
statistic analysis to prove their reliability.
In the 1970s an experimental investigation of English and Ukrainian word stress
observing all the requirements stated above was undertaken (Бровченко T.A., 1972).
The material chosen for experimental analysis was a group of stress pairs of the
type ―'accent‖ (noun) and ―ac'cent‖ (verb) in English and of the type ―брати‖ (verb) and
―брати‖ (noun, plural) in Ukrainian, in which a change in grammatical function was
associated with a shift of stress from the first to the second syllable.
The pairs of words, the primary difference between which was in the stress pattern,
made it possible to compare stressed and unstressed syllables similar as to their sound
composition and position of the syllable in the word, i.e. the same vowels under stress
and without it.
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To obtain reliable data of acoustic cues of word stress it was necessary to consider
the structure of the phrases and their intonation patterns, because the acoustic
characteristics of a syllable may depend on them. Therefore, by acoustic cues of word
stress we understood only those of them which remained invariable under six types of
pronouncing conditions:
1. Individual physiological and gender peculiarities, i.e. those explained by
individual and physiological characteristics of voices, individual variations typical of a
speaker‘s voice and variations typical of male and female voices had to be considered.
2. It was necessary to investigate the influence of individual characteristics of
vowels on the physical nature of word stress and therefore, the comparison of the same
stressed and unstressed vowels was the main type of the experiments. An additional test
had to be undertaken both in English and Ukrainian when stressed vowels were
compared with the unstressed vowel within one word.
3. The syllabic structure of the experimental words had to be taken into
consideration. Acoustic characteristics of two- three- and four-syllable words had to be
compared.
4. As the position of the syllable in the word might also influence the acoustic
characteristics of word stress initial and final syllables had to be also analysed
separately and the data had to be compared to avoid the influence of positional
conditions of the syllable.
5. The intonation structure of the experimental phrases had to be taken into
consideration. To avoid the influence of intonation on the acoustic characteristics of
word stress, the groups of one-word phrases, pronounced as statements and those
pronounced as general questions had to be analysed separately.
6. The characteristics of syllables in one-word phrases had to be compared with
those characteristics in extended phrases which had to be also analysed separately and
the results had to be compared.
As a result, all the precautions were taken in this book to define exact
characteristics of word stress despite different conditions of pronunciation and different
grammatic and intonation structure of the utterances.
For a detailed investigation of word stress in English and Ukrainian, in order to
explore the situation in a more controlled fashion, two sets of experiments were carried
out.
The first set of experiments implied the quantitative analysis of absolute and
relative acoustic characteristics of similar syllabic vowels in pairs of words differing in
stress. The purpose of these series of experiments was to get a clearer understanding of
the difference between the acoustic characteristics of stressed and unstressed syllables
under different conditions of pronunciation.
The second set of experiments implied the analysis of the relation of absolute
values of total energy, intensity, duration and fundamental frequency of stressed vowels
to the characteristics of the corresponding unstressed vowels in pairs of words.
The aim of those experiments was to take into consideration the difference in the
quality of stressed and unstressed vowels and reveal those characteristics which were
typical of stressed syllables and were vividly opposed to the unstressed ones within the
same word despite the difference in vowels.
Gender peculiarities of stressed and unstressed were also taken into consideration.
Male and female voices were analysed separately and the data compared.
The analysis of relative acoustic characteristics made it possible to define the
physical nature of word stress, to reveal the main acoustic characteristics of word stress
and its components. The analysis of the relative acoustic characteristics provided
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conditions for a detailed investigation of the parameters of word stress in English and
Ukrainian.
Several independent experimental studies and the statistical analysis of the data
(implying the calculations of measures of central tendency, variability, reliability and
other measurements) made it possible to obtain reliable material concerning the acoustic
and perceptual cues of word stress in English and Ukrainian.
The following measurements of acoustic characteristics in each utterance were
carried out:
1. Peak intensity, measured in conventional units (conv. units).
2. Duration, measured in milliseconds (msec).
3. Total acoustic energy, i.e. the integral of the amplitude over time, measured in
conv. units. A special device has been employed to integrate the area under the intensity
curve represented by the intonogram.
4. Peak, fundamental frequency or pitch, measured in cycles per second (cps).

6.4.

ACOUSTIC NATURE OF WORD STRESS
IN ENGLISH

The list of experimental material for the investigation of nature of word stress in
English included minimal word-pairs with initial or final stressed syllables pronounced
isolatedly and in one-word and extended phrases by twenty speakers – 10 male voices
and 10 female ones.
Examples:
'conflict
con'flict;
'protest
pro'test;
'contract
con'tract;
'integral
in'tegral, etc.
Each speaker read the experimental utterances observing the following conditions:
1. isolated words were read twice: a) as vocabulary units and b) as one-word
statements;
2. 10 one-word sentences were read as interrogative phrases – general questions;
3. the same words were included into simple declarative phrases and the
corresponding interrogative phrases.
Examples:
That‘s a 'conflict.
Did they con'flict?
That‘s a 'protest.
Did they pro'test?
That‘s a 'contrast.
Did they con'trast?
That‘s an 'integral.
Is that in'tegral?
They didn‘t con'flict.
Didn‘t they con'flict?
They didn‘t pro'test.
Didn‘t they pro'test?
They didn‘t con'trast.
Didn‘t they con'trast?
That isn‘t in'tegral.
Isn‘t that in'tegral?
The investigation of the data of approximately 1500 English one-word and
extended phrases showed that in all the cases the total energy of the stressed syllables
was much bigger than the total energy of the corresponding unstressed syllables. Some
variations of characteristics of absolute acoustic energy observed from speaker to
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speaker and the difference between male and female voices could be explained by the
individual physiological and gender peculiarities of the speakers. It‘s important to note
that relative acoustic characteristics of word stress remained stable and did not differ
essentially within each group of experimental material.
Examination of the data, presented in table 6.1, shows that the total energy of the
stressed syllables in one-word phrases in English was more than twice as big as that of
the unstressed syllables.
Despite the differences between the results of absolute meanings of acoustic
characteristics of stressed syllables in speech of the same speaker and the characteristics
of different speakers, in phrases read by male or female voices, relative acoustic
characteristics remained stable and illustrated the relevant difference between stressed
and unstressed syllables. Thus, the examination of the data presented in table 6.1
showed that the average total energy of stressed syllables prevailed over the energy of
the corresponding unstressed syllables.
The average coefficients denoting the relation of total energy of the stressed
syllables to the total energy of the corresponding unstressed syllables in one-word
phrases were considerably big. The average total energy of stressed syllables in
extended phrases was big enough but not as big as in one-word sentences.
Coefficients, denoting the relation of the acoustic characteristics of the stressed
syllables to that of the unstressed ones, were measured in relative units. It‘s possible to
assert that stressed syllables were characterised by a bigger total energy both in oneword and in extended phrases in English (table 6.1).
Table 6.1
Average absolute and relative characteristics of total acoustic energy of
English stressed and unstressed syllables in one-word and extended phrases

Speakers

One-word phrases
Absolute meanings of
Relative
acoustic energy
meanings of
(conv. units)
energy (rel.
Stressed Unstressed
units)
syllables
syllables

Extended phrases
Absolute meanings of
Relative
acoustic energy
meanings of
(conv. units)
acoustic energy
Stressed Unstressed
(rel. units)
syllables
syllables

Male voice

297

147

2.02

236

145

1.63

Female
voice

200

95

2.11

209

122

1.71

Total

249

121

2.06

223

134

1.67

It seems reasonable to assume that the role of total acoustic energy as a
characteristic feature of word stress is more vivid in isolated words pronounced as
vocabulary units which are more simple than that of extended phrases, the structure of
which is more complicated.
The total acoustic energy of stressed and unstressed syllables in English was
analysed under different conditions of pronunciation.
The results of the analysis showed that the energetic characteristics of the stressed
syllables did not depend upon the position of the syllable in the word. The coefficients
showing the relation of the total energy of the stressed syllables to the total energy of
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the corresponding unstressed syllables in initial and in final syllables were more than 2
rel. units.
No significant difference between two relative characteristics of the total acoustic
energy was observed between two- and three-syllable words, though the amount of
absolute energy was bigger in two-syllable words. The coefficients showing the
difference between the total energy of stressed and unstressed syllables varied from 1.93
to 2.25 rel. units (table 6.2).
Table 6.2
Average absolute and relative characteristics of total acoustic energy of
English stressed and unstressed syllables under different conditions of
pronunciation

Conditions of pronunciation of
stressed and unstressed syllables

Position of the
syllables in the words

Syllabic structure of
the word

One-word phrases
Absolute characteristics of
Relative
acoustic energy (conv.
characteristics of
units)
acoustic energy
Stressed
Unstressed
(rel. units)
syllables
syllables

initial

251

123

2.04

final

227

101

2.25

278

144

1.93

227

101

2.25

two-syllable
words
four-syllable
words

The results of the experimental analysis showed that the relative acoustic
characteristics of the total acoustic energy in English remained stable under different
conditions of pronunciation corroborating the theory of the leading role of total acoustic
energy in creating the effect of word stress.
As it has been asserted in Chapter 5 total acoustic energy – the main physical
characteristic feature of word stress – is a complex acoustic parameter, created by two
components – intensity and duration. The results of the experimental analysis showed
that the intensity of the stressed syllables prevails over that of the corresponding
unstressed syllables in English, but not so much as the total acoustic energy. The
coefficients showing the relation of the intensity of the stressed syllables to the intensity
of the unstressed syllables are considerably smaller than those of total acoustic energy.
The coefficients showing the relation of the intensity of the stressed syllables to the
intensity of the unstressed syllables are considerably smaller than those of the total
acoustic energy. A sharp decrease of intensity in extended phrases reveal the
subordinate role of intensity as a component of the total acoustic energy in English
(table 6.3).
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Table 6.3
Average absolute and relative characteristics of intensity of English stressed and
unstressed syllables in one-word and extended phrases
One-word phrases
Absolute characteristics Relative
of intensity (conv.
characteSpeakers
units)
ristics of
Stressed Unstressed intensity (rel.
syllables
syllables
units)
Male
13.8
8.7
1.53
voices
Female
10.7
6.6
1.62
voices
Total

12.5

7.9

1.58

Extended phrases
Relative
Absolute meanings of
meanings
intensity (conv. units)
of
Stressed Unstressed intensity
syllables
syllables (rel. units)
11.1

8.8

1.26

9.5

7.0

1.36

10.3

7.9

1.31

The intensity of stressed and unstressed syllables in English was analysed under
different conditions of pronunciation.
The results of the analyses showed that the intensity of the stressed syllables was
rather big and did not depend upon the position of the syllable in the word. The
coefficients showing the relation of intensity of the stressed syllables to the intensity of
the corresponding unstressed syllables did not differ considerably and were as big.
No significant difference between the relative characteristics of intensity was
observed among two- and three-syllable words.
These observations support the conclusion about the significant but secondary role
of intensity as a component of the main acoustic characteristic feature of word stress –
total energy in English (table 6.4).
Table 6.4
Average absolute and relative characteristics of intensity of English stressed and
unstressed syllables under different conditions of pronunciation
One-word phrases
Conditions of pronunciation

Position of the
syllables in the
words

Syllabic structure
of the word

Absolute characteristics
of intensity (conv. units)
Stressed
Unstressed
syllables
syllables

Relative
characteristics
of intensity
(rel. units)

initial

13.0

8.5

1.53

final

12.2

7.6

1.61

two-syllable
words

12.7

8.2

1.55

three-syllable
words

12.2

7.5

1.63
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The results of the experimental analysis showed that the duration of stressed
syllables in English one-word and extended phrases was longer than the duration of the
corresponding unstressed syllables. However, the difference was not so big as the
difference between the total acoustic energy of stressed and unstressed syllables and
considerably smaller than the difference of intensity between stressed and unstressed
syllables.
The coefficients showing the relative duration of stressed syllables were smaller
than those of the intensity.
A bigger total acoustic energy of stressed syllables may be achieved by means of
increase of its components – intensity or duration or both of them.
The results of the experimental investigation made it possible to affirm that the
share of duration and intensity in creating the total acoustic energy of a stressed syllable
is not equal. The share of duration is not as big as the share of intensity in English (table
6.5).
As it has been mentioned before, the length of vowels is phonematically important
in English. As duration is ―engaged‖ on speech sounds level, its role on the level of
word stress is diminished.
Table 6.5
Average absolute and relative characteristics of duration of English stressed
and unstressed syllables in one-word and extended phrases

Speakers

Male
voices
Female
voices
Total

One-word phrases
Relative
Absolute characteristics
characteof durations (msec)
ristics of
Stressed Unstressed
duration
syllables
syllables
(rel. units)

Extended phrases
Absolute
Relative
characteristics of
characteduration (msec)
ristics of
Stressed Unstressed intensity
syllables
syllables (rel. units)

153

119

1.38

139

107

1.29

158

111

1.33

136

102

1.32

156

115

1.39

133

105

1.31

The duration of stressed and unstressed syllables in English was analysed under
different conditions of pronunciation.
The results of the analysis showed that the coefficients characterizing the relation
of duration of stressed syllables to the corresponding unstressed syllables were rather
low and didn‘t deviate much under different conditions of pronunciation, supporting the
idea that the share of duration creating stressed syllables is not so big as the share of
intensity in English (table 6.6).
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Table 6.6
Average absolute and relative characteristics of duration of English stressed
and unstressed syllables under different conditions of pronunciation

Conditions of pronunciation

Position of
the syllables
in the word

initial

137

98

1.40

final

153

118

1.37

160

117

1.38

132

98

1.35

statements

150

116

1.29

questions
(general)

162

107

1.51

two-syllable
words
three-syllable
words

Syllabic
structure of
the word
Intonation
structure of
the phrase

Phonetic words
Absolute characteristics
Relative
of duration
characteristics of
Stressed
Unstressed
duration
syllables
syllables

The results of the experimental analysis of the frequency characteristics of word
stress in English showed that the measurements of pitch slightly prevail in stressed
syllables over those of the unstressed syllables. The coefficients of relative pitch of the
stressed syllables vary in the limits from 1.18 rel. units to 1.23 rel. units, which makes it
possible to admit that the frequency is not relevant as a characteristic feature of word
stress in English (table 6.7).
Table 6.7
Average absolute and relative pitch characteristics of English stressed and
unstressed syllables in one-word and extended phrases

Speakers

Male
voices
Female
voices
Total

One-word phrases
Extended phrases
Absolute
characteristics of pitch Relative Absolute characteristics of Relative
pitch (cps.)
pitch
(cps.)
pitch
(rel.
Stressed Unstressed (rel. units)
Stressed
Unstressed
units)
syllables syllables
syllables
syllables
152

123

1.24

167

135

1.24

264

222

1.18

261

216

1.21

208

173

1.21

214

176

1.23
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Frequency characteristics were analysed under different conditions of
pronunciation. The results of the analysis showed that in different positions of the
syllables in the words and in different syllabic structures, the pitch of the stressed
syllables varied considerably. The relative pitch characteristics of stressed syllables
were even smaller than those of duration. The coefficients showing the difference in
pitch under various conditions of pronunciation were very small in all the cases and
varied from 1.10 rel. unit to 1.26 rel. units.
All the above testify to the conclusion that pitch is not a characteristic feature of
word stress in English (table 6.8).
Table 6.8
Average absolute and relative characteristics of pitch of English stressed and
unstressed syllables under different conditions of pronunciation

Conditions of pronunciation

Position
of
the
syllables in the word

Phonetic words
Absolute characteristics
Relative
of pitch (cps.)
characteristics
Stressed
Unstressed
of pitch
syllables
syllables

initial

194

165

1.18

final

202

160

1.26

190

160

1.19

196

178

1.10

two-syllable
Syllabic structure of words
the word
three-syllable
words

As a result of the experimental investigation of word stress in English a conclusion
can be made that word stress in English is energetic in nature. The main physical
parameter of word stress is total acoustic energy – intensity over time. The main
components of total acoustic energy are intensity and duration with the help which the
main acoustic characteristic feature of word stress is formed.
The role of intensity and duration is not equal in producing the effect of word
stress. Intensity is the main component of total acoustic energy in English. The share of
duration is not as big as the share of intensity which is explained by the phonological
structure of the English language, i.e. the ―engagement‖ of duration on the level of
speech sounds.
The pitch of voice cannot be considered a characteristic feature of word stress in
English. A higher pitch characterises stressed syllables, very seldom. The coefficients
showing the average relation of pitch of stressed syllables to the corresponding
unstressed ones are very low and do not help to distinguish stressed and unstressed
syllables. Pitch characteristics are not stable under different conditions of pronunciation
and differentiate various communicative types of phrases on the suprasegmental level.
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6.5.

ACOUSTIC NATURE OF WORD STRESS
IN UKRAINIAN

The list of experimental material for the investigation of nature of word stress in
Ukrainian included minimal word-pairs with initial or final stressed syllables
pronounced isolatedly as vocabulary units and in one-word and extended phrases by 20
speakers – 10 male voices and 10 female voices.
Examples:
брáти
сéстри
вікна
музика

брати;
сестри;
вікнá;
музика.

Each speaker read the experimental utterances preserving the following conditions:
1. Isolated words were read twice: (a) as vocabulary units and (b) as one-word
statements.
2. 10 words were read as one-word interrogative phrases – general questions.
3. The same words were included into simple extended phrases, e.g. declarative
and interrogative phrases – general questions.
Examples:
Не треба цього брáти.
Чи треба цє брáти?
Це великі вікна.
Це великі вікна?
Це мої сéстри.
Це мої сéстри?
Це гарна мýзика.
Це гарна музика?
Це твої брати.
Це твої брати?
Не бачу цього вікнá.
Не бачиш цього вікнá?
Немає твоєї сестри.
Немає твоєї сестри?
Він гарний музика.
Він гарний музика?
The investigation of the data of approximately 1500 Ukrainian one-word and
extended phrases showed that absolute and relative characteristics of total acoustic
energy of the stressed syllables were nearly twice bigger than those of the unstressed
syllables. The coefficients showing the relation of the total energy of the stressed
syllables to the total energy of the unstressed syllables was 1.96 rel. units in one word
phrases.
The relative average total energy of the stressed syllables of extended sentences
was big enough but not so big as in one-word phrases. The coefficient showing the
relation between the total energy of the stressed and the unstressed syllables in extended
sentences was 1.79 rel. units (table 6.9).
It may be assumed that in Ukrainian, as well as in English, the influence of
sentence stress and other prosodic characteristics is stronger in more complicated
extended phrases than in one-word phrases.
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Table 6.9
Average absolute and relative characteristics of total acoustic energy of Ukrainian
stressed and unstressed syllables in one-word and extended phrases
One-word phrases
Extended phrases
Absolute meaning of
Absolute
Relative
Relative
total energy
characteristics of total charactecharacteSpeakers
(conv. units)
energy (conv. units)
ristics of
ristics of total
total
Stressed Unstressed
energy
Stressed Unstressed
energy
syllables syllables
(rel. units)
syllables syllables
(rel. units)
Male
431
237
1.97
256
154
1.66
voices
Female
455
235
1.94
310
192
1.61
voices
Total

443

236

1.96

285

179

1.64

The total acoustic energy of stressed and unstressed syllables in Ukrainian has been
analysed under different conditions of pronunciation.
The results of the analysis showed that energetic characteristics of the stressed
syllables did not depend upon the position of the syllable in the word. The coefficients
of the relation of total energy between the stressed and the corresponding unstressed
syllables in initial and final syllables were more than two rel. units.
No significant difference was observed in two- and three-syllable words. Under all
the conditions of pronunciation the average total energy was big enough to assert that
total energy is the main physical characteristic feature of word stress in Ukrainian as
well as in English (table 6.10).
Table 6.10
Average absolute and relative characteristics of total acoustic energy of Ukrainian
stressed and unstressed syllables under different conditions of pronunciation

Conditions of pronunciation of
stressed and unstressed syllables
Position of the
syllables in the
word

initial

Absolute characteristics of
acoustic energy (conv.
units)
Stressed
Unstressed
syllables
syllables
194
165

Relative
characteristics of
acoustic energy
(rel. units)
1.18

final
202
160
1.26
two-syllable
190
160
1.19
Syllabic structure words
of the word
three-syllable
196
178
1.10
words
The results of the experimental analysis showed that the intensity of stressed
syllables prevailed over the intensity of the corresponding unstressed syllables but
considerably less than that of the total acoustic energy. The coefficients showing the
relating of the intensity between stressed and unstressed syllables were smaller than the
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corresponding coefficients in English. The coefficients of correlation between
Ukrainian stressed and unstressed syllables were equally low both in one-word and
extended phrases.
The results illustrate that the share of intensity as a component of the main
characteristic feature of word stress – total acoustic energy, is not so important in
Ukrainian as in English (table 6.11).
The intensity of stressed and unstressed syllables in Ukrainian was analysed under
different conditions of pronunciation.
Table 6.11
Average absolute and relative intensity of Ukrainian stressed and unstressed
syllables in one-word and extended phrases
One-word phrases
Absolute meanings of Relative
intensity (conv. units) characteris
Speakers
-tics of
Stressed Unstressed
intensity
syllables syllables
(rel. units)
Male
15.4
12.5
1.23
voices
Female
13.7
11.0
1.24
voices
Total

14.6

11.8

1.24

Extended phrases
Absolute meanings of
Relative
intensity (conv. units) characteristics of
Stressed Unstressed
intensity (rel.
syllables
syllables
units)
13.6

10.6

1.28

12.5

10.2

1.23

12.4

9.6

1.26

The indices of relative characteristics of intensity of stressed syllables under
different conditions of pronunciations were considerably smaller than those of the total
energy and didn‘t differ considerably between stressed and unstressed syllables. The
relative characteristics of intensity were stable in different syllabic structures of the
word. Under other conditions of pronunciation the indices of relative characteristics of
intensity were not so stable either, and the relative intensity of the initial syllable was
lower than that of the final syllables (table 6.12).
Table 6.12
Average absolute and relative characteristics of intensity of Ukrainian stressed
and unstressed syllables under different conditions of pronunciation

Conditions of pronunciation

Position of
the syllables
in the word
Syllabic
structure of
the word

One-word statement
Absolute characteristics of
Relative
intensity (conv. units)
characteristics of
Stressed
Unstressed
intensity
syllables
syllables
(rel. units)

initial

15.1

13.6

1.11

final
two-syllable
words
threesyllable
words

14.0

11.7

1.20

15.2

12.0

1.26

1.18

9.6

1.23
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A bigger average intensity of the stressed syllables than of the unstressed ones
makes it possible to assure that intensity is one of the characteristic features of word
stress in Ukrainian and a more important component of total energy than duration.
However, considerably smaller average indices of intensity than those of total
energy and the dependence of intensity of conditions of pronunciation support the idea
that intensity is not an independent characteristic feature of word stress but is a
component of total acoustic energy.
The results of the experimental analysis showed that the duration of the stressed
syllables in Ukrainian was considerably longer than in the corresponding unstressed
ones in one-word and in extended phrases, which is explained by the influence of
prosodic suprasegmental characteristics on the characteristics of the word stress.
The difference in duration between the stressed and unstressed syllables was much
bigger than, the difference between the intensity of stressed and unstressed syllables in
Ukrainian.
The average coefficients showing the relation of the duration of stressed syllables
to the duration of the unstressed syllables in one word phrases in Ukrainian were bigger
than in extended phrases (table 6.13).
Table 6.13
Average absolute and relative duration stressed and unstressed syllables in oneword and extended Ukrainian phrases
One-word phrases
Speakers

Male
voices
Female
voices
Total

Absolute duration (msec)

Relative
durations
(rel. units)

Extended phrases
Absolute duration
Relative
(msec)
durations
Stressed Unstressed
(rel. units)
syllables
syllables

Stressed
syllables

Unstressed
syllables

229

142

1.46

157

114

1.38

202

126

1.60

160

105

1.47

205

134

1.56

159

112

1.43

The duration of stressed and unstressed syllables in Ukrainian was analysed under
different conditions of pronunciation.
The results of the analysis showed that the coefficients characterizing the relation
of the duration of stressed syllables to that of the corresponding unstressed syllables
were not so big as those of the total acoustic energy, but considerably bigger than those
of the relative intensity.
Some variations in the indices of the coefficients of the relative duration of stressed
syllables under different conditions of pronunciation were observed. The average
relative duration of initial stressed syllables was shorter than that of final stressed
syllables. The average relative duration of stressed syllables in statements and questions
was rather stable (table 6.14).
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Table 6.14
Average absolute and relative characteristics of duration of Ukrainian stressed
and unstressed syllables under different conditions of pronunciation

Conditions of pronunciation

Position of the
syllables in the
word

initial

One-word statement
Absolute characteristics of
Relative
duration (msec)
characteristics
Stressed
Unstressed
of duration (rel.
syllables
syllables
units)
147
110
1.34

final
169
118
1.43
two-syllable
Syllabic
212
138
1.59
words
structure of the
three-syllable
word
182
121
1.50
words
The importance of the two components of the acoustic energy – intensity and
duration is not equal in Ukrainian.
Both intensity and duration have the smaller average meanings than those of the
total acoustic energy. Nevertheless, the share of duration in the formation of the total
acoustic energy is bigger than that of intensity. The average relative indices of duration
are bigger than those of intensity and thus duration may be considered a more important
component of acoustic energy than intensity in Ukrainian (table 6.15).
The difference between pitch characteristics of the stressed and unstressed syllables
is very small in Ukrainian, considerably smaller than that of intensity. The coefficients
showing the relation of pitch of stressed syllables to the corresponding unstressed ones
do not differ essentially in various conditions of pronunciation.
The only exception was the pitch of stressed syllables in different communicative
types of phrases. The average relative pitch of stressed syllables was considerably
smaller in statements than in general questions. Such a difference may be explained by
the cooperation of segmental characteristic of word stress with the suprasegmental
characteristics of sentence stress and intonation. It supports the viewpoint that pitch
modulations are relevant on the suprasegmental level and not relevant on the level of
word stress (tables 6.15, 6.16).
Table 6.15
Average absolute and relative characteristics of pitch of stressed and
unstressed syllables in Ukrainian one-word and extended phrases
One-word phrases
Absolute characteristic of
Relative
Speakers
pitch (cps.)
pitch
Stressed Unstressed
(rel. units)
syllables
syllables
Male
190
152
1.25
voices
Female
303
269
1.13
voices
Total

247

211

1.19

157

Extended phrases
Absolute characteristic
Relative
of pitch (cps.)
pitch
Stressed Unstressed
(rel. units)
syllables
syllables
169

134

1.26

271

262

1.06

225

193

1.16

Table 6.16
Average absolute and relative characteristics of pitch of stressed and unstressed
syllables in Ukrainian one word phrases under different conditions of
pronunciation

Conditions of pronunciation
Position of
the syllables
in the word
Syllabic
structure of
the word

Intonation
structure of
the phrase

initial

Absolute characteristics of
pitch (cps.)
Stressed
Unstressed
syllables
syllables
254
218

Relative
characteristics
of pitch
(rel. units)
1.17

final

248

218

1.14

two-syllable
words

241

207

1.16

226

202

1.12

186

158

1.18

271

202

1.36

threesyllable
words
statements
questions
(general)

Thus, English and Ukrainian word stress is energetic in character. The main
physical characteristic feature of word stress distinguishing stressed syllables from the
corresponding unstressed syllables is total acoustic energy, which is the result of a joint
action of two components – intensity and duration both in English and in Ukrainian.
The share of the two components of the total acoustic energy is not equal in English
and Ukrainian.
In the English language intensity is the leading component of the total acoustic
energy. It is a more important component of the total energy than duration. The
difference in intensity between stressed and unstressed syllables is bigger than that of
duration in English.
A less important role of duration on the level of word stress in English may be
explained by the phonematic structure of this language in which length of vowels is
capable of distinguishing words and thus, is ―engaged‖ on the level of speech sounds in
English and is less important on the level of word stress.
In Ukrainian where the length of vowels is not phonematically important duration
is the leading component of the main characteristic feature of word stress – total
acoustic energy. Intensity is a less important component of total energy than duration in
Ukrainian but as it has been mentioned above in English the share of intensity as a
component of the main acoustic characteristic feature of word stress is bigger than that
of duration.
Frequency characteristics of word stress are not relevant on the level of word stress
both in English and in Ukrainian.

Table 6.17
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A summarizing table of absolute acoustic characteristics of
English and Ukrainian stressed and unstressed syllables
Acoustic
characteristics
Total energy
(conv. units)
Intensity
(conv. units)
Duration
(msec)
Pitch
(cps)

English

Ukrainian

Stressed

Unstressed

Stressed

Unstressed

249

121

443

236

12,5

7,9

14,6

11,8

156

115

205

134

M. 150
W. 264

M. 123
W. 299

M. 190
W. 303

M. 152
W. 269

X = 207

X = 211

X = 247

X = 210

Table 6.18
A summarizing table of correlation coefficients between acoustic
characteristics of stressed and unstressed syllables in English and Ukrainian
Acoustic
characteristics

Coefficients of English and Ukrainian
English

Ukrainian

Total energy

2.06

1.96

Intensity

1.58

1.24

Duration

1.39

1.56

Pitch

M. 1.24
W. 1.18

M. 1.25
W. 1.13

X = 1.21

X = 1.19

6.6. PERCEPTION OF ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
WORD STRESS IN ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN
The problem of word stress cannot be solved finally by describing objective
acoustic correlates of word stress alone.
It is just as important to determine what subjective characteristics make it possible
for a human being to distinguish between stressed and unstressed syllables.
Since the research into the perception of stressed and unstressed syllables was the
object of the given paragraph, some auditory experiments were carried out.
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Twenty isolated English words read as vocabulary units were singled out of ten
accentual pairs of similar sound compositions and were presented to ten listeners whose
native language was English. Similar twenty isolated words read by Ukrainian speakers
were presented to ten listeners, whose native language was Ukrainian.
As pointed out above total acoustic energy – the result of coordinated action of
intensity and duration is the main physical cue of stressed syllables in English and
Ukrainian. Changes in the components of acoustic energy – intensity and duration may
cause changes in the perception of syllables as stressed or unstressed. An opinion was
expressed by some linguists that frequency may also distinguish a stressed syllable from
the unstressed one. However, it has been proved in the preceding paragraphs that neither
the height of the tone nor the deviations from its level could be considered the
characteristics of word stress in English and Ukrainian.
In the course of auditory analysis the listeners had to take into account the
subjective characteristics of stressed and unstressed syllables and to define them.
While listening to speech the listeners succeed in distinguish stressed and
unstressed syllables of the word due to the acoustic cues of the stressed and unstressed
syllables that are relevant on the word stress level in the given language. Different
languages, naturally, may have different acoustic cues and consequently, different
recognition routines.
It should be noted that listeners reserve their final decision on the recognition of
stressed and unstressed syllables until they perceive the entire word, i.e. they perceive
the phonetic structure of the word as a whole. In view of this, it is especially important
to examine absolute and perceived acoustic characteristics of stressed and unstressed
syllables and examine their relationship in the experimental words. Since stressed and
unstressed syllables are determined by means of the subjective criteria in this paragraph
it is important to take into consideration what the subjective criteria, distinguishing the
stressed syllable from the unstressed one may be:
 strength of the syllable corresponds to the objective characteristic of total
acoustic energy;
 loudness of the syllable corresponds to the objective acoustic characteristic of
intensity;
 length of the syllable corresponds to the objective acoustic characteristic of
duration;
 pitch of the syllable corresponds to the objective acoustic characteristic of
fundamental frequency;
 weight of the syllable.
The results of the auditory analysis revealed a close correlation between the
primary objective physical parameter of word stress – total acoustic energy and
subjective perceptual characteristic – strength.
The stressed syllables were perceived by the subjects as stronger than the
corresponding unstressed syllables in 98.5 % of cases in the English speech and in 96.4
% of cases in the Ukrainian speech.
The auditory analysis revealed that there exists a correlation between the objective
quantitative acoustic characteristics of components of word stress – intensity and
duration and their subjective qualitative perceived characteristics – length and duration.
Objective parameter of intensity is perceived by a human ear as loudness. The
stressed syllables are perceived louder than the unstressed ones. As well as intensity is
an important objective component of the total acoustic energy, loudness is an important
subjective component of strength of stressed syllables.
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The share of loudness in creating the impression of strength of stressed syllables is
bigger in English than in Ukrainian (76 % of cases in English and 46 % of cases in
Ukrainian were perceived as louder ones).
Objective parameter of duration is perceived by a human ear as length.
As well as duration is an objective component of total acoustic energy length is a
subjective component of strength.
The share of length in creating the duration of stressed syllables is very important
in the Ukrainian language.
The listeners registered 68.6 % of cases when the stressed syllables were longer
than the unstressed ones in Ukrainian. This result supported the conclusion that duration
on acoustic level and length on the level of perception are the leading components of the
main acoustic characteristic feature of stressed syllables – the total energy in Ukrainian.
As a result of auditory analysis 72.1 % of stressed syllables were perceived by the
subjects as longer than the correspondent unstressed in English and 68.6 % in
Ukrainian.
This conclusion contradicts the results of the objective acoustic analysis of duration
which stated that the primary component of the total acoustic energy in English was
intensity, and duration was a component of minor importance.
Longer length of English stressed syllables on the level of perception may be
explained not as much by the effect of word stress as by the existence of long vowel
phonemes in the phonematic system of the English language. This suggestion may be
supported by a bigger coefficient of correlation between the intensity of stressed and
unstressed syllables, while in Ukrainian it is considerably smaller.
Subjective characteristics of the height of tone or pitch as well, as the objective
characteristics of the fundamental frequency, proved that they were insignificant in
differentiating both English and Ukrainian stressed and unstressed syllables. The higher
pitch of voice of stressed syllables was not significantly bigger than that of the
corresponding unstressed ones and was perceived by the listeners as higher in pitch in
25.2 % of cases in English and 19.5 % in Ukrainian and consequently, could not be
considered characteristics of word stress on subjective level too.
The concept of syllable weight, grounded on phonetic considerations, was
developed by M.K. Gordon in his thesis for a doctor‘s degree in 1999. According to
M.K. Gordon syllable weight, as well as the weight of other phonetic phenomena, is a
language property. The results of his survey confirmed the hypothesis that weight was
shown to have different dysfunctions in different phonetic processes. Syllable types
according to this theory may belong to the light or to the heavy ones in weight.
Unstressed syllables are perceived as light in weight, stressed syllables are heavy in
weight.
Auditory analysis revealed that while evaluating syllables from the viewpoint of the
sensation of their weight, many subjects came to the conclusion that stressed syllables
were perceived as more ―weighty‖ and more ―heavy‖ than the unstressed ones. 52.8 %
of cases the subjects perceived the stressed syllables as more weighty in English and
46.2 % in Ukrainian.
A big number of cases when stressed syllables were perceived as more weighty
make it possible to suggest that weight may be the third component of total energy
caused by the strength of sounds or by bioelectric activity of the speech producing
muscles, but these are just suppositions and nothing is yet known about the objective
correlate of weight.
The concept of weight is a new scientifically interesting notion and requires further
elaboration (table 6.19).
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Table 6.19
Perceptual acoustic characteristics of stressed and unstressed syllables in English
and Ukrainian
Perceptual characteristics of stressed
syllables in comparison with unstressed
ones
Strength
Loudness
Length
Pitch
Weight

6.7.

Number of cases of prevailing
perceptual characteristics of stressed
syllables (%)
English
Ukrainian
98.4
96.7
76.5
46.0
71.2
68.6
25.2
16.5
52.8
46.2

POSITION OF WORD STRESS IN ENGLISH
AND UKRAINIAN

Word stress is also considered from the point of view of its position or place in the
word and of the degree of acoustic energy with which a syllable is pronounced in the
word.
According to the position of the syllable in the word two types of word stress are
distinguished – free, i.e. stress may be on any syllable of different words or fixed, when
stress falls on the definite syllable in all the words of the language. Thus, in Polish the
second syllable from the end is always stressed, in Estonian the first syllable of the
word is stressed.
As to the degree of stress, as it has been mentioned, there exist three degrees of
word stress in most languages – primary, secondary and unstressed syllables.
In English and Ukrainian word stress is relatively free. The stress may fall on any
syllable of the word though what syllable is stressed is fixed for each word.
Two- and three-syllable words and occasionally four-syllable words have only one
stressed syllable and all the other syllables are unstressed in English as well as in
Ukrainian. The stress may fall on any of the two-syllable or three-syllable words though
which syllable is stressed is fixed for each word.
The rules of place of stress in English words are subjected to numerous exceptions
what made Daniel Jones to admit that foreign students are obliged to learn the stress of
each word individually.
Despite the fact that exceptions are numerous some rules are to be taken into
consideration.
In English stress may be:
1. on the first syllable:
number ['
];
language ['
];
politics ['
];
2. on the second syllable:
credulity [ '
];
lieutenant [ '
];
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disorder [ '
];
3. on the last syllable:
police [ ' ];
balloon [ '
].
In Ukrainian stress may also be:
1. on the first syllable:
голуб [ГÓЛУБ];
власно [ВЛÁСНО];
2. on the second syllable:
дедалі [ДЕДÁЛ'І];
даремність [Д РÉМН'ІС'Т'];
3. on the last syllable:
голосний [ГОЛОСНИЙ];
крадькома [КР Д'КОМÁ].
Syllables may be pronounced with several degrees of stress – stronger or weaker in
English and Ukrainian words.
Several degrees of word stress are distinguished, but for practical purposes it is
generally sufficient to distinguish three main degrees of stress – primary, secondary and
unstressed syllables.
Thus, in the word examination [ ֽ
'
] the strongest or primary stress is
on the fourth syllable [' ], there is a weaker or secondary stress on the second syllable
[ֽ ], the other syllables are said to be unstressed.
In English and Ukrainian words of two or three syllables only one degree of stress
is distinguished, all the other syllables are unstressed.
Examples:
The English: telegram ['
]; proclaim [ '
].
The Ukrainian: гамір [ГÁМ'IP]; верховний [ВЕРХÓВНИЙ].
Some polysyllabic adverbs in English have a single strong stress, the other syllables
are unstressed.
Examples:
particularly [ '
];
invariably [ '
].
Compound words are often to be pronounced with a single stress.
Examples:
appletree ['
];
schoolmaster ['
];
daybreak ['
];
blacksmith ['
];
dining-room ['
];
birthday ['
].
In Ukrainian the cases of single stressed polysyllabic words are even more
numerous.
Examples:
зауваження [З УВÁЖЕН' ];
педагогічний [ПЕД ГОГ'ІЧНИJ];
замішувати [З М'ІШУВ ТИ];
мелодійність [МЕЛОД'IJН'ІСТ'];
переатестація [ПЕРЕ ТЕСТÁЦ'ІJ ];
безсмертний [БЕЗСМÉРТНИJ].
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In English in words of four or more syllables a primary (or stronger) stress, and a
secondary (or weaker) stress are distinguished.
Examples:
fundamental [ֽ
'
];
examination [ ֽ
'
].
Some Ukrainian compound words of four and more syllables are pronounced with a
primary and a secondary stress, but such cases are rather rare.
Examples:
народногосподарський [Н РОДНОГОСПОД РС'КИJ];
вагоноремонтний [В ГОНОРЕМОНТНИJ];
політгодина [ПОЛ'ІТГОДИН ].
There are some rules defining the place of the stress in the words that have two
strong degrees of stress or a primary and a secondary stress but there are many
exceptions to these rules. However some general principles were formulated in the
literature (Jones D., 1962; Kingdon R., 1958; Наконечний M.Ф., 1959 and others).
The following words in English are usually pronounced with two strong degrees of
stress:
1. Cardinal and ordinal numerals from thirteen to nineteen.
Examples:
thirteen ['
' ];
fourteen [' ' ];
fifteen [' '
];
sixteen ['
'
];
sixteenth ['
'
];
seventeenth ['
'
];
eighteenth [' '
];
nineteenth ['
'
].
2. Compound adjectives, as a rule, have two primary stresses if the first element
of them is an adjective too.
Examples:
short-paid ['
'
];
short-sighted ['
'
];
short-tempered [' t '
];
old-established ['
'
];
old-fashioned ['
'
];
good-tempered ['
'
];
good-humoured ['
'
];
free-handed ['
'
];
free-spoken ['
'
];
ready-made ['
'
];
many-sided ['
'
];
poly-syllabic ['
'
].
3. Compound nouns and verbs may have two strong stresses if the first and the
second elements of them have a distinct meaning of their own. Two primary stresses
show the double root origin of these words.
Examples:
red brass ['
'
];
red deer ['
' ];
red cent ['
'
];
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good will ['
' ].
4. Words with some prefixes have two primary stresses, if the prefix which has a
distinct meaning of its own is added to a word in common use. These prefixes may be
divided into the following groups:
a) prefixes implying negation added to a word give it an opposite meaning (un-, in-,
ir-, il-, non-, dis-, under- etc.);
Examples:
unasked [' '
];
unable [' '
];
unvalued [' '
];
indisputable ['
'
];
inside [' '
];
ill-advised ['
'
];
ill-used [' '
];
non-appearance ['
'
];
non-attendance ['
'
];
disconnect ['
'
];
disengage ['
'
];
disobey ['
' ];
underwork ['
'
];
undervalue ['
'
];
b) prefixes implying assistance (sub-, vice-):
sub-lieutenant ['
'
];
vice-chairman ['
'
];
vice-minister ['
'
];
c) prefixes with different meanings:
ex- (meaning "former") e.g. ex-minister [' '
];
pre- (meaning "before") e.g. pre-war [' ' ];
over- (meaning "too much") e.g. overdo ['
' ];
inter- (meaning "between", "among") e.g. interbreed ['
'
].
Words with prefixes tend to be pronounced with a primary and a secondary stress
or to lose one of the stresses altogether. In modern English words with prefixes have
generally a secondary stress on the prefix:
a) if they are in common use together with the prefix;
Examples:
disengaged [ֽ
'
];
immigration [ֽ ' re n];
exposition [ֽ
'
];
immobility [ֽ
'
];
incivility [ֽ
'
];
irremovable [ ֽ '
];
b) if they are not used in the given form without the prefix;
Examples:
imitation [ֽ '
];
incidental [ֽ
'
];
irrecoverable [ֽ '
];
explication [ֽ
'
].
In Ukrainian stress may be:
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1) on the root of the word:
a) in words with root vowel ―o‖, ―i‖:
потік [ПОТ'ІК];
потоку [ПОТÓКУ];
прихід [ПРИХ'IД];
приходу [ПРИХÓДУ];
b) in nouns of feminine gender ending in -а (-я):
пригода [ПРИГÓД ];
загроза [З ГРÓЗ ];
розтрата [РОЗТРÁТ ];
and two-syllable nouns ending in -ка, -ва:
книжка [КНИЖК ];
жертва [ЖÉРТВ ];
c) in verbal nouns:
гулянка [ГУЛ' НК ];
читанка [ЧИТ НК ];
d) in nouns of masculine gender ending in -ик, -ень:
вогник [ВÓГНИК];
учень [УЧЕН'];
e) in nouns denoting some kind of institution, etc.:
майстерня [М ЙСТЕРН' ];
лікарня [Л'ІКÁРН' ];
f) in adjectives with the suffix -ень:
більшенький [Б'ІЛ'ШЕН'КИЙ];
меньшенький [МÉН'ШЕН'КИЙ];
2) on the last syllable:
a) in abstract and collective nouns:
глушня [ГЛУШН'Á];
рідня [Р'ІДН'Á];
b) in the majority of words of masculine gender:
коваль [КОВÁЛ'];
кобзар [КОБЗ 'Р];
пастух [П СТУХ];
c) in adverbs ending in -кома:
крадькома [КР Д'КОМÁ];
тайкома [Т ЙКОМÁ].
Ukrainian adjectives ending in -чий are usually pronounced with a stress on the
second syllable from the end.
Examples:
творчий [ТВÓРЧИЙ];
плодючий [ПЛОД'УЧИЙ].
A great number of Ukrainian words with prefixes (especially such prefixes as без-,
на-, пра-, не-, про-, під-, при-) are pronounced with a stress on the prefix:
Examples:
безліч [БÉЗЛ'ІЧ];
прадід [ПРÁД'ІД].
Verbal prefixes are generally unstressed (with the exception of the prefix ви- which
is usually stressed, e.g. випитати [ВИПИТ ТИ]).
Ukrainian compound adjectives are pronounced with a single stress on the second
element:
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багатобічний [Б Г ТОБ'ÍЧНИЙ];
великоврожайний [ВЕЛИКОВРОЖÁЙНИЙ].
Most compound nouns in Ukrainian are also pronounced with a stress on the
second element:
головноуправляючий [ГОЛОВНОУПР ВЛ'ÁЙУЧИЙ];
всюдихід [ВС'УДИХ'ÍД].
Compound nouns, the first element of which is a noun, are pronounced with two
strong stresses on the two elements:
генерал-лейтенант [ГЕНЕРÁЛ-ЛЕЙТЕНÁНТ];
генерал-майор [ГЕНЕРÁЛ-М ЙÓР].
The semantic and grammatical role of the stress is shown in the examples given
below:
1) word stress distinguishes a group of words from a compound word;
Examples:
black board ['
'
] чорна дошка; blackboard ['
] класна дошка;
green horn ['
'
] зелений ріг;
greenhorn ['
] новак;
black bird ['
'
] чорний птах;
blackbird ['
] дрізд;
red skin ['
'
] червона шкіра;
redskin ['
] індієць;
red wing ['
'
] червоне крило;
redwing ['
] дрізд;
white throat ['
'θ
] біла шия;
whitethroat ['
θ
] кропив'янка;
green house ['
'
] зелений дім;
greenhouse ['
] теплиця;
green stone ['
'
] зелений камінь; greenstone ['
] нефрит;
white fish ['
' ] біла риба;
whitefish ['
] сиг;
white thorn ['
'θ ] біла колючка;
whitethorn ['
θ ] глід;
grey beard ['
' ə ] сива борода;
greybeard ['
ə ] старик, дід;
grey goose ['
'
] сірий гусак;
greygoose ['
] дикий гусак;
2) word stress can change the grammatical form of the word, various parts of
speech;
Examples:
Nouns
Verbs
accent ['
ə ]
accent [ə '
];
conduct ['
ə ]
conduct [ ə '
];
converse ['
]
converse [ ə '
];
desert ['
ə]
desert [ '
];
essay ['
]
essay [ ' ];
foretaste ['
]
foretaste [ '
];
impress ['
]
impress [ '
];
insult ['
]
insult [ '
];
object ['
]
object [ '
];
produce ['
]
produce [ ə'
];
protest ['
]
protest [ ə'
];
subject ['
]
subject [ '
];
transport ['
]
transport [
'
];
Adjective
Verb
absent ['
]
absent [ '
];
abstract ['
]
abstract [ '
]
frequent ['
ə ]
frequent [
'
];
present ['
]
present [ '
]
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In Ukrainian the semantic and grammatical role of word stress is also great.
1) word stress can differentiate the meaning of the words;
Examples:
вигода [ВИГОД ] – вигода [ВИГÓД ];
вибухати [ВИБУХ ТИ] – вибухати [ВИБУХÁТИ];
верхом [ВÉРХОМ] – верхом [ВЕРХÓМ];
2) word stress can change the names of materials into abstract nouns;
Examples:
білизна [Б'ІЛИЗН ] – білизна [Б'ІЛИЗН ];
варення [В РÉН' ] – варення [ВÁРЕН' ];
3) word stress can differentiate various parts of speech;
Examples:
верхи [ВÉРХИ] adv
верхи [ВЕРХИ] n pl
брати [БРÁТИ] v
брати [БР ТИ] n pl
4) word stress can differentiate between the aspects of the verb;
Examples:
(perfective aspect)
(imperfective aspect)
вирубати [ВИРУБ ТИ] – вирубати [ВИРУБÁТИ];
вислухати [ВИСЛУХ ТИ] – вислухати [ВИСЛУХÁТИ].
English words which usually have two strong stresses are subjected to rhythmical
variations. They are numerals from thirteen to nineteen and other miscellaneous words,
e.g.
hullo [' ' ];
inborn [' '
];
postdate ['
'
];
princess ['
' ] and others.
These words lose the stress on the first syllable when they are just preceded by a
stressed syllable or lose its stress on the last syllable when they are followed by a word
with the stress on the initial syllable, e.g.
thirteen [' '
], but just thirtien ['
'
],
and thirteen boxes ['
'
];
Piccadilly [' ə' ], but close to Piccadilly ['
ə
ə' ],
and Piccadilly circus [' ə
'
ə ].
D. Jones remarked that foreign students should give special attention to the position
of secondary stress in English long words. They often mispronounce such words
particularly by putting the secondary stress on the first syllable when it should be on the
second. D. Jones gives examples of such words with the secondary stress on the first or
on the second syllable.
Secondary stress on the first syllable, e.g.
centralization [ֽ
ə '
];
modification [ֽ
'
];
representation [ֽ
'
];
aristocratic [ֽ
'
];
mathematician [ֽ
θ
'
];
artificiality [ֽ
'
];
individuality [ֽ
ֽ
'
].
Secondary stress on the second syllable, e.g.
examination [ ֽ
'
];
assimilation [ ֽ
'
];
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administration [ ֽ
'
];
academician [ ֽ
'
];
familiarity [ ֽ
'
];
peculiarity [ ֽ
'
];
superiority [ ֽ ə '
].
Ukrainian students also make such mistakes therefore they should memorize long
English words with the secondary stress on the first or on the second syllable.

SUMMARY
Word stress in English and Ukrainian is energetic dynamic in nature. The main
physical essence of word stress is an increased impulse of the acoustic energy.
Word stress singles out the accentual centre of the word, organizes the word as a
linguistic unit. Word stress is the inevitable element of all the speech units – of a sensegroup, a phrase, overphrasal unities and the text – the highest unit of speech on
suprasegmental level. Word stress is characterised by some amount of degree of energy
which is the result of muscular tension of the articulating organs in the process of
speech. The syllables which are characterised by the increase of acoustic energy in
comparison with other syllables in the word are said to be stressed.
In a word consisting of two or three syllables, one of the syllables of which is
characterised by a bigger tension of the organs of speech and consequently, by a
stronger impulse of the acoustic energy, is said to be stressed. The other or the others
syllables of the word that are characterised by a weaker impulse of acoustic energy are
said to be unstressed. Thus, each syllable has some degree of acoustic energy. There are
as many degrees of energy as there are syllables in a word, but a human being usually
can perceive only four of five degrees of syllable energy. Only those degrees of acoustic
energy are considered to be degrees of word stress, which are phonologically opposed
to other degrees of acoustic energy, and thus, are perceived as word stress.
In English and Ukrainian the majority of phoneticians assert that there are syllables
of three linguistically relevant degrees of stress – primary, secondary and unstressed
syllables.
The theory of word stress has been considered by linguists in the course of time.
Different definitions of word stress were suggested by scientists.
The physiological conception of word stress, proposed by L.V. Shcherba was
especially popular in the 1950s. According to this theory the word stress is the result of
the increased muscular tension of the organs of speech and consequently, by a longer
duration. The exceptional role of duration as the main characteristic feature of a word
stress in Russian was later supported by the results of experimental investigations
(Zlatoustova L.V., 1953).
It was noted that the force gradation produces the impression of strong and weak
syllables in most languages (Tompson A.I., 1910). It was stated that the energetic
articulation of speech organs and their coordinate movements involves a strong push of
the air from the lungs and gives the impression of intensity or loudness on the level of
perception due to which the degree of stress is distinguished (Torsnev T.P., 1950).
Rather many scientists have come to the conclusion that due to the tension of
articulation, stressed syllables are characterised by higher fundamental frequency and
are perceived as higher in pitch than the unstressed syllables (Jones D., 1956; Mateescu
D., 2003, and others).
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Higher fundamental frequency cannot be considered a parameter discriminating
stressed and unstressed syllables in English and Ukrainian as well as in other languages
of a dynamic type of stress. It has been proved in numerous experimental phonetic
investigations that frequency characteristics differentiate communicative types of
utterances, various modal and emotional connotations on suprasegmental level but are
irrelevant on a segmental level.
Some scientists suggested that, besides a greater degree of speech organs tension,
stressed syllables have a higher degree of prominence (Vassilyev V.A., 1963; Mateescu
D., 2003).
This point of view was criticized by some linguists because prominence is a wider
phenomenon than word stress – it is a combined effort of timbre, duration, intensity,
intensified sentence stress and intonation.
It was demonstrated in Chapter 5 that the main physical characteristic feature of a
syllable is total acoustic energy.
The total acoustic energy is a complex physical characteristic which might be a
coordinated effort of intensity and duration, defined as intensity over time.
Stressed and unstressed syllables are similar in nature. The difference between
stressed and unstressed syllables is purely quantitative – the stressed syllable is
characterised by a bigger degree of acoustic energy than the corresponding unstressed
syllable or unstressed syllables in the same word.
Thus, each syllable in the word has some degree of energy. From the physical point
of view there are as many degrees of energy in a word as the number of syllables in it.
From the linguistic point of view there exists a functional discrimination of definite
degrees of word stress in any language. But only those syllables are said to be stressed
which are phonologically opposed by the degree of the total acoustic energy to other
syllables of the word. Several degrees of stress may be opposed to stressed and
unstressed syllables in words consisting of more than three syllables, that is the biggest
degree of acoustic energy may be opposed to a weaker degree of energy and both of
them may be opposed to the weakest degrees of energy of the word. The majority of
English phoneticians assert that there are three degrees of stress in English polysyllabic
words – primary, secondary and unstressed syllables.
In Ukrainian three degrees of word stress are observed in polysyllabic words too,
but not so often as in English.
The primary stress is characterised by the biggest degree of acoustic energy in the
word. The secondary stress is also rather strong, but weaker than the primary one.
In Ukrainian stressed syllables are weaker in acoustic force and are not so vividly
opposed by the degree of acoustic energy to the unstressed syllables as in English. It
might be explained by the absence of reduction in Ukrainian, by the difference in the
grammatic and rhythmic organization of the two languages.
Word stress has not been studied experimentally before the appearance of electro
acoustic speech recording apparatuses in the laboratories of experimental phonetics. The
results of the first experimental investigations of the acoustic nature of word stress were
contradictory.
D.B. Try (1955) asserted that duration and intensity were both cues for judgment of
word stress in English, but duration was more effective.
P.H. Lieberman tried to prove that intensity is a more important correlate of word
stress than duration, though fundamental frequency according to him seemed to be more
relevant. Observations of other scientists supported the leading role of frequency
characteristics of word stress in British English.
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Contradictory results of word stress may be explained by a limited experimental
material. Besides the influence of the grammatic and phonetic structure of the languages
on the characteristics of word stress were not taken into consideration. The results of the
experimental investigation were not verified with the help of methods of the statistic
analysis.
Ukrainian word stress has not been studied experimentally until the 1960-70s.
One of the first systematic contrastive experimental analyses of English and
Ukrainian word stress was published in the second part of the 20th century (Brovchenko
T.A., 1972).
All the requirements of phonetic experimental analysis were preserved:
 The amount of experimental material (over 3000 units) and the number of
speakers (20 speakers of English and 20 speakers of Ukrainian) were statistically
sufficient.
 Stressed and unstressed syllables were taken in different positions in the word,
in different syllabic structures of the words and in different communicative types of
phrases.
 The results of the electro-acoustic phonetic experimental research were
subjected to mathematic statistic analysis to prove their reliability.
The results of experimental analysis supported the hypothesis that the main
physical characteristic of stressed syllables in English and Ukrainian is the total acoustic
energy (Wtot) – a coordinate action of its components: intensity (A) and duration (t). In
all the observed cases the absolute meaning of the total acoustic energy of the stressed
syllable was considerably bigger than that of the corresponding unstressed syllable.
The average relative coefficients reflecting the correlation of the total energy
characteristics of stressed and unstressed syllables in English – 2.06 rel. units, in
Ukrainian – 1.96 rel. units showed that the total acoustic energy was about twice as big
as the total acoustic energy of the unstressed syllables and remained stable under
various conditions of pronunciation and consequently, is the main acoustic
characteristic or word stress both in English and Ukrainian.
Duration and intensity of stressed and unstressed syllables did not differ so much
and were not so stable as the total acoustic energy, the relative coefficients were not so
big and stable as those of the total acoustic energy. The coefficient of correlation which
showed the difference between the relative characteristics of intensity of stressed and
unstressed syllables in English was 1.24 rel. units. The coefficient showing the relation
between characteristics of duration of stressed and unstressed syllables were 1.39 rel.
units in English and 1.58 rel. units in Ukrainian.
The date about the correlation of the two components of the total acoustic energy,
that is about their relative characteristics made it possible to assert that the shares of
intensity and duration are not equal in creating the stressed syllables in the two
languages. Intensity is a more important component of the total acoustic energy in
English, in most cases the share of intensity was much bigger than that of duration. The
average relative coefficients, showing the correlation of intensity between stressed and
unstressed syllables were considerably bigger than those of duration. Thus, intensity is a
ore important component of the total energy than duration in English.
In Ukrainian the share of the components of the main acoustic characteristic of
word stress – the total acoustic energy was not equal either. Duration proved to be a
more important component of the total energy than intensity in Ukrainian. In most cases
the share of duration was much bigger than that of intensity. The average relative
coefficients showing the relation between the duration of stressed and unstressed
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syllables were considerably bigger than those of intensity. It shows that duration is a
more important component of word stress than intensity in Ukrainian.
Experimental investigations showed that the difference in fundamental frequency
both in English and Ukrainian is insignificant. Fundamental frequency cannot be
considered a relevant acoustic characteristic of word stress. It belongs to melodical
characteristics of suprasegmental units of speech (fig. 6.1, p. 227).
The auditory subjective analysis testified that most stressed syllables were
perceived by the listeners as stronger, louder and longer. The higher pitch of voice of
the stressed syllables was perceived by the listeners in rather rare cases.
An equal perception of stressed syllables as longer and louder in a prevailing
number of cases, both in English and Ukrainian, while the share of duration – a main
characteristic of a word stress is bigger in Ukrainian than in English may be explained
by the phonogical length of vowels in English, while in Ukrainian the length of vowels
is phonologically irrelevant.

Fig. 6.1. Average objective acoustic relative coefficients of correlation
between stressed syllables in English
The experimental analysis of subjective characteristics of word stress supports their
leading role in the perception of stress.
The subjective perceived characteristics of word stress revealed the same
regularities as the corresponding objective characteristics. The subjective characteristics
of strength as well as the corresponding objective characteristics of the total energy are
the main feature of word stress in English and Ukrainian. On the level of perception the
share of subjective parameters of loudness and length is different in the two languages
as well as of the corresponding objective characteristics.
Though the share of the components of the main acoustic characteristic of word
stress – total energy, intensity and duration may be different in different languages and
one of them may be more important than the other, it should be taken into consideration
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that both the components of the dynamic type of stress are necessary for creating the
main characteristic of the syllable in the dynamic type of languages – total energy.
The subjective characteristic of weight was perceived by a rather large number of
listeners and may be considered as a characteristic feature of word stress on the level of
perception though its physical nature is not clear.
The results of the perceptual subjective analysis of word stress in English are
presented in fig. 6.2.

Fig. 6.2. Average subjective perceived acoustic characteristics
of stressed syllables in English and Ukrainian
The role of word stress is extremely great in the language. The character of stress,
its strength and place influence all the phonetic phenomena of the sounding speech.
Word stress, as well as speech sounds and intonation, is one of the phonetical
means of semantic expression and can change the meaning or the grammatical form of
the word.
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PART II
SUPRASEGMENTAL UNITS OF SPEECH

CHAPTER 7.
STRUCTURAL AND PHONETIC SPEECH
ARRANGEMENT ON THE SUPRASEGMENTAL
LEVEL
7.1. SPEECH CONTINUUM DELIMITATION
In Part 1, where English phonetics and phonology were described many of the
problems, dealing with phonetic characteristics of individual segments (vowels and
consonants), syllables and some processes that influence these segments (assimilation,
elision, aspiration and others) and the mechanisms evolved in the process of combining
these segments into greater units (syllables and words) were dwelt on.
There are some phonological features characteristic of speech segments larger than
sounds. These features cannot be derived out of the individual characteristics of vowels
and consonants, which compile the phrase. They do not involve one segment but spread
over a larger number of segments. These type of phonetic characteristics are called
suprasegmentals or prosody. The word ―prosody‖ comes from the type of Greek song
that is accompanies a musical instrument. Some time ago, this term denoted the
peculiarities of pronouncing the words, including the time and pitch of their production.
Special signs were introduced to mark these characteristics in writing; these marks were
called ―prosodies‖. By the srcond century of A.D., the word prosody denoted the
phonetic characterisrics that did not refer to the segmental level of vowels and
consonants continuum [Coupler-Kuhlen, 1986:1].
In modern linguistics the phonetical characteristics of the suprasegmental level are
united by the general term intonation. The term ―intonation‖ is derived from the Latin
word that means ―to speak loud.‖ Nowadays, the linguistics term ―intonation‖ is much
more complicated than its etymological meaning and includes the whole spectrum of
phonetical means of an utterance at the suprasegmental level. This refers to the
following: melody, loudness, tempo (pauses included), timber, sentence-stress and
rhythm.
Among linguists there is no unique approach to the terms intonation and prosody,
which characterize the phonetic structure of speech suprasegmentals. Some researchers
believe the term ―prosody‖ deals with the problems of the stress system; others attribute
more characteristics to it. A number of scientists use these terms as synonyms.
When describing the principles of speech delimitation at the suprasegmental level,
the following suprasegmental units are analysed: phonetical word, sense-group, phrase,
overaphrasal unity, and text.
A phonetical word is an independent word together with the unstressed form-words
and particles joining it.
A syntagm (sense-group) originates from the Greek word ―syntagma‖ – built
together, connected; it is interpreted as a minimal semantic unit of speech shaped
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intonationally and syntactically. In this sense the term syntagm was first used by
L.V.Scherba. A sense-group can spread over the whole sentence but more often a
sentence or a phrase consists of a number of sense-groups.
A phrase is prosodical and has syntactical unity, which can include inner (between
the sense groups) pauses, which are treated as the units of oral speech linea division. A
phrase corresponds to the term ―sentence‖ in written speech.
An overphrasal unity (a comlex syntactic unity) is a portion of speech consisting of
two or more phrases which are united by a common topic and development of some part
of the preceeding utterance in the following one, it refers to all types of theme and
rheme progression. In oral speech prosody of oerphrasal unities is ―superimposed‖ on
the syntagmatic and phrasal intonational structures.
A text (textus – material, interlacing) is a semantically united succession of signs
which is characterized by coherency, integrity and completeness. Phonetic
investigations indicate that the intonational structure of the text cannot be regarded as a
mere sum of intonation of its structural units.
The system of the sense groups‘ prosody is presented rather well in modern
scientific literature.
The problem of the intonation of supraphrasal unities and the text is an important
and independent problem, and will not be discussed in this publication. Full attention
will instead be paid to the analysis of prosodical structure of sense groups and phrases
consisting of a number of sense groups.
The problem of a sense-group delimiting out of a speech continuum is closely
connected with three critirea insuring the integrity of this unity: semantic completeness,
syntactic wholeness, and intonational unity.
Among the semantic factors responsible for the words‘ unity in a sense group,
special attention should be paid to the ones involved in the process of joining the words
that express an integral, though a complicated concept, in the given context. Thus, the
words joined by their meaning and needed for the purpose of understanding the whole
meaning of this group of words are disposed of within one sense group. Alternatively
there can be a tendency to put each member of the antithesis into a separate sense
group:
Мій батько працює інженером.║ Мати│ ніде не працює.║.
My father works at a firm.║ My mother│ doesn’t work anywhere.║.
The degree of a word‘s meaningfulness conditions its possibility to be
syntagmatically marked: form-words and semi-notional words do not form a separate
sense group. This refers to the pronouns, auxiliary- and semi-auxiliary verbs, numerals,
most adjectives, and others.
Regarding the special semantic importance of the above, enumerated words are the
exception. As a rule, in such cases there turns out to be a psychological pause in speech,
the prominent word making a separate sense group:
Will you give me three tickets?║ – Three │ is impossible.║ There are only two
available.║
The semantic factors that condition the syntagmatic division of utterances are
closely connected with the syntactic factors that are dependent on the sentence structure,
on the degree of its expansion, on the strength of syntactic links between the words.
Primarily, it refers to the parts of compound sentences, the principal, subordinate and
introductory clauses:
We’ll have a walk │ if you don’t mind. ║
Separation of the syntactic structures that complicate the sentence into an
independent sense group is also inevitable, such syntactic structures including isolated
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phrases, homogeneous parts of a sentence, introductory words, interjection, appositions,
addresses and enumerations:
Dave, │ how long do you intend to stay in Turkey? ║
However, sometimes addresses, introductory words, and each of two homogeneous
members of a sentence joined by the conjunction «and» do not form a separate sense
group.
He is a good eater and sleeper. ║ Добривечір, Катре.║
Some members of a sentence or groups of members of a sentence can make a
separate sense group in sentences of any structure. Therefore, in English the following
elements of an utterance can create a sense group of their own: the subject expressed by
a noun, or the subject group including the attributes related to it; the adverbial modifiers
of place and time located at the beginning of the sentence and some others:
Out in the crowd│ against the railings │with his arm hooked in Annette’s│ Soames
waited.║
In Ukrainian the list of syntactic structures which can form independent sense
groups is considerably wider than in English. This can be explained by the free word
order in a Ukrainian sentence. Besides the group of the subject and adverbial modifiers
being placed at the beginning of the sentence, an object in pre-position, an extended
post - posed object, an extended post - posed adverbial modifier, an uncoordinated
extended attribute and an extended predicate group (including the adverbial modifiers,
post - posed objects and others) can form independent sense groups:
Купила вона собі сукню│ з модноЇ джинсової тканини.║
All forms of the syntactic structures of a sense group listed above are typical in
languages. They are common for all styles of speech, and, certainly, they are
characteristic of a norm only and are not obligatory.
Both in colloquial and in literary speech, different individual, stylistic and
emphatic factors causing a syntactic structure variability in a sense group are numerous.
However, as L.W.Scherba wrote, ―in our consciousness…there is knowledge of typical
methods of a sense group construction …‖.
Semantic and syntactic integrity of a sense group obtains an intonational shape in
oral speech that allows it to be regarded as the minimal independent unit of intonation.
The sense group unity in speech is achieved by the use of a complex of prosodic means.
The melody, temporal characteristics, loudness, rhythm and sentence stress are
involved. The sense groups are embodied into one of the basic melody contours
depending on the communicative type of the utterance and its attitudinal and emotional
connotation (expanded upon later). The character of loudness alterations within the
limits of a sense group also submits to certain regularities of the law. The most essential
role in a sense groups division belongs to the normative (syntagmatic) stress and pauses
between the sense groups.
In colloquial speech the most typical basic changes in the components of
intonation mainly appear on the stressed syllables of the utterance, while unstressed
syllables continue the pitch motion of the stressed syllables. Certainly, there are some
cases where the unstressed syllables behave in a different way.
The role of different syllables within the intonation contour is not equal. Separate
syllables or groups of successive syllables form some independent structural elements
within the sense groups; these elements execute some specific kind of work. The
following principal elements of a sense group are usually regarded in the course of its
intonational analysis: the nucleus, the post-nuclear part and the pre-nuclear part.
The nucleus is the most essential element of the intonation group; it is always
present in the sense group. This is the semantic and intonational center of a sense group
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that is usually located in the last stressed syllable of an intonation group. The post
nuclear part that includes one or more unstressed syllables can follow the nucleus. The
nucleus, together with the post nuclear part, form the terminal tone.
The pre nuclear part precedes the nucleus. Its basic element is the head the group
of stressed and unstressed syllables that starts with the first stressed syllable.
British phoneticians use other terms. G. Arnold and J. O‘Connor [O‘Connor,
Arnold, 1961] write the ―head‖ instead of the ―scale‖. R Kingdon [Kingdon, 1972]
thinks that the ―head‖ is the first stressed syllable and excludes the first stressed syllable
out of the head, thus, naming the latter the ―body‖.
One or more unstressed syllables – the so-called pre-head of the intonation group –
can precede the head.
It should be underscored that the elements of an intonation group are always
interacting and form a single intonation contour (pitch and dynamic), thus their separate
analysis is justified only when aiming at examining some details of intonation or for
teaching purposes.

7.2. PHONETIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF SUPRASEGMENTAL UNITS
In modern linguistics, intonation is continued to be understood as a complex of
structural unity of prosodic elements which are relevantly differentiated in different
functional intonation structures.
The componental structure of intonation comprises the whole spectrum of phonetic
means which are involeved at the suprasegmental level of phrase development. A
specific arsenal of suprasegmental phonetical means is characteristic for each stage of
speech communication (articulation, acoustics and perception). It is common to name
the components of intonation according to the terms existing at the perceptive level.
Speech melody, loudness (or intensity), duration (tempo and pauses), timber of speech,
sentence stress and rhythm are all involved. The whole range of prosodic means are
described in Chapter 8; the characteristics of their articulatiry, acoustic and perceptive
correlates are there provided. In this chapter, a brief characteristic of all of the
aforementioned components will be made available.
Melody (tone) involves the variations in the pitch of the voice in speech. When
analysing the intonation of an utterance, not only pitch level but all peculiarities of pitch
in a voice are to be taken into consideration: configuration of the speech melody (i.e. the
character of movement of pitch of a voice or the type of the so-called intonation contour
– IC); the range of pitch (i.e. the difference between the highest and the lowest data of
fundamental frequency); the speed of tone movement, etc.
Besides, this other components of intonation should not be neglected: loudness,
tempo, timbre, rhythm and sentence-stress.
Loudness is a relative force of auditory perception that depends on the perceived
energy of sound waves. It is conditioned by the amplitude of the speaker‘s vocal cords
vibration when producing speech.
The tempo of speech may be defined as the speed with which a word or an
utterance as a whole is pronounced. Usually three degrees of tempo are distinguished by
phoneticians – normal, quick and slow
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Timbre (voice quality) is the special colouring of the voice in speech which is
superimposed on speech melody. Timbre is the specific colouring of a human voice
which shows the speaker‘s mood and emotions.
From the physical and functional points of view, timbre is the least investigated
component of intonation.
Sentence stress is the greater degree of energy or prominence which is given to one
or more words in a phrase as compared to the other words of the same phrase.
Rhythm is the periodical regular alteration of commeasurable sound elements in a
speech continuum.It presents a tendency towards equal duration (isochrony) of syllables
and intervals between the stressed words in speech. Rhythm is closely connected with
tempo of speech.
Intonation as a supplementary system enables the speaker to convey the
information which is absent in syntactical and lexical structures and to express the
meaning of a sentence adequately, as well as the speaker‘s attitude to the content of the
utterance, his feelings, volition and emotions.
Intonation performs a number of functions, the main of which are:
the organizing function – the division of speech units from one another;
the differentiation of communicative types of the sentences;
the expression of logical relations within the speech unit and between the speech
units in a speech chain;
and the expression of modal and emotional shades of an utterance.
Although intonation is a complex unity of several components inseparable from
each other, each of them may have a decisive or subordinate significance in conveying
the aim of communication.
The chief functions of the main component of intonation – tone or melody are the
following:
1. To organize (unite) sense-groups into sentences, sentences into overphrasal
unities and overphrasal unities into the highest suprasegmental speech unit – the text.
On the other hand, melody ensures the division of the text into overphrasal unities,
overphrasal unities into phrases (utterances) and phrases into sense-groups.
2. To differentiate between the communicative types of the sentences – statements,
questions, requests, orders, etc.
3. To reflect the emotional state of the speaker and his attitude to the reported.
The chief functions of loudeness are:
1. To provide the basis for energetic structure of the utterance with the aid of
sentence stress; that is to provide different degrees of energy for stressed and unstressed
syllables, assuring their alternation according to the rules existing in the given language.
2. To provide the basis for the singling out the words, sense-groups and phrases
expressing a greater degree of semantic importance or different emotions with the help
of logic and emphatic sentence stress.
3. To provide the basis for the rhythmic structure of the utterance.
The chief functions of tempo are:
1. To express some logical meanings.
2. To express modal and emotional shades of an utterance.
Tempo may become slower to emphasize semantically important words or sensegroups in a sentence. Words, sense-groups, or sentences that express some secondary
idea, are often pronounced quicker. Passive emotions such as depression or sorrow are
usually characterized by a slow tempo. Violent emotions of anger or irritation are
usually characterized by a quicker tempo.
The chief functions of intensity are:
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1. To provide a basis for energetic and rhythmic structure of the utterance with the
aid of sentence stress; that is to provide different degrees of energy to stressed and
unstressed syllables and assure their alternation according to the alternation rules in a
given language.
2. To provide a basis with the help of logic, emphatic and emotional sentence
stress by singling out words, sense-groups and phrases expressing a greater degree of
semantic importance or different emotions.
3. To provide the basis for the rhythmic structure of the utterance.
The chief functions of Tempo are:
1.Tempo of speech as a component of intonation has some logical and emotional
functions.
2. Tempo may become slower to emphasize semantically important words or
sense-groups in a sentence. Words, sense-groups, or sentences that express some
secondary idea are often pronounced quicker. Passive emotions such as depression and
sorrow are usually characterized by a slow tempo. Violent emotions of anger and
irritation are usually characterized by a quicker tempo.
Timber insures attitudinal and emotional connotations are conveyed in speech. It‘s
of great importance for the stylistic differentiation of the text.
The last two components of intonation – the rhyme and sentence-stress – are
complex characteristics; they are formed by means of interaction between pitch and
temporal and dynamic components of intonation. That is why, from the point of view of
function, they fulfill the same tasks in speech as the elements which they consist of.
It is evident that the suprasegmental level is a universal one; there is no language to
be found that could exist without this level. At the same time, the way the
suprasegmentals are used in every language to convey logical, semantical and
attitudinal – emotive relations in communication – is unique.

7.3. TECHNIQUES REGISTING THE INTONATION
CHARACTERISTICS IN WRITTEN SPEECH
Up until recent time intonation has been regarded as the prerogative of oral speech.
Written speech was treated as on object of visual perception alone. Traditionally oral
and written speeches have been opposed to each other from the point of view of
possibility / impossibility of exploiting intonation. It should be remembered that in this
connection any written text is ―pronounced‖ twice, i.e. by the author and by the reader,
independent of whether or not the text is read aloud or to oneself. Many linguists have
been writing about the intonation significance in written speech. Among them there are
such famous researchers as Scherba L.V., Dzinkin V. and others. A reader should ―read
out‖ the intonation implied by the author of the text, otherwise the adequate perception
of meaning is impossible.
One of the ways to present intonation in written speech is based on signs of
punctuation; it has been quite well described in scientific literature. Besides, there are
some approaches that do not involve punctuation when dealing with intonation in
written speech; they are changes in the print, rhythmic figures exploitation and the use
of descriptive lexemes (vocabulary). In spite the fact that there are many ways of
reflecting intonation in written speech, it should be kept in mind that such components
of intonation as melody, tempo, timber and loudness cannot be registered in a written
text. Their direct usage is the characteristic of oral speech.
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CHAPTER 8.
COMPONENTS OF INTONATION
8.1. INTRODUCTION
An analysis and description of language intonation from the point of view of
phonetics must be founded upon the examination of prosodical units‘ material nature. It
is acknowledged that the process of speech communication analysis includes three
stages: speech production (phonation, articulation); a sound signal transportation in the
form of sound waves, which spread within the expansible environment according to the
law of physics (acoustic phase); and speech signal acceptance by the auditory system of
man (perception). This is why the prosody of speech continuum can be carried out by
means of describing the physiological processes that control the oral tract via
analyzation of the acoustic parameters of the sound field oscillations which spread
within the environment and by examininig the process of acoustic signal perception
aimed at the listener‘s adequate interpretation of the information sent by the speaker.
The approach based on prosody‘s interpretation in terms of speech – perceived
characteristics is most frequent, the differentiation of which is provided by the melody
(pitch) component, loudness, tempo (the pauses included), voice timber, sentence stress
and rhythm. Practically all of the named components correlate with the corresponding
characteristics of the acoustic stage and the phonetical phase, though one cannot speak
of a direct correlation between them. These problems are discussed later in this chapter
regarding all of these intonational characteristics.
It should be mentioned that not all of the above-mentioned components of
intonation have been studied well enough. Some of them (for instance, pitch and stress)
have been paid much attention to in scientific and training literature; the others (timber,
for example) have been explored insufficiently.
It should be acknowledged that there exists a rather important reason for which
many researchers give the first role to the melody component in the intonation of speech
[Ivolhler, 1987; Palmer, 1974]. It is the melody component of intonation that is most
distinctly perceived at hearing and is maximally exploited in a functional way [Palmer,
1974]. That is why an appropriate system of signs was worked out for the pitch
characteristics before any others. The pitch here is registered in a graphic form
(tonograms). At the same time, the fixation of the temporal component of intonation is
reduced to registring the pauses duration. The information about the dynamic
components is marked by the stressed syllables (although some researchers use signs
which denote speech loudness, but they are not commonly approved [Dubovsky, 1983,
p.43]. The timber components of intonation do not have any signs (accepted by all
researchers) capable of reflecting the corresponding prosodic features graphically.
Therefore, it should be mentioned that even melody peculiarities can be only partially
recorded with the help of the existing systems of signs, since not all acoustic
characteristics of frequency changes have equivalents in functioning systems.
All the elements of a sense group (pre-head, head, nucleus and tail) differ in pitch
component peculiarities, thus, the degree of pitch component prominence in the nucleus
is opposed to all the other elements of a sense group.
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The nuclear tone type simple (falling, rising, level) or complicated (fall-rise, risefall, etc.) is the principal prosodic characteristic of a sense group [Плющ, 1976;
Halliday, 1063; O‘Connor, Arnold, 1961].
Post nuclear syllables, as a rule, continue the tone movement of the nucleus
without introducing any substantial qualitative changes into it. It should be mentioned
that the appearance of a secondary stress on the post nuclear syllables may increase
their significance (weight) in the intonation of an utterance (in the Ukrainian language
in particular).
The type of the head (an ascending, a descending and a level head is distinguished
according to the basic frequency direction within the stressed syllables in the sense
group, and monotonous, stepping, sliding and scandent in dependence with the pitch
level in the mutual position of the stressed and the unstressed syllables following them
in the sense group) plays an important role, too, when expressing some communicative,
attitudinal and other semantic relations in speech communication.
The intonation of the pre-head (in comparison with the other parts of the sense
group) takes the least part in executing the communicative aim and semantic aspects of
an utterance, but compared to the unstressed syllables of the head the pre-head is often
more informative and is better repeated by native speakers.
In a number of research papers, there have been attempts to find a direct correlation
between the melody configuration of sense group segments and the semiological units.
Still, most linguists hold the opinion that the sense differentiating possibility of the pitch
component of intonation is not executed due to the prosodic peculiarities of some segment
in a sense group, but results from the interaction of the intonation constructions of the prehead, head, nucleus and tail, that are functionally connected in a speech act.
For instrumental analysis, the following acoustic characteristics should be included
into a list of those that are to be examined: the form and the direction of the basic tone
frequency integral line (in an utterance and its segments); the place of the frequency
maximum localization in an utterance and its segments; the frequency range of an
utterance and its segments, the rate of the basic tone frequency fall and rise in segments
and at the places of their juncture.
An essential contribution into the problem of logic and semantic relations
differentiation alongside with the attitudinal connotations of the utterances is introduced
by the dynamic component of intonation. Nevertheless, there is a tendency to
undervalue the role of the dynamic component of intonation in the process of conveying
the semantic units. One of the main reasons of such an approach is due to the fact that
the dynamic component of intonation is analyzed from the point of view of word-stress
and sentence stress. Even in this respect a word‘s prominence reached due to the logical
stress (at the expense of the growth of the dynamic component) plays a decisive role in
the logic and semantic structure of the utterance and in marking the relation between its
members and in manifesting its attitudinal meaning.
Alongside this, speech loudness, independent of its connection with the stress, can
take part in executing logical, attitudinal, and emotional meanings.
The instrumental analysis of an utterance dynamic structure is based on the
following acoustic characteristics analysis: the form and the direction of the intensity
integral line, the place and of the intensity maximums location and the maximal and
average syllable intensity in an utterance.
The temporal component is also one of intonational means which express
different aspects of contents, among them being the speaker‘s attitude to the utterance
and to the communicative situation. The specific peculiarities of the temporal speech
parameters [Rathay, 1975] (those are characteristic to all the individuals speaking the
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language and are relevant in executing logical, semantic and attitudinal meanings in the
process of communication) change to a considerable degree because of the significant
variation in rhythmic and temporal characteristics of individual speech. The temporal
component alteration is also reasoned by the following factors: the sense group length
(the longer the speech pattern is the larger number of syllables is pronounced per unit of
time), speech loudness (the lower the loudness is the slower the speech is), and speech
style (the official and the oratory styles being characterized by a slower tempo, a nonofficial conversation – by a faster one) [Cramer, 1961; Fant, 1987].
Such multifunctionality of the temporal component in speech complicates the task
of stating its sense differentiating role in distinguishing logic, semantic and attitudinal
meanings, which is why the following temporal characteristics should be included into
the list of the examined ones: the duration data of various portions of speech continuum
(an utterance, its segments and its separate sounds) and the length of cessation in
phonation (the pauses between the sense groups and within the sense groups [Cook,
1972] of physiological and psychological origin).
The timber characteristics of speech allow the listeners to judge the psychophysiological condition of the speaker, his attitude to the object of communication, and
the situation (i.e. to interpret the specific attitudinal and emotional meaning adequately).
The indicators of the high frequency arrears intensifying the sound energy are the main
correlates of timber characteristics in speech. Being one of the obligatory elements in
speech intonation, the timber finds itself in a tight interaction with the other components
of intonation.
The sentence stress is an important prosodic component that can (depending on the
examined unit of speech) spread over a sense group such as an utterance and larger units
like those including several sentences, text. Compared to the components of intonation
regarded before the differentiating feature of this one lies in its complex character, since
it is represented as a result of the principal physical parameters of the phonetic
structure: frequency, dynamics and tempo at the acoustic level.
The role of different types of the sentence stress (normative and logic, emphatic) in
oral speech can not be reappraised. The interaction and interrelation of all the
enumerated types of sentence stress in an utterance aimed at emphasizing the semantic
and intonational center of the utterance are caused by the communicative tasks in the
process of speech production, morphologic, syntactic peculiarities of the language,
vocabulary of the speech portion and its stylistic devices.
Rhyme, together with sentence stress, is a complex component of speech intonation
and is the result of interaction among main components of phonetic structure: dynamic
and temporal. Reoccurrence of the stressed and unstressed syllables in time (their
isochronisms) defines the rhythmic structure of speech. It is quite clear that the stress is of
primary importance in the rhythmic organization of speech. When analyzing the questions
associated with a speech rhythm, one should remember that this component of intonation
is a multi-leveled one (a syllable rhyme, a word rhyme and a sense group rhyme) and is
capable of appearing in all the above-stated forms simultaneously.
Coming now to the conclusion of this inventory and taxonomic study of the
intonational means of a language, it can be definitely stated that there are considerable
distinctions in the informative degree of melody, loudness, tempo, timber, rhyme and
sentence stress regarding their ability to convey logic, semantic, emotional and attitudinal
meanings. These components of intonation have a complex character in speech. That is
why the problem of their hierarchy, interrelation and interdependence in speech are to be
studied alongside with the problem of each component‘s role when executing different
linguistic functions of intonation. In this chapter the main emphasis is being put on
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characterizing the elements of the intonational structure and the major functional aspects
of these elements. In Chapter 9, the exhaustive characteristics of the semantic and the
functional aspects of intonation will be focused upon.

8.2. MELODY COMPONENT
8.2.1. MELODY PERCEPTIVE PARAMETERS, ITS ARTICULATORY AND
ACOUSTIC CORRELATES
The melody or pitch component of intonation can be regarded as a change in the
height of the voice in the process of speech that assists and in interpreting the semantics
of an utterance in percieving.
The process of voice production by the vocal organs will be described in Part 1
(this being the result of the vocal cords vibration and the generation of secondary
vibrations (overtones) resulting from the resonating properties of the laryngeal, oral and
nasal resonating cavities). The quicker the vocal cords vibrate (two elastic folds), the
higher the sound is; the slower the vocal cords vibrate, the lower the pitch of the sound
is. There are two ways of increasing the speed of the vocal cord vibration: 1) by means
of increasing the pressure of air getting out of the lungs (the stronger the pressure is, the
quicker the air passes through the larynx and the higher is the pitch of the sound); 2) by
means of the vocal cord tension increase (the stronger the tension of the vocal cords is,
the higher the voice).
The length and thickness of the vocal cords should be taken into account sence
these are the parameters that influence the speed of the vocal cords vibration. The
longer and thicker the vocal cords are (they are 1.5 cm long in men), the lower the
vibration frequency is, and the shorter and thinner the vocal cords are (their length is
equal to 1.2 cm in women) the higher the vibration frequency is.
If at the stage of phonation the melodious component of intonation is produced by
the vocal cords vibration, from the point of view of the acoustic nature of a spreading
sound-wave the melody component of intonation is presented by the fundumental
frequency (that is the lowest frequency of the vocal cords vibration). This fundamental
frequency tone is measured in hertz (the frequency of 1 hertz corresponds to one
oscillation per second).
At the stage of auditory perception of a sound wave the pitch level characterizes
the melody of intonation. The frequency modulations of the acoustic wave can not be
perceived by man‘s ear completely, while the terminal part (one third of the duration) is
not heard.
During the process of speech production, a change in the basic tone frequency in the
course of an utterance realization (parts of an utterance) forms a melody contour of a
given speech pattern. As it has been demonstrated by a short inventory-taxonomic
analysis of the melody components, its sensedifferentiating opportunities are defined by
the character of the tone variability in the terminal and pre-nuclear parts of the sense
group, and by the level of the pitch component of intonation, and the range of its
variation. Therefore, the communicative aim, logic and semantic relations, attitudinal and
emotional connotations are developed as the result of an interaction of the intonational
constructions of the pre-head, the head and the nucleus that are functionally linked in
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the speech act (but not as the result of the pitch peculiarities of some segment in the
sense group). That is why the pitch level and its variability character, both within each of
the above-mentioned elements and in the tone group on the whole, are important for the
sense group melody analysis.
The pitches over – falls (intervals) within the sense group and in either of its
segments or at the borders between them are important correlates of semantics. The role
of the meaning tone modifiers can be fulfilled not only by the absolute data showing the
pitch component variation but also by the indicators of the rate of this change. The
gradual character of a person‘s perception of the melody increase or decrease is
supported by the results of much experimental phonetic research [Типология…, 1977;
Nevalainen, 1987].
A multiple variety of combinations of the above-mentioned pitch components of
intonation can be potentially used in the phonetical presentation of any speech passage
of the communicative process. At the initial stage of the teaching process, a number of
the analyzed melody models should be reduced to the most frequent types of the pitch
models that occur in the communicative process.

8.2.2. MELODY GRAPHIC REGISTRATION
An utterance melody can be presented by a system of special signs for practical
aims. In phonetic literature, there are several systems aimed at representing intonation.
They can be divided into two groups
- the systems of signs, reflecting changes in melody alone;
- the systems of signs, marking the degree of syllable stress in addition to
melody variation.
The following systems refer to the first group:
1. The method introduced by Ch. Fries which is based on a line drawn throughout a
written phrase: the line points at a relative pitch of the voice in every part of the
utterance.
2. The method offered by D.Bolindger is based on placing separate syllables at
different levels depending on the pitch of the voice.
3. The method used by a number of American linguists such as K. Pike is based on
putting some marks above the stressed syllables which characterize their tone level. The
tone levels are numbered from one to four in accordance with their rise.
It is possible to describe two systems within the the second group:
1) the method that uses the so-called stand tonograms (staves) which consist of two
parallel horizontal lines aimed at writing intonation signs between them (no text);
2) the method that uses the system of signs which makes it possible to mark the
intonation directly in a text.
In the first method two parallel lines of a stand - tonogram conventionally signify
the upper and the low levels of the voice range in speech. A melody contour is drawn
between these two lines with the help of special signs, each sign corresponding to the
vowel sound. The level of these signs-location characterizes the pitch level of the
corresponding vowel.
A dash (¯) serves for the image of a stressed syllable pronounced at a permanent
height.
A dot ( . ) presents an unstressed syllable in the tonogram.
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A downward ( ), an upward ( ), a falling – rising (
) and a rising – falling
(
) curve serves to present some definite change in the pitch of the main stressed
syllables.
The vertical arrow ( ↑ or ↓ ) points at the place of a hop-resembling change in the
pitch level of the head (see 8.2.3.3.).
That man Crofts does not seem to be good for much

.

.. .

This method of graphic representation of intonation components was introduced by
the phoneticians L. Armstrong and I. Ward.
The second method is based on placing the due signs directly in a printed (original
or transcribed) text in accordance with some special rules. Therefore, a stressed syllable
is marked by the sign of stress ( ' ) placed above the upper line of the text. In case the
syllable is marked by the secondary stress, the sign ( ╻ ) is placed under the low line of
the text. The tone type of the nuclear syllable is represented by the following signs:
- the high rise
- the low rise
- the high fall
- the low fall
^
- the high rise-fall
- the low rise-fall
^

- the high fall-rise
- the low fall-rise

Either of the fixed signs is placed before the syllable it refers to:
'That 'man 'Grofts does ↑'not 'seem to be 'good for much.
'
'
'
↑
'
'
This method of tonetic symbols (stress marks) system used in printed texts was
developed by the British linguist R. Kingdon.
Both methods of the second group possess a number of undeniable advantages as
compared to the methods of pure tonetic marks placed in the text, therefore, most of
modern linguists use them.
Thus the use of stand-tomograms allows the inclusion of more information about
an intonation contour in comparison to the tonetic system of intonation marks placed in
a text; that is the pitch level structure of unstressed syllables is reflected and stressed
syllables are characterized better. The second method is more convenient in its turn
since it allows the combination of the transcription of the text with its tomogram
registration. Depending on the amount of the information needed, one or another
method of an utterance melody contour graphic presentation is used in this work.
In case not only the qualitative characteristics but the quantitative signifiers of the
speech acoustic parameters are wanted, the diagrams based on the instrumental data of
the sounding speech fragments are involved. The pitch contour is characterized in detail
by the frequency-temporal diagram, F=f (t), where F – is the fundamental frequency,
t – is the time (see fig.1.11 and 1.12).
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8.2.3. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF THE MELODY CONTOUR
PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS
8.2.3.1. Nucleus
The nucleus (the principal stressed syllable) is the semantic center of the sense
group. That is why, as previously mentioned, the most important element of an
intonation contour is the nuclear tone.
The problem of the number of tones in the English language is controversial (see
part II, Introduction).
It was traditional to oppose various types of nuclear tones according to three
characters: a maximum pitch level, an interval of its change, and a direction of the tone
movement. Depending on the level, low, middle and high nuclear tones are
distinguished. While analyzing this voice-melodic parameter, its dependence on the
physiological peculiarities of the speech apparatus of the given individual should be
taken into account since it is these elements that determine the upper and the lower
limits of the pitch units used by a person during his speech.
According to the relative value of the melody change (falling or rise), the tonal
intervals are divided into wide and narrow.
According to the direction of melody, motion simple and complex tones are
distinguished. The ascending, descending and regular ones can be referred to as simple
tones. There are various types of complex tones; the most widely distributed ones are
descending-ascending (fall-rise) and ascending-descending (rise-fall). According to the
classification read above, it is possible to distinguish between the following types of
nuclear tones: low descending (low fall), high descending wide (high fall), low
ascending (low rise), high ascending narrow (high rise), regular low (level), descendingascending (fall-rise), etc.
8.2.3.1.1. Low Fall
It starts at a medium level of a melody range of the voice and finishes at the low
level. Therefore, judging by the interval of its variability, this tone can be interpreted as
a narrow one.
The low fall usually expresses a very neutral attitude to both the subject of the
speech and to the communicator. It is used to state the fact and is not complicated by
any emotional connotations. It is clear that such a function of the descending tone is
preserved only in case of the neutral behavior of non-nuclear parts of the pitch contour
and other components of intonation. Thus, a descending monotonous or a stepping
nature of the head (see further) is normative to convey the neutral attitude.
Sunday is the last day of the week.
['s nd

Z

'lα:st 'de

v

wi:k.‖]

In the Ukrainian language, the low descending tone also expresses a calm and
neutral attitude. However, it is perceived by the Englishmen as a more level one that
results from a less sharp fall in the voice; therefore, the sense group is perceived as an
incomplete one.
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Biн сьогоднi виїхав на Урал.
[В'ІН С'ОГОДН'І ВИЙІХ В Н УР Л‖]

8.2.3.1.2 High Fall
This tone begins from a high level and, depending on the level of the falling tone
end, it is subdivided into a high descending wide tone (if it finishes at the lowest level
of the voice range) and high descending narrow tone (if it finishes at the average level
of the voice range).
The High Fall Wide Nuclear Tone
This tone reinforces the meaning of a statement, negation, or consent and,
consequently, can be considered as an emphatic variant of a descending tone in the
English language. It can point at the personal interest of the speaker in the subject of a
conversation or accentuate the attentive attitude to the communicator.
I felt sorry.
[a 'felt s ||]

.

.

That is why the high fall is more common in a lively conversation while the low
fall prevails in a monologue of a descriptive nature.
In the Ukrainian language, the rate at which this tone falls is not as steep as in
English. Besides, the terminal level of the melody does not reach the lowest level.
Вiн не знайшов його.
[В'IН НЕ ЗН ЙШОВ ЙОГО || ][

The High Falling Narrow Nuclear Tone.
The voice starts at a high level and falls down up to the middle one. In English, the
post-nuclear syllables take part in the fall, too. The high narrow fall is less categorical
than the high wide fall, which is why it is often used in a non-final sense groups
conveying the meaning of incompleteness.
We set out for the town of Blight.
[wi 'set 'a t f

'ta n əv blait|| ]

In the Ukrainian language, these tone characteristics differ somewhat from the
English ones, the tone falling more smoothly, the range of its variation being narrower.
Mostly this tone ends at the level somewhat higher than the middle one.
Я не розумiю його.
[Й НЕ РОЗУМ'IЙУ ЙОГО‖ ]

.. . .
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8.2.3.1.3. Low Rise
It starts at a low level and ends at a medium level. In cases when the terminal tone
contains the unstressed syllables, the main stressed syllable is pronounced at the level
pitch the rise takes place at the post-nuclear syllables.
The basic functional purpose of this type of a tone is to convey the incompleteness
of a semantic group in a declarative sentence or a request for information in an
interrogative utterance of a certain structure.
Have you come to stay?

['h v ju '

Have you come to stay here?

t

[ 'h v ju '

She was there… (but you didn't see her)

ste ǁ

t

ste h ə|| ]

[ '

It is often used when conveying different attitudinal and emotional meanings, such
as negligence or carefulness.
I can't do it at once.
[aı 'k nt 'du: t t w ns||].

In Ukrainian, the Low Rise (in its shape and level) possesses the identical features
of the English language. Therefore, here the rise in the tone starts, as a rule, in the
nuclear syllable.
The Ukrainian: Давид зранку зібрався було iти в Щербаківку... (та не встиг
вийти, як зycтpiв свого друга).
[Д ВИД ЗР НКУ З'ІБР ВС' БУЛО ІТИ В ШЧЕРБ К'ІВКУ ||]

The utterances that start with the conjunction ―a‖ are included into the lot of rare
exclusions, e.g.:
А яблуко? [ Й БЛУКО ||]

.
. .

8.2.3.1.4. High Rise
This tone ends at the upper level of the pitch range. There are two variants of the
high rise which depend on the initial level of the rising tone a high wide rise (it starts at
the lowest level of a voice range) and a high narrow rise (it starts at an average level of
a voice range).
The High Wide Rise
This tone is characterized by the voice rise from the lowest level up to the highest
one. In English the nucleus is often pronounced at the low level and the ascending in the
tone takes place at the post-nuclear syllables.
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From the functional point of view, this tone is a version of the low rising tone, but
it sounds in comparison with the low rise more relaxed and at ease. The most typical use
of the high wide rise is to pronounce short types of repeated questions
'Did you?
' Is it?

This tone manifests a high degree of surprise, too: He did what to her?
In the Ukrainian language the changes in the tone are similar to those of English.
The difference is in the following: a) a slower ascent of the tone; b) the rise starts
obligatorily in the nuclear syllable; c) the post-nuclear syllables can be characterized by
the smooth continuation in the rise, nevertheless, in some cases the pitch level of the
post-nuclear syllables gradually decreases:
Хіба він не чекав на мене? [Х‘ІБ В‘ІН НЕ ЧЕК В Н МЕНЕ ||].

. . .

.

The High Narrow Rise
The voice increases up to the high level and starts from the middle level. In English
the most habitual is the situation when the nuclear syllable is not the terminal one and
the nucleus is level; thus, the rise occurs on the post-nuclear syllables. This tone is used
in echo-questions and repeated questions most often.
What have you done? – he asked.
Nothing.
Nothing? [
||
In Ukrainian, the functional commitments of the high rise are the same as in
English.
General question:
Ви підете з нашими? [ВИ П‘ІДЕТЕ З Н ШИМИ ||]

.. ..

Echo-question:
Через годину? [ЧЕРЕЗ ГОДИНУ ||]

.. .

8.2.3.1.5. Fall-Rise
It starts from a high or a medium level, falls down to a low level, and then grows,
as a rule, up to a medium level or is a little bit lower. In a sense group containing the
fall-rise, the voice falls and rises within one syllable if it is the stressed syllable. If the
terminal stressed syllable is not the final one and the unstressed syllables follow it, the
voice pitch decreases on the last stressed syllable and rises on the unstressed syllables
following the stressed one: It’s wondwerful. [
||


.

..
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The structure of the tone gives the opportunity to perform diverse functions. On the
one hand, the element of the falling tone associates with completeness, finality and
confidence; on the other hand, the second component of this tone (rise) signals
incompleteness, uncertainty, etc. Thus, it is always an emphatically colored contour,
and the range of attitudinal and emotional meanings is extremely wide. Anyway, it is
not just a simple assertion of facts but a hint at keeping something in mind, situatively
or contextually conditioned. The impossibility of sounding categorical predetermines a
wide usage of this tone to convey indecisiveness, assumption, uncertainty, etc. Such a
tone can signal the speaker‘s intention to invite the listener to take part in the discussion
to as far as showing his readiness to leave the final word to the listener. The following
connotations refer to the ones conveyed with the help of this tone: the formulas of
politeness, sympathy and apology:
 Well. He’s right as usual. I will afterwards.
As to the Ukrainian language, it should be remarked that the fall-rise is not used so
often as in English, e.g.
Справді? [СПРАВД’І ||]

.

In contrast to English, the typical character of this type of the tone in Ukrainian is its
dispersal usage (execution in two syllables staying at some distance from each other):
С аме в ньому?[А С АМЕ В Н’ ОМУ ||]

. . .

8.2.3.1.6. Rise-Fall
The height of a voice grows from a comparatively low level up to a high one and
then quickly goes down reaching to a low one. In case the unstressed syllables follow
the nucleus, the rise takes place in the nucleus and the fall in the post-nuclear syllables.
This tone has a categorical character. It signals the completeness of the sense group. It
conveys connotations of a positive meaning such as admiration, or of the negative
meaning such as sarcasm:
He’s a genious. 'How ^fascinating! Pointless question.
In the Ukrainian language, this tone is usually used to convey such emotional
connotations as envy and mockery: Кр а сень!

8.2.3.1.7. Level Tone
This type of the tone is characterized by a constant height of pitch level which can
be high, mid, or low. Most often the mid tone level is used in English and Ukrainian
speech. It conveys incompleteness and non-finality.
The level tone is often used to mark the syntactic and the semantic peculiarities of
speech by prosody: the author‘s words following the direct speech, introductory words,
an apposition, or a detailing part of an utterance.
When he had recovered — a glass of home-made elder-berry assisted him — he
paced up and down the kitchen.
[wen hi h d r k
|- ╻
╻
╻
|
'
'
'
||]
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There is something more, I think.
[
'
│ ╻

.. .

||]

.

Often in the two compared languages the level tone is conveying such emotional
and attitudinal meanings as displeasure, offence, dissatisfaction, bitter, controlled rage
and others.
The boy will stay ¯with you.
[ ╻
╻
¯
||]

. .

.

Дуже ¯жаль. [ДУЖЕ ¯Ж Л ||]

.
More Complicated Types of Tones
Besides the above stated key tones, there are some more complicated tones that can
be found in emphatically marked utterances in both compared languages. For instance, a
rise-fall-rise is sometimes used in English. The pitch starts at a relatively low level and
rises up to a rather high one, then it falls down to a low level and increases to a medium
level. This tone is characteristic to express optimism and enthusiasm. Perfectly!
[~

]

..

It should be remarked that this type of a tone is not typical in the Ukrainian
language.
The so-called dispersal tones are placed among complex tones. They are used to
mark a portion greater than one word in a sense group. In this case the first word of
importance is marked by the high fall, and the last stressed word is marked either by the
high fall or the low rise.
She would like to go to the opera. [
||]

.
..... .

'

I knew it was going to rain. [

||]

. .. . .
8.2.3.2. Tail
The unstressed post-nuclear syllables (the tail) take part in forming the terminal
tone together with the nucleus. In the structure of a simple terminal tone they continue
the melody movement of the nucleus.
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Don't forget to say "thank you" for every favour.
['do nt f 'get t 'se 
ŋ ju f r 'evr fεiv ||]

Катря по голосу пізнала Юхима.
[KATP'A ПО ГОЛОСУ П'IЗН Л ЙУХИМ . ||]

In English, cases where a terminal tone type is determined by post-nuclear
syllables, but not the nuclear one, are frequent enough:
He might have called to you?
[hi ma t h
k :ld tu ju||]

In complex nuclear tones, the character of the melody in the tail often determines
one of the branches of the nuclear tone.
Thus, in the fall-rise the descending part is presented by the nuclear melody and the
ascending one – by the melody of the tail.
The  salt, please.

[



||]

. .

8.2.3.3. Head
As stated above, the melody of the head plays quite an important part in the
semantics of an utterance.
The heads are classified according to two main principles: the direction of the
melody movement within the head (scale) and the character of the pitch level variation
within the stressed syllables. Taking into account the direction of the pitch movement
within the head, one can distinguish a descending, an ascending and a level scale.
According to the pitch level changes within the stressed syllables (the unstressed
syllables following the stressed ones being included), monotonous, stepping, sliding and
scandent scales are distinguished. Depending on a combination of these two characters,
the following basic types of heads can be singled out: descending monotonous,
descending stepping, descending sliding, descending scandent, ascending monotonous,
ascending stepping, ascending sliding, ascending scandent, and level. Besides,
according to pitch level of the highest syllable within the head, the latter can be
regarded as low, average or high. It should be remarked that a level and a regular
stepping head can be low, middle and high; as to the other types of heads they can be
either high or middle.
The importance of the head in the utterance‘s semantics is beyond any doubt. Thus,
if the speaker uses a regular descending or ascending head in the intonation shaping of
his speech, it means that all the words within the head are of equal importance to him. If
the speaker uses an accidental rise in the pitch of the descending head (a sharp fall
within an ascending head), it means that he is eager to emphasize the word that is
marked by the accidental rise in the pitch within the head.
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8.2.3.3.1. Descending Stepping Head
This type of a head is formed by a succession of the stressed syllables where each
succeeding syllable has a lower level than the previous one. Thus, the pitch movement
within the limits of each stressed syllable is level. Every unstressed syllable is
pronounced at the same level as the previous stressed syllable is.
Arthur almost worshipped the ground that Montanelli walked on.
['а: ' lmo st 'w : pt
gra nd | t 'm t 'nel 'w :kt
||

. . ..

.

. .

This head is also named a gradually descending or a regularly descending one in
scientific literature.
This type of a head is most typical for English non-emphatic speech, when all the
words within the head are of equal importance. This scale can combine with any
terminal tone, and the degree of the sense group‘s emphatic richness is defined by the
character of the nuclear tone.
In the Ukrainian language, the stepping descending head is not so typical in
emphatic utterances. Here in a non-emphatic speech an irregular wavy head is used
most often. There is no direct correlation between the BTF and the informative value of
the corresponding speech segments [Багмут, 1980].
Стежачи як офіцер читає газету, Гай ще більше примружився. Черниш лежав
на краю насипу, розглядаючи замасковані доти.
[СТЕЖ ЧИ Й К ОФ'І ЦЕР ЧИТ ЙЕ Г ЗЕТУ | Г Й ШЧЕ Б'ІЛ'ШЕ
ПРИМРУЖИВС'
|| ] [ ЧЕРНИШ ЛЕЖ В Н
КР ЙУ Н СИПУ │
РОЗГЛ' Д ЙУЧИ З М СКОВ Н'І ДОТИ ||]

8.2.3.3.2. Descending Monotonous Head
This type of a head is characterized by an even decrease of the melody component
throughout the scale: each succeeding syllable (including the unstressed ones) is
pronounced at a lower level than the previous one. From the functional point of view
this type of a head is similar to the descending stepping scale.
Old and young, men and women, Negro and white were drawn into participation
in the May Day celebration.
n

['o ld nd j , |'men nd w m n, | 'ni:gro
 me 'de 'sel bre n ||]

nd wa t |w 'dr :n nt p :ˏt s 'pe n

8.2.3.3.3. Descending Sliding Head
The head of this type differs from the previous one by the fact that within the limits
of each stressed syllable (including the unstressed ones following it) there is a sliding
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downturn in the pitch that reaches a little lower level than the initial pitch of the next
stressed syllable. The melody in the unstressed syllables continues the melody of the
previous stressed one.
He hasn’t definitely refused.
'
‘ '
||


. . ....
You can’t go there.

'

'



||

.
In some cases the stressed syllable can be pronounced at a constant level, and a
downward pitch in the succeeding unstressed syllables develops the effect of a sliding
tone:
He hasn’t definitely refused. . '
‘ '


. . ....
The sliding descending head adds some prominence to every stressed word in the
utterance. It usually imparts some emotional and attitudinal connotations to the
utterance: warning, admiration, reprimand, etc.:
How dare you say it! '

. .

'

8.2.3.3.4. Descending Scandent Head
This head is formed by a sequence of the descending stressed syllables where the
pitch increases smoothly within each stressed syllable. The melody of the unstressed
syllables continues the melody of the preceding stressed one:
I hate doing nothing.
' '
'

]

. .
This type of a head is also used to shape the emphatic utterances that express strong
emotions of both characters – the positive ones (admiration) and the negative ones
(indignation).
Down upon our heads.
['
'
||]

. ..

Look at the scars on his arms and legs.
['
'
'

. .. .
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8.2.3.3.5. Ascending Stepping Head
It is formed by a sequence of stressed syllables; each succeeding syllable is pitched
a little higher than the preceding one. The pitch of the succeeding unstressed syllables
repeats or exceeds the level of the preceding stressed syllables but never reaches the
level of the following stressed syllable. Unlike the descending stepping head, the
ascending scale is not used in emphatically neutral speech. It is used to execute the
meanings of surprise, interest and protest in English.
Have you never seen it?
['
'
||]

. . .
The development of the ascending stepping head is most typical in English to give
more prominence to the main stressed syllable that is logically or emphatically stressed:
She didn’t ask you to go there.

'

'

'

||

. . ..
Combined with the high ascending nuclear tone this type of a head is used in echoquestions.
The monotonous ascending head is more typical to express the same connotations
in the Ukrainian language.

8.2.3.3.6. Ascending Monotonous Head
An ascending monotonous head is characterized by an even increase of the melody
throughout the head: each succeeding syllable (including the unstressed ones) is
pronounced at a higher pitch than the preceding one. In functional respect this type is
similar to the ascending stepping head (see above). It is seldom used in the English
language. In Ukrainian the monotonous ascending head is also used to express the
above-stated emotional meanings in speech; therefore, the frequency of the monotonous
scale exploited in speech is higher than that of the stepping ascending one:
Черниш лежав на краю насипу. [ЧЕРНИШ ЛЕЖ В Н КР ЙУ Н СИПУ||]

. ..
.
.
.
8.2.3.3.7. Ascending Sliding Head
This type of a head forms an ascending pitch structure where every stressed syllable
is pronounced with a sliding fall in the tone. The unstressed syllables continue the
movement of the melody of the preceding stressed one. The final level of each ―slide‖ is
pitched somewhat lower than the initial level of the following stressed syllable.
It’s such a pity that you can’t come.
'
'
'
||

. . ...
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In the example given above, the sliding ascending scale emphasizes the functional
significance of every stressed word and its emotional connotation.
In the Ukrainian language this scale is of the same functional significance, though it
is met rather seldom.

8.2.3.3.8. Ascending Scandent Head
An ascending scandent head is formed by a succession of stressed syllables where
each stressed syllable is pronounced with the rising tone. The unstressed syllables
continue the melody of the stressed one. Every succeeding stressed syllable starts at a
somewhat lower level than the pitch of the preceding unstressed syllable.
Why haven’t you arrived in time? '
'
'
||

.. . .

The emphatic richness of the utterances pronounced with the ascending sliding and
scandent heads is much higher than of the rising stepping head.

8.2.3.3.9. Level Head
A level head is formed by a sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables that are
pronounced at the same pitch level:
What fine weather we are having today!
'
'
'
╻
||

.. . . .
Go and do it as you are told! '

'

||

. ... .
I don’t think she knows.

.

'

'

||

.

The level head, depending on its level, can be high, middle or low. All types of the
level head are used exclusively in emphatic speech, where the high level scale
characterizes a higher emotional richness of the utterance in comparison with the
middle one. The low level head is used to convey such negative emotional meanings as
hostility, enmity and indifference.
8.2.3.3.10. Broken Head
If all lexical units of an utterance form a semantic unity, it cannot be divided into
sense-groups, irrespective of the number of words in it. If all the stressed words in the
utterance are equally important, the scale has a level gradually descending or gradually
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ascending character starting with the first stressed syllable (the highest one) up to the
last (the lowest one) syllable.
If one word in a sense-group is semantically more important than the others: the
pitch of the voice raises sharply within it (high enough, but not reaching the level of the
first stressed syllable), thus the descending scale is interrupted. This phenomenon is
referred to as ―an accidental rise‖. An accidental rise in the pitch of a scale is marked by
an upward arrow in the text. It is located before the syllable which is responsible for the
pitch upward movement.
Jim frequently brought fishing parties here to the river.
['
'
'

'
'
|| ]

An accidental rise often appears in English long sense-groups. It makes the
pronunciation of long sense-groups more convenient, as it is quite difficult to pronounce
a sense-group consisting of 5-6 words while pitching the voice down on each
subsequent stressed syllable. The voice can fall down to the lowest level, not having
reached the last stressed syllable of a sense group. In this case, after an accidental rise,
the descending melody of the scale can be continued.
Alongside with the accidental rise of the voice in the descending head, there can
occur an interruption of melodic regularity, a monotony in the scale caused by an
accidental fall in the pitch of the voice within the ascending head. After an accidental
pitch fall, the melody within the succeeding syllables of the head increases gradually up
to the initial level of the nuclear syllable pitch. An accidental pitch fall in the head is
represented in the text by a downward arrow, placed before the syllable responsible for
the abrupt fall in the tone.
Pete may go to a technical colledge.
'
↓
'
||

.. . . .
8.2.3.3.11. Head Pitch Levels
It has already been mentioned that the pitch in the head is defined by the level of
the highest syllable, that is why a level scale can be of a low, average and high level; as
to the descending or an ascending heads they can only be of an average or a high level.
She will have to manage by herself.
[
╻
╻
||]
–

.. . .. .
She never asked you to stay there.
╻
╻
||
–

. . ..

.
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Is he interested in historical places?
'
'
'

||

.
. .... ..
Should I give you a cup of nice tea?
'
'
'
'

||

.
.
.
.
The head of a high or low level usually belongs to the utterances that possess a
higher degree of emphasis than the speech fragments, accepting an average pitch in the
scale.
8.2.3.4. Prehead
In some sense-groups there can be one or several unaccented syllables before the
first stressed syllable. These syllables form the so-called the prehead. According to the
pitch they can be divided into low, mid and high preheads. Judging the changes in the
direction of pitch movement, an ascending and a level preheads are distinguished. In
contrast to the existing rule – low semantic importance of the unstressed syllables in an
English sense-group - the unstressed syllables of the prehead can sometimes play a
certain part in semantics of the utterance. The high prehead, in particular, is often used
in emotional speech.
And where is she?
'
||

.

.

The ascending prehead often conveys the attitudinal and emotional meanings of an
argument – contradiction in English.
A peculiar case is demonstrated when the sense group is characterized by a strong
emphatic stress. In this case, all the words in the sentence that precede the nucleus
practically lose their stress and can be regarded as a type of the prehead. Such a
configuration of the initial weakly stressed syllables develops an ascending melody,
provides their contrast and opposes the high fall in the nucleus.
But why did you tell Dave?
||

... . .

In addition to pitch changes in a sense-group, there are some other important units
correlated with the meaning; they are pitch differences (intervals) within separate
segments of a sense-group and on the borders between them. The role of pitch modifiers
of the meaning is carried out not only by the absolute values of the pitch component
changes, but also by the rate of this change. The gradual perception of the speed in the
pitch rise or fall by a person has been confirmed by the results of experimental phonetic
research. [Nevalainen, 1987; Типология інтонації мовлення, 1977].
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Brief inventory-taxonomic analysis of melody components, stated in this section,
shows that their sense-defining abilities are determined by the character of changes in
the terminal tone and the pre-nuclear parts of a sense-group, the level of the pitch
component of intonation, and the range of its variability. Thus, the realization of
communicative goal, logical, semantic, attitudinal and emotional relations of an
utterance are not produced by means of some peculiarities in the melody of a certain
segment of a sense-group, but they are the result of interaction among the intonational
constructions of the prehead, the head (scale) and the nucleus which are functionally
connected in the act of speech.
Some sets of various combinations of the above-named melody components of
intonation can potentially be used in the communicative process. But keeping in mind
the aim of this book – to learn the initials of phonetics, the number of pitch patterns
under analyses should be limited; thus the most usable melody models in
communication are to be discussed here.

8.3. DYNAMIC COMPONENT
8.3.1. PERCEPTIVE PARAMETERS OF A SENSE GROUP DYNAMIC
STRUCTURE, ITS ARTICULATOR AND ACOUSTIC CORRELATES
The character of interaction between the pitch and sound wave pressure are of
special significance in the course of interpreting the data of prosody examination. It is
the sound wave pressure that is the characteristic of the dynamic component of
intonation – the sound loudness.
The dynamic component of intonation, interpreted at the perceptive level as speech
loudness, has the variability of the air stream pressure on the vocal cords (the increase
of which results in the growth of their vibration amplitude) as the correlate at the
articulation level. The strength of the vocal pressure is caused by a number of factors,
among which those of the purely physiological nature prevail. These being the different
muscular efforts of the speaker and different degree of the respiratory muscular tension
in the process of phonation. It should be remarked that loudness (the perceptive
parameter) depends not only on the amplitude of the vocal cords vibration but on their
vibration frequency as well. Therefore, their separate analysis is conventional to a great
extent. At the acoustic level, the intensity (I) of the speech signal, which is
characterized by the power (W) of the vocal signal, that spreads in a resilient (air)
medium and distributes per unit of the medium‘s area. In physics it is habitual to
measure the intensity in relative logarithmic units - decibels (db):
I = lg (Wx / W0) [db],
where Wx is the power of the measured signal, and W0 is the power of the signal
corresponding to the minimum threshold of perception.
It is useful to get acquainted with the following indexes of loudness levels of some
well-known sounds in the environmental medium [Давыдов, 2002, p. 183]:
0 db
20 db

Threshold of hearing
The leaves rustling in light breeze
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40 db One typewriter in a small room
50 db An animated conversation
70 db A range of symphony orchestra
100 db An underground train
120 db An airplane above your head
130 db Loudness becomes painful
In the practice of speech acoustic analysis, the conventional units of intensity are
used, they are determined as a ratio of the measured amplitude of a speech signal wave
and some amount of amplitude value, which is characteristic for this series of the phonetic
material.

8.3.2. LOUDNESS GRAPHIC REGISTRATION IN TEXT
The dynamic component of intonation, in contrast to the melody, does not have any
commonly used system of signs reflecting it in written text. Nevertheless, for teaching
purposes it is quite useful to exploit any system of conventional signs in order to
register such an important component of intonation as loudness in writing. For this
purpose it is convenient to mark different degrees of speech signal loudness in the
following way:
a) a usual (normal) loudness is not marked;
b)
very loud;
c) ______________ louder than usual;
d) --------------------- quieter than usual;
e) ………………… very quiet
E.g : Listen, Tom, you just don t understand.
The interrupted underlining demonstrates the fact that the speaker pronounces the
utterance (or its segment) more quietly than usually.
Tell them, for they are in need of telling!
A thick uninterrupted line shows that the utterance is pronounced very loudly. If
separate segments of the utterance are pronounced with different loudness, each
segment should be marked by the due sign.
In cases where the quantitative characteristics the qualitative evaluation of the
speech acoustic parameters are needed (as has been mentioned), the diagrams based on
the results of the experimental analysis of the sounding fragments will be used. Thus,
the dynamic component is characterized in detail by the amplitude-temporal diagram
A=f(t), where A– the intensity of a speech signal, t – time (see fig. 1.11 and 1.12).

8.3.3. MAIN FACTORS OF THE DYNAMIC COMPONENT INFLUENCE ON
SPEECH PROSODIC STRUCTURE
The dynamic component of a speech signal can be examined as an independent
parameter of speech prosody on the one hand, and as a component part of word-stress,
sentence stress, and rhythm organizing factor on the other.
In Part 1, the role of the dynamic component in organizing the word stress
was discussed. Now attention should be drawn to the character of the dynamic
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parameters alteration used in the process of word-for-word pronunciation and
single word pronunciation within a context. One of the most important differences
between these lies in the fact that the intensity maximum of a word pronounced in
isolation can be localized both on a stressed and an unstressed syllable. At the same
time, pronouncing a word within a context leads to the intensity maximum localization
primarily on the stressed syllable. The amount of intensity difference between the initial
and final vowel in a word is important for dynamic component analysis. This index is
substantially higher if a word is uttered in a speech continuum in contrast to being
pronounced in isolation.
The role of a dynamic component in organizing sentence stress will be examined
further in Section 8.8.2.
In this section, the problem of speech loudness as a direct influence on the
intonation of a sense group (neglecting the loudness participation in stress and rhythmic
structure execution in an utterance) needs to be discussed.
The change of loudness is used in order to oppose the most important speech
fragments to those remarks, notes and explanations that are beyond the topic of
communication: I am sorry, he said apologetically.
[
|
╻
╻
||]

In this case, the loudness of the whole sense groups is being contrasted. At the same
time the dynamic contrast is characteristic of separate words within the sense group. The
form words and the semi-notional ones are, mainly, characterized by loudness downfall:
"Freddie," he said, "has left the room."
[ f
|
'
||]

Take it easy, my boy.
['te k t
||]

The dynamic component of intonation plays an unimportant part in expressing
different emotional and attitudinal shades of meaning in speech. In this case loudness
can be varied from a very low one (when expressing meanings of timidity, desire to
calm a communicator down) up to a very loud one (when expressing a stormy objection,
indignation, desperation and the like).
Обережно. (Timidly)
Обережно. (Informing)
Обережно! (Desparation)
It is necessary to keep in mind that loudness deviations from the middle level can
be caused by a number of reasons unconnected with the semantic aspect of speech. In
regards to reasons of extra-linguistic origin, the following can be referred to: different
communicative conditions in which speech loudness is falling down such as during a
confidential talk in the place full of the strangers, here the voice lows down. Canversely,
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out of necessity loudness will neturally rise if communication takes place in a noisy
location or the speakers are at a great distance from each other.
Certain aspects speech loudness in a class room should also be focused upon.
Speech which is too greatly amplified tends to make an audience tire rather quickly and
can even cause irritation among the listeners. The efficiency of speech perception rises
when the speech continuum is pronounced within the middle of loudness range. Thus,
variation of speech loudness produces a positive influence and allows to the avoidance
of monotony and reduces fatigue in listeners.

8.4. TEMPORAL COMPONENT
8.4.1. DURATION AND TEMPO
The temporal relation of speech fragments is an important characteristic of
intonation in communication. The main parameters which characterize this aspect of
intonation are the duration of the speech signal and the tempo at which its different
segments are being pronounced. At all the three levels (speech production, acoustic
level and perception), the temporal component of intonation is physically homogeneous.
Nevertheless, in the process of production and perception here is an element of
subjectivism at the quantitative evaluation of this parameter.
The speech tempo is the speed at which certain segments (sounds, syllables, words,
phrases, and longer fragments) are produced. This is determined as a rule by the number
of syllables pronounced per unit of time (1 second). The rate can be rapid, normal or
slow depending on the style of communication, emotional state of the speaker,
individual characteristics of personality, and a number of other factors.
The temporal component of intonation in contrast to the melodic one does not have
any adequate graphic registration in a written text. Nevertheless, any system of signs
can be used in the teaching process to register such an important component of
intonation as tempo in writing (see M. Давыдов, 2002). Different rate of a speech
signal production can be marked for this purpose in the following way:
a) a usual (normal) tempo is not marked;
b)
a very quick tempo;
c)
a greater speed than usual;
d)
a slower speed than usual;
e)
a very slow tempo:
What has all thas got to do with coffee?
The interrupted stroke line indicates that the speaker pronounces this utterance
slower than usually.
I’ll settle up with you later.
The thick wavy underlining indicates that the utterance is pronounced at a very fast
speed.
If different segments of an utterance are pronounced at various speeds, the above
stated markers are to be used in every case of speed variability in the speech segment.
If not only the qualitative characteristics but the quantitative evaluations of acoustic
speech parameters are needed as well (as it has already been noted) the frequencytemporal and the amplitude-temporal diagrams are used; these diagrams are created due
to the experimental data of sounding speech fragments. The duration of either of the
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utterance‘s segments is easily determined as the difference of readings on the axe t (see
fig. 1.11 and 1.12).
As has already been stated, the speech tempo depends on many factors. Thus, it is
known, for example, that lectures and public speeches are pronounced slower than
ordinary remarks of a colloquial style. Known information is absorbed more quickly
than new. Facts of special importance are pronounced slower than parts of the
utterances that are not of such value. Rate of speech is closely related to phonetic
interpretation of such intonational phenomena as reduction and assimilation of sounds
in the speech continuum. Therefore, the quicker the speech tempo is, the greater the
amount of the reduced and assimilated sounds.
In the Ukrainian language the character of the temporal component usage in speech
resembles that of the English language. Any definite difference is conditioned by the
fact that in English (unlike Ukrainian) duration is a relevant phonetical feature at the
segmental level (see part I). On the whole, the rate of speech in English is much quicker
than the tempo of Ukrainian colloquial speech.

8.4.2. PAUSES
Tempo of speech is closely related to the concept of pauses. Thus, a pause can be a
genuine existing phenomenon or one existing only in our imagination. The first type of
the pause is characterized by a complete phonation interruption. The second type of
pause (imaginary) can be caused by a number of factors, namely, by changes in the
pitch contour, certain alterations in tempo, neighboring stressed syllables elision, and
other phenomena. All of the above mentioned changes of the intonation pattern are
perceived by the ear as pauses between the intonation groups, although physically in the
process of speech production there is no break.
A complete stop in phonation is typical when delimiting the pauses that
differentiate the utterances and intonation groups in oral speech and when dividing
paragraphs, sentences and parts of sentences while reading a written text. (Often a
complete stop in phonation appears in the places where the signs of punctuation are
used.)
In natural speech, pauses can significantly vary in their duration. For practical
purposes, three types of pauses are usually used according to duration.
a) First, there are short pauses, which are equil in their duration to the time
one rhyme group sounds in speech (see the section Rhyme). They are used to
separate sense groups from each other in utterances that consist of many sense
groups. They are graphically signed by a vertical line when putting the
intonation marks in a text.
He stopped short, looked straight at him and took him by his hand.
[hi 'st pt ∫ :t | 'l kt stre t æt h m | nd 't k h m ba h z hænd || ]

Bci нacпix копали землянки, заносили в них найпотрібніші peчi,
приміщали дітей.
[BCI Н СПІХ КОП ЛИ ЗЕМЛ' НКИ | З НОСИЛИ В НИХ
Н ЙПОТР'ІБН'ІШ'І РЕЧ'І | ПРИМ'ІШЧ ЛИ Д'ІТЕЙ ||]
b) Secondly, we have normal pauses, equivalent by their duration to the
time of two rhyme groups sounding. These pauses are usually used to separate
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two sentences from each other in a speech continuum. Graphically, they are
signed as two vertical lines for marking intonation in a text.
Вони розглядають замасковані доти. Командир лежить на краю
насипу.
[ВОНИ РОЗГЛ' Д ЙУТ З М СКОВ Н'І ДОТИ || КОМ НДИР
ЛЕЖИТ‘ Н КР ЙУ Н СИПУ║]

c) Finally, long pauses are equivalent in their duration to the time-period
long enough for three rhyme groups production. They separate paragraphs and
larger super phrasal unities from each other. For marking intonation in a text,
they are signed as three vertical lines:
―Patricia believed in the devil too. ║ There had been a succession of devils in her
life. ║ When she was two and a half years old, │ the devil was the landlord, │ parked
in his car│ while the bailiffs piled the Dunn family’s furniture on the sidewalk. III
Later, ≀ the devil gave Pa three hours work a day in a non-union shop│, had the
family cut off relief│ beause the father was working│ and got Frank and Joe in trouble
with the police for stealing spoiled fruit in the railway yards.║‖ (Extract from
―Tomorrow is with us‖ by Dyson Carter).
Quiet often, it is difficult to realize with a large degree of certainty whether or not
phonation is completed. In this case, a pause is marked by the vertical wavy line in the text.
Well, egs help to make the cake raise nicely if you beat them, and then I add the
rest of the dry things.
≀'
'
'
'
│
║
It should be remembered that in fact pause duration in these three types is not
strictly fixed and may also depend on many extra-linguistic factors. However, it is not
absolute pause duration that is being discussed here but rather its relative length in time.
For the research purposes, when the length of a pause is to be measured exactly, the
pause duration in milliseconds is placed under the vertical lines that symbolize these
pauses:
Well,│ I know him.
(20)

It should be remembered that the pauses that are obligatory at definite points of an
utterance can be absent in rapid colloquial speech, and vice versa. The appearance of
pauses in unexpected locations is a frequent phenomenon in unprepared or spontaneous
speech (hesitative, psychological and other kinds of pauses). Pauses of hesitation,
appearing as the result of speech planning, can be filled or unfilled:
He lives in │ the south. Where have you found, mmm, this thing?
Він живе на │ півдні. Де ти знйшов, ммм, цю штуку?
Researched data in experimental-phonetics has shown that not only is the tempo of
colloquial speech quicker than the tempo of official speech, but also that pauses in
colloquial style are far shorter than the pauses in standart speech.
Tempo and pauses in speech are closely related to other components of intonation:
melody, loudness and rhythm. Some combinations of the listed components of
intonation with the temporal one serve the purpose of expressing numerous logical,
semantic attitudinal and emotional meanings in utterances. In this respect, numerous
combinations of tempo containing of complex pitch components of intonation and stress
variants are of particular interest.
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8.5. SUMMARY ACOUSTIC ENERGY

Alongside with separate analysis of the above mentioned characteristics – intensity
and duration, it is useful to regard their interactions in speech. The capability of a
person‘s ear to integrate an acoustic signal in time testifies to the necessity of
considering the summary energy of a speech signal. This is the intensity impulse – the
product of a speech signal intensity and the time of its pronunciation:
W=It.
In Chapter 6, the importance of this component for word-stress was examined. This
is caused by a greater stability of the discussed phonological characteristic which is the
relevant feature of the stressed (unstressed) syllable in comparison with the components
that are involved in forming summary energy – the intensity and duration of an acoustic
signal. Being one of the intonation components, the summary acoustic energy insures
the various logical and semantical meanings as well as the emotional and attitudinal
connotations that are to be conveyed in speech. In addition, the energy components of
intonation play an important role in organizing the rhythmic structure of an utterance.
When carrying out an acoustic analysis of the energetic volume of a speech signal,
the most important data to be considered are average magnitude of the summary energy
in an utterance and either of its segments.

8.6. TIMBRE
Timbre characteristics of speech play a rather specific role in conveying the
semantics of an utterance by means of speech intonation. It is caused by the fact that no
timbre changes participate in realizing the basic communicative functions of intonation
in speech but show up only when expressing a certain attitude or emotion. Timbre is
usually defined as a "coloring" of the voice which allows one to distinguish both the
psychological and physiological condition of the speaker, his attitude to the object of
speech, and the situation. The various approaches that exist in works devoted to the
problems of timbre and the absence of a common terminology for its description have
led to certain complications when interpreting the prosody phenomena. Thus, the
supporters of the acoustics and articulation approach for the purpose of timbre analysis
use such terms as "sonorous, hoarse, low, high, opened, closed, nasal", etc., while those
who support timbre examination from the point of view of its semantics stick to such
characteristics as "joyful, cheerful, rough, friendly, gentle, hostile", etc.
A standardized set of timbre markers has yet to be established by phoneticians.
Nevertheless, the use of some such signs in special research is necessary. Thus, in a
work by M. Davydov [Давыдов, 2002] the following system of the timber characteristic
symbols has been offered:
br>
- breathiness (aspiration)
gl>
- glottalisation
pl>
- plaintiveness
sp>
- spread (lips or phonetic smile)
cr>
- creak
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ns>
- nasality
ts / lx>
- tenseness vs. laxness of articulation
l / dl>
- labialization vs. delabialisation
mx / mm> - maximal vs. minimal degree of opening one‘s mouth
wh>
- whisper
tr>
- tremolo (vibrato)
cl>
- clenched teeth
The symbol that signals the timber characteristic of a speech segment is placed
before the sign > , which is located at the beginning of a described segment; the end of a
delimited segment is marked by the sign < :
cl > He won't get a reward,< if I can help it.
[' '
| '
||]

The core acoustic correlates of timbre characteristics of a speech signal are the
parameters of high-frequency areas that strengthen a sound energy (i.e. the second, the
third and the fourth formants of a vowel spectrum and broadband "noises" of consonant
spectrograms) allocated in the course of the spectrographic analysis (see. fig. 1.13).
It should be mentioned that in oral speech perception even skilled phoneticians can
fail at interpreting the effects of intonation. This includes attitudinal and evaluative
connotations such as melancholy and grief (the latter being the result of exploitation of
such intonational components as tempo and pitch range). In the meanwhile, spectral
analysis testifies that the effect stated above is created due to formant characteristics,
that is it is caused by the timbre peculiarities of speech.
At the level of articulation the aforementioned acoustic characteristics correlate
with the phenomena of secondary oscillations generated within the resonator cavities of
vocal organs: glottal, pharyngeal and nasal cavities. Modulation of these resonators and
the distribution of the sounds in them can be presented by an unlimited quantity of
combinations; thus the voice can become much too guttural or nasal, more or less
laryngeal, pharyngeal to a certain extent, etc. When the volume of the larynx cavity
increases in the process of speech production, it creates the effect at the perceptive level
that the pitch of the sounds is lower, making the voice "deeper" and "darker" to the
listener. In reality, the pitch of the voice (the basic tone frequency) remains constant,
while the level of the second and the third formant decreases. Similarly, when the
pharyngeal cavity volume increases in the course of phonation (from the minimal size
up to maximal) it is possible to convey the attitudes and emotions in speech which range
from "grief" up to "triumph".
It is not only the volume of the resounding cavities of the vocal organs that
influences timbre characteristics of speech but the dynamics in which this parameter
changes in time. For example, a wavy change in resonator cavities leads to voice
vibration that provides the maximal degree to display various emotions (love, hatred,
enthusiasm and fear).
These examples demonstrate that for the purpose of getting the correct conclusion
concerning the problem of prosodic means correlating with the corresponding
semiological units, it is necessary to compare the three levels of speech fragments under
investigation: articulatory, perceptive and acoustic.
At the same time it should be remembered that timbre, as an intonation
component expressing emotional and attitudinal meanings in speech, acts in close
interaction with other components of intonation. For example, when pronouncing
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utterances bearing negative emotional and attitudinal connotations, it has been proved
that alongside with the use of the corresponding timbre characteristics in speech the
key word of the utterance is emphasized by means of a pause lengthening, the
increase in the speed of melody component alteration within the stressed vowel, and
the growth of the pronouncing time of the terminal unstressed syllables (in
comparison to the neutral utterances). Thus, emotional and attitudinal meanings are
presented in sounding speech by acoustic attributes of different nature, this allowing
them to be interpreted correctly at perception.

8.7. RHYTHM
8.7.1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A SENSE GROUP RHYTHMIC
STRUCTURE
One of the most important characteristics of utterance phonetic shaping in oral
speech is the rhythmic organization of speech pieces. Much attention is paid to this
question in modern linguistics [ нтипова, 1979; рват, 1997]; however, up until this
point this problem has been still insufficiently studied.
Rhythm is the regular, natural alternation of commensurable sound elements in
speech process. Rhythm is created through a complex interrelationship of intonation
components. The production of rhythm is primarialy connected with the time
organization of speech phonetic elements and their regular recurrence which determines
the dynamics of speech continuum. Alongside with time characteristics, there are other
prosodic components (melody, intensity and timbre) in rhythm arrangement.
Rhythm has the complex multileveled structure that enables us to state that there
exists a hierarchy of speech rhythms – syllabic, verbal and syntagmatic. Syntagmatic
rhythm acts as the basic speech rhythm; it is conditioned by two aspects of speech –
intellectual and semantic on the one hand, and physiological on the other. The essence
of the physiological nature of a speech rhythm is defined, first of all, by a regularity of
the respiratory cycle. Breath movements are connected with a regular alternation of the
respiratory cycle phases as to their length and depth. Thus, inhalation is shorter than an
exhalation, this being important for speech production. Speech is produced in the course
of breathing out.
An intellectual adjustment of the natural respiratory rhythm of speech can occur
due to the existence of a feedback between breath and neuro-physiological activity of
the brain; this allows for an adjustment of exhalation time depending on a specific task
of speech production. Competent structure of every utterance does not allow a speaker
to break off the words, word-combinations (incorporated by a strong semantic link) by a
breath act.
Speech rhythm can be considered a phenomenon of periodicity, orderliness in time
alteration of both phonetically marked and phonetically unmarked units, and that of an
isochronism of repeating segments.
Various elements of speech are considered by various researchers to be the basic
minimal structural unit of the rhythmic organization of an utterance, among them being
a rhythmic structure, a phonetic word, a rhythmic group, a foot and some others
[Потапов, 2004].
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Despite the numerous existing points of view on the problem of singling out
elementary basic units of rhythm, a uniform approach to the definition of the major
factor that insures the rhythmic organization of speech unites all these opinions. Stress
is just this kind of a factor; it naturally follows from the nature of speech production.
Structurally organized syllabic complex, which is called ―rhythmic group‖ (RG), is
mostly regarded as the principle unit of a phrase rhythmic structure. One or some words
(notional or form ones) united by one word stress are considered to be a RG. Peculiar
peaks of sonority in a word are formed by stressed vowels. Depending on the stressed
syllable location within a rhythmic group (RG), various languages are subdivided into
three groups in accordance with their rhythmic structure:
1 languages characterized by the initial position of the stressed syllable in RG (for
example, the Czech language);
2 languages characterized by the terminal position of the stressed syllable in RG
(for example, the French language);
3 languages characterized by the medial position of the stressed syllable in RG (for
example, the Polish language).
Due to certain peculiarities of their rhythmic organization, some languages cannot
be straightforwardly placed in one of these three groups since three types of speech
rhythm manifest themselves in these languages. English, German, Ukrainian and
Russian are among some languages that belong here. In the English language, the
rhythmic structure is mostly characterized by the RG organization according to the first
type (the stressed syllable is located at beginning of the RG and the unstressed syllables
following it – enclitics – join the stressed syllable). The initial unstressed syllables in a
sense – group, the so-called proclitics, the unstressed syllables attached to succeeding
stressed syllable in a RG, make an exception.
In the Ukrainian language proclitics are more frequent than in English though
enclitics prevail in the RG organization on the whole. One can characterize the RG as a
ratio, where the numerator shows the number of syllables in the RG and the
denominator signifies the stressed syllable‘s position in the RG (e.g., 2/1 marks the twosyllable RG with the stress on the first syllable). The RG bounderies in the text are
usually marked by the vertical interrupted line:
They’ve come┋ too late. (2/2, 2/1)
Куди ┋зараз┋ їде┋ хазяїн? (2/2, 2/1, 2/1, 3/2).

8.7.2. BOUNDARIES OF RHYME GROUPS
When limiting the RG boundaries, one can make use of the laws connected with the
syllabic word stress, peculiarities of intonation shaping the RG and physical
characteristics of adjacent (juncture) sounds in a RG. However, RG delimitation, with
the help of certain boundary signal, is not obligatory. The difficulties connected with
fixing the boundaries (the latter frequently can‘t be exactly established at the level of
auditory perception) testify to the fact that there is no unique phonetic marker delimiting
the RG. It is possible to say that the RG extraction out of speech continuum is provided
by a set of prosodic characters. Moreover, peculiar features of RG prosody demonstrate
themselves in different kinds of speech.
Thus, when describing the acoustic means that take part in rhythmic division of a
speech continuum – a special role of such phonetic characteristics as a pause and melody
– a dynamic component should be mentioned. In the English language – for the purpose of
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RG boundering in a speech continuum – one can use the objective criterion; that is the
physical characteristics of sounds at the words‘ juncture. Here melodic and temporal
characteristics of sounds in the English RG are the most essential. In the Ukrainian
language, the dynamic and the melodic components of intonation are the most important
in creating rhythmic figures. Therefore, recurrent appearance of the dynamic
characteristics peculiarities that evolve in the process of rhythmic figure creation
(weakening or strengthening of syllabic and word energy) gives support to the textorganizing function of intonation [ лексієвець, 1999, p. 148; O'Connor , 1977].
Smoothness or contrast of transitions that exist between segments of speech range
variability of such changes may produce accent in rhythmic structure of speech.
The situations in which a rhythmic group is equal to word form occur most often in
speech continuum: Чого? Pardon? Well, English winters aren’t very cold.
Although some researchers acknowledge the influence of boundaries between the
words on an utterance rhythm [Белей ,1999], word forms are not unique rhythm organizing units. Boundaries between the rhythmic groups rather often pass within the
words; morever, one RG frequently unites parts of different words:
Herrold was reported to be missing.
Ми тут добре влаштовані.
Unification of two and more word - forms into one RG is characteristic to the
connective words that refer to the adjacent meaningful words. An enclitic combination
in the English language can be illustrated by the following sequence of three word –
forms: a verb, a monosyllabic preposition, a two-syllable pronoun: Wash up yourself.
A proclitic combination in the Ukrainian language can be illustrated by the
following sequence of two word – forms and a two-syllable preposition, a monosyllabic
numeral and a monosyllabic noun: Понад сім фраз.
However, not all words (within certain classes only) are stressed in a speech
continuum. They are the so-called, notional words in contrast to the auxiliary ones. The
following utterance can be treated as the examples illustrating the above:
I've been living here for six years already. You can come tomorrow if you like.
However, the negative reduced forms of the same verbs are always stressed: Не
couldn't come in time. He isn't so big. We won’t have dinner when we get home.
It should be kept in mind that conjunctions and conjunctive words are emphasized
by stress at the initial position:
When he gets home, we’ll have dinner.
The most frequent types of words that are not stressed in the English language are
listed in the following table.
Table 8.1.
The list of words that are usually unstressed in English
Form Words

Articles

Particles:
tо, there

Examples and Remarks
He was an unknown poet. The weather is fine.
The definite article is stressed in the meaning ―the
best, the only one‖: It's the book of the year.

There can be no doubt about it. He is
always ready to help.
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I've been living here for six years already. She is away on
holiday now. You can come tomorrow if you like.
Negative reduced forms of these verbs are always
stressed: Не couldn't come in time. He isn't so big.
When placed at the beginning and at the end of the
sentences these verbs are stressed, too: Can you help me?
Does he know it? We'll come as soon as we can.
Auxiliary
In case of emphasis the verbs are stressed (when
and Modal Verbs
agreement or disagreement are expressed): I am tired. He
did write the letter.
The following modal verbs are always stressed: ought,
should in the first person singular when conveying
obligation; will, would when conveying intention; may,
might, must when conveying probability (supposition).
It's very kind of you. You probably know him.
Personal
Pronouns
Where is my book?
Possessive
Pronouns
I'll wash myself.
Reflexive
Except the cases when the reflexive pronoun is an
Pronouns
emphatic one: You can't hurt me, you can only hurt yourself.
I saw them looking at each other with interest. Our
Reciprocal
students are helping one another in their work.
Pronouns
местоимения
We were walking down the street.
At final position monosyllabic prepositions are partially
Monosyllabic
stressed: What are you looking for?
Prepositions
They are partially stressed when followed by a
pronoun: Take no notice of him.
We'll have dinner when we get home. I think he is
Conjunctions
cleverer than I am. You'll see it after I've done it.
and Juncture
Words
It should be remembered, however, that the auxiliaries, given in the table, can be
logically or emphatically stressed (see the following sections 8.8.3. and 8.8.4.), and in
this case they form the peak of sonority in the RG they belong to: Look out!

8.7.3. SPEECH RHYTHM AND THE SYLLABLE STRUCTURE RELATION

The speech rhythm is inseparable from the syllabic structure of a language, but the
character of their correlation is not identical in various languages. For one type of
languages, the so-called «syllabic rhythm» is a norm. In this case the syllables are
characterized by the same time duration. In some other languages «the accent rhythm»
is available. Here the stressed syllables are pronounced at equal time intervals. Thus, in
English and the Ukrainian language the accent rhythm is realized, and in French the
syllabic rhythm.
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Isochronism – equal intervals of time between the stressed syllables – is the most
important trait in terms of rhythmic organization in English speech. The following
characteristics of rhythm are connected with this property in the English language
[Потапов, p. 275]:
1. Stressed syllables follow each other at regular intervals. In case the rhythmic
group is too long (i.e. contains many unstressed syllables) this rule is not strictly to.
2. Adhered (non-initial) rhythmic groups begin, as a rule, with a stressed syllable;
unstressed syllables tend to join the proceeding stressed one, thus forming enclitics; the
initial unstressed syllables of a sense-group are the only ones that join the following
stressed syllable, thus forming proclitics.
3. Greater the number of the unstressed syllables in a rhythmic group is, the quicker
the rate they are pronounced at.
4. Unstressed syllables at the initial position of a sense-group are always uttered
quickly.
5. Every rhythmic group is characterized by its own tempo (average syllable
duration) which depends on a degree of semantic importance that the given RG
possesses within the sense-group:
She wants some┋ writing┋ paper.
180
150
170
In Ukrainian uninterrupted speech, RG demonstrates a tendency to isochronize, too.
In cases when the number of the unstressed syllables in the potential RG comes to 5-7
elements, speech isochronism is preserved at the expense of the secondary stress that
appears within this multisyllabic structure.
For example: Школу за┋кінчила┋ у ┋шестиде┋сятому┋ році.
However, the RG isochronisms in the Ukrainian language do not manifest
themselves as brightly as in English. Some research has shown, that more typical of the
Ukrainian language is the presence of the so-called rhythmic framework in a sensegroup (isochronism of the initial and final unstressed syllables), while at the same time
regular cyclic repetition of the middle RG of the utterance is not available. For example:
Ще маленьким хлопчиком...
50 20 30 20 80 100 50 (milliseconds)
The character of alterations in long vowel and diphthong pronounciation depends
on their position in a rhyme group and should be especially discussed. In English
language diphthongs that follow a stressed syllable lose their quality – the
characteristics available in the stressed position – and are pronounced as short rather
homogeneous sounds. For example, in the utterance, ―What were the details?‖, the
posttonic digraph ―ai‖ (corresponding the diphthong [eI] in the word ―details‖) is
pronounced as a homogeneous sound [e].
For Ukrainians who study the English language, the problem of the secondary
(weaker or of the same strength) stress is the one of particular complexity. In modern
English, there is a large quantity of words with both main and the secondary stress:
civilization, conversation. At the same time there are many words in which the so-called
equal stress is executed, i.e. both stressed syllables have identical prosodic prominence:
fifteen, eighteen, unknown, rewritten.
These words, being pronounced in isolation, demonstrate that prosody of the two
stressed syllables in either of the words keeps to the laws characteristic of the word
stress (see the section « Word Stress »). Thus, the status of the secondary stress depends
on the relative size of the pitch change in the stressed syllable: equal stresses are
characterized by the identical pitch change in both stressed syllables; the secondary
stress is characterized by a smaller (but noticeable enough) pitch alteration.
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In speech continuum, the general rhythmic structure of a sense-group influences the
prosodic shaping of the main and the secondary stressed syllables. If the secondary
stress precedes the main one, then the corresponding syllable forms an independent
rhythmic group and in this case it preserves, of course, all phonetic attributes of a
stressed syllable. Note the word «civilization» in the following utterance: Columbus
discovered a wonderful civilization.
When the secondary stress retains second position in a word, all features of stress
are leveled and the corresponding syllable becomes a part of the RG as an enclitic. Note
the word «disengaged» in the following utterance: Mr. Thackery’s disengaged.
The phenomenon of word stress disappearance in some notional words in speech,
due to the need to meet the requirement of the rhythmic organization of an utterance,
leads to a shift of the normative sentence stress from the final (normal) position in the
sense-group(see 8.8.3. and 8.8.4.).

8.7.4. PROSODIC MEANS SHAPING THE RHYTHMIC GROUPS

As it has already been mentioned, the rhythmic structure of speech is defined to a
substantial degree by stylistic variety and attitudinal and- emotional connotation of an
utterance. Stylistic and emphatic peculiarities of prosody frequently lead to complete
reorganization of the intonation patterns, including the rhythmic structures of sensegroups. Thus, cases of sheer loss of the main stress and its shift to the place of the
secondary stress are rather widespread:
I didn’t say the book, I said a book.
'
‘ '
| '
||
Habitual stereotypes of the accentual and rhythmic organization in a sense-group or
in some separate words are destroyed because of the use of non-standard ways of stress
embodiment: a sharp increase in loudness; a change in the direction of the basic tone
movement and an increase of the interval in its alteration; a pause appearance between
the part of a word that carries secondary stress; and the syllable under the main stress.
The usual prosodic means complex usage for the purpose of RG phonetic shaping
is one of a scale configurations used in a sense-group, this depending on the attitudinal
and emotional coloring of the utterance. If in an emphatically neutral speech the
stepping head (syllables within the limits of one rhythmic group being pronounced at
the same level, see A) or a monotonous head (unstressed syllables within one rhythmic
group continuing the pitch movement of the stressed syllables, see B) are considered to
be the norm, in an emphatically marked speech the pitch movement in RG is defined by
a melody component specificity in a sliding (see C) or a scandant head (see D):
The smile made his face understanding and sweet and gentle.
[ 'sma l 'me d h z 'fe s nd st nd | nd swi:t | nd
entl ||

B. Is he a very absent-minded man?
[' z hi 'ver ' bs nt ma nd d m n ||]
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C. It’s so nice you’re here.
'
'
||

.

..

D. What he played in his mother's heart he knew not yet.
['w t hi 'ple d n h z 'm
z h t | hi 'nju: 'n t jet ||]

Sometimes an attempt to emphasize the phonematic structure of a word leads to the
use of a syllable-by-syllable speech (for example, in a didactic or a political discourse);
thus, prosodically marked (rhythm organizing) are all the syllables involved in the
structure of this or that word.
Speech timbre characteristics perception also promotes the recognition of rhythmic
figures both in English and in the Ukrainian language since there is an almost universal
tendency for the vowel quality in weak syllables to be open compared to stressed ones.

8.8. SENTENCE STRESS
8.8.1. GENERAL REMARKS
Сказать о суммарной энергии – единственном корреляте словесного ударения
(сослаться на часть 1), а затем сказать, что в синтагматическом ударении важную
роль начинают играть и остальные компоненты интонации. Проверить во всем
параграфе преобладание длительности в ударении украинском
As has been shown in Part 1, one of the main characteristics of a word‘s phonetic
presentation is accent. Being an integral part of the mechanism involved in uniting
words into a sense-group, the word stress is not unique. In structural units larger than a
word, several types of semantically important stresses are distinguished: normative
(syntagmatic), logical and emphatic. Sentence stress reveals itself in the stressed
syllables of the words that form the above mentioned units. Such type of a syllable in a
sense group is the nucleus.
One type of word stress distinguishes the most important word in a sense group;
this is the word that forms the semantic and prosodic center of the sense group. This
type of a stress is named syntagmatic. The semantic (intonational) center of the phrase
that is formed by the stressed syllable of the word (most important in the
communicative sense in an utterance that consists of many sense groups) is similarly
characterized by the so-called phrasal stress. The semantic stress that is maximally
emphasized and precisely marked by intonation and performs certain special
semantic functions is named logical stress. In these cases logical stress carries out the
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function of syntagmatic (or phrasal) stress. Quite often this type of a stress is not only of
a logical character but that of an emotional character as well. In this case the stressed
word is the center that manifests either the speaker‘s emotional state or his emotional
and attitudinal evaluation of the contents of the utterance. This is said to be under
emphatic stress.
Logical and emphatic stresses differ from the (normative) syntagmatic stress not
only by the degree of semantic and intonational accentuation of the word it falls on and
by a set of phonetic means that execute this stress in conversation, but also by this
word‘s position in a sense group. The terminal position of the word containing the
nucleus in the sense group is the normative location of ordinary syntagmatic stress:
Frock-coats have quite gone out of fashion.
The place of the logical (and the emphatic) stress is not fixed by formal rules and
entirely depends on the speaker‘s aim. One and the same utterance can be realized in the
speech with different localization of the words that are logically stressed: Навіщо тобі
чини? Навіщо тобі чини? Навіщо тобі чини?

8.8.2. NORMATIVE (SYNTAGMATIC) STRESS
As has already been noted, the localization of a nuclear syllable in the terminal
position in a sense group corresponds to the norm. However, it should also be noted that
the normative syntagmatic stress in a number of cases shifts to the left from the terminal
position in a sense group (the shift including one or more words). The realization of the
semantic and intonation center of the sense group in a non-final position depends on
communicative and syntactic factors on the one hand, and on the factors enumerated here on
the other hand – how full the meaning of the sense group lexical units is and what kind of
morphological means and stylistic elements are used in the text.
The following conditions are regarded to be the most typical ones for normative
(syntagmatic) stress localization in a non-final position:
1. when the form-words that are stressed in connected speech in some language
are the final words (word) in a sense group;
2. when notional words that lose their stress under certain conditions (while they
are stress – marked in isolated pronunciation) are the final words in a sense
group;
3. when the rhythmic structure of an utterance requires the shift of syntagmatic
stress from the final position to the preceding notional word.
The fact that the indicated regularities are typologically common in Ukrainian and
English is of great interest. However, the specific manifestations of these regularities in
the same languages differ substantially.
In English, the specific manifestation of the normative (syntagmatic) stress shift
can be explained by the following factors:
1. The presence of form-words that are not capable of becoming the semantic
center of a sense group even though they execute the function on their own; this is
why they lose regular word stress in speech continuum and, consequently, are
incapable of displaying normative (syntagmatic) stress. This group consists of
auxiliary and modal verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, articles and particles:
There’s no reason why you shouldn’t have one.
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At the same time, such formally notional parts of speech as personal, possessive,
reflexive and relative pronouns also lose stress in English speech continuum because of
their relative lexical deficiency: I got my raincoat myself.
However, form – words that are in the terminal position turn into the communicative
center of an utterance and acquire the normative (syntagmatic) stress:
а) auxiliary verbs that are used instead of the notional verbs:
Do you know where it happened? - I do.
b) the auxiliary verb ―to be‖ that is preceded by the subject which is expressed by a
pronoun: Here we are.
c) complex prepositions that stand before the unstressed personal pronoun at the
end of a sense group: Don’t you ever dare to talk about it!
d) personal pronouns that are connected with a noun by the conjunction ―and‖: My
friend and I | could move up a little.
2. When a noun, a verb and other notional parts of speech, being at the final
position in a sense group, lose a certain part of their nominal semantic meaning, they
also lose the function of being the intonational and semantic center of an utterance. The
mostly widespread cases of this type include the following:
а) the word ―street‖ in the names of the streets: Downing Street;
b) a noun that stands after the adjective which specifies the meaning of this
combination of words on the whole: telephone book, evening paper;
c) a noun that stands at the final position and means some place: He is without a
shilling in the pocket;
d) the adverb «so» in the word combinations ―to do so‖, ―to think so‖ etc.: Charge
them for the programs if you regularly do so.
3. The rhythmic marking of a sense group can execute a significant influence on
normative (syntagmatic) stress localization.
In Ukrainian, the three aforementioned occurances of syntagmatic stress shift from
a terminal word can also be observed; however, the specific realizations of these
phenomena differ substantially.
1. The number of form-words incapable of accepting syntagmatic stress in
Ukrainian is considerably less than the English prepositions, conjunctions, and other
particles refered to here. Furthermore, in Ukrainian pronouns practically always
preserve an appropriate stress and when placed at the final position can be
syntagmatically stressed.
Після стількох літ він ще й досі без пам’яті від вас.
2. The loss of a certain part of the nominative semantic meaning in some notional
parts of speech in Ukrainian is as widespread a phenomenon as in English: гаряча
голова.
When considering sentence stress facilities, the following should be emphasized.
The nuclear syllable, like any stressed syllable, differs from the neighbouring unstressed
ones by larger magnitudes of the summary energy and its components (intensity and
duration) in a speech signal. As to the distinctive characteristics of the nuclear syllable
with respect to the other stressed syllables in a sense group, the kinetic pitch changes
(falling, rising, complex), interval and speed of its alteration (being an important
characteristic of the nucleus) determine the sentence stress character.
Beside the kinetic tone a certain role in English sentence stress is played by a
loudness increase in the nucleus. In Ukrainian, duration is of greater importance in
shaping the nuclear syllable than the power component of intonation.
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In conclusion, it should be emphasized that all of the above-mentioned situations
characterize the regularities of normative stress (except logical or emphatic).

8.8.3. LOGICAL STRESS

Unlike normative (syntagmatic) stress, logical stress can make any word in the
sense group prominent; in this case it is strongly accentuated. It brings some cardinal
changes into an utterance‘s meaning while its vocabulary and grammar remain
unchanged.
She didn’t ask you to go there. (Somebody else asked you about it).
She didn’t ask you to go there. (She asked another person).
She didn’t ask you to go there. (She asked you to visit another place).
The syllables that precede the logical stress can be pronounced in different ways:
1. as unstressed ones on a low level ,
e.g. She didn’t ask you to go there. [

║

......
2.

as unstressed syllables with the pitch gradually growing up, starting with the
initial syllable towards the stressed one,
e.g. She didn’t ask you to go there. [

║

.
.....

3. as stressed syllables and stress is preserved in accordance with the general rules
of the word stress in an English utterance; thus an ascending or a descending
stepping head is formed,
e.g., She didn’t ask you to go there. [ '

. . ..

'

'

║

In the final example the word under main stress is more prominent.
Thus, not only notional words but also the form- words as well (That was very
smart) and even separate parts of a word can be marked by the logical stress.
I didn’t say inclusive, I said exclusive.
In rare instances, stress can move from its regular place in a word to some other
syllable.
The above-mentioned qualities are typical both in the English and Ukrainian
languages. The corresponding examples are given in the section on ―Word stress‖.
The intonational means that bring the logical stress in a sense group to life are
similar (by their quality) to the ones used in the normative (syntagmatic) stress.
However, in the quantitative aspect they are marked much more strongly. The high fall
and the accidental rise are often used for this purpose:
I can’t understand it. [ '
║

.

..

.
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║

Do you think he was going to Leeds?

.. . . ....
Moreover, in both English and Ukrainian the role of the dynamic and temporal
components increases when executing logical stress: the syllable, being under logical
stress, is pronounced very loudly and with a drawl:
То був швидкий поїзд.
То був швидкий поїзд.

8.8.4. EMPHATIC STRESS
In cases where the major stressed word is the center that expresses the speaker‘s
emotional state or his attitudinal evaluation of the reported, normal (syntagmatic) stress
is referred to as emphatic stress. It allows the speaker to manifest his attitude to the
reported in the same way as logical stress. Tthe location of the emphatic stress is not
standardized and is entirely determined by the context:
She has a nasty cough. She has a nasty cough. She has a nasty cough.
The intonation differences between the emphatic and the logical stress are
demonstrated by the greater degree of prominence in the first one. This is caused by the
wide range of nuclear tone and greater loudness on the main stressed word:
There was an e’normous queue waiting at the theatre. (Logical stress)
╻

....

.

.

.

╻

╻

║]

... .

There was an e’’normous queue waiting at the theatre.(Emphatic stress)
╻
╻
╻
║]

.. .

... .

The differential feature of the emphatic stress (in comparison to the normative and
logical ones) is a noticeable part of the timber characteristics in the emphatically
marked nuclear syllable. In addition, the following specific characters are to be
mentioned among intonational means that increase emphasis effect:
the lengthening of consonant sound in the nucleus,
a clear demonstrated glottal stop before the initial vowel of the nucleus located at
the beginning of the word,
an intentional accentuation of a normally unstressed syllable in a word for
emphasis: I remind it to you. ;
emphasizing form-words (articles, possessive pronouns etc.) : He is the painter.
In Ukrainian, the emphatic accent possesses similar properties. The differences are
observed only in the language means prevailing in expressing attitudinal and emotional
meanings (see section 9).
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8.8.5. STRONG AND WEAK FORMS OF THE FORM-WORDS

In English a certain number of monosyllabic words (about 50) have strong (full)
and weak (reduced) forms. They are auxiliary and semi-auxiliary verbs, personal
pronouns in nominative and objective cases, articles, some prepositions, and
conjunctions.
In the strong forms of the above-mentioned words, the vowels and consonants have
full quality and quantity.
In weak forms the sounds undergo some changes. Vowels are very often reduced;
e. g. the indefinite article an in the strong form is pronounced [ ], in the weak form
[ ]; the vowel [ ] is reduced to the neutral sound [ ]. Similarly, the words as [ ] and
us [ S] are pronounced [ ] and [ s] in their weak forms.
In weak forms long vowels may become shorter or may be reduced to short vowels.
For instance, the strong forms of he [hi:], she [ i:], be [bi:] are pronounced with the long
vowel [i:], but in the weak forms the vowel [i:] may lose some of its length or even its
quality, e. g. [hi], [ i], [bi] or [hi], [ i], [bi].
Vowels and consonants of words in their weak forms may fall out completely; e. g.
the weak forms of from [fr m], shall [ l], can [k n] in rapid speech may be [frm],
[ ], [kn].
A form-word may have one or several weak forms. Within several variants of weak
forms of one and the same word we may find one, two or all three of the abovementioned changes, e. g.
And don't you want to hear me?
[
'
|| ] (the vowel [ ] is reduced to [ ]).
Here and there.
['
|| ] (the vowel [ ] is reduced to [ ], the final consonant [d] falling
out).
Up and down.
['
||] (both the initial vowel and final consonant have fallen out).
Sometimes there appear different variants of the weak forms depending on the type
of the neighboring sounds; e. g. the auxiliary verb has [h z] may have the weak form
[z] if the preceding sound is a vowel or a voiced consonant and the form [s] if the
preceding sound is a voiceless consonant, e. g.
Ben's finished his work.
['
'
.||]
Jack's come.
['
.‖]
English form-words have weak forms in conversational English. They rarely have
their strong forms unless they are stressed (see "Sentence Stress") in some exceptional
cases:
The preposition on has no weak form and is always used in its strong form [ n],
e.g.
He sat with his elbows on his knees.
[ '
'
.||]
The waves broke on the shore.
[ '
'
||]
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In table 8.1, the list of the form-words containing the strong and weak variants of
their pronunciation are read.
Table 8.1.
List of strong and weak forms
Strong Weak
forms forms

Word
1

2

3

Examples

Notes

4

5

ARTICLES
a

[eı]

an

[an]

This is an apple, but not the apple you wanted.

[ ]
[ ]
[n]
the

[

]

]

[ ]

[ nd]

||]

[
'
||]
Have you got the tickets, Ann?
['
'
||]
He tore the envelope open.
[ '
'
|| ]
CONJUNCTIONS
And is a conjunction.
['
|| ]
— I had an appointment for noon and…

,

The form
[ ] is used
before
vowels

He is the man (you asked for).

[

and

['
|
'
Do you prefer a lower or an upper berth?
['
'
|
||]
Read an article!
['
||]

— Well?
— He was out.
[
'
|
…
|| wel ||
hi w
|| ]
[ nd] He walked over to the phone and picked up the
receiver.
[ '
'
|
'
'
|| ]
[ n] You must work the phone hook up and down slowly.
[n]
[
'
'

'
||]
or ['
'
||]
[nd] He stopped and asked after her health.
[ '
'
||]
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The form
[ ] is used
before
vowels

1
as

2

3

[ z]

4
As he was busy, he couldn't come.
['

[ ]

[b t]

'

|| ]

'

|

|| ]

The conjunction but has only one weak form
'

[
'
[b t]
for

'

|

He was out as he was at the meeting.
[

but

5

[f ]

'

'



'

|| ]

But still it's true.
[
'
|| ]
The conjunction for has two weak forms of
pronunciation
'

[

'

|

'

'

||]
[f

]
[f ]

You have to tell them, for they won't believe it.
[

[f r]

[ ]

'

'
|| ]

vowels
The form

'

|| ]

'

| · '

]e

is used befor
vowels
The strong
form[ r]

Or is a conjunction.

is used before
vowels

[ ]

['
|| ]
The boy's name is Jack or Jim.

[ ]

[

[ ]
[ ]

Is he in or out?
['
||
||]
The conjunction than is stressed here.

]

[
[

'

|

'

]

]

[

]

The weak

| ·

'

'

[

that

||]

The strong forms of the conjunction or are [ ]
and[ r].

[ r]

[

is used before

Don't ask me for I can't do that.

[

than

'

|

['
or

|| ] The form[f r]

For is a conjunction. ['

|

||]

|| ]

The conjunction that is used in its strong
form rather seldom.
['
'
| '

'
'
|| ]
I know that you are busy.
'

|| ]
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],

[ ]are used
before vowels.

It's warmer to-day than it was yesterday.
[ '
|
||]

[

forms [

1
at

2
[

3

]

4
PREPOSITIONS
He placed the chair at the desk, not behind it.
[

'
|| ]

˛

'

5

|'

What are you looking at?
'

[
[ t]
for

|| ]

She looked at him. [ '
He will be back at five.

|| ]

[hi w l b 'b k t fa v || ]
I am for this project.

[f ]

[
[f r]

|| ]

I am for it.
[
[f ]
[f r]

[fr m]

into

|| ]



'

[intu:]

[int ]
[ f]
[ v]

['

'

'

|| ]

[tu:]
[t ]
[t ]
[ 'p n]
[ p n]

The weak form

b ks || ]

He put it into a box.
[hi 'p t t nt
b ks || ]
Go into the garden!
['go int
g dn || ]
Of is a preposition.
['
|| ]
He is a man of great energy.
[
'
'
He is going to Moscow.
[

upon

|| ]

Put it into the box.
[int ]

to

[f ər] is used
before vowels.

[hi 't k
'b k fr m te bl || ]
[We are six miles from the town.

['p t t ' n˛tu:

of

The weak form

He took the book from the table.
[fr m]
[frm]

•

used before
vowels.

They set out for Moscow.
[ e 'set 'a t f
m sko || ]
I bought it for eight roubles.
[

from

The strong
form[f r] is

'

[intu] is
generally used
before vowels,
the form
[int ] before
consonants
|| ]
The weak form

|| ]

Come for a run to the lodge gates.
['
'
They wrote to an architect.
[
'
'
|| ]
This depends upon you.

|| ]

[ s d 'pendz p n ju || ]
I insist upon you staying with us.
[a n's st p n j

ste
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w

s || ]

[t ] is used
before consonants, the form
[t ] before
vowels

1

2

3

4
SEMI-AUXILIARY, AUXILIARY AND
MODAL VERBS

5

The Verb to be:
am

are

[ m]

Am I reading Jerome K. Jerome?
[' m a 'ri:di

ro m 'ke

ro m || ]

Am I to answer?

[' m a tu

ns || ]

Yes, I am.

[˛ jes | a

[ m]

I am tired

[a

[m]

I am tired

[a m ta d || ]

Are they ready?

['

[ r]

Are airmen to go there?
[' r ' men t

[ r]
[r]
[b ]
[bi·]
[bi]
is

was

[iz]

go

[z]

['w ts red || ]
Ted is out.

[w :]
[w ]

red || ]

|| ]
· ju d
|| ]
'l sn
n || ]

[ 'b ks ·r ntr st || ]
[ 'b ks r ntr st || ]
They're all boys.
[ e r l b z || ]
Be ready! ['b red || ]
I'll be here.
[a l bi ˙ h || ]
[ a l bi h || ]
Is he on duty?
[iz hi n dju:t || ]
What is ready?
['w t z red || ]
What's ready?

[w z]

e

What are you doing? ['
They are listening in. [
The books are interesting.

[s]

[w z]
[wz]
were

m ta d || ]

[ ]

[ ·]
[ ]
[ ·r]

be

m || ]

['ted z a t || ]
Was it possible?
['w z t p s bl || ]
It was impossible.
[ t w z m p s bl || ]
[ t wz m p sibl || ]
We were busy on that day.
[wi ˛ w : ˌb z n ˌ t ˌde || ]
They were interested in the problem.

[w :r]
[w r]
[w ]

[ e ˛ w :r ˌ ntr st d n
ˌpr bl m || ]
The documents were locked up in the safe.

[w r]

[ 'd kjum nts w 'l kt ' p in
The lessons were over.
[

'lesnz w r o v || ]
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se f || ]

The weak
forms[ ·r],
[ r] are used
before.vowels.

The form [ z]
is also often
used when
unstressed.
The weak forms
appear inquick
colloquial
Speeches:[s]before voiceless
consonants, [z]
before voiced
consonants
The strong
forms[w ],
are used
rather seldom

1

2

3

4

5

The Verb to have
have

[h v]

Have you called on him?
['h v ju k ld n him || ]
[h v]

The geologists have found copper.
[

has

' l

[ v]

I have read the article. [ a

[v]

[ a v 'red

[h z]

The verb to

sts h v ' fa nd k p || ]
v 'red

t k || ]

it is a notional

t k || ]

He hasn't worked on the night shift.

verb is used in
its strong form

[ hi 'h znt 'w :kt n
na t ft || ]
The boy has a pen about him.
[h z]

have when

though
unstressed.

[
b
h z ˌpen ba t h m || ]
It has been done in time.
[ ıt h z b n 'd n n ta m ||]

[ ]
had

He has just come.

[h d]

'

['

forms [ z], [z]

[ d]

[

'

[d]

He had done with it.

'

|| ]

'

[d z]

The form[d] is

|| ]

used only
after a vowel.

|| ]

Do come.

[d z]

rapid speech.

|| ]

'

[ ]
[d ]
[d]

are used in

'

[

[du:]

['

So do I.
['
So do they.
['
How do you do?
['
She doesn't know about it.
[ '
|| ]
So does he
['s

The weak form

||]

d ] is used
mainly before
vowels and [w].
The weak form
[d] is generally
used before unstressed"you".

|| ]
||]
|| ]

|| ].

The Verbs shall, will, should, would
shall

[

]

Shall I take it?
[ l]
[ ]

should

[

]

[ d]

The weak

The man had made a mistake.

[
The verb to do

does

|| ]

[
'
|| ]
Had they translated it by five?
[h d]

do

˛

'

[

['

We shall arrange it. [
We shall arrange it. [
He thought I should go there.
[ '
˛
|| ]
Should we go there? ['
You should have done it.
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|| ]
|| ]
||]

||]

1
will

2

3

[w ]
[1]

would

[w d]

4
Will you come?

['

She'll come.

[

5
|| ]
||]

He said he would come. [hi sed hi '
Would you do it?
[w d]
[d]

|| ]

['

|| ]

He said he would come. [hi sed hi w d

|| ]

I would like it.

[ai w d la k t || ]

I would like it.

[ai d la k t || ]

The Verbs can, mus’t
can

[

]

Can I take it?
[

]

He can make it in no time.
'

[

could

[kn]

[

[k ]

You can go

[k d]

[

d]

[kd]
must

[m st]
[m st]
[mst]
[m s]
[ s]

he

[hi:]
[hi]
[hi]
[i]

she

[ i:]
[ ]
[ i]

we

[wi:]

['k n a te k t || ]

'

'

The weak form

|| ]

'

[k ]is used

|| ]
. [ju k

before [k], [g]

go || ]

— Could he?

[ k d hi || ]

— Yes, he could.

[ jes | hi k d || ]

Yesterday he could come here.
[
||]
I could go there if I knew.
[
'
|
|| ]
Must I copy it?
['
You must help your friends.
[ju m '
|| ]
You must agree
[ju
I must get it.
[
I must get it.
[
PRONOUNS
It was he who had taken it.
[
|
He has taken the book.
[
'
||]
Will he come?
[
She is on duty today.
[˛
||]
She lags behind. [  '
She lags behind. [ '
We were present.

[

||]

||] ]
||]
ˌ

We were present at the lesson.

[wi]

[
[

'

|| ]

'

||]
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|| ]
|| ]
|| ]

||]

[wi]



||]

||]

The weak
forms[m s],
[ms] are generally used
before
pure plosives.

1
you

2
[ju:]

3

4
You have to fulfil the task.
ˌ

[
[j ]
me

him

[mi:]

[

'

|| ]

She recognized him not me.
[ '
I've seen him.
I've seen him.

||]
|| ]
|| ]

[
'
|
He is her neighbour. [
They met her in the office.

]

[
It's her book.

||]
'

]
]
]

[j :]
[j :r]
[j ]
[j r]
]
[
]
[sm]



[

|| ]
ˌ

[

You had to inform us. [
'
Let us finish with it. ['
Let us finish with it. ['
Wake them at eight ['
Make them shorter. ['
Make them shorter
['
Take your seat.
['
Your idea is ridiculous.
.
['
'
||]
Please, take your seats.
['
|'
|| ]
Don't put your elbows on the table.
['
'
'
Some of them were present.
['
|| ]
Bring some fruit, please.
['
|| ]
['
|| ]
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The weak
forms [ ] or[ r]
are used only

||]

||]

They've talked to her.
[
Her eyes were opened.
[h '
o pnd || ]
[ '
|| ]

[ s]
[]
[
[

ˌ

They've talked to her.

[ ]

[

˛

|
[
[

The weak form
[ m] is used
only in colloquial speech.

They met him yesterday, not her.

[ ]

some

||]
 || ]

[h ]

your

[

'

[h :]

[

It's me.

||]

[

[ ]

them

[

[mi]

[h ]
[h ]

us

I'll call on you.

She has taken care of me

[him]

[

|| ]

[mi]

[him]
[im]
her

ˌ

5

|| ]

ˌ

in colloquial
speech
The weak

|| ]

forms [h r] and
[ r] are used
before vowels

˛
|| ]
|| ]
||].
||]
|| ]
||] .

|| ]

|| ]

The strong
form [j :r] is
used before
vowels
The weak form
[j ]is used
before vowels.

CHAPTER 9
FUNCTIONS OF INTONATION

9.1. INTRODUCTION

In scientific literature extremely contradictory tendencies are reflected on not only
problems concerning the number and specific contents of intonation functions, but in
the approach to the dilemma itself: that is whether intonation possesses some functions
within the framework of the linguistic system at all.
The broad range of prooffered points of view reaches from assertions of complete
absence of linguistic functions in intonation to clear - cut lists of non-overlapping
functions of intonation. For example, in the work of L. Haldzen [L.S.Haldzen, 1962,
p.658] intonation is fully deprived of any functions, and according to the author‘s way
of thinking passes information only in cases when logic and semantic meanings of
words are completely neglected (as it turns out in the following example, illustrating
indignation in the utterances of the type: Дякую! Thank you!). In other cases, the role of
intonation is minimized. However, the approach asserting the functionally significant
status of intonation also prevails. Many researchers agree with the point of view that the
basic function of intonation is to convey the emotional and attitudinal concept of the
speaker in the content of an utterance [Интонация, 1978, с.7-8; Pittenger, 1960, c.254].
Still, if some researchers consider the emotional function of intonation to be the major
one in conveying the utterance‘s semantics [Shubiger, 1953, с.7-8], others eliminate it
completely from the sphere of linguistics [Николаева, 1971, p.169-175; Типология
інтонації мовлення, 1977, с.17; Halliday, 1966, p.112]. Providing reasons of support
on the first point of view, V. A. Artyomov asserts that the basic function of intonation is
that of expressing some feelings and willingness, without which any vital
communication is unthinkable [ ртемов, 1966, с.13]. He underlines that syntax in
practicular has no facilities to encode attitudinal and emotional volitative information.
This role rather is executed through vocabulary and intonation [ ртемов, 1966, c.12].
Stating the importance of emotional and attitudinal function of intonation, some
researchers consider this role to be primary and absolute. In contrast to this, there is yet
another point of view which asserts, that intonation serves mainly as a grammatical
function [Gleason, 1965, p.171; Halliday, 1966, p.112; Halliday, 1963, p.169].
Nowadays most phoneticians hold the opinion that both above-noted functions are
executed by intonation. One of the first works where the role of intonation was
interpreted in connection to the possibility of passing on syntactic meanings was that
carried out by V. A. Artyomov [ ртемов, 1966]. He divided the syntactic meanings of
intonation into two types: a) an utterance division of sense groups adequate to the
speaker‘s comprehension depending on the situation of communication; b) a syntactic
connection of parts of an utterance reflecting logical plans and logical modality of the
idea expressed in the utterance. The intonation of casual, conditional-connection and
definite/indefinite intonation, as well as intonation of vagueness, contrast, comparison,
apposition and others are referred here.
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Further specification and generalization regarding the role of the grammatical
function of intonation brought different researchers over the possibility of singling two
[O'Connor, Arnold, 1961], three [Николаева, 1977, с.169] and four [. лександрова,
1984, с.8; Светозарова, 1982, с.18-23] autonomous functions out of it. The
discrepancy of researchers‘ opinions on the principles of the classification of intonation
functions are nowadays caused, foremost, by the fact that the concept of a "function" is
ambiguously interpreted in modern linguistics. This has resulted in the appearance of
heterogeneous in principle and contrariness in the contents systems of classification of
intonation functions. Different authors have suggested singling out the following
intonation functions: emotional and intellectual [Pittenger, 1960]; verbal and vocal
[Berkovits, 1984]; logical and accenting [Huang, 1971]; emotional and physiological
[Kingdon, 1972], etc.
Among numerous approaches to the question about the functional variety of
intonation, there is, undoubtedly, one approach that has lately drawn attention [Зиндер,
1983; Николаева, 1977; Светозарова, 1982; Торсуева, 1979]. It differs by internal
logic and systemic character of the classification principles of intonation functions,
which is understandable on the basis of L. R. Zinder‘s interpretation of the term
"linguistic function". In accordance with this interpretation, the following functions of
intonation must be included with the basic ones: an intellectually-logic function
(division into sense groups, connection between sense groups, and accentual
prominence of some elements of sense group; a function of communicative types
(situations) distinction; a function reflecting the attitudinal and emotional relations.
It should be noted that there is some original information in the intonational
structure of speech that cannot be accorded the term "linguistic function" which is
defined in this work. These are sociolingual characteristics and individual features of
speech, phonostylistic varieties of vocal communication, and many others [Fant, 1987;
Hide, 1987]. It is clear how important intonation is in the course of conveying the
above-named information; however, there are no "linguistic categories, and,
consequently, there are no linguistic units here" [Светозарова, 1982, с.24].
The systemic character of examined functions of intonation, their relative
independence, and mutual relationship come to light, firstly, because of their ability to
form special semantic units and, secondly, by the inventory and quantitative
manifestation of those phonetic facilities which are mainly used to realize the intonation
functional load under discussion.
It becomes of special importance when taking into account multiple variety of
aspects of these functions: a part of them (communicative types differentiation,
emotional and attitudinal functions) are mostly correlated with the semantic aspect of
the functions of intonation, while the other part (division into sense groups, sense
groups connection and actual division) executes another functional aspect alongside
semantic function; i.e. it participates in organizing those internal systems of the
language that are not directly connected with any semantic units.

9.2. COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTION
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9.2.1. GENERAL REMARKS
The communicative purposefulness of speech divides all utterances into three
communicative types: statements, imperatives, and interrogations.
A detailed analysis of various communicative types of sentences in correspondence
with their meaning and functions provides us an opportunity to regard each of the three
aforementioned types in detail. Declarative sentences are usually subdivided into the
following communicative subtypes: an assertion, a report, a statement, an explication, a
correction, a narration of a descriptive plan, etc. Imperative sentences form the zone of
command and of recommendation and request. The communicative subtypes of the
interrogative sphere are: a general question, a special question, an alternative question, a
disjunctive question, and a tag question.
The important role of prosody in executing the utterance‘s communicative target is
acknowledged by practically all phoneticians. However, as to the problem of the
inventory of intonational means that express the communicative aim of the utterance,
there is no common point of view among linguists [Калита, 2001; Петрянкина, 1977].
The reason for such a discrepancy is due to the following: a) when the expansion
of the communicative perspective of an utterance takes place under real conditions of
communication, it is specified as its aim as a statement, an inducement or an
interrogation; b) at the prosodic level all communicative types of speech are the result
of the interaction of prosodic markers of those emotional and attitudinal meanings
which match the given communicative type of a sentence.

9.2.2. INTONATION OF THE DECLARATIVE SENTENCES
The fact that declarative sentences can be used with any tone type testify against
the notion that either communicative type of a sentence is associated with certain
nuclear tones; i.e. a rising tone is a marker of interrogation, and a falling one marks
declaration. The tone character depends mainly on the degree of completeness of
thought.
If a declarative sentence is grammatically and semantically complete and the
thought expressed in it is also complete then this sentence is pronounced with a falling
tone. The most typical in this case (if there are no emotional or attitudinal connotations)
is the low fall combined with the high descending head (monotonous or stepping) in
English.
You may have to order this pilot to start his flight.
[ju me h v t ' :d ' s 'pail t t 'st t
fla t ||]

The use of such a descending type of a tone makes the meanings of assertion,
negation, agreement and some others stronger; this is why such a tone is to be regarded
as an emphatic variant of a falling tone in declarative utterances. This is also the reason
for a falling tone prevalence in monologues in all kinds of descriptions, while a high fall
is mainly used in lively conversations.
Declarative sentences, being grammatically complete but incomplete in their
semantics, are pronounced with a rising tone:
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She was there... (but didn't take the book)

[ i w z

]

The comparison of the intonation of interrogation and incompleteness is one of the
most picturesque illustrations of intonation making interrogative and declarative
communicative types come close to each other. The coincidence of semantic center tone
configuration in these communicative types gives support to the point of view that the
nuclear tone type is not the universal prosodic differentiator of a communicative type of
sentence. As the experimental results have shown, a question is associated with an
upper pitch level and non-finality – with a low pitch register in general cases.
Experimental data analysis testifies to a terminal syllable being highly informative, but
the first place in this respect belongs to the initial syllables in a sense group, those
located far from the nucleus. Thus, a communicative type of the utterance is, evidently,
identified by the contrast in the range and level of the pitch in the head.
We met an old acquiantance of ours who told us two interesting things about him.
[wi 'met
'o ld k'we nt ns v a z | hu 'to ld s tu: ' ntr st
z ba t
h m ||]

Was the boy in danger?
['w z

'bɔ n de n

||

In cases where the ascending terminal tone is used, the differentiator of a
communicative type is the place of maximum BTF location in an utterance. If in a
question the BTF maximum is prevailing in the nucleus in a non-final (and analogical to
them in the pitch configuration) declarative sentence, the maximum location in the prenuclear part is more frequent.
A rising tone in a nucleus is typical not only for the uncompleted types of
declaration. A similar contour is used when pronouncing greetings, partings, and short
answers (in the English language).
He llo!
Good morning!
Excuse me! – Yes.
One of the sources that ruins the prosodic structure invariance of different
communicative types in speech is the fact that under natural conditions of
communication there is always a place for communicative perspective expansion, this
being caused by specification of purpose [Плющ, 1976]. It is reflected in a variety of
declarative sentences such as assertion, statement, report, detailing, narration of a
descriptive character, etc.
A substantial part of relevant prosody characters capable of distinguishing these
types of declarative sentences is bound with temporal and dynamic characteristics;
however, the frequency component takes part in their differentiation. The higher
frequency level distinguishes the statement and the report from the assertion and the
descriptive narration.
Various types of narration which possess certain common prosody in contras to the
interrogative communicative types have a substantial specificity in the intonation that
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differentiates the named types from each other. The essential part of the prosodic relevant
features distinguishing these types of declarative sentences comes to the temporal,
dynamic and timber characters; the frequency component also takes part in their
differentiation. The widened frequency interval of the nucleus is typical for a statement;
an upper register differs a statement and a report (A) from the declaration of a descriptive
character and the sentence stating some fact (B).
I don’t want him to go. [ '
'
║
(A)

.

.

.

.

(B)
The most illustrative in this respect are the following characteristics: the degree of
the melody curve "indentures"; reduction /fullness of the stressed syllables vowels; the
correlation between the vowels/consonants duration; timbre; etc.
In conclusion, it should be stressed that the above-mentioned distinctions are not
caused by communicative differences of speech realizations but by the character of the
subjective attitudinal evaluative meanings and emotional evaluative meanings that are
accompanying the intonation of these communicative types of sentences (see 9.5.5.).
Thus, the rising tone is typical for English declarative sentences conveying agreement,
contradiction, rage, distrust, encouragement and some others. Similarly, in the
Ukrainian language many attitudinal and modal meanings are realized by means of
rising tone used in declarative sentences, expressions of uncertainty, contradiction,
agreement, doubt, wish, offer and the others refered to here.
Навряд чи я це зроблю відразу.(Uncertainty).

. . .. . .
От якби він був тут. (Wish).

.

..

9.2.3. INTONATION OF QUESTIONS.
9.2.3.1. GENERAL REMARKS
According to current approaches in linguistics, the following types of purpose may
be assigned to any given question: general, special, alternative and disjunctive.
Rhetorical questions, echo-questions, and others make up a separate group. Each of these
listed types of questions possesses characteristic peculiarities of lexical and grammatical
construction in addition to their phonetic organization.
If in the most simplified descriptions of intonation the ascending contour is
considered to be one of the basic intonation markers of interrogation in contrast to the
descending contour as a marker of a declaration, in more sophisticated classifications such
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an approach is unacceptable. As a matter of fact, in the English language there exists only
two kinds of questions out of six (the general question and the echo question) which are
most often shaped by different types of the rising tones, and only under condition are there
no emotional and attitudinal connotations in an interrogative utterance. Special questions
are pronounced, as a rule, with the falling tones. Other types of questions (alternative and
disjunctive) are used in the utterances consisting of two sense groups, and the
specification of type via intonation means is carried out at the expense of opposing the
rising and falling tones in sense groups.
Thus, depending on the aim, each type of question in English and Ukrainian can be
uttered with a rising or falling terminal tone and can be characterized by various types
of sentence stress and rhythmic structure.
9.2.3.2. General Questions
General questions are those which require a short answer in an affirmative or a
negative form (i.e. "yes" or "no").
It should be kept in mind that in the English language there is a fixed word order
characteristic for each communicative type of sentence. General questions in English
are formed, as a rule, by means of auxiliary or semi-auxiliary verbs that are placed at the
beginning of the sentence. Such general questions are usually pronounced with an
ascending tone:
'Does he 'speak 'English well?

.

.

'Was the 'boy in danger?

. . .
Sometimes in the English language the word order in general questions does not
differ from that of statements. Intonation in this case is the only means by which a
communicative type of sentence is revealed. Such interrogative sentences are also
pronounced with a rising tone:
You' know what' happened last night?

.

.

He might have called to you?

.

. ..

The free word order of the Ukrainian language the primary use of the second type
of question form (without inversion). The character of the terminal tone coincides with
that used in the English language.
General questions built with the help of inversion or parenthetic words like чи,
хiба are pronounced with a rising tone, too:
Хіба він не чекав на мене?
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[X‘IБ ВІН НЕ ЧЕК В Н МЕНЕ ║]

. . ...

.

Ви підете з нашими?Поставить значки
[ВИ ПІДЕТЕ З Н ШИМИ ║]

. .

..

The melody contour in the head of special questions in the Ukrainian language is
of an ascending character, and it considerably differs from the pitch direction in the
head of special questions in the English language.
The melody curve in the head of the general questions in the Ukrainian language
can be of a descending, an ascending or a combined configuration. If the word
emphasized by the logical stress is located in the middle or at the end of an utterance,
then the syllables preceding this word are pronounced with an ascending or level
melody. The logically stressed syllable is said to be at the highest pitch of the voice.
If the word bearing the logical stress is located at the beginning the utterance, the
following words are pronounced with a descending melody:
У вас є час?
[Y BАС ЙЕ Ч С ||]

.
The logical stress in the English language does not change the melody
configuration of the syllables that follow it to such an extend as in the Ukrainian
language:
Is he a very absent - minded man?
[ 'iz hi verI bs nt maIndId m n ||]

..

......

In English, some sentences, having the form of a question, express a statement, a
denial, or an order. These sentences are pronounced with a falling tone.
Can’t you stop bothering me?
'
'
||

.

...

9.2.3.3. Special Questions
Special questions begin with an interrogative word (with a preposition or without)
that shows exactly which information is requested.
Special questions in the English language are usually pronounced with a falling
tone.
Where does the wind come from?
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'

'

..

||

.

Who have I the honour to address?
'
'
||

... . . .
Ukrainian special questions are also pronounced with a falling tone; however, the
pitch configuration is of another character.
Хто це прийшов?
ХТО ЦЕ ПРИЙШОВ ||

.
Де він був?
ДЕ ВІН БУВ ||

In Ukrainian special questions, the pitch goes down on the logically stressed word.
All the syllables (stressed and unstressed) following it can continue the descending
melodic curve and even rise upwards.
The pitch in the head of special questions (consisting of one word) is of an
ascending form in the Ukrainian language, and this is its principal difference from the
melody direction in the head of English special questions.
The melody of short special questions (consisting of one word) is simpler in its
form in the Ukrainian language. The voice usually falls down within the stressed
syllable and the fall is quite sharp:
Коли? [ КОЛИ ||]

.
The character of the terminal tone movement described above (in both English and
Ukrainian utterances) is typical only in the cases when there is no logical or emphatic
stress in the sense group and the utterance is free of attitudinal and emotional
connotations.
9.2.3.4. Alternative Questions
Alternative questions are connected with a problem of choice. Alternative
questions consist of two parts joined by the conjunction "or". The first part of an
alternative question, being the non-final sense group, is closely connected with the
second sense group by its meaning. It is pronounced with the rising tone in English and
Ukrainian. The final sense group of an alternative question is pronounced with the
falling tone. For example:
Is it slow or fast?
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│

.

║

.

Do you belong here or are you just here on a visit?
'
│ '
'

║

.. . . .. ..
.
Чекати на нього, чи прийти через го дину?
ЧЕК ТИ Н Н ОГО │ ЧИ ПРИЙТИ ЧЕРЕЗ ГОДИНУ ║

. .. . . . .. . .
9.2.3.5. Echo - Questions
An echo – question is typical in everyday speech when the question asked by one
of the speakers is repeated by the other. For example:
- Is he guilty?
- Is he guilty? Oh! Of course, he is.
The question « Is he guilty? » is repeated by the listener.
The following fragment contains one more example of repetition:
- I should like to see him very much.
- Would you? That’s easily done. Come this way.
-Thanks. I’ll follow you.
In the English language the repeated questions are pronounced with a rising tone.
Why that? – I asked.
- Why?
║
- Yes, why?
- What have you done? – he asked.
- Nothing.
- Nothing?
║
- Yes.
In the Ukrainian language, echo questions are pronounced with a rising tone:
- Чекати на нього чи прийти через годину?
- Через годину? ЧЕРЕЗ ГО ДИНУ║
- Так.
- Гаразд.
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9.2.3.6. Disjunctive Questions
A disjunctive question consists of a declarative sentence and a subsequent brief
question that repeats the meaning of the declarative sentence. It is formed by means of
repeating the auxiliary verb and the subject of the preceding sentence. If the declarative
sentence is affirmative, the interrogative part contains negation. If the declarative part is
negative, the interrogative one does not contain negation.
The declarative part is pronounced with a falling tone; the interrogative one can be
pronounced either with a rising tone or with a falling one, depending on a shade of
meaning that is to be conveyed. The second part of a disjunctive question is pronounced
with a descending tone if the question is formal; i.e. it just requests whether the
speaker‘s opinion is agreed upon or denied:
It is lovely outside, is it not?
[
'
|'
|| ]
The bell hasn’t gone, has it?
'
'
|
||
The book is very interesting, isn’t it?
'
'
|
||
The first part of the disjunctive questions in the Ukrainian language can be
pronounced with the falling tone, too, in cases where the question is formal and the
speaker is sure of a definite answer:
Сьогодні оперує лікар Кречет, чи не так?
С ОГОДН І ОПЕРУЄ Л ІК Р КРЕЧЕТ | ЧИ НЕ Т К ||
The first part of a disjunctive question in the Ukrainian language is uttered with a
rising tone if the speaker doubts the answer and would like to get some information:
Ви підете з нашими, чи не так?
ВИ П ІДЕТЕ З Н ШИМИ | ЧИ НЕ Т К||
As a rule, the interrogative part of a disjunctive question in the Ukrainian language
is pronounced with a falling tone. It can be said, however, with a rising one if the
disjunctive question expresses doubt and a desire to get confirmation:
Ви підете зі мною, хіба ні?
ВИ П ІДЕТЕ З І МНОЙУ | Х ІБА Н І ||

9.2.4. INTONATION OF IMPERATIVES.
9.2.4.1. GENERAL REMARKS
The intonational organization of imperative utterances, just as that of interrogative
and declarative ones, depends completely on extra linguistic conditions of
communication and the speaker‘s intention to convey this or that attitude to what is
being discussed. Here there is no strict dependence of intonation on a communicative
type of the sentence.
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The peculiarity of semantic fields of the imperative sphere consists of a many-sided
nature of this type of meaning. On the one hand, it is conditioned by the pragmatic
character of this field of relations [Петров, 1982], and the modification of the aim
changes the communicative purpose of the utterances. On the other hand, the
imperativeness, being one of the components of the objective-modality semantic field
(see ―Objective modality‖, 9.4.2.5.), represents itself as one of the types of the
utterances that demonstrate the relationship of the reported with reality. And finally, the
character of personal attitude influences the semantics of this sphere of meanings in a
considerable way, too.
The interaction of these aspects results in the development of some set semantic
complexes which refer to the sphere of imperative subjective-modal attitudes. The
peculiar feature of these modal meanings is a detailed elaboration of the imperative;
they form heterogeneous functional-semantic fields which should be considered in a
semantic respect as the product of the communicative and modal units‘ interaction (see
9.5).
Examining imperatives exceptionally from a language communicative function
approach, one usually abstracts oneself from the numerous subjective connotations
which include a wide range of personal estimations that graduate the imperative into a
large quantity of gender and aspect functional-semantic fields; thus commands,
recommendations, and requests refer to the basic types of imperatives. As described in
the chapter on subjective modality (see 9.4.2), intonation patterns which realize the
imperative communicative aim can be conventionally spoken about: within each of the
named types of the imperative sentences there are some most typical of ―central‖
components of the corresponding functional and semantic fields of the subjective-modal
sphere.

9.2.4.2. Commands
Commands in English and Ukrainian are pronounced with a falling tone, e.g.:
Attention! Stop talking!
Увага! Припиніть розмови!
In the English language while realizing absolute orders the pitch of the voice falls
from the highest level to the lowest one. In other types of commands the pitch of the last
stressed syllable is not so high and the voice does not fall so sharply; e. g.:
Hand in the paper!
['h nd ' n
pe p ||

Hands up! ['h ndz

p ||]

9.2.4.3. Recommendations
Imperative utterances of the recommending group are pronounced with a high
falling nuclear tone in both contrasted languages. Nevertheless, a peculiarity of the
Ukrainian language is a narrower interval of a falling tone (one that starts on a lower
level and ends on a higher one than that in English utterances).
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Examples: Чи тай.
[ЧИТ Й||]

Switch on the radio.
['sw t '
re d o ||]

Some definite subjective-attitudinal meaning of recommendation is conveyed at the
expense of melodic peculiarities (level, descending, ascending) in the head. Meanwhile,
the following extra-linguistic factors, characterizing the communicative situation, play
the leading role:
1. the best variant in action development is advised (from the speaker‘s point of
view, the listener‘s opinion is taken into consideration, or the listener‘s position is
neglected);
2. it is not the best variant of the action development that is advised (the conditions
needed for the best variant development are not available at the moment; there is no
chance to think the matter over thoroughly; there is no way out).

9.2.4.4. Requests
English requests are pronounced with a rising tone in the nucleus; e.g.:
Would you speak a little louder.
['w d ju 'spi:k ' tl la d ||

Дай мені квітку.
[Д Й МЕН'І КВ'ІТКУ||]

Melody can differentiate communicative types of sentences, changing a command
into a request and vice versa. One and the same sentence when pronounced with a
falling tone expresses an order, but pronounced with a rising tone a polite request:
Shut the window, please!
[' t
ndo pli:z ||]

A request
Shut the window, please.
['
pli:z ||
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In the Ukrainian language requests like commands are pronounced with a falling
tone; e.g.,
Зроби це.
[ЗРОБИ ЦЕ||

Still, one can easily tell an order from a request. This fact is explained by different
types of the pitch shape in these two communicative types of sentences.
Initial syllables are low while pronouncing requests and rather high when
producing orders. The first unstressed syllable in Ukrainian may be pronounced higher
than the stressed syllable following it.
The melody range of commands and requests in Ukrainian is different, too. While
pronouncing requests the melody range is widened; when pronouncing orders it is
narrowed. A request takes approximately twice as much time as a command. A regular
falling head is typical of a request. The pitch of the voice falls gradually within the final
syllables. An irregular falling head is often typical of a command. The pitch of the voice
falls sharply within the final syllables.

9.2.5. INTONATION OF EXCLAMATIONS
Affirmative exclamations are pronounced with a falling tone in the English and
Ukrainian language, e.g.:
Fine! [ fa n ||]

Який чудовий день!
[Й КИЙ ЧУДОВИЙ ДЕН ||]

Slogans are pronounced with a falling tone, too, in the compared language, e.g.
Long live the friendly peoples!
[
||]

Хай живе дружба між народами!
[Х Й ЖИВЕ ДРУЖБ М ІЖ Н РОД МИ ||]

When greeting people at meetings a falling tone is generally used. In English
greetings, the word good may be stressed in this case and is pronounced with a slight
rise.
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When parting, a falling or low rising nuclear tone is used. The word ―good‖ being
stressed may be pronounced with a slight rise in melody:
Good bye! ['
||] or ['
||]

или
In English and Ukrainian, excepting ―affirmative‖ exclamations, there are some
―interrogative‖ ones which are pronounced with a rising tone; e. g.:
There must be some mistake. – Mistake?! Oh, nonsense.
[
||]

.
Чекати на нього чи прийти через годину?
Через годину?!
[ЧЕРЕЗ ГОДИНУ║]

9.2.6. PECULIARITIES OF THE COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTION OF
INTONATION IN A POLYSYNTAGMAL UTTERANCE
If a sentence consists of two or more sense-groups, the tone in the last sense-group
is determined by the communicative type of the sentence in accordance with the
principles described in the preceding chapters. That is, categorical statements, special
questions, commands, affirmative exclamations, etc. are pronounced with a falling
terminal tone, but non-categorical implicit statements, general questions, requests, etc.
take a rising tone.
Intonation of non-final sense-groups is determined by the semantic weight of the
group, and the selected tone depends on the degree of logical independence of this
sense-group, the degree of its semantic completeness, the possibility for it to be used on
its own or its close semantic relation with the following sense-group, and by the
possibility of an implicit continuation (see 9.3.3.).
If a non-final sense-group is logically more or less independent, and it makes
complete sense and can stand by itself it is generally pronounced with the falling tone in
English; e. g.
Dew has been falling; a thousand dew drops are glittering in the sun.
['dju: h z b n f : liŋ | ' a z nd 'dju: dr ps 'glit riŋ in

s n ‖]

The lights of the town lay behind now, and an odd silence fell between them.
[ 'la ts v 'ta n 'le b ha nd na | nd
' d 'sa l ns 'fel b t wi:n
||]
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If a non-final sense-group is closely connected in meaning with the following
sense-groups, implies a continuation, doesn't make complete sense and can't stand by
itself, it is pronounced with the rising tone, e. g.
I could not see him as I was very busy.
[a k d 'n t si: h m | z a w z 'ver b z ||]

We met an old acquiantance of ours who told us two interesting things about
him.
[wi 'met
'o ld k'we nt ns v a z | hu 'to ld s tu: ' ntr st
z ba t
h m ||]

In the Ukrainian language, non-final sense-groups are pronounced with a rising
tone as a rule, irrespective of the semantic independence of the group; e. g.:
Коли вони йшли на вогневу, Гай щораз оглядався на офіцера.
[КОЛИ ВОНИ ЙШЛИ Н ВОГНЕ ВУ| Г Й ЩОР З ОГЛ' Д ВС' Н
ОФ'І ЦЕР . ||]
In the above sentence the non-final sense-group is closely connected in meaning
with the following sense-group, does not make complete sense, and takes a rising tone.
In the sentence:
Чоловіки поблизу шарахнулися вбік, дехто скрикнув обурено.
[ЧОЛОВІКИ ПОБЛИЗУ Ш Р ХНУЛИС'

ВБ'ІК | ДЕХТО СКРИКНУВ

О БУРЕНО ||]
where the non-final sense-group, though logically more or less independent and can
stand by itself, also takes the rising tone.
Non-final sense-groups with a falling tone are met very rarely in Ukrainian as a
rule, they take the falling tone only for the sake of emphasis (see 9.4.5.).

9.2.7. INTONATIONAL TYPOLOGY OF THE COMMUNICATIVE
TYPES OF UTTERANCES

While comparing peculiar features of intonation of the communicative types of
utterances in English and Ukrainian, it is necessary to remark that there is no direct
correlation of any definite intonation contour with certain communicative types of
sentences. Thus, if we speak about the correlation of some intonation patterns with
some definite communicative types of utterances, then a ―pure‖ manifestation of the
communicative aim without any influence of emotional and attitudinal connotations is
meant. The latter changes the intonation in speech to a considerable extent. Taking into
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account the aforesaid, one can state the following prosody common features in
Ukrainian and English speech (different communicative aims are regarded).
Concerning declarative sentences, it should be mentioned that there are no definite
prosodic patterns correlated with the basic types of declarative sentences (a statement, a
report, an explanation, a correction, a narration of a descriptive character) in the
examined languages. In typologically common characteristics of the declarative
sentences prosodic organization in English and Ukrainian speech, one can refer the use
of a falling tone to convey meanings of finality and completeness, while the use of a
rising nuclear tone conveys meanings of non-finality and hesitation. However, in cases
where attitudinal and emotional connotations are superimposed, the melody
configuration of the declarative utterances can change considerably irrespective of the
narration type.
Depending on emotional and attitudinal colouring, each type of questions in
English and Ukrainian (general, special, disjunctive, alternative, repeated questions)
may be pronounced with a rising or falling terminal tone, being characterized by
different types of the syntagmatic stress and rhythmic structure.
Nevertheless, when considering the most frequent cases of prosodic organization in
interrogative utterances (not accompanied by any attitudinal and emotional
connotations), the following typologically common features can be stated. General
questions, repeated questions and echo questions are pronounced with a rising tone in
both languages; the terminal part of the alternative questions and the special questions
takes a falling tone.
In this chapter, imperatives are examined from the point of view of the language
communicative function alone, abstracting from subjective attitudinal connotations
which include a wide range of personal estimations. The most typical ―central‖
components of either of the imperative semantic fields, without any attitudinal and
emotional connotations, refer to the basic types of the imperative sentences (an order, a
recommendation or a request). This explains why one can speak about the intonation
patterns shaping the communicative purpose of the imperative only conventionally. The
variability of imperative intonation, depending on different subjective attitudinal shades
of meaning superimposed on this or that type of the imperative sentence, is analyzed in
the chapter devoted to the problems of attitudes.
On the basis of such an approach, one could hardly create a certain generalized
prosodic pattern, the one that can directly correlate with each of the above-mentioned
communicative types of utterances. Only from a rather generalized point of view can a
falling tone be regarded as a correlate of commands and recommendations, while a
rising tone acts as a correlate of requests.
The peculiarities of each of the two languages are caused by some distinctions in
prosodic organization of the communicative types of sentences in the Ukrainian and the
English languages. Thus, a special question takes a falling nuclear tone in English,
while in Ukrainian this type of a question is often pronounced with a rising nuclear
tone.
A specific feature of the Ukrainian language involving intonation shaping of
recommendations is a falling tone narrower interval in the nucleus; it starts lower and
ends at a higher level than in the English language.
There is a significant difference in the melody of utterances sounding as an official
request in English and Ukrainian: a rising tone is used in English and a falling tone in
Ukrainian (see fig. 9.1).
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Fig. 9.1. Melody distinctions of a request in Ukrainian and English.

9.3. LOGICAL AND SEMANTIC FUNCTION.
9.3.1. LOGICAL AND SEMANTIC FUNCTION GENERAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Logical and semantic function of intonation solves three problems which manifest
themselves in the prosodic organization of a speech passage, these being: a division into
sense-groups; reflection of the degree of dependence of sense-groups; and relations
between the elements of sense-groups.

9.3.2. FUNCTION OF SENSE-GROUPS DIVISION
This function, performing the role of the speech flow division into relatively
independent sense-groups, provides delimitation of sentences in connected speech,
singling out the subordinate and principal clauses into independent sense-groups within
the complex sentences and separation of one or several neighboring elements (e.g. the
subject expressed by a noun, the subject and the predicate, adverbial modifiers, an
apposition, an address, an object, etc.) [Чаочень, 1987; Уанк, 1987; Cooper, 1977]. The
necessity to separate the sentences following each other by means of intonation is quite
obvious. Among the rest of the above-enumerated units which are singled out into a
separate sense-group in English the most frequent (according to D. Crystal) are the
cases when the subordinate clauses are singled out (they make 28% of the use) [Crystal,
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1964]; and the least frequent are the cases when the two neighboring elements in the
sentence are singled out (12.5%).
In Ukrainian the same situation takes place [Багмут, 1980].
Semantic distinctions, depending on the way a sentence is divided into sensegroups, are various. Thus, compare two sentences:
1) Це вчитель, Павло Петрович. It s the teacher, Mr. reen.
2) Це вчитель,| Павло Петрович. It s the teacher, Mr. reen.
In the first case, ―Павло Петрович‖ and ―Mr. Green‖ are addresses, and they
continue the melody of the nucleus; in the second case, they are appositions and form a
separate sense-group by means of the preceding pause and the kinetic tone.
Here are two more examples:
a) ِ Ann,|my╻ daughter,| and her children.
b) Ann,|my daughter| and her ِchildren.
Depending on the pause and the nucleus tone used in the sentence, the meaning of
the words "my daughter" is changed – they can be perceived as an apposition or as an
enumeration.
Have a look at the following sentences:
You' know it is here.
You ِknow | it is here.
Depending on the presence of the pause and the kinetic tone, "you know" is either a
parenthetic element or a principal clause in a complex sentence. In this a similar picture
may be observed in the Ukrainian language:
Звичайно вони в бібліотеці у цей час.
Звичайно, / вони в бібліотеці у цей час.
Specific prosodic markers of syntagmatic division used in a certain language
include the following: a higher beginning of a sense-group melody contour in English,
and a temporal component of greater significance in the main stressed syllable
accentuation in Ukrainian.

9.3.3. FUNCTION EXPRESSING THE DEGREE OF THE SENSE-GROUPS
RELATION

The division of a speech continuum into sense-groups cannot alone solve the
problem of utterance semantic organization. Relatively autonomous groups of words,
singled out into sense-groups, if necessary enter into more or less close semantic
relations with one another. The function of intonation that provides such a correlation
may be named as the function expressing the degree of relation among the delimited
units [Черемисина, 1999].
Such an enumeration of semantic aspects, which are executed by the function
showing the degree of the sense-groups relation (strong, medium, weak, relations of
government, equality, subordination, etc.), leads to the conclusion that there is a great
variety of intonation markers involved in the process of providing this relationship.
In cases where the most independent and semantically completed single
utterances are regarded, the examined function of intonation demonstrates a weak kind
of relation between the neighbouring sense-groups, each of them being located within a
simple sentence. The character of these relations becomes considerably more variable
when semantically independent groups of words within a simple sentence are singled
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out into a separate sense-group [Nevalainen, 1987]. Thus, in sentences containing
enumerations with a conjunctive or a conjunctionless type of connection, the use of the
same kind of tones (e.g. rising tones) strengthens the meaning of the semantic affinity
of each item of the enumeration; and the use of different tones (rising and falling ones)
emphasizes the semantic independence of each of these items and sometimes their
contrastivity.
Not less but more possibilities of this intonation function manifest themselves in
the sphere of subordinative types of relations between the constituent parts of complex
sentences [Bolinger, 1984], especially in the case of a principal clause pre-position.
Here, while conveying the meanings of condition, consequence, result, contrast and
attributive relations, the function of intonation is reduced to the one indicating the
completeness or incompleteness of parts of the sentence. Compare:
Дім, у якому ми живемо, зовсім новий и
Дім, у якому ми живемо,| зовсім новий.
In the first sentence the semantic importance and independence of the sense-group
"у якому ми живемо" expressed by the attributive subordinate clause is intonationally
emphasized. In the second case the weakening of the semantic independence of the
sentence «у якому ми живемо» is expressed with the help of a rising tone and a pause
absence before this piece of speech.
In compound sentences, intonation normally marks a coordinative connection at the
point of a sentence parts juncture; the possibilities of intonation variability expressing
finality or non-finality are limited in this case by the regulative - consequential and the
adversative relations.
The ways in which intonation expresses the above-mentioned relations (both
subordinative and coordinative) are most variable in asyndetical sentences where there
is no basic syntactic marker of these relations and the role of intonation in the
asyndetically combined parts (conveying these relations) and their semantic interaction
is intensified. For instance, both sense-groups of the asyndetical combination can be
pronounced with the intonation of finality:
Не під ходьте: я не навиджу вас.
The intonation of the second part of the sentence strengthens the meaning of
"because". The second part of the compound sentence may take the rising tone which is
characteristic of marking a close semantic interaction with the preceding context.
The choice of tone in non-final sense-groups is closely connected with the
syntactical function of the clause.
In English, as a rule, non-final sense-groups of compound sentences are
pronounced with a falling tone, as their parts are more or less independent; e. g.
The sky was cloudless, the sun was shining brightly.
[ 'ska w z kla dl s | 's n w z ' a n
bra tl ||]

Statements containing an opposition which also form two equally important, more
or less independent sense-groups have a falling tone.
This is comrade Petrov, the professor of the Institute.
[' s IZ 'k mr d pe tr v |
pr 'fes r v
nst tju:t ||]
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Non-final sense-groups of complex sentences are pronounced with a falling tone
most often in cases when the principal clause is a non-final sense-group; that is, it
precedes the subordinate clause. In this case the non-final sense-group is semantically
more or less independent; the following subordinate clause adds something to its
meaning but the principal clause contains the main idea expressed by the speaker.
He was at the station when the train pulled in.
hi 'w z t
ste n | wen
'tre n 'p ld n ||]

When the subordinate clause precedes the principal one, the non-final sense-group
is usually pronounced with a rising tone, e. g.
If I have spare time, I shall do it by all means.
if 'h v sp
ta m | a l 'du: it ba ' :l mi:nz ||]

But in all the cases the choice of tone after all is chiefly determined by semantic
factors.
Speaking about the semantic factor as the main one in determining the melody of a
sense-group, G. P. Torsuyev said that the main rule of the sequence of tones may be
formulated as follows: The most important is the tone of the final sense-group which is
determined by the communicative type of the sentence.
The tone of non-final sense-group is determined by the semantic weight, the degree
of completeness, and the independence of a given sense-group. The more important and
independent its meaning is, the more categoric is the statement, and stronger is the
tendency of a given sense-group to take a falling tone. The more insignificant the
semantic weight of the statement is and the less categoric and independent the statement
is itself, the closer the connection of the given sense-group with the following one is, —
and stronger is the tendency of the given sense-group to take a rising tone." [Торсуев,
1960].
Thus, the principal clause which precedes the subordinate clause may be
pronounced with a rising tone (if it is closely connected in meaning with the following
subordinate clause).
There is a man downstairs who wants to see you.
[
IZ
da nst z | hu· 'w nts t si: ju ||]

Arthur almost worshipped the ground that Montanelli walked on.
['
' lmo st 'w : pt
gra nd | t ╻m t 'nel 'w :kt
||

In the first sentence attention is drawn mainly to the first sense-group (the principal
clause) which is rather independent semantically and can stand by itself; therefore it is
pronounced with a falling tone. Both parts of this sentence (the principal clause and the
subordinate clause) are equally important. The clauses of the second sentence are
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closely connected in meaning. The first part ("Arthur almost worshipped the ground...")
taken separately is not complete in meaning and acquires sense only together with the
second sense-group (the subordinate clause).
If the subordinate clause precedes the principal clause the subordinate clause, takes
the rising tone.
When she was gone, he sat still for quite a minute.
['wen i w z g n | hi 's t 'st l f 'kwa t
t ||

What he played in his mother's heart he knew not yet.
['w t hi 'ple d n h z 'm
z h t | hi 'nju: 'n t jet ||]

In the same way a non-final sense-group of a compound sentence may be
pronounced with a rising tone if it is closely connected in meaning with the second part
of the compound sentence; e. g.
You may have to order this pilot to start on a flight, he will have to obey you.
[ju me h v t ' :d ' s 'pail t t 'st t n fla t | hi w l h v tu be ju ||]

In sentences with participle constructions, both in English and Ukrainian, the nonfinal sense-group is pronounced with a rising tone. The final sense-group takes the
falling tone irrespective of the place occupied by the participle construction; e. g.
The professor being ill, the lecture was put off.
[ pr 'fes bi:
|
'lekt w z 'p t
||]

We could not enter the house, my sister having lost the key.
[wi k d 'n t 'ent
ha s | ma 's st h
'l st
ki: ||]

Стежачи як офіцер читає газету, Гай ще більше примружився. Черниш лежав
на краю насипу, розглядаючи замасковані доти.
[СТЕЖ ЧИ Й К ОФ'І ЦЕР ЧИТ ЙЕ Г ЗЕТУ | Г Й ШЧЕ Б'ІЛ'ШЕ
ПРИМРУЖИВС' || ЧЕРНИШ ЛЕЖ В Н КР ЙУ Н СИПУ │
РОЗГЛ' Д ЙУЧИ З М СКОВ Н'І ДОТИ ||]
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In sentences, containing an enumeration, each enumerated word or a group of
words makes, as a rule, a separate sense-group and takes a rising tone both in English
and Ukrainian. The final group in the enumeration takes the falling tone, e. g.
Don't use a knife for fish, cutlets, or omelettes.
['do nt 'ju:z 'na f
f │ k t ts | m ts ||]

He stopped short, looked straight at him, and took him by his hand.
[hi 'st pt ∫ :t | 'l kt stre t æt h m | nd 't k h m ba h z hænd ||]

If the last two items in an enumeration are connected by and or or, they may make
one sense-group; e. g.
And now he was in his room-rising, dressing, shaving and washing.
[ nd 'na hi w z n h z ru:m | ra z ŋ │ dres ŋ │ '∫e v ŋ nd w ∫ ŋ ||]

Very often and is repeated before each item of the enumeration for emphasis. In
this case the falling tone is used in each sense-group.
The smile made his face understanding and sweet and gentle.
[ 'sma l 'me d h z 'fe s nd st nd | nd swi:t | nd
entl ||

If the enumeration is at the beginning of the sentence or in the middle of it, and the
last enumerated word is not final, it may form a separate sense-group pronounced with a
rising or falling tone. An enumeration takes a falling tone if it is not connected in
meaning with the following sense-group. If it is connected in meaning with the
following sense-group, it takes a rising tone; e. g.
Old and young, men and women, Negro and white were drawn into participation in
the May Day celebration.
['o ld nd j , | 'men nd
w m n, | 'ni:gro
nd wa t | w 'dr :n nt
p :ˏt s 'pe n n

 me 'de ╻ sel bre n ||]

They took bathing suits, a towel, an umbrella and in a minute they walked across
the dark green to the river.
[
't k 'be b
sju:ts | ta l |
m brel | nd n m n t | e 'w kt 'kr s
'd :k 'gri:n t
r v ||]

A dull, heavy sound was heard.
[ d │ 'hev 'sa nd w z h :d. ||
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Similar rules are observed when pronouncing enumerations in the Ukrainian
language; e. g.
Bci нacпix копали землянки, заносили в них найпотрібніші peчi, приміщали
дітей.
[BCI

Н СПІХ

КОП ЛИ

ЗЕМЛ

НКИ

|

З НОСИЛИ

В

НИХ

Н ЙПОТР'ІБН'ІШ'І РЕЧ'І | ПРИМ'ІШЧ ЛИ Д'І ТЕЙ ||]

9.3.4. FUNCTION EXPRESSING THE SEMANTIC RELATIONS BETWEEN
THE SENSE-GROUP ELEMENTS
Intonation is widely used with the aim of focusing the listener's attention on some
aspects of an utterance which turn out to be the most important in conveying certain
semantic relations between separate aspects of the utterance. [Уанк, 1987; Bolinger,
1984]. Thus, two spheres involving this function are to be distinguished. Within one sensegroup it contributes to separate words accentual emphasis; that is, the actual division is carried
out, the logical stress is realized, and semantic relations between words are established. In
structures of connected speech containing many sense-groups, this function signals the relative
importance of the elements in the neighbouring sense-groups and it provides contrastive
comparison of words located in different sense-groups. This function of intonation is
conditioned by non-linguistic (situative) factors; it is usually impossible to predict which word
the speaker will single out as the most important one judging by the lexical and
grammatical structure of the sentence:
She speaks English and some other languages well. (She speaks not only English).
She speaks English and some other languages well. (She speaks several languages
well).
Nevertheless, there are some cases when actual division of the sentence and its
intonation peculiarities are predetermined by the grammatical structure of the sentence,
and they are invariant (as in the alternative questions). Here the speaker has no choice in
distributing the accentual prominence because of the coordinative connection that exists
between the stressed elements of the grammar construction:
То ваша ручка чи моя? Is it a black hat or a ِgrey one?
The word‘s prominence caused by logical stress is of great importance for the
purpose of interpreting the meaning of the sentence and marking the relationship
between its elements; e.g.:
'Any thing will ِdo и 'Any ِthing will do.
In particular, the use of tones of different direction contributes to the act of drawing
attention to the new (that is the rheme) in the utterance in contrast to the known (the
theme) [Roach, 1984, c.I48].
The function of the accent prominence is not confined within one sense-group but
also serves to convey the semantic relations between the words in adjacent sense-groups
or utterances; this is why it is also called the function expressing relations between the
elements of intonational units [Николаева, 1977, с.9]. Such, for instance, is the
intonation contrasting the most prominent words in two adjacent sense-groups:
Сьогодні в клубі вечір відпочинку, а завтра буде лекція.
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While performing the function of drawing the listener‘s attention to the most
important, intonation can emphasize certain sense-groups as being more important in
comparison with the others. Such secondary sense-groups involving broken information
are, for instance, the second and forth ones in the following sentence:
The ِJapaneese| for ِsome ِreason or other|'drive on the left| like ِus.
9.3.5. INTONATION OF THE INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS

The sentence independent elements have no direct syntactic relation with the other
sentence members. The following elements can be treated as the independent ones:
direct address, parentheses, and interjections.
Direct address and parentheses in English and Ukrainian may come at the
beginning, in the middle, and at the end of a sentence. When the direct address is at the
beginning of the sentence, it forms, as a rule, a separate sense-group and is pronounced
with a rising tone (more emphatic) or with a falling tone (less emphatic) depending on
the attitudinal and estimative shade of meaning it expresses; e.g.
Darling, take it for me.
[
|
||]

Alan, how deep is the well?
[
|'
'

||]

Fungus, answer the boy's question.
[
|'
'

||]

Parentheses, put at the beginning of the sentence, make a separate sense-group, too,
and are pronounced with a rising tone.
To his great surprise, Jesse wanted to take that job.
[
'
|'
'
'
||]

If the parenthesis is closely connected in meaning with the words following it, the
parenthesis does not form a sense-group of its own; e. g.:
It appears you can do it.
[t '
du: it ||]

With direct address, if interjections or parentheses appear in the middle of the
sentence, they do not form a separate sense-group but refer to the preceding sense-group
and continue its melody; e.g. :
―Thank you, dear, for your kindness‖
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[

|

||]

"Freddie," he said, "has left the room."
[
|
'
.||]

If a parenthetical sentence put in the middle of the utterance is too long and more or
less independent in meaning, it may form a separate sense-group pronounced at a low
pitch level, e.g. :
When he had recovered — a glass of home-made elder-berry assisted
him — he paced up and down the kitchen.
[wen hi h d r k
| ╻
╻
╻
| '
'
'
||]

The direct address and parentheses at the end of the sentence do not generally make
a separate sense-group but continue the melody of the preceding part of the sensegroup; e.g.:
Take it easy, my boy.
['teik it
||]

There is something more, I think.
[
'
||]

"I am sorry," he said,
[ai
hi sed ||]

If the parenthesis is rather long and more or less independent in
meaning, it may make a separate sense-group or even several sense-groups,
with the pitch of the voice being considerably lower than in the preceding
sense-group expressing the main thought.
I am sorry, he said apologetically.
[
| ╻
╻
||]
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"Shall I love you," said the swallow, who liked to come to the point at
once.
['
|╻
|
╻
╻
╻
||]

Exclamations usually form a separate sense-group when placed at the beginning of
the sentence. In the middle or at the end of the sentence, they continue the melody of the
utterance and do not form a separate sense-group as they are of no semantic importance;
e. g. :
:
Alas, his father is no better!
[
|
'
'
||]

His father, alas, is no better!
[
| '

His father is no better, alas!
[
'

||]

||]

In Ukrainian, the same way as in English, independent elements may make a
separate sense-group when located at the beginning of the sentence; e.g.:
Ванько, гайда на село!
[В Н'КО | Г ЙД Н СЕЛО ||]

In other cases, as a rule, they do not make a sense-group of their own; e. g. :
Добрий вечір, Катре.
[ДОБРИВЕЧ ІР К ТРЕ ||]

Жаль, зітхнув хлопчик.
[Ж Л З ІТХНУВ ХЛОПЧИК ║]

If parenthetical elements are in the middle of the sentence, they join the preceding
sense-group and continue its melody; e. g. :
Здрастуй!‖ — віповіла стримано, i далі викладала снопи.
[ЗДР СТУЙ — В ІДПОВ ІЛ СТРИМ НО | І Д Л І
ВИКЛ Д Л СНОПИ ||]
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- Що ж це тo6i, молодице, дня немае?
[ЩО Ж ЦЕ ТОБ І МОЛОДИЦЕ | ДН А НЕМАЙЕ ||]

9.4. ATTITUDINAL AND EMOTIONAL FUNCTION OF
INTONATION
9.4.1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC

Was remarked upon in Section 9.1., the majority of researchers consider this
function of intonation dominating in comparison with its other functions
[Shubiger,1953].
In order to reveal the natural character of the isomorphic relation between the
semiological and intonational units of emotional and attitudinal sphere, a systemic
approach involving a linguistic model is to be applied.
When modelling the system of different leveled and structurally heterogenious
language means the approach based on the concept of functional and semantic fields
(FSF) [Бондарко, 1984, p.21] is extremely productive. FSF generally represents a
multileveled system of functionally homogeneous and semantically variable language
units united by some general semantic character. The degree of this character intensity
changes the process of the semantic field components transition from those that form its
nucleus to those that form the periphery of this field.
Such an approach appears to be the most productive for the purpose of revealing
the correlation mechanism of certain semantic character gradual increase with the
corresponding alteration of some differential prosodic features.

9.4.2. FUNCTIONAL AND SEMANTIC FIELDS
OF THE MODAL SPHERE
9.4.2.1. Types of the Language Modality
In spite of the polysemy of the term ―modality‖, the range of phenomena involved
in the concept of this term has commonalty in modern linguistics: these phenomena are
called upon to convey the correlation between reported information and reality or the
speaker‘s attitude to what is said. This very principle is the basis of the classification of
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modality functional types in the researched works of many native linguists and in the
works of the Prague School Representatives.
According to this approach, the language modality, on the one hand, conveys the
speech content correlation with the reality; in this sense, any complete expression of a
thought reflects reality in a particular form of an utterance. It conveys one of the
meanings which form the category of objective modality in integrity. On the other hand,
modality fulfils the function of expressing the speaker‘s attitude to the reported
information. These modal meanings express the subjective evaluation of some thought;
some message are not considered to be obligatory ones for any utterance in the opinion
of many linguists [Виноградов, 1975 ,p.80], and, in contrast to modal meanings which
correlate the content of speech with the reality, may be missing in an utterance. The
terms ―the objective‖ and ―the subjective‖ modality are correlated, accordingly, with the
two types of the modal meanings manifestation.
The meanings of objective modality are the meanings included into the closed
system of abstract syntactical categories, the meanings of correlation between the
reported and the reality; that is to say the meanings of reality (syntactical indicative:
syntactical Present, Past and Future Tenses) and irreality (syntactical unreal moods:
subjunctive, conditional, desirable, imperative and debitive) [Русская грамматика,
1980, p. 216].
Expressing the speaker‘s attitude towards the content of the utterance is one of the
tasks which are realized by the attitudinal function (subjunctive) of intonation. With
the help of this function one and the same fact of reality can be presented as a true or a
false message from the point of view of the speaker. It can be opposed to something,
correlated with other facts or events of a situation or source of information, it can be
qualified in different ways, and it can gain some particular qualitative evaluation.
The system based on the acknowledgement of four main functions of subjective
modality [Королева, 1989] is the basis of the classification of attitudinal meanings
functional types. These four basic functions are: evaluative proper, imperative
evaluative, emotional evaluative, and evaluative characterizing.
The evaluative proper function demonstrates itself in the sphere of subjective
evaluation and characterizes a variety of the shades which comprise the personal and
subjective attitude of the speaker towards the content of the utterance [Русская
грамматика, 1982, p.216].
The imperative-evaluative function is aimed at transferring a complex of
subjective meanings of the imperative sphere which turns out to be a kind of
decoding, grading and detailing of the objective-modal meanings of a non-indicative
character – the imperative. When studying the imperative as one of the types of
attitudinal meanings, the aspects connected with the personal attitude of the speaker
towards the content of speech stimulus are included in the analysis. These are the
aspects dealing with the degree of indisputability of the imperative utterances, the
character of moral and legal relations between the communicators, the situative
conditionality of the communicative act, etc.
Another important function of a personal attitude demonstration which is not
involved in the complex of evaluative proper attitudinal meanings is the emotional
evaluative function.
The evaluative proper function manifests itself in the sphere of subjective
judgment and characterizes a variety of shades that comprise the personal and
subjective attitude of the speaker towards the content of the message.
The Evaluative – characterizing function combines "expression of the subjective
attitude to the reported with such a characteristic that can be considered not a
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subjective one, resulting from the fact of the event, from its qualities, properties, from
the character of its existence in time, or its connections and relations with other facts
and events" [Русская грамматика, 1980, p.216].
9.4.2.2. Evaluative Proper Subjective Modal Meanings (Attitudes)
In phonetic experimental research, this sphere of modal relations has been
investigated rather widely [Старикова, 1988; Cramer, 1961; Crystal, 1964; Hide, 1987;
O'Connor, 1977]. As a rule, the presented analysis of intonational characteristics is
based on the opposition of final members of the antonymous-synonymic semantic field.
However, the components of functional-semantic fields of this type do not, as a rule,
form binary oppositions but get combined into groups according to the intensification of
a certain attitudinal shade of meaning, grading a degree of its intensity within some
paradigmatic row.
The character of semantic change of the components in the attitudinal field ―degree
of approval/disapproval‖ (praising, approving, indifferent, critical, disapproving,
reproving and condemning) can serve as one of the examples illustrating the position
described above. In this semantic field, the differential semes change in the range of
gradual variation of sense within final members of the row, these final members being
antonyms. Further on it will be proved that when the semantic character within the
members of the gradual row (involved in conveying the given modal meaning)
increases insignificantly, some change of intonation characteristics which execute this
semantic meaning takes place (it can be said that prosodic variations also have a gradual
character; to be more exact, the more intensively some definite semantic feature grows,
the more changes in the prosody of a corresponding seme are observed).
The components of the attitudinal – evaluative field ―the degree of approval /
disapproval‖ are analyzed as an example. From the point of view of semantics, this field
is bipolar. The last members are the elements ―praise‖ and ―condemnation‖ that are
regarded to be the antonyms.
The semantic character increase can be illustrated by the following components:
praise, approval, neutral, critical, disapproval and condemnation. The components of the
field ―the degree of approval/disapproval‖ are distinctly differentiated and marked by
melody and timbre parameters. Therefore, approval is conveyed by the increase of
melodious register of a speech segment, by a broad range of an utterance phonation on the
whole, and by a velvet voice timbre. While expressing the appraisal, all the
aforementioned characteristics are increased and the voice is perceived by listeners as a
clear one. Due to specific characteristics of the Ukrainian and English languages, the
method of the prosodic shaping of the strongest approving attitude – the approval should
be added. In the English language, the approval is manifested by a high falling tone, and
in the Ukrainian language, by a rising-falling tone. At the same time, a rising-falling
melody can be used not only in the terminal syllable of the sense group, but also in every
stressed syllable of an utterance.
In the two languages being compared disapproval is conveyed by a falling-rising
nuclear tone, lowered register and muffled timbre. The critical attitude of a speaker is
expressed by a complex rising-falling tone in the nucleus (which strengthens the
emphatic colour of an utterance and intensifies definiteness of the opinion), through a
slower tempo of the utterance being pronounced and by the occurrence of sharp notes in
the speaker‘s voice. Condemnation in English and Ukrainian can be conveyed with the
help of a low melody level, a hoarse voice, an average pitch range and a low descending
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tone. Owing to these peculiarities the intensification of the categorical notes in
condemnation is distinctly noticeable. In instances when notes of incompleteness are
present when conveying condemnation (conviction), a falling-rising tone is most often
used in English, while in Ukrainian a rising-falling tone is the norm.
The direction of a melody movement in the pre-nuclear part of utterances
(strengthening or smoothing the meaning which is conveyed by the main stressed syllable)
can be of any form. Thus, the descending scandent head in combination with a low-rising
tone in the English language (when conveying disapproval) strengthens the degree of
intensity of the expressed attitude, while a level high or low head demonstrate the
speaker‘s desire to calm the listener down. While conveying the negative attitude in the
Ukrainian language, the change of a high level head into a scandent one strengthens the
meaning of condemnation and reprimand.
Speech tempo on the whole, while conveying the meanings of the examined
paradigmatic row, is characterized by a degree of slowness. Loudness of pronunciation
depends rather on the calm or excited state of the speaker at the moment of speech than
on his approving / disapproving attitude.
In Table 9.1, the acoustic characteristics of the components included in this
functional - semantic field of attitudinal sphere are presented. Despite the fact that there
are some peculiarities in the functional significance of the parameters of the intonation
contour in the two compared languages, a great number of general relevant features
which convey a given modal meaning can be discerned.
Table 9.1.
The acoustic correlates of the attitudinal meanings of the degree of
approval/disapproval, (relative units*)
Modal
meanings

FF
Pre-nucleus
Nucleus
Utterance
Level Direction Type of Level Direction Interval Range
the head

The English language
Praising
Approving
Indifferent
Disapproving
Critical
Condemning

2.12
2.00
1.60
1.59
1.58
1.67

R-F
F
F;L
F
R-F
F

S
St
—
St
Sc
Sc

1.88
1.70
1.35
1.39
1.41
1.17

F
F
F
F-R
R-F
F;L

1.51
1.40
0.97
1.38
1.39
1.43

0.58
0.47
0.18
0.24
0.26
0.23

1.48
0.44
1.01
1.45
1.45
1.46

0.53
0.4I
0.I5
0.20
0.24
0.22

The Ukrainian language
Praising
Approving
Indifferent
Disapproving
Critical
Condemning

1.88
1.79
1.53
1.59
1.29
1.60

F
F
F;L
L
F
R

S
S
—
—
St
Sc

1.56
1.50
1.29
1.32
1.35
1.24

R-F
F
F;L
F-R
R-F
F

* S – sliding head; St – stepping head; Sc – scandent head; L – level head.
F – falling tone; R – rising tone; R-F- rising-falling tone; F-R falling-rising tone; ―– ―–
irrelevant character.
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The character of the prosody contour transformation under the condition of gradual
change of a certain attitudinal feature in the adjacent components of the attitudinal –
semantic field of the evaluative sphere is rather variable; it concerns the intonation
means inventory and the mechanism of their correlation with the degree of intensity of
some attitudinal meaning within the synonymic-antonymic row. If in some rows (for
example, the degree of certainty/uncertainty) prosodic contrasts between the elements
increase together with the growth of semantic distinctions thus reaching the maximum
in final members (antonyms), in the rows of another type (for example, the degree of
agreement \disagreement) the maximal contrast of the prosody takes place when
comparing the medial (neutral) element of the row and its final elements; the final
members (antonyms) are close to each other by their prosodic characters.
In the first case, the farther the components are situated from one another within the
gradual row (i.e. the greater is the number of differential semes they differ with), the less
the number of the coinciding relevant acoustic features available. (see Table 9.2). It can be
clearly seen in the regular decrease of a number of the coinciding prosodic correlates as
the position of a certain component of the field moves away from the main diagonal.

Unshakable
Convinced
Firm
Confident
Neutral
Evauating
Presuming
Doubtful
Hesitating

14
12
10
10
9
2
2
1
0

12
14
11
9
10
2
2
1
0

10
11
13
12
10
3
2
2
1

9
9
12
13
13
3
2
1
1

7
10
10
13
13
2
2
2
1

2
2
2
3
2
15
10
8
6

2
2
2
2
2
10
15
12
10

1
1
2
1
2
8
12
16
16

Hesitating

Doubtful

Presuming

Evaluating

Confident

Categoric

Firm

Convinced

Attitudinal
meanings

Unshakable

Table 9.2.
The number of coincident relevant characters within the components of the
semantic field “the degree of confidence”

0
0
1
1
1
6
10
16
18

In the semantic fields of the second type (for example, the degree of agreement /
disagreement),the components which are completely different by the number of
differential semantic features (antonyms) appear to be quite close to each other
according to the number of the relevant acoustic correlates. For such kind of fields, the
picture of quantitative characteristics distribution on the field of the table (Table 9.2) is
of another character: big numbers (which characterize the number of the coinciding
distinctive features) are not placed only near the main diagonal, but also in the left
bottom and the right top corners of the table.
The important conclusion that results from the experimental data analysis is read as
follows: each component of the evaluative proper attitudinal-semantic fields is
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characterized by significant stability of intonation markers in speech. In other words,
quite a definite intonation construction ―of its own‖ can be attached to either of the
semantic units of this sphere. The greater part of the discovered relevant prosodic
features is related to the number of typologically similar ones in English and
Ukrainian.

9.4.2.3. Imperative-Evaluative Function
The analysis of intonation peculiarities of these fields‘ components was carried out
in three basic communicative groups of imperatives: directive, recommending, and
appellative.
Table 9.3.
The classification of meanings of the functional-semantic field of imperatives

Appelative

Recommending

Directive

Communica
tive group:

Zone

Attitudinal meanings

Zone of order

Injunction, command, order

Zone of demand

Order, demand, direction
prescription, indication, instruction,
assignment

Zone of assignment
Zone of advice

Recommendation, advice, proposition

Zone of request

Warning, precaution, admonition,
homily(teaching)
Appeal, conviction, invitation,
temptation
Application, request, petition

Zone of persuasion

Persuasion, entreat

Zone of entreaty

Supplication, appeal, envoke

Zone of exhortation
Zone of conviction

The attitudinal meaning of the directive utterances that convey the meanings
corresponding to the constituents of a given semantic field is fixed, in the first place, in
the tone used in the main stressed syllable of the utterance in English and Ukrainian. An
order is conveyed by a low falling tone, an instruction and a demand are conveyed by a
low rising tone and an assignment is conveyed by a high falling tone. Thus, the pitch
range of the utterance becomes wider at the same time the utterance‘s register becomes
higher in case the degree of relaxation increasesa and the degree of inducement goes
down. Acceleration of speech tempo and increase in loudness of pronunciation is
evidence of the reduction in the degree of sounding categorical, strict in a directive
utterance. Directive utterances in Ukrainian speech are characterized by a higher
beginning and ending and a narrowed interval of the terminal part in comparison to
English ones.
When getting into the detail of the semantic structure of the functional – semantic
field of recommendation, one should take into account the emphasis of the speaker‘s
position while taking into consideration his participation in the process of thinking over
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the variants the situation can come to; the degree the listener‘s position is involved,
attention payed to the objective circumstances that predict the type of behavior in a
definite situation.
Imperative utterances of the recommending group in the whole range of attitudinal
meanings (from directions up to wishes) do not differ in type of the terminal tone: all of
them are produced with the high falling tone in the nucleus. The main prosodic
differentiators of their attitudes are the peculiarities of melody in the head. Admonition
is usually conveyed by a level head, advice and recommendation by a sliding head
(which gives a shade of liveliness to the utterance) and wish by a falling head. The pitch
range and its register are informative, too. The meaning of admonition is characterized
by a narrowed pitch range and the middle register of the utterance realization, but when
producing an opposite member of the row wish, the high register is activated and the
pitch range is widened. Speech tempo is accelerated when conveying the meaning of
wish in comparison with admonition.
Concerning specific language features, Ukrainian utterances of recommendation are
characterized by the use of a narrower type of the falling tone in the nuclear syllable
which begins on a lower level and ends on a higher level, and is also characterized by a
narrower pitch range of the utterance in comparison with English.
Attitudinal meanings of imperative utterances, including the fields of the
appellative group, are also distinctly marked by the prosody structure. The character of
pitch used in the semantic center of an utterance signals the attitudinal colouring of an
utterance: for example, request, as a rule, is conveyed by a high falling tone, thus
gaining a shade of persistence with some elements of liveliness and curiosity while
eliminating the elements of sounding sharp and categorical at the same time. Persuasion
(entreat) is expressed by a falling-rising type of terminal tone that sounds penetrative
and sincere. Entreaty is conveyed by a low-rising tone that distinguishes the utterances
which are characterized by a less intensity of will. The zone of persuasion and entreaty,
in contrast to a request, is characterized by a widened pitch range of the utterance on a
whole. It occurs due to the upward motion of the basic tone upper limit and the increase
of register of the produced speech segment. The acceleration of speech tempo and the
decrease of its energetic characteristics are also the evidence of the decrease of the
degree of persistence in the utterances of the appellative group, they nearing the zone of
entreaty.
Alongside typological features of similarity, the compared languages are also
characterized by a number of distinctions (concerning the analysed aspect). The
peculiarity of appellative Ukrainian utterances in comparison with the English ones is
the use of a rising type of head and a somewhat narrower pitch range on the whole.
All the above-mentioned peculiarities testify to the fact that there are quite serious
criteria of intonation pattern differentiation which are correlated with definite
components of functional-semantic fields within every examined group of imperative
attitudes, both at auditory perception (according to their qualitative features), and at
acoustic analysis (according to their quantitative characteristics). At the same time, an
attempt to create a definite generalized prosodic pattern of each component of aspectual
and gender fields of imperatives runs across serious difficulties. If the centers of
aspectual modal-semantic fields of each of the three examined groups are more or less
distinctly opposed to each other according to their prosodic structure and their
peripheral zones cross over to a considerable extent, they interfere semantically and
become prosodically indistinguishable. It is true that the categorical order, being the
most typical kind of attitudes of the directive group, is characterized by a high pitch level
and a falling tone in the terminal part, as well as by a quick tempo and loud pronunciation
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of the utterance. Advice, not being persistent and without any shades of personal interest,
is considered the semantic center of the recommending group of evaluative-stimulating
attitudinal meanings; it differs by an average pitch range of the utterance, by an average
steepness of the terminal one, a falling tone being used in the terminal part of the
utterance, and by an average loudness and speech tempo. Polite request (most frequent in
speech) is a component of the appellative group of the evaluative-stimulating meanings.
Its relevant characters at the prosodic level are: an average pitch level and a wide pitch
range of an utterance, insignificant steepness in the terminal rising tone and low loudness
and reduced rate of speech segment production.
Such distinct prosodic contrast disappears when the peripheral components of the
three modal-semantic fields are compared. Thus, an official request, which enters the
appellative zone of stimulating and evaluating attitudinal meanings, can be perceived by
the listeners as one of the meanings belonging to the directive group, like an order or
even a demand when pronounced without the context (Your telephone number, please).
In conclusion, it can be therefore affirmed that the following situation appears as a
result of comparing the numerous attitudinal connotations of the components of
imperative functional-semantic fields in the evaluative sphere and of analyzing the
contrastive distinctive prosodic characteristics of utterances which refer to different
communicative types of speech acts. As a rule, various communicative types of
utterances are opposed to one another at the intonation level not due to ―their own"
prosodic markers, but due to the attitudinal meanings that refer to the evaluative-proper
or emotional-evaluative type accompanied by the typical for the case intonation features
(see table 9.5).
It is this fact that is responsible for the absence of a distinct correlation between the
communicative type of the sense group and its intonation, as described in the section
dealing with the communicative function of intonation.

9.4.2.4. Evaluative-Characterizing Function

Intonation peculiarities, while conveying evaluative-characterizing meanings, are
addressed least in the scientific literature [Русская грамматика, 1980; Bolinger, 1984].
The fields of evaluative-characterizing meanings, in contrast to other attitudinal fields,
form a hierarchical structure which is limited on the low level by binary opposition of the
following types: regularity/irregularity, expediency/inexpediency, admissibility/
inadmissibility, ability/inability, occasionality/premeditation, presence/absence of a
desirable result, and long term of time/short term of time. If some semantic features of the
constituents of these fields are not taken into consideration, many of them can be
unreasonably regarded as attitudinal meanings that correlate with definite intonation
contours. For example, the intonation of opposition of modal meanings of long
term/short term of time is characterized by a contrast demonstration of all prosodic
parameters (melody, tempo and dynamics) in English and Ukrainian. The modal
meaning of long term is marked by a falling tone, and of short term by a rising-falling
tone in the nuclear syllable. Besides this, a short term, in contrast to a long term, is
conveyed by a higher pitch level of pre-nuclear part of the utterance and by an
accelerated tempo of speech pronunciation. Intonation of the main stressed syllable,
when conveying the opposition under discussion, is particularly contrastive: the rate of
pitch component growth in the nucleus increases while the nucleus duration is reduced
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in three-four times when expressing a modal meaning of short term in comparison with
long term.
In Ukrainian, the quantitative characteristics of prosodic features which
differentiate the correlation of a long term from a short one are more evident than in
English. Therefore, the tempo of utterance production and the degree of nucleus
loudness increase are marked more strongly in Ukrainian than in English when
conveying the same opposition.
Thus, if the demands of the systemic approach are not met in the course of the
evaluative-characterizing meanings analysis, one can gain the impression that the
constituents of the aspectual fields of attitudinal meanings of this group possess
prosodic contours of ―their own‖. For example, during auditory perception of a
regular/irregular action (phenomenon), the auditors point at register distinctions as
being available in the utterances and the degree of loudness and tempo of pronunciation
as being marked, too. (When conveying the meaning of an occasional action, the stress
in the nuclear syllable becomes stronger and the tempo slows down.) However, during a
deeper systemic analysis of the perceptive and acoustic characteristics of intonation of
regularity/irregularity, it becomes clear that the revealed distinctive features concern the
connotative emotional-evaluative or evaluative-proper meanings which are superimposed
on the examined evaluative-characterizing ones. In this case, it is the connotative meaning
of surprise (unexpectedness and bewilderment) that is superimposed on the meaning of
irregularity. When these connotations, possessing prosodic constructions "of their own",
are excluded, the intonation characteristics are no longer relevant when telling the
opposition regularity/irregularity from each other.
When analyzing the modal-semantic fields of evaluative-characterizing group on
the whole, it is possible to note that the components of these fields are related with some
prosodic features frequently used in their representation, but these features are the
correlates of the fields of the evaluative - proper and emotional – evaluative meanings.
It testifies to the following: the system of prosodic constructions which correlate with
some evaluative-characterizing meanings in real speech situations is not the intonation
portrait of ―its own‖, but rather conveys these meanings indirectly with the help of the
prosodic constructions that execute attitudinal connotations of evaluating - proper and
emotional-evaluative sphere, these most frequently accompanying definite prosodic
constructions. The great variety of such connotations in communicative situations
makes the above-mentioned systems of intonation constructions diffusible and unstable
to a considerable extent. It is impossible to notice the predominance of some definite
prosodic features when conveying the attitudinal meanings which belong to the
examined class.

9.4.2.5. Objective-Modal Function

As was stated at the beginning of this section, the functional-semantic field of
objective modality forms a two-leveled hierarchical structure of reality/unreality.
An analysis of publications devoted to this question drew attention to the fact that
there are no attempts to build intonational models which could be interpreted as the
opposed ones on the basis of objective modal meanings alone. For example, in "Russian
Grammar" [Pусская грамматика, 1980], in the sections devoted to the prosodic
structure of forms existing in unreal moods, it is emphasized that each of them can be
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practically used with any type of an intonation structure [Шрейдер, 1976; Швейцер,
1988; Cooper ,1977].
This opinion, judged as an unusual one at the first sight, can be quite convincingly
explained if two guiding factors of various mechanisms functioning in speech are taken
into consideration as well as the mechanisms that convey the relation between the
content and the reality. One of them is the leading role of lexical and grammatical
means when conveying the meanings of reality/irreality in speech; the other one is the
mediated character of prosody correlation with the components of semantic fields of the
objective modal sphere.
The first factor is universally acknowledged [Русская грамматика, 1980]: lexical
and grammatical means of a language play the leading role in differentiating the two
groups of objective modal meanings (reality/irreality); the system of moods is key.
Under these conditions, only the question of hierarchy of the language means conveying
the corresponding modal relations is possible.
The role of the second factor is not so obvious, but turns out to be dominant.
As an illustration, the binary opposition of intonation is examined: the declarative
utterance that states the fact and the imperative utterance conveying the recommending
attitude; both utterances being verbless constructions. For example:
What did you have?-Fancy cakes. What would you advise me to have? - Fancy
cakes.
['
║'
║]

.
'

'

║ '

║]

.
Each of the examined utterances in the binary opposition differs by a quite definite
contrast of prosodic markers. Regarding the number of relevant prosodic features which
distinguish imperative (recommending) utterances from the indicative (statements)
ones, the following should be included: a widened pitch range of the whole utterance,
somewhat slowed down tempo, and a higher pitch level of the pre-nucleus part of a
statement pronouncment. In addittion, the recommending utterances are usually
characterized by a rising termination; the tone rise takes place in the nucleus in English
utterances, and in the post-nuclear part in Ukrainian.
However, the fact of auditory and acoustic differentiation of the two examined
types of speech realization cannot be interpreted as fact confirming the existence of
precisely fixed prosodic structures that convey objective-modal relations of different
types (indicative and non-indicative). It is connected with the distinction resulting from
the objective-modallity of an utterance developed in combination with multi-semantic
attitudinal meanings. It should be remarked that the above-mentioned peculiarities of
prosody of non-indicatives refer to relevant features of such attitudinal connotations as
expediency, definiteness, reasonability, participation, etc. which are characteristic of the
recommending group of objective modal meanings.
The utterances in the form of a special question with the objective modal meaning
of the indicative (question) or non-indicative (wish) sphere can be regarded as another
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example of an objective modal meaning influence on the intonational structure. For
example,
'Why' don't you' take

tea? It's become already cold.

..
'Why' don't you 'take tea? It's more useful than coffee.

..
When examining this binary opposition, a gently sloping shape of the descending
basic tone movement in pre-nuclear part of the utterance and a smaller steepness of the
nuclear falling tone refer to the characteristic features which mark the intonation of
utterances with the seme of desire (expressed by a question), in contrast to the seme of
request (conveyed by the indicative objective modality).
Here, as in the first illustrated case, the contrast available of intonation is not a
sequence of various kinds of objective modality which compared speech realizations
belong to. These realizations differ by simultaneous attitudinal shades specification.
They are the attitude of participation, goodwill, interest, and thus these very aspects of
the speaker‘s personal attitude define the character of prosody differentiation.
At the same time, cases of complete identity in melody, tempo, dynamics and
timbre of some utterances belonging to various groups of objective modality (while
accompanying them attitudinal meanings are not opposed on the the intonational level)
are rather frequent. An illustration of such a character in the intonation of objective
modal meanings is the way the connection between the parts of the conjunctionless
compound sentences is carried out in both compared languages. A non-indicative
objective modal meaning of condition which is realized with the help of intonation in
case the subordinate clause of condition (in the form of the unreal mood) is
asyndetically connected with the main clause; it does not differ from the indicative
modal meaning conveying casual, temporal and other relations at the intonational level.
This is the reasoning in sentences like the following:
1. Мене запросили, я пішов.
2. Мене б запросили, я б пiшов.
1. They invited me I went.
2. They invited me I should go
intonation can be considered as the means of conveying any of the modal meanings
mentioned above which would otherwise be marked by the lexical units якщо, так як,
коли, if, as, and when in cases where conjunctions are being used.
Various cases of intonationally – marked utterances which convey the relation of
the content of an utterance with reality can be examined in the same way. No specific
intonation features are discovered – the ones that could be regarded as the universal
differentiators of semantic fields components belonging to the indicative and nonindicative types of objective modal meanings. Frequently the distinction of prosodic
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constructions in the utterances which express different attitudinal meanings of the
same objective modality are more contrastive than the ones conveying diametrically
opposite kinds of relations of the objective modality in speech. Therefore, in
experimental research [Королева, 1989] where a scale of differential features was used
(including 40 different characteristics of melody, dynamic and temporal components of
prosody) within the non-indicative objective modality of imperatives, individual
patterns of a request and an order are opposed to each other by 28 features, while the
utterances that refer to various kinds of the objective modality but coincide in their
attitudinal connotation differ insignificantly from one another in their characteristics of
intonation.
Thus, the analysis of two types of relations existing in objective modality makes it
possible to state that an attempt to construct the basis for some generalized prosodic
models which can reflect the contrastive opposition of the objective modal relations of
reality and unreality on the whole can hardly be built. There are no grounds to consider
the intonation distinctions among the meanings of conditionality, obligation,
stimulation, desirability, etc. to be the result of the direct influences of objective
modality and to interpret the corresponding distinctive features as the prosodic markers
of some kind of non-indicative objective modal meanings. The above-stated should not
be interpreted as a statement of intonational indistinguishability, identifing speech
realizations referring to different types of the objective modal meanings. One can only
discuss the idea at the expense of indicative and non-indicative modal meanings
(separate non-indicative types of the objective modality being included) that function as
the components of the corresponding functional-semantic fields being opposed to each
other on the level of intonation. They are not distinguished by some fixed set of the
prosodic features "of their own", but by a set of differential intonational characters
which belong to those attitudinal connotations (mainly, those of the evaluative proper or
emotional -evaluative nature) that accompany this or that type of objective modal
relation conveyed in speech.

9.4.3. FUNCTIONAL AND SEMANTIC FIELDS OF EMOTIONAL SPHERE
9.4.3.1. Types of Emotional Manifestations in Speech
Indisputably concurring with researchers on the role of emotions and attitudes in
the system of intonation, brings linguists to differ on their points of view on the
question of its linguistic identity. The approach suggested in the work [Королева, 1989]
allows us to consider three autonomous spheres within the frames of emotional
phenomena separately: stating the fact of emotional manifestations; an emotional
evaluation of what is being reported; and the emotional state of the speaker.
The intonational design of the first of these spheres is of no interest as there exists
no special prosodic models to convey emotional information of this type in speech. The
two other areas of emotional sphere turn out to exploit the intonational means as an
important aspect of their functioning. When discussing the most typical features of each
of these two functions, it is necessary to distinguish first of all the following:
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- the direct physiological conditionality, interlingual universality, and
unpremeditated production of the prosodic units connected with the speaker‘s emotional
state reflection,
- great affinity to conventional language signs, specificity for the definite
language, the conscious character of the prosodic models production – the ones that
convey the emotional and estimative attitudes.
The most important conclusion arrived at as a result of this experimental data
analysis can be read in the following manner: in order to convey some definite emotions
in speech, various components of prosody are frequently used and their combinations
depend on whether the speaker‘s emotional condition is reflected in speech or in his
emotional attitude.
It should be remarked that the study of emotional-gene situations influence on
speech intonation has been successfully carried out by national and foreign
phoneticians, especially as of late. Evidently, the information-genetic technique is the
most effective in this respect [Шрейдер, 1976]; the essence of this method consists of
the analysis of the so-called energy-informative function which registers in dynamics
the relation between the speech act energetic intensity and speech productivity. In
regard to the intonation of speech passages produced in an emotional-gene situation,
this approach is aimed at the discovery of some correlation between the psychological
tension of the situation and the degree in which the relevant prosodic parameters of a
speech signal are demonstrated. In numerous experimental works of research, the bellresembling shape of this function of emotional intonation has been observed. At the
beginning, when the emotional-gene tension increases, the informative aspect of the
prosody means increases; later, when reaching its maximum, it starts to fall downward.
Moreover, the maximum location is in a close relation with the type of the speaker‘s
nervous system [Речь, эмоции, личность, 1978, p.85; Плющ, 1976]. In contrast to this,
a monotonous increasing character of the energetic-informative function is typical when
the emotional evaluative attitudinal function of intonation is executed.
Much nearer to the language signs (owing to conscious development of prosodic
models) are the semantic units that refer to emotional evaluative meanings. Their
characteristics are given in Section 9.4.3.2.
Because of the variety of possible situations that reveal the mechanism of the
intonation features interaction (caused by the emotional state of the speaker) with the
components of intonation used at the emotional - estimative modal function
embodiment, a difficult situation is observed. Depending on a relative orientation and
the degree of intensity of the stated factors, all types of interaction of the examined
functions can be realized: autonomy, domination, equivalence and submission.
According to the type of interaction (out of the indicated ones) that is being developed,
a resulting intonation contour of an utterance is formed.

9.4.3.2. Emotional - Estimative Meanings
In the detailed descriptions of the intonation contours that are used to express the
attitudinal relations, emotional - estimative meanings occupy a significant place
[Денисов, 1973; Кодзасова, 1987; Швейцер, 1988].
It is typical of emotional - evaluative meanings, like the evaluative – proper
attitudinal meanings, to oppose not only the polar demonstrations of the personal
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attitude, but the development of the paradigmatic lines with the gradual intensification
of some character [Шаховский, 1987].
The character of correlation of the corresponding semiological and intonational
units is illustrated by the data inTtable 9.4, which presents the analysis of the semantic
field of emotional evaluative meanings ―a degree of aggression‖

Table 9.4.
Acoustic correlates of emotional meanings of the semantic field “degree of
aggressiveness” (relative units)
Emotive –
evaluating
Meanings

Acoustic Characteristics
Pre-nuclear part
FF level

Intensity

Nucleus
FF level

Utterance

Intensity

FF range

The English language
Defenceless

1.53

0.72

1.44

0.72

0.46

Timid

1.50

0.85

1.40

0.76

0.45

Peacful

1.44

0.88

1.30

0.82

0.42

Cocky

1.62

1.52

1.47

1.63

0.78

Provocative

1.60

1.50

1.42

1.62

0.80

Threatening

1.57

1.49

1.40

1.64

0.79

Agressive

1.57

1.51

1.39

1.63

0.80

The Ukrainian language
Defenceless

1.46

0.81

1.41

0.72

0.45

Timid

1.44

0.82

1.40

0.76

0.43

Peaceful

1.37

0.86

1.34

0.80

0.41

Cocky

1.70

1.50

1.48

1.65

0.60

Provocative

1.58

1.49

1.36

1.64

0.63

Threatening

1.56

1.51

1.33

1.65

0.63

Agressive

1.52

1.50

1.33

1.63

0.62

The results of phonetic research testify that the emotional - estimative meanings, to
a much greater extend than the estimative-proper meanings, prosodic characteristics ―of
their own‖. At the same time, the intonation contours that provide the components of
modal - semantic fields of emotional - estimative sphere representation in speech are
stable and monosemantic; they are typologically similar in both compared languages.
The role of the dynamic component of intonation among the other relevant
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characteristics is predominant; it is true for all components of the fields referring to the
emotional-estimative meanings in comparison with other types of modality.
Language specificity is manifested with some difference between the exploited
intonation markers. Thus, in the Ukrainian language the prehead is characterized by a
lower pitch level than the prehead in English. When strong emotions are expressed in
the English language, the fundamental frequency interval in the nucleus and a frequency
range of an utterance are more contrastive. In the English language, the maximal
intensity parameters, together with the maximal parameters of fundamental frequency,
gravitate to the first stressed syllable; in the Ukrainian language, to the main stressed
syllable.
9.4.4. INTONATIONAL MEANS IN EMPHATIC SPEECH

Emphasis in phonetics is interpreted as the intensification of emotional or
attitudinal colouring of speech by means of various components of intonation.
As has been shown in previous sections, a rather steady correlation between the
semantic units of an utterance and intonational means of their embodiment is observed
in non-emphatic speech. However, division of speech portions into emphatic and nonemphatic ones is conventional. Non-emphatic speech of «a pure kind» occurs seldom.
In almost each phrase this or that emotional shade of a thought is emphasized; it shows
the subjective attitude of the speaker to the stated ideas. The degree of speech emphasis
depends on the quantity, quality and intensity of the emotional and attitudinal
connotation which is superimposed on the informative, logical and semantic structure of
an utterance.
Regardless of the communicative type of an utterance, emphasis exerts such a
strong influence on speech intonation that a radical transformation of sense groups‘
intonational structure, typical of a certain communicative purpose in non-emphatic
speech, takes place.
An utterance or a sense group can become emphatically rich in the English
language due to the following intonational means:
1. Changes of tempo.
2. Changes of the pitch of a voice.
3. Replacements of the rising tone with the falling tone and vice versa.
4. Usage of complex tones.
5. Use of an interrupted ascending or descending scale.
6. Change of syntagmatic stress type.
7. Division of a sense group into two or more parts.
1 Changes of tempo.
a. The tempo in an emphatic speech may slow down, the intervals between the
stressed and unstressed syllables increasing. A slow tempo can be accompanied by
strengthening of stress. All words are distinctly pronounced. The time intervals between
the stressed words are long and approximately equal. The time of the consonants
pronunciation (the sonorous in particular, sometimes of the long vowels and diphthongs
as well) may increase:
Down upon our heads.
['
'
||]
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No more shall we prosper.
'
'
'

||]

Both utterances written above illustrate rage.
b. The utterance tempo may accelerate in emphatic speech; the time intervals
between the stressed and unstressed syllables are minimal:
This boy has been reared in the jungle.
[' '
'
||]

.

.

..

He is a wolf.
[hi z
wulf||]

The tempo of both utterances is very quick. The tempo of the second one is faster
than that of the first. The speaker wants the listeners to realize that the boy was brought
to the jungles by wolves.
The given examples convey the attitude of irritation and anger.
2. Changes of the pitch of a voice.
a. The pitch of the voice in an emphatically rich speech can be higher than usual;
e.g.
Let me look!
['

||]

The first stressed syllable is pronounced at a high level.
A sharp fall in the voice takes place in the last stressed syllable.
b. The pitch of the voice can be lower than usual. The first stressed syllable is also
pronounced at a low level; e.g.
He won't get a reward, if I can help it.
[' '
| '
||]

The first sense group is of a normal pitch level. All syllables of the second sense
group are pronounced at a low level; it is the characteristic of threat.
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3. For the sake of the emphasis, a falling tone can be used instead of a rising one
and the other way about.
Enumeration can be pronounced with a falling tone instead of a rising one in order
to underline the importance of either element of the enumerated list; e.g.
She loved him, trusted him, believed in him.
[
|
|
||]

He loved her for her quiet strength of character; for her grave sincere directness,
for the steady balance of her mind; for the very expression of her face.
[ '
'
'
|
'
|
'
'
|
'
'
||]

In both utterances special attention is paid to every member of the enumeration.
The speaker wants to emphasize that all of them are of equal importance.
D. Jones recalls several cases of the tone alteration for the sake of emphasis. Thus,
a falling tone can be used in general questions instead of a rising one to convey an offer
or an invitation:
Shall we get some apples?
['
'
||]

The melody says: ―I would like us to take some apples.‖
Will you come and dine with us?
['
'
||]

The melody says: ―I invite you for dinner.
4. Usage of complex tones.
The expressions I do, it is not, he can, they have, etc. used as the answer to a special
question can be shaped by a fall-rise in order to show disagreement with the opinion
that has been expressed; e.g.:
– You don't like that?
[ '
'
║]

–

Yes, I do.
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[

|

||]

A fall-rise can be used as an emphasis to convey the opposite opinion to the one
that has been stated:
She doesn't look tired (she looks bright and cheerful).
[ '
'
||]


She didn't treat them so well (she treated them rather badly).
[ '
'
'
||]


In a sense group containing a fall-rise, the pitch of the voice falls down and rises
within the same syllable in cases where this syllable is nuclear and final. If the last
stressed syllable is not final and followed by the unstressed syllables, the voice pitch
goes down on the last stressed syllable and goes up on the unstressed syllables
following it:
I haven't insisted upon adopting this paragraph.
[ '
'
'
'


||]

5. Use of an interrupted ascending or descending scale.
The gradually descending head, typical for neutral speech in the English language
(in emotional and attitudinal respect) can lose its regular character or be replaced by an
ascending head:
Have you never seen it?
['
'
||]

The so-called «interrupted descending scale » is used to accentuate one or several
words in English; for example:
That man Crofts does not seem to be good for much.
['
'
'

'
'
||]

The descending scale, which is typical for the English language, is interrupted and
the pitch level in the word "no" is higher than in the previous stressed syllables.
6. The modification of the syntagmatic stress character.
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The stressed syllable of the emphasized word can have a very high pitch level. The
voice usually goes down within the limits of the stressed syllable and the syllables that
follow it (regardless of the degree of stress on them) are pronounced at a low level:
He is from the jungle.
[
|| ]

He is a wild boy.
[
╻

||]

In these sentences, only one word is stressed; the other words are pronounced in
accordance to the rules of sentence stress in English. The pitch of the voice falls from a
high level on the stressed syllable; e.g.
Who are you, boy?
[
 |
║]

In this sentence, two words are marked by stress. Both are pronounced with strong
stress; the pitch of the tone is high enough. The second stressed word ―boy‖ gets a
strong stress (though it is a parenthetical word) and forms a separate sense group.
In the three examples cited above, the words under stress are emphatically
intensified due to a high level of the tone. The pitch level goes down within the stressed
words.
Sometimes when it is necessary to intensify the word which the speaker considers
to be of special importance, the other significant words in the utterance lose their stress:
What do you mean?
[
||]

Your way of life!
[
||]

The words «life»and «what» lose their stress in these examples.
On the other hand, the words that are marked by the main and the secondary stress
can be under two main stresses. For example, the word ―distribution‖ ['distn'bju: n]
can be pronounced as [' distri'bju: n] for the sake of emphasis.
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In the same way, words that bear one stress can get two strong stresses. Thus, the
word ―unless‖ [
] can be pronounced as [
] in case of emphatic
accentuation.
Several emphatic stresses often appear in an utterance; it leads to the appearance of
several sense groups in it. This makes the phrase on the whole sound emphatic. The
words that are usually unstressed in an utterance can be under emphatic stress and vice
versa- the stressed words can become unstressed.
This boy has never seen fire before.
['

'
||]

.

..

.

Three words are pronounced with an emphatic stress in this phrase.
The word "fire" is accentuated owing to the strong emphatic stress. A sharp fall of
the voice occurs in this word. The word that follows it loses the stress and is
pronounced on a low level. The pitch range is extended.
As a rule, all the words of a rhythmic group are pronounced together in the English
language, but sometimes, for the sake of emphasis, ―a glottal stop‖ (graphically
presented by the sign ? ) occurs before the word that starts with a vowel; for example:
They ?aren't ready.

[

'

||]

7. Division of a sense group into two or more parts.
With a view to emphasis, a sense group can be divided into two or more parts that
are pronounced with a certain tone; a pause is used after each part:
At least, I can keep my own daughter from harm.
[
|
'
'
|
||]

The second sense group is divided into two parts; the last stressed syllables of both
parts are pronounced with a falling tone. The voice goes down from a higher pitch level
in the stressed syllable of the word ―daughter‖and from a lower level in the word
―harm‖. After the word daughter there is a pause; it is somewhat shorter than the pause
between the first and the second sense groups. The speaker wants to emphasize that he
can protect his daughter.
Look at the scars on his arms and legs.
['
|
|
||]

The sentence is divided into three parts; the voice falls down in each stressed word.
The fall is not of the same height in different parts of the sentence. The highest level is
in the word "arms"; the lowest level is the word "scars".
The speaker pronounces the word "scars" with stress and attracts the listener's
attention to this part of the body that is covered with scars since scars on the boy's legs
and hands testify that he has grown up in the jungle.
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Most often the meaning of the whole sentence may be made more emphatic in
English by a combination of two or more of foregoing means.
Here are two remarks:
He has the evil eye. I begin to think he has.
[
ai ||]

In the first sentence the tempo is quickened. A variation of the falling tone is used.
The voice falls on the word evil and a fall of the voice takes place within the last
stressed word eye, too. The sentence expresses increasing certitude in the fact.
['ai bi'gin

'

||]

In the second sentence the tempo is slow. The rhythmic structure of the utterance is
isochronous. The speaker is felt to be sure of what he says and is eager to assure the
listeners that he expresses the only possible opinion.
One more example illustrates complex usage of several phonetic means for
emphasis.
Don't look upon evil, Mahara. Get home to bed.
['
'
|
||]

In the initial utterance the tempo is slow. The vowel [i:] of the word ['i:vl] is
prolonged. The descending scale is broken; the pitch of the second stressed syllable is
much higher than that of the first one. The direct address [m 'h r ] makes a separate
sense-group pronounced with the falling tone. The voice falls from a rather high level
while pronouncing the stressed syllable of this word. The first sense-group expresses
restrained anger; the anger turns into a scarlet fury.
Get home to bed.
['get 'houm t  bed ||]

In the second utterance the pitch range is narrowed, the tempo is quick. All the
syllables are pronounced on a rather low level. The scale is irregular; the second
stressed syllable is higher than the first one. The voice falls and rises within the last
stressed word [bed] – a fall-rise is used.The sentence expresses an order mixed with
anger and irritation.
The emphasis in the Ukrainian language is achieved due to the same factors as in
English, especially due to intensity increase: tempo slow down or acceleration, a high or
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low pitch level, etc.An analysis of the following fragments will allow the illustration of
all the factors mentioned above.
1)«Хто ти, хлопець? 2) Хіба ти не чуєш? 3) Цей хлопець ніколи не бачив
вогню. 4) Він з джунглів. 5) Він вовк.‖
The intonation of the fragment is emphatic. The degree of emphasis increases with
each utterance.
In the first sentence the word "хто" is intensified by the emphasis; the other words
are marked by a weaker stress. The tempo of pronunciation is slightly accelerated. The
desire to find out something about the boy is expressed:
1) Хто ти, хлопець?
[ХТО ТИ ХЛОПЕЦ' ||]

The second utterance conveys surprise and irritation. The tempo is fast. The pitch
of the first stressed syllable is low. The head is ascending. The voice rises within the
last stressed syllable and on the subsequent unstressed syllables.
2) Xi6a ти не чуеш?
[Х ІБ ТИ HE ЧУЙЄШ ||]

The third utterance conveys strong conviction; the desire to make the others believe it. All
the words except for the negation "не" are unstressed; the rhythm is clear and regular,
the intervals between the stressed syllables are equal. For this reason they resemble the
rhythm of the English language. A regular descending head takes place. The pitch of the
voice is low, the fall occuring on the last stressed syllable of the word "вогню". The
voice rises somewhat on the preceding unsressed syllable of the word "вогню".The
vowels "o" and "ю" in this word are pronounced longer than usual.
3) Цей хлопець школи не бачив вогню.
[ЦЕЙ ХЛОПЕЦ Н ІКОЛИ НЕ Б ЧИВ ВОГН У ||]

In the fourth utterance the emphasis gets stronger. The sentence denotes a very
strong will to make everybody believe what has been said. The word "джунглі" is
accentuated by the strongest stress and a sharp fall in the pitch of the voice on the mainstressed syllable. The final unstressed syllable is on a low level:
4) Він з джунглів.
[В ІН З ДЖУНГЛІВ ||]

The same idea is expressed in the last utterance "Він вовк". The effect is achieved
by the same means:
5) BІН вовк.
[B ІH ВОУК ||]
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Among other facilities in emphatic speech, the substitution of an ascending tone
with a descending one can be noted in the Ukrainian language. This phenomenon is met
most frequently in non- final sense groups and enumerations when the speaker wants to
attract special attention to the meaning of the statement:
Я хочу квітку. Чисту, ніжну, про яку я мріяв.
[ЧИСТУ | Н ІЖНУ | ПРО Й КУ Й МР ІЙ В ║]

Та все щікаве таке, аж дух затаїть Артем у батька біля колін, не
ворухнеться.
[Т ВСЕ Ц ІК ВЕ TAKE | ' Ж ДУХ З Т ЙІТ РТЕМ
У Б Т'К Б ІЛ' КОЛ ІН  НЕ ВОРУХНЕТ С ||]

9.4.5. TYPOLOGY OF INTONATION CONVEYING THE
ATTITUDINAL AND EMOTIONAL MEANINGS

The important task of the comparative study of prosodic means conveying
the modal information in speech in the English and Ukrainian language is to
define the similar and distinctive features in the sphere of formal (inventorytaxonomic) aspect of prosody and its semantics. The zone of typological
similarity of intonational means that correlate with the attitudinal semantics is
prevailing. Both, (some separate elements) which correlate with the prosody
contour and their complexes (i.e. the prosodic structures which express the
sense) are characterized by common features.
While describing the first of these aspects of typological similarity of
prosody in the compared languages, it should be remarked that the parameters of
the pitch component of intonation are most informative when differentiating
attitudinal meanings: the type of nuclear tone and character of melody
modification in the other segments of the sense group; the level of fundamental
frequency; the interval and the rate of melody component alteration. Usually, a
falling tone conveys meanings of definiteness, completeness, and maturity,
unlike a rising tone that expresses the opposite attitudinal meanings those of
uncertainty, incompleteness, and imperfection. However, the initial level of the
kinetic tone and its alteration interval influence the perception and semantic
interpretation of the nuclear tone most essentially.
Therefore, a descending tone of a wide interval and its high initial level
conveys the attitudinal meanings of being categorical, persistent, and interested
in the Ukrainian and English languages. For example,
Перше треба відступитися від Хмельницького.
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[ПЕРШЕ ТРЕБ В‘ІДСТУПИТИСЯ В‘ІД ХМЕЛ‘НИЦ‘КОГО║]

. . .... . .
I'd like a walk.
'

║

.

.

..

In case the degree of the intensity of these attitudes is reduced the initial
level of fundumental frequency in the nucleous decreases too.
Справа вірна.
[СПР В В‘ІРН ║]

. .

I'd like a drink.
[
'

.

.

║

The low falling tone of a narrow interval is used to convey an extensive range of
attitudes – it conveys the meanings of being restraint, disinterested, and sounding
weighty:
Поки що в грошах потреби немає.
[ПОКИ ЩО ПОТРЕБИ НЕМ ЙЕ ║]

... . . .

Dot isn't attractive.
['
╻

║]

. .
When the initial level of the fundamental frequency increases, a falling tone of a
narrow interval expresses approval, ease, and an easy - minded attitude.
Вони картини малюватимуть.
[ВОНИ К РТИНИ М Л‘УВ ТИМУТ‘ ║]

. . ... ..

You've guessed it.
[
║

.

.
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The fact that duration in the Ukrainian language in contrast to English is not
included a number of phonematic characters at the segmental level, expands its
opportunities in developing the intonation of an utterance. Here it assists in
distinguishing various attitudinal meanings. It is manifested by various degrees of
temporal component participation in producing such attitudinal meanings as a degree of
interest, a degree of surprise, etc. in speech in Ukrainian and English.
The distinctions in prosodic peculiarities of attitudes in speech are connected
with differences in quantitative characteristics of the acoustic correlates and with the
variable frequency of certain intonational units functioning in speech. Thus, the
Ukrainian language is characterized by a less sharp character of decrease in the pitch
of the voice in a falling nuclear tone, the narrowed range of the latter (a lower initial
level in comparison with the English language and a higher final level of the tone).
When developing the ascending nuclear tone in the Ukrainian language, a reversed
picture takes place: a sharper rise of the voice and a pitch widened range (due to the
higher final level of the tone). The broadening of the pitch range of English utterances
with attitudinal connotations should be noted in comparison with the Ukrainian
utterances; it can be explained not only by distinctions in the nuclear tones but also by
the lack of coincidence of the first stressed syllable levels in the two investigated
languages: the pitch level of the first stressed syllable in the English language is much
higher, as a rule, than in Ukrainian. At the same time, the tone peak localization in
English utterances is on the first stressed syllable, unlike in Ukrainian where the tone
peak is shifted to the right.
In the compared languages, the quantitative characteristics of the fundamental
frequency in the head, which correlates with the differential features of the attitudinal
meanings, demonstrate the tendency to display interlingual distinctions: the English
utterances which convey the emotionally rich meanings of will are marked with a higher
level of head with its broader interval.
Alongside a discrepancy of the acoustic parameters quantitative characteristics, the
distinctions in the peculiarities of prosodic correlation with the contents (in the sphere
of modal semantics) manifest themselves in the compared languages by different
frequency of appearance of certain differential prosodic characteristics in speech. Thus,
in the English language, when designing various attitudinal types of questions, a regular
ascending tone appears to be the most typical one. In Ukrainian it is used less often. At
the same time, the rising-falling tone is functionally more loaded in the Ukrainian
language. One more specific feature in the English language is the irregularity of the
pitch contour in utterances that contain attitudinal connotations in comparison with a
smoother movement of the FF in similar Ukrainian utterances.
Definite specific lingual features are observed in the terminal rising tone of finality
in cases where the following attitudinal meanings are conveyed: hesitation, assumption,
uncertainty, thoughtlessness, surprise, etc. In these cases the kinetic tone is more often
realized in the nucleus in English; in Ukrainian the tone rise in the post-nuclear
syllables is more widespread.
The specificity of the dynamic component is manifested in the English language by
gravitation of the maximal intensity parameters together with the fundamental
frequency maximal parameters to the first stressed syllable; in the Ukrainian language
they gravitate to the main stressed syllable. At the same time, in the English language
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the intensity is more widely used for the purpose of differentiating the attitudinal
relations in speech than in Ukrainian.
The peculiarity of temporal organization of English (compared to Ukrainian)
utterances, which contain modal information, consists of less dependence of rhythmic
tact duration on the quantity of syllables it contains and of the reduced variability of the
time component of the rhythmic units in an utterance. Great variability of a syllable
duration in the Ukrainian language allows to execution of this acoustic parameter as a
sense distinguishing characteristic when differentiating attitudes more often than in the
English language.
If an inventory of perceptual and acoustic differentors, which form the idealized
prosodic models of the components of semantic fields of the modal sphere, has both
similar and specific features in the Ukrainian and the English languages, the mechanism
of these models‘ correlation with the constituents of various levels of modal fields is
mostly identical in both languages.
In both Ukrainian and English, the components of the attitudinal functional
semantic fields of the estimative-proper, imperative-estimative, emotional-estimative
spheres are characterized by a very certain correlation with the prosodic models ―of
their own‖, unlike the components of the objective modality fields where the stated
correlation is of a mediated character (see 9.4.2.). The mechanism of prosody models
transformation is also typological; it reflects the gradual change of the semantic units
within one homogeneous field of attitudes. The isomorphism of the plan of contents and
the plan of expression is also typological in both compared languages.
Interlingual generality is also demonstrated by the order attitudes arranged in "the
line of activity", which characterizes the degree of stability of the prosodic constructions
that convey these attitudinal meanings (see 9.4.4.), and also by the definite character of
the mechanism of the intonational structures of two and more attitudinal meanings
interaction as they are simultaneously realized in speech (see 9.5.1.).
The variability of the idealized prosody models in both languages is connected with
the actitity of the same factors (see 9.4.) that cause the universal character of the
mechanisms developing the semantic ambiguity of prosodic structures – a homonymy
of intonation, a synonymy of intonation, etc. It is natural that, when forming the groups
of intonational homonyms (synonyms), their full identity is not always observed in
Ukrainian and English. It is caused by the specific lingual features of intonation of
various attitudinal meanings as described above.
Finally, the typological generality of the Ukrainian and the English languages is
brightly demonstrated by the similar mechanisms of prosodic means interaction in the
process of conveying the attitudinal meanings by non-prosodic means that express
modality. The intralinguistic specificity of these aspects is connected with the
peculiarities of the grammatical and lexical structure of the compared languages and the
difference in the significance of the acoustic parameters when executing various
functions of intonation. The specificity of interaction between intonation and grammar
means when expressing attitudes in Ukrainian and English speech is caused by a degree
of distinction between the grammatical systems of the compared languages (synthetical
in Ukrainian and analytical in English). This, in turn, instigates an occurrence of
particular lingual features in the accent-rhythmic structure of a sense group. Alongside a
significant number of the form words that are not stressed in the English language
(unlike Ukrainian), the tendency to pronounce semi-notional words (personal and
possessive pronouns and modal verbs) as unstressed ones is wide spread.
Specific language features of interaction between the intonational and lexical
means of expressing attitudes in Ukrainian and English speech are connected with
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certain peculiarities of the vocabulary structure of the compared languages. For
example, in English a polite request is not expressed in a one-word utterance that
intensifies the role of the lexical component and reduces the necessity of using the
prosodic means of conveying a certain attitude in English speech at its full extent.

9.5. INTERACTION OF VARIOUS FUNCTIONS OF
INTONATION
9.5.1. TYPES OF MECHANISMS OF INTONATIONAL STRUCTURES
INTERACTION

In the majority of the communicative situations, intonation does not accomplish
just one of its functions in an utterance, but several of them. At the same time, the
intonational structure that is typical in cases when only one function of intonation is
executed undergoes transformation when the functions interact. There are two types of
mechanisms of interaction. The first one is developed when each of the interacting
functions are realized with the help of the "personal" inventory of intonational means,
and the second one when both interacting functions are executed due to the same set of
intonational means.
In other words, an autonomous or a complex (joint) realization of two or more
functions of intonation is possible. Numerous facts testify to the prevalence of the
relatively independent realization of several functions of intonation within a sense
group; that is their autonomy. Autonomy is characterized by the use of the independent
inventory of intonational means that express each of these functions.
Thus, in the utterances:
1) Батько приїхав. (2) Батько приїхав. (3) Батько приїхав?
1) The father has come. (2) The father has come. (3) The father has come?
one type of intonational means (shift of the nuclear syllable in the utterance) is used in
order to realize and to oppose two types of actual division that provide the accentuation
required by a speech situation (see sentences 1 and 2); the other intonational
characteristics (the usage of a falling or a rising tone) provide the adequate
identification of the communicative orientation of the utterance (compare sentences 2
and 3).
At the same time, the situation characterized by mutual (complex) realization of
two or more functions of intonation and the use of one marked element in an intonation
contour is widely widespread. Thus, in the sentences:
Ви його зустріли? and Ви його зустріли?
D id you meet him? and Did you meet him?
the position of kinetic tone localization and its type accentuate the rheme center and
mark the communicative type of the sentence simultaneously.
When a complex character of various types of intonational functions takes place,
they can enter into two kinds of relations with each other: independence or domination /
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subordination. Independence of the functions assumes semantic independence of the
interacting functional fields.
Domination of one of the functions is seen under the circumstances when the first
function, being not homogeneous with the other function in the given communicative
situation, provides the realization of the second function.
When looking at the transformation of intonational constructions correlated with
the interacting functions, the character of such modifications is dependent on the
tightness of the degree of relation between the executed functions and the type of this
relation. Thus, the guiding factors are the way of semantics - the degree of
homogeneity of the compatible functions, the way of expressive means - presence /
absence of the prosodic constructions ―of their own‖ (see above) in each of the
interacting functions and the degree of affinity of their "initial" prosodic
constructions.
This phenomenon is typical of the emotional – attitudinal function of intonation
which, due to a wide spectrum of attitudes used in speech, can provide the realization of
any other functional manifestations of intonation in a quite natural manner.

9.5.2. COMPLEX REALIZATION OF THE SENSE GROUP DIVISION
FUNCTION AND THE ATTITUDINAL-EMOTIONAL FUNCTION
When the function of sense groups division and the attitudinal function are acting
together, their autonomous demonstration is rather typical. Therefore, there is no
interaction between the function of sense groups division and the attitudinal ones in
utterances where sense-groups division is aimed at conveying the distinction between
the address, the apposition, and the enumeration; the bounderies inside the sense groups
of an utterance vary depending on the required logical-semantic character of the
message. In such situations, there is an opportunity to transfer the attitudinal
connotations within the framework of any of the accepted ways of the sense group
division; however, the means that convey these attitudes, including intonation, are
completely independent and autonomous in respect to the intonational means of the
sense groups division. Thus in the sentences:
We need more ֻexperienced people. We need ֻmore experienced people,
the use of intonational means (the kinetic tone and the pause) provides the division of
the utterance into two sense groups. The basic function of this division is the
modification of logical-semantic connections in the sentence. «More skilled people » is
replaced by " more the skilled people ". At the same time, in the second sentence the
same means actualize a certain amount of definite attitudinal function - discrepancy of
the desirable. Autonomy of the two functions is conditioning by their semantic
independence and an absence of common features in their functional orientation.
A complex manifestation of the function of sense-groups division and the
attitudinal function is seldom found in speech. Thus, semantic equivalence is impossible
in principle in the case of a complex execution of the examined functions. It is caused
by the specificity of the function of sense groups division which insures syntagmatic
contrast between the separated speech fragments and exclusively fulfills the
constructing role. The attitudinal function, in contrast to the previously described one, is
aimed at conveying some meaning that is capable of entering the relations of
paradigmatic opposition with the other functions of intonation.
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Domination of the sense groups division function takes place in the course of its
complex realization with the function producing the evaluative – characterizing
attitudinal meanings; subordination occurs in complex with the evaluative-proper and
emotive-evaluative function. The following speech realization can illustrate the
dominating function of an utterance division into sense groups: here the opposition of
the attitudinal meanings of the fact evaluation (as the one that corresponds to reality or
is inappropriate to reality) is carried out on the basis of the utterance‘s division into two
sense groups. Otherwise this phrase‘s exists as one sense group:
I

thought it would

rain.

I'thought it would

rain.

The described character of interaction between the attitudinal function of intonation
and the function of the utterance division into sense groups is typologically similar in
the compared languages. Distinctions are observed only in the inventory means that
participate in the interaction under examination.

9.5.3. INTERACTION OF THE FUNCTION THAT REFLECTS A DEGREE OF
CONNECTION BETWEEN THE SENSE GROUPS AND THE ATTITUDINALEMOTIVE FUNCTION

The semantic aspects which are executed by the function that characterizes a degree
of connection between the sense groups include strong, average, and weak connection,
the relations of government, equivalence, subordination, etc. The amount of complex
manifestation of this function of intonation with an attitudinal one is more numerous
and the character of its connections is much more diverse than in the previous case
where the function of division into sense groups was discussed. First of all, the
difference appears in case of a complex realization of the function that express a degree
of connection between the sense groups and attitudinal ones. Under these conditions,
the mechanism of equality of these functions becomes possible. This happens especially
often when shaping subordinate and coordinate relations in conjunctionless connections,
where the intonation, being the unique marker of the connection type between the parts
of the compound sentence, provides simultaneously the evaluative-characterizing
attitudinal meanings. For example, in the sentence
Вчитель за хворів, уроків не

буде.

the rising nuclear tone conveys a subordinate type of connection between the two sense
groups, emphasizing simultaneously the consequential relations. When pronouncing this
sentence with a falling tone in the nucleus, a coordinating connection between the parts
of the compound sentence is expressed; thus, with the help of the same means of
intonation, the attitudinal meaning of the events‘ dependence is produced.
The most widespread type of mutual action of the compared functions is the
domination of the function that expresses the type of connection between the sense
groups. When the estimative-characterizing attitudinal meanings of grounding, reason,
result, opposition, sequence in time or space etc. are conveyed, the role of intonation is
reduced to the function that shows a degree of connections between the sense groups. It
is frequently reduced to marking the strong connection via the opposing intonation of
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completeness/incompleteness in the adjacent sense groups. The specification of an
attitudinal meaning is carried out by lexical means or by the context. Thus, for example,
the rising tone in the second part of the sentence:
Вам не слід було так хвилюватися: він повернув книжку.
underlines the close semantic interaction of the two sense groups, and only the
supplementary consideration of the context allows for the identification of the
attitudinal estimative-characterizing meaning of grounding.
The subordination of the function-demonstrating connection between the sense
groups towards the attitudinal function of intonation is manifested in speech often
enough, though less often than that of domination. This happens when the degree of
strength between the sense-groups relation is indirectly actualized via the means that
convey the estimative proper or emotional-estimative relations. Therefore, despite the
use of a descending tone (which usually manifests a weak connection between the
sense groups) in both sense groups of the utterance
Don't come ֻnear me, I ֻhate you.
the presence of some specific markers in intonation conveying the attitudinal meaning
of indignation (timber and dynamic components) makes the listener perceive these
sense groups as strongly connected ones.
If the character of the connection between the sense groups is explicitly
demonstrated (when conjunctives connect the parts of a compound sentence, form –
words, and other lexical and grammatical markers) the intonation means responsible for
connection between sense groups are leveled as a rule, and in this case the intonation
means that convey the attitudinal relations that become dominating.
The typological generality of the mechanism that combines these two functions
does not exclude the manifestation of certain specific prosodic features which result
from the variety of certain attitudinal meanings and the discrepancy of some markers
differentiating the types of connections between the sense groups in the English and the
Ukrainian languages. The following characteristic of intonation illustrates the abovementioned statement, it being the difference in a rising tone while expressing
incompleteness (regarded as the factor that defines semantic dependence between the
sense groups): in the Ukrainian language the level of the final part of the nuclear kinetic
tone is higher than in the first stressed syllable, while in the English language the level
of the ascending nuclear tone does not reach the level of the first stressed syllable in the
sense group.

9.5.4. INTERACTION OF THE FUNCTION OF ACCENTUAL PROMINENCE
AND THE ATTITUDINAL – EMOTIVE FUNCTION

Considering the mechanism of interaction between the function of accentual
prominence and the attitudinal function, it should be noted that the accentual
prominence provides the establishment of logical connections between the words in
many cases, and the attitudinal relations are either minimally marked here or not maked
at all:
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У минулому році кияни виграли

кубок.

Under these conditions the function of the actual division is not included into the
bulk of the medium in respect to the attitudinal function of intonation; these functions
are realized autonomously.
If the prominent element of a sense group has the attitudinal semantics or some
attitudinal connotation (alongside with intellectual and logical meanings), these two
functions of intonation are mutually executed. Therefore, no special markers normally
are used to manifest the actual division, and as such the same prosodic markers are
exploited here as in case of conveying attitudinal relations. It should be remarked that
under the conditions the prosodic means are not simply used as the differentors
revealing some kind of modal relations, but are treated as the markers that amplify these
meanings. The meanings of the subjective modality of all types can be conveyed in such
a way. In the examples
1) Рік минув. (2) Рік минув.
the shift of the sentence stress to the word "рік" in the second sentence gives to the
utterance an air of emphasis on the attitude of the event‘s duration.
Such domination of the attitudinal function is most typical in cases of interaction
between the function of accentual prominence and that conveying evaluative-proper and
the emotional-evaluative meanings. Thus, intonation often carries out a third function,
that of emotional, in a wider meaning of this concept that reflects an emotional state –
the mood of a speaker together with his attitude to the stated.
As an extreme manifestation of the situation under discussion (i.e. a mutual
development of two functions), the logical aspect can be completely lost while
accentuating the rheme part of a phrase, and the attitudinal meaning that is conveyed in
a rheme becomes the content of the rheme. For example, in the sentence
Який був день.
a complete equivalence of these two functions of intonation needs to be noted.
It finds its expression in the fact that the means of intonation used in case of mutual
execution of two functions coincide with those that are used for the independent
realization of the emotional and attitudinal meanings included into this complex:
various components of timbre, complex tones (rising-falling), tempo decrease (the
growth of the stressed vowel duration), and so on that take part in the action.
The systemic description of mechanisms involved in the process of interaction
between the attitudinal function of intonation and the function of the accentual
prominence has been carried out in this section. This system correlates with the
classification of sentence stress types presented in the scientific literature. The first of
the situations considered here (an independent manifestation of the functions)
corresponds to the case of the logical accent, while the second and the third (complex
development) correspond to the case of an emphatic accentuation in a sense group.
The mechanism of interaction of the function that emphasizes the semantic
relations between sense group elements and attitudinal function of intonation is
typologically similar in the compared languages.
The difference between English and Ukrainian in this respect is caused, first of all,
by the fact that within each language system there are grammatical arrangements and
the lexical structures that predetermine sentence stress to a certain extent. The
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discrepancy of these norms in the compared languages (at the level of word stress) is
reflected in the initial position of the stressed syllable in the English language and in
greater mobility of this position in the Ukrainian language.

9.5.5. INTERACTION OF THE COMMUNICATIVE AND EMOTIONALATTITUDINAL FUNCTIONS

Let's consider simultaneously the peculiarities concerning the mechanism that
executes the intonational structures interaction and realizes the communicative and the
emotional and attitudinal functions.
As has already been noted (see 9.2.7.), at the level of prosodic organization
practically all communicative types used in speech are conveyed via interaction with
prosodic markers of subjective-modal meanings (attitudes) which correlate semantically
with a given communicative type.
For example, the question-proper is mostly related to the attitudinal meanings of
interest, doubt, and persistence:
That Vickie is not in the bar, is she? - Vickie? Who's ╻Vickie?
Imperatives are usually accompanied by the attitudinal meanings of persuasion,
firmness, and being unshakable; they are usually present in cases where order is
expressed:
'Give it to me!
Uncertainty, shyness, and hesitation are heard when a request is pronounced:
'Why 'don't you'buy me a whisky in╻ stead? -'Now, Julia,'listen to me.
An estimation or an authority are available when expressing advice:
' Read a book.
A report, being a special kind of a statement, correlates with a wide spectrum of
attitudinal meanings: confidence/uncertainty, authoritativeness/irresponsibility, etc.
Per haps, he' wanted to marry you.
The influence of attitudinal and emotional connotations on intonation of utterances
with different communicative orientation should be analysed.
As has already been mentioned, a falling tone is regarded as the norm in declarative
sentences while non-final sense groups which express the uncompleted thought stick to
a rising tone as a rule. Nevertheless, it should be remarked upon that a rise in the
nucleus is not only the characteristic of non completed statements. The analogical
contour is used (in the English language) when conveying greeting or parting in short
answers of an agreement and contradiction, and when expressing attitudinal and
emotional meanings of furious denial, distrust, encouragement and others. In Ukrainian,
like English, many emotional and attitudinal meanings exploit the rising tone in
declarative sentences, with the meanings of doubt, contradiction, unwilling agreement
and others included here.
These types of declarative sentences, possessing some common features in contrast to
the prosody of questions, have certain specificity of intonation that differentiates the
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emotional and attitudinal types from one another. These are the acceleration or slowing
down in speech tempo, the dynamic component variations, and a wide arsenal of the
intonation timber alterations. The most characteristic in this respect are the following
features of intonation: the ―indented‖ melody curve, the reduced/full vowel in stressed
syllables, the correlation of vowels/consonants duration, timber alterations, and others.
These pointed differences are not caused by the communicative variability of these
utterances, but by the character of attitudinal evaluative-proper and emotional-evaluative
relations that specify the semantics of these communicative types of utterances.
Actually, only two kinds of questions out of six (the general question and repeated
question) in the English language are most often shaped by various types of the
ascending tone. It happens only under the condition of some emotional and attitudinal
connotations which are not present in the interrogative utterance. These connotations
lead to a significant change in the configuration of the nuclear tone (disinterest or
hostility that are conveyed by a low descending tone in a general question; a slight
surprise, marked a high descending tone). Special questions, as a rule, are characterized
by descending tones, and only the combination of an interrogative seme with some
attitudinal connotations results in the use of ascending types of tones in a special
question‘s intonation. For example, the expression of extreme disapproval, interest, and
desire to come into contact with the interlocutor demand the low rising tone; when
conveying an extreme degree of surprise, the desire to understand the core of the
problem are marked by a high rising tone).
Let us consider two situations that manifest the peculiar features of disjunctive
question intonation: that under the condition of neutral inquiry of some information, and
that in cases of the attitude of being sure that the speaker‘s positive answer is expressed.
In the first case, the final part of the disjunctive question in the English language is
pronounced with a rising tone:
He's coming to night, isn’t he?
And in the second one, with the falling tone:
The weather is ِbeautiful, ِisn't it?
Another example is the alternative question in the English language. While
pronouncing the terminal element with the falling tone
Would you like coffee or

tea?

the speaker implies that the enumeration list is completed and in cases where the
terminal element is uttered with a rising tone
Would you like coffee or tea?
the attitudinal meaning of incompleteness, and continuity is meant.
Intonation can transform a special or a general question into a rhetorical one that
expresses bewilderment; for example:
Чому ви прийшли? And Чому ви прийшли?
Why have you come? And Why have you come?
Intonation can contrast a question with an attitudinal meaning of interest to a
question with the attitudinal meaning of indifference, for example,
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Ви його вже бачили? From
¯ Ви його вже бачили?
Have you seen him? From ¯Have you seen him?
and can provide a set of other sense altering transformations resulting from the
simultaneous realization of the communicative and the attitudinal functions.
In the Ukrainian language, the same laws are preserved in the tonal configuration of
the nuclear syllable in the general questions. In special questions, a controversial picture
is observed – if in most cases special questions in the Ukrainian language are
pronounced with a rising tone, certain attitudinal and emotional meanings (for example,
persistence, irritation, and mistrust) demand a falling terminal tone.
The intonation of imperatives, just like interrogative and declarative utterances,
depends on the extra linguistic conditions of communication and the speaker‘s intention
to convey certain attitude to the reported. There is no strict dependence of intonation of
the utterance on its communicative type.
As has already been remarked, the peculiarity of semantic fields of the imperative
sphere consists of its components multifaced nature. It is reasoned by the pragmatic
character of this sphere of attitudes on the one hand [Петров, 1982]; here the aim
modification changes the communicative type of the utterance. On the other hand,
interpersonal relations also greatly influence the semantics of this sphere of meanings.
The interaction of the above-mentioned aspects leads to the development of a set
semantic complexes that should be regarded as the product of the communicative and
attitudinal units interaction.
This distinct prosody contrast disappears in cases where the periphery components
of the attitudinal semantic fields of the three compared groups are analyzed. Thus, an
official request that is a component of the appellative zone of the imperative-evaluative
attitudes can be perceived by the listeners as (out of the context) one of the directive
meanings like instruction or requirement.
The diagrams below illustrate the melody of commands and requests in English and
Ukrainian.

Fig. 9.2.
Take it. (Command.) [ teik it ||
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Fig. 9.3.
Take it (request.) [ teik it ||

Fig. 9.4.
Shut the door! (command).
['
||]

Fig. 9.5.
Shut the door. (request)
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['

||]

Fig. 9.6.
Візьми це! (command).
[В ІЗ МИ ЦЕ ||]

Fig. 9.7.
Візьми це!. (request).
[В ІЗ МИ ЦЕ ||]

Fig. 9.8.
Зачини вікно! (command).
[З ЧИНИ В ІКНО ||]
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Fig. 9.9.
Зачини вікно. (request).
[З ЧИНИ B ІKHO ||]

It can be stated in conclusion that as the result of comparisons between the volume
and the degree of distinctive feature differences in the utterances of various
communicative types, the following picture can clearly be seen. Different
communicative types are not usually opposed to one another at the prosodic level at the
expense of the intonational markers ―of their own‖, but at the expense of the attitudinal
meanings of the evaluative-proper or emotional-evaluative types which are habitual to
them (see table 9.5).
Table 9.5.
The correlation degree between various types of evaluative-proper attitudinal
meanings and the communicative types of speech acts.
Evaluative proper attitudinal meanings
Communicative types

Imperative

Confident Doubtful Elucidating Understanding Irresponsible

Order

H

0

0

0

0

Advice

L

H

0

L

L

Request

0

H

H

0

L

0

H

H

0

L

L

L

0

0

L

H

L

H

L

H

H

0

0

H

L

H

0

H

H

0

Asking for
Interrogative information
Getting into
contactStating the
fact
Declarative Declaration

Explaination
0 – correlation absence; L – a low degree of correlation, H – a high

This phenomenon has already drawn researchers‘ attention, primarily when studying
the problem of emotional speech prosody. Thus, in the work by V.L.Taubkin which
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analyzed the contrasts of prosodic means conveying different types of the communicative
types of utterances, it has been underlined that they are not ―commensurable with the
emotionally conditioned ones. At the reader‘s emotional … tension the communicative
features of an utterance are disappearing in correspondence with the degree of tension
growth‖ [Речь, эмоции, личность, 1978, p.187].
The intonation in the function presenting the communicative type of an utterance
practically always tightly interacts with the function conveying the attitudinal meaning.
The attitudinal connotation that is at the fundamentals of a specific communicative type
defines the choice of intonation used in this communicative type.
The interaction of communicative and attitudinal functions of intonation is
characterized by certain typologically common features in the two compared languages.
Specific language peculiarities are caused by differences in the prosody of the
communicative types of sentences in English and Ukrainian.

9.5.6. TYPOLOGY OF MECHANISMS OF DIFFERENT INTONATIONAL
FUNCTIONS INTERACTION

In spite of the availability of a number of specific language peculiarities in the
intonation of utterances, where the intonation simultaneously fulfills several functions
under the real conditions of communication, the character of the correlation mechanism
―intonation-meaning‖ is completely identical in the compared languages. More than
that, the most essential features of these mechanisms could be treated as language
universals.
When an intonation contour is formed under the condition of two or more functions
of intonation being realized in a speech act the result is not straightforward and depends
on a variety of factors. Note the following:
- availability/absence of prosody models ―of their own‖ or ―indirect‖ ones in
combined functions;
- the degree of stability in correlation between these models and semantics;
- the degree of semantic character intensity conveyed by the intonation model;
- the degree of similarity between the original intonational structures that are
interacting and the degree of proximity in the language nature of the functions involved
the interaction.
The analysis of the character of the functional and semantic factors influence on the
degree of stability of intonational models demonstrates that different functions of
intonation possess various possibilities of providing such an effect. The most stable are
the prosodic models executing the attitudinal and emotional functions of intonation. The
status of the other functions towards the attitudinal function of intonation changes from
the subordinate one (as in the function of division into sense groups) up to the
dominating one (as in the function reflecting the speaker‘s emotional state). In
correspondence with this status and the poly-functional character of intonation in an
utterance, the resulting intonational contour mainly preserves the relevant prosodic
features of the dominating function intonation.
Nearest to the attitudinal function of intonation (from a lanuage point of view) is
the emotional one, and to some extent some subtypes of the communicative function of
intonation. This determines the isomorphism of mechanisms of these functions mutual
development.
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